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APPENDIA A

A.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE INITIATORS

The use of event tree / fault tree methodology requires the
definition of the initiating events to be considered in a risk evalua-

tion. Accident initiators that could lead to the release of significant

amounts of radioactivity to the envircnment must be identified. The
accident sequences discusser. here are for core-related events with the
reactor initially at or near full power.

There are a number of approaches to defining the set of accident
initiators to be used in a risk evaluation. These approaches vary in de-

O 9ree from e 9emerei iaitietor cete9 ors ciessificetioa (e 9.. tre#sie#ts e#8
LOCAs) to more precise definitions of accident initiators (e.g., rod with-
drawal accident, stuck control rod, loss of main condenser).

In this section, the following methodologies will be discussed: p

e The method used in WASH-1400 to define event tree
sequence initiators (A.l.1)

e An alternate general approach (A.l.2)

e The plant-specific technique used for the Limerick
,

analysis (A.l.3).
I

Figure A.l.1 provides an overview of how the definition oft

accident initiators fits into the Limerick risk assessment. Once the
sources of radioactivity to be considered are established, then the
potential modes of failure for release of the radioactivity to the
environment are identified. This process begins with identifying the

O
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O
types of potential demands on the normal and safety systems. These
demands are then propagated through event trees to determine an overall
estimate of unacceptable conditions. .Each accident sequence is assigned
to a specific release category that reflects similar parameters defining
the radioactive release. These parameters include:

e Time of radioactive release
.

e Duration of release

e Fraction of core released

e Elevation of release.
f

A.l.1 Reactor Safety Study

The Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) (L.1,1) divided accident

initiators into two general categories:

1. Loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs)

2. Transients.

Transients were included in WASH-1400 to represent the potential demands

on the reactor shutdown system and the heat removal system, since a failure
of either function following a transient could lead to potential core damage.
WASH-1400 used a simplified approach to the definition of transient sequences
to be considered, as quoted below:

" Transients generally fall into two categories--those that are fairly
likely, or anticipated transients, and those that are unlikely, or
unant'cipated transients. In assessing the potential risks due to

h~ these types of transients, the wide variability in frequency of
occurrence of the two categories suggest that only the more likely
ones will be contributors to the overall risk. This is due to the
fact that, except for those that cause LOCAs, all the transients,
where protective systems fail, have essentially the same end point--
a molten core and a ruptured reactor coolant system in an intact
containment. Thus, it should be necessary only to identify the
several most likely ways for core melt to occur and the unlikely

p) ways that result in the same consequence should not be important
contributors to the risk."m

A- 3
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While WASH-1400 identified a list of potential anticipated
transients, the analysis assumed that the anticipated transients all
had similar effects on the nonnal and. safety systems. Therefore, the
method of analysis was to use a singis event tree to describe the tran-
sient sequences treating all transient initiators as the same.*

In the Limerick risk assessment, various transients are viewed

to have a number of peculiar characteristics which makes analysis of a
number of transient types and sequences within these transient trees
important. The anticipated transients used in WASH-1400 are given in
Table A.l.l. The unanticipated transients, while identified, were not

explicitly evaluated in WASH-1400 because the associated accident sequences
were assumed to result in consequences and system interactions, similar to
those identified for anticipated transients, but to be of sufficiently

low probability as to not contribute to calculated risk.

A.l.2 Alternate General Approach $
An alternate approach to that used in WASH-1400 is to provide

general classes of events in which the accident initiators can be placed
and then identify the accident sequences which may occur following initiators
of these general classes.

The two possible general categories of potential accident
initiators which could be considered are:

Category I: Events leading to undercooling of the core

Category II: Events leading to increases in core power /
beyond the normal cooling capability. L

The Category I events may result from two sub-categories of initiator types:

*0ne exception to this was the separate treatment of loss-of-offsite-power.
O
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Table A.1.1

BWR TRANSIENT INITIATORS FROM WASH-1400>

,

} Likely Irttisting Events | Unlikely initiating Events i

ia) A~
1. Roc hithorswal at Power ! 1. Rod Ejection Accident

f, 2. Rod Drop Accident ")I2. Feedwate* Controller Failure -
i; m.4~. Demnd

I 3. Rectrcalation Flow Cont-c! I 3. Compoand initiating Events |

| Ta11ure (Increasing Flo ; } such es: {
a. Seizure of Two Recircu. ||4 Startup Cf idle Rectreulation j*

Pump j lation Pumps a

5. Less of Feed =ater Heating i b. Startup of Idle Pecircu-

! f',[*h"6. Inaovertent HPCI Pump Start
7 7 p

7. goss of Agalliary Power c. Rod Withdrawal and 51rtl.
8. Loss of Feedwater Flo- | taneous Startup of Idle

Recirculation Loop9. Electric Load Rejection | j
! (Turetne Valve Closure) -j i

Turbine Trip (Stop Valve i I

| 10. |Closure) ;

. I 11. Main Steam Line Isolation i ;
t Valve Closure a

f12. Recircalation Flow Contral
g Failure (Decreasing Flos) { ,

i 13. Re:teculation Pucc frta !
|

(One Panp) )

( 14 Recirculation Pump 5ettave |
e. | 15. T-G Pressure Regulator Fatture i I

-- Rapid Opening I)(d- | f
i

%

a)BWR plants have design festares provided which make the probebilities for
occurrence ne;1tgtbiy saali.

'

1. Loss of Coolant inventory (e.g., LOCA)

2. Reduced heat removal capability.
|

The Category II events result principally from uncontrolled positive
reactivity additions, generally these are a subset of the " transients"
category defined in WASH-1400.

!

However, it is clear that, despite a concerted effort to delineate
I the categories of event trees and their initiators, there will be an overlap
,

among such general groupings. Figure A.l.2 conceptually displays the
i

difficulty with rigid categorization of events of general categories.

O
-

.
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LOCAS-----------

Figure A.1.2 Schematic to Emphasize the Difficulty of Simplistically
Categorizing Accident Sequences.

In spite of this problem of general classification, a clear
definition of specific accident initiators can be made. The extreme case
is that for each type of initiator, an event tree may be required which g
will display the functions and/or systems which may interact with the
core and containment during the accident sequence. These event trees
would be developed to include the principal scenarios or sequences which
an accident could take, so that a probabilistic evaluation can be made
of the risk associated with plant operation. However, by the nature of
probabilistic risk assessment, there are sequences which are evaluated
to be so low in probability that they will nut affect the calculated
risk. These sequences may be evaluated explicitly or they may be implicitly
neglected. An example of sequences which are implicitly neglected are:

,

e Two simultaneous LOCAs

e A fire and a LOCA.

A.l.3 Limerick Plant-Specific Analysis

The Limerick analysis includes elements of both the WASH-1400

approach to accident initiator definition and the alternative approach

|

|
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U previously described. It broadens the scope of accident initiators

considered beyond that included in WASH-1400. Specifically, the Limerick
analysis includes:

e Event trees for specific transient accident initiators
depending upon their effect on the plant

e Inclusion of additional "unantic~ pated" transients

e LOCA initiators as a function of size and location.

A.l.3.1 Transient Accident Initiators

The initial screening group of transient accicent initiators used
in the Limerick analysis come from an EPRI survey of operating experience
of r.uclear power plants (A.1-2).

selected utilities were requested by EPRI to provide data con-

Q cerning transients experienced at their plants. Based on the initial re-
'

sponse, an expanded, continuing data collection effort was initiated with
cooperating utilities. For each transient experienced, the following in-
formation was requested:

1. Date >f the scram

2. A br'ef description of the scram sequence including the
comp' rent failure type and failure mode

3. The p' ant mode and power level at the time of the scram

4. The reacte status following the scram

5. The type of scram.

The data were collected directly from the utilities. Direct
communication was established with each plant to clarify the understanding
of data items when necessary. These data were used to classify and estab-
lish the frequency of broad categories of transients. The results were

A-7
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compiled to support an EPRI-SAI study on the frequency of anticipated tran-
sients in nuclear reactors. They have been described by the NRC in NUREG-

0460 (A.1-3) as:

"...the most extensive data on plant transients available to
the staff (providing) the best basis for estimating the
frequency of anticipated transients in nuclear power plant."

The " anticipated" transient initiator categories used in the EPRI-SAI
industry survey for BWRs are shown in Table A.l.2.

In order to emphasize the important accident initiators, the
large number and types of potential accident initiators are consolidated
into a smaller group which is more easily discussed. This consolidation
actually results in some conservatism, but serves the dual purpose of
providing an understandable and more realistic assessment of the transients
which are encountered, based upon operating experience. These groupings
are made based upon the similarity of the accident sequences and their g
effect on the mitigating systems, not necessarily by the severity of the
worst case temperatures and pressure during the postulated transient. The
LGS analysis was based on the EPRI evaluation of the frequency of transient
initiators.

In summary, the method of analysis used in this report is to
categorize initiators together based upon their initial effect on the nonnal
plant systems. The following categories of events are developed:

1. Transients which lead to isolation of the reactor vessel
from the main condenser: Referred to as MSIV closure.

2. Transients which result in turbine trip. These transients
include turbine trips with bypass capability.

3. Loss of offsite power which leads to the loss of many
normal systems at approximately the same time.

O
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Table A.1.2

SUMMARY OF THE CATEGORIES OF BWR TRANSIENTS USED
TO CLASSIFY OPERATING EXPERIENCE DATA ON

ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS *

1

1. Electric Load Pejection

2. Electric tend Pejection .ith Turbine typass Valve Fall re
3. Tvrbine Trip

4. Turbine Trip .ith Turbine Bypass Valve Fatlure

5. Pain Steae Isolation valve Closure
;

6. Inadvertent ClosureofOneM5!Y(RestOpen)

| 7. Partial M51V Closure
8. Pressure Regulator Falis Open

9. Pressure Regulator Falls Closed
10. Inadvertent Opening of a Safety / Relief Yalve (Stuck)
11. Turbine Sypass Falls Open
12. Turbine typass or Control Valves Cause increase Pressure (Closed)
13. Recirculation Control Failure -- Increasing Flow
14. Recirculation Control Failure -- Decreasing Flow
15. Trip of One Recirculation Pump
16. Trip of All Recirculation Pamps
17. Abner-al Startup of Idle Decirculation Pumpn 18. Recirculation Pump Seirare
19. Feedwater -- Increasing Flow at Power

20. Loss of Feed.ater Heater ,

21. Loss of All Feet.ater Flow
22. Trip of One Feedwater Pm (or Condensate Pump)

23. Feedwater -- Low Flow
24. Low Feedwater Flow During Startup or Shutdown'

25. High Feedwater Flow During Startup or Shutdcun
26. Rod Withdraw at Power
27. High F1un Due to Rod Withdrawal at Startup

28. Inadvertent insertion of Rod or Rods
29. Detected Fault in Reactor Protection System

30. Loss of Offsite Power
31. Loss of Auxiliary Power (Loss of Auxilf ary Transformer)
32. Inadvertent Startup of HPC1/MPC5

33. Scram due to Plant Occurrences
34 Spurious Trip via Instrumentation. RP5 Fault
35. Manual Scram -- io Out-of-To1*rance Condition

. . _ . .-. - ._ -- _. .

*EPRI-SAI Study, (Ref A.1-2)

:

i

O
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Table A.l.3
SutitARY OF THE FREQUENCY OF TRANSIENT INITIATORS AND

THE CATEGORIES INTO WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN CONSOLIDATED

Frequency (Per Reactor Year)
EPs! survey of 12 BWRs BWR OP. Eup.

All Years Exclude Year 1 C d* I I
gp GE Assessment

1 M5!V Closure 1.34 .57 .35 1.08
C1csure of all M5!Ys (4)** 0.67 0.19. 0.13 1.00Turbine Trip Witreut Bypass (5) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Loss of Condenser (8) 0.67 0.38 0.22 0.067

2 Turbine Trio 7.62 4.23 2.95 3.98
Partial Closure of MSIVs (6.7) 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.20Turtfne Trip with Bypass 3.88 1.98 1.21 1.33(3.13.32.33.34.35.36.37)
Martup of Idle Recirculation 0.38 0.08 0.09 0.25Loop

Pressure Regulator Failure (9.10) 0.43 0.35 0.31 0.67
Inadvertent Opening of Bypass (12) 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00
Rod Withdrawal (27.28.29) 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.10
Of sturbance of Feedwater 1.39 0.65 0.53 0.68(20.21.23.24.25.26)
Electric Load Rejection (1.2) 1.04 0.70 0.63 0.75

3 t,oss of Offsite Power (30,31) g .!! .14 .23
4 Inadvertent Open Relief Valve (11) .20 .08 .03* .06
5

Loss of Feedwater (21) .27 .16 .06 .70

TOTAL 9.43 5.04 3.51 6.2

_ _ _ _ _

* Modifies to 0.07 based upon NUREG-0626.

** Amibers in parentheses refer to transient numbers from Table A.1.2.

4. Inadvertent open relief valve which may lead to an initial g
heat up or pressurization of containment prior to any attempt
to shutdown

5. Loss of Feedwater. The loss of feedwater initiator was separated
out, but later combined with MSIV closure.

The consolidation of these transients into groups is defined in Table A.l.3.

O
i
1
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O Table A.l.4 is a summary of the frequency of transients assumed
in four previous risk studies together with an evaluation based on General
Electric data. This table provides a range on the past interpretation or
estimates of the frequency of " anticipated" transients.

!

Table A.1.4

SUMMARY OF TRANSIENT INITIATOR FREQUENCIES

Total Transient
Source

: Initiator Frequency

WASH-1270 (A.1-4) 1

WASH-1400 (A.1-1) 10

NUREG-0460 (A.1-3) 6 to 8

EPRI (A.1-2) 5.04

GE Evaluation (unpublished) 6.2

O
The results of these data summaries are that there are two

principal types of events which require the information on transient
initiators:

,

1. Anticipated transient
,

2. Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS).

The anticipated transient initiator frequency evaluated by GE (as shown in Ta-
.

O ble A.l.4) was used to characterize the frequency of all the anticipated
,

transients analyzed in the Limerick PRA. ATWS initiating event frequency
was taken from NUREG-0460. (The NUREG-0460 value is felt to be conservative.
Recent GE analysis indicates a substantially smaller number may be appropriate.)

In addition to the scram transients, which require immediate
response from available systems, there are other conditions which are

O
:
|

|

| A-11
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Omore controlled but eventually require the same functions to be performed
as noted for scram transients. These other conditiora can be generally
classed as controlled manual shutdown for maintenance, refueling, test,
examinations, or other routine causes.

An analysis for Sandia Laboratory resulted in an estimate of
3.2 manual shutdowns per reactor year based upon a review of data for

twelve selected BWRs (A.1-5). Because of the controlled nature of these
events, the only significant demand on the system for safe shutdown is
the assurance of long tenn decay heat removal. Therefore, for the pur-
poses of the Limerick risk assessment the manual shutdowns are treated
as demands on the heat removal systems. Thus, the TW sequences will
have the initiator frequency increased by 3.2 manual shutdowns per
reactor year. However, coolant injection functions *, ATWS, and LOCA

sequences are not affected by these initiators when they are quantified.

A.l.3.2 LOCA Accident Initiators

Introduction

The data used in WASH-1400 to evaluate pipe failure probability
was a compilation from various sources which, in general, were not directly
applicable to the nuclear power plant environment. There was an attempt
made to identify existing U. S. nuclear experience in order to ensure that
the assessed failure data was reasonable in light of the limited experience
of that time (approximately 1973).

Since the publication of WASH-1400, SAI has performed a detailed
assessment of the failure probability of pipes in nuclear power plants (A.1-6).
The purpose of SAI's analysis was to determine a probability of a LOCA
occurring based upon actual reactor operating experience. The following
areas were addressed:

* Loss of coolant injection sequences are considered to be unaffected due
to the controlled nature of the shutdown and therefore the increased
reliability of feedwater to maintain reactor inventory. In addition, CRD h
flow is also available under these conditions to maintain coolant inventory.

A-12
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e Causes of reported pipe failures

e Location of pipe failures within the pipe

e Systems involved in pipe failures

e Failure mode distribution by pipe size

e Distributions of pipe failures by plant age

e Calculating the probability of a LOCA.

Causes of Reported Pipe Failures

:

Based upon U. S. operating experience, the principal causes of
the reported pipe failures are not the result of inconsistencies or failure
of current design requirements (i.e., ASME Codes). They appear to be the;

result of phenomena that are not readily predictable; hence, the methods of
dealing with such phenomena have depended, for the most part, upon engineering
Judgment. These causes, ranked by number of reported failures for oil sizes. n.

of piping, are.
.

v .

.

e High cycle fatigue due to vibration (25.1%)

e Fabrication errors (12.8%)

e Stress corrosion cracking (11.3%)

e Erosion (6.9%)

e Thermal Fatigue (5.4%)

e Corrosion (2.9%).

The observation that high cycle fatigue caused by mechanical vibration or
flow-induced vibration is a major contributor to pipe failures differs
from the observations of earlier pipe failure studies. Earlier studies
concluded that low cycle fatigue was the principal failure mode. Vibra-
tion is the dominant mode in all pipe failures.

The Limerick plant has changed the specified pipe material for
- the reactor system from 304 stainless steel to 316L stainless steel which

k A-13
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O
shows a marked reduction in stress corrosion cracking likelihood.

This improvement will tend to reduce the probability of a large LOCA.
However, the reduction in probability is difficult to estimate.

Location of Failures Within Pipes

As far as the specific locations of piping failures are con-
cerned, it was observed that:

e 54% of the failures occurred in welds or in the weld
heat affected zones (HAZ) of piping.

e 40% of the failures occurred in the pipe wall (base
metal).

e 6% of the failures occurred in threaded pipe joints.

Distribution of Pipe Failure by Pipe Size h
This section considers the distribution of pipe size versus

failure mode and addresses the question of whether certain pipe sizes are
more susceptible to certain failure modes than others. The distributions
are listed in Table A.l.5 and indicate that vibration is the dominant mode
of failure. Fabrication errors are next in line in tems of frequency of

failures in one-inch lines. In the BWR plants, stress corrosion cracking
accounts for the majority of failures in the one-to-six-inch and in the
six-to-ten-inch pipe size category. Due to the small number of failures
reported on pipes with a diameter greater than 10 inches, it is perhaps
meaningless to consider a dominating failure mechanism for this size
category.

LOCA Probability Calculation

The following points must be considered in the assessment of
LOCA probabilities: g

A-14
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Table A.1.5

PIPE SIZE VERSUS FAILURE MODE DISTRIBUTION
FOR PIPE FAILURES WITHIN BWR PLANTS *

E SIZE CA E 0 U BY DIAM UER
FAILURE R0W
MODE SUM

(11") (>1",16") ( >6" ,110" ) (>10")

Vibration 15(53.6)** 7(17.9) 1(16.7) 0. 23

Thermal & Cyclic
Fati ue 4(14.3) 3(7.7) 0 1(50.0) 89

Fabrication 6(21.4) 4(10.3) 1(16.7) 0- 11

C) '
# Corrosion 1(3.6) 3(7.7) 0 1(50.0) 5

Erosion 1(3.6) 7(17.9) 1(16.7) 0 9
,

Stress Corrosion
Cracking' 1(3.6) 15(38.5) 3(50.0) 0 19

|

| Column Sums 28 39 6 2 75

* Note: The entries in this table only include the 75 failures out of
121 for which the failure mode and pipe size were both specified.
** Entries in parenthesis represent percentage of column sum.

O
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1. Based on estimates from other sources (e.g., RSS, Bush),
a pipe rupture leading to a LOCA is assessed to occur
once every 10,000 plant years. With this estimated fre-
quency and the fact that V. S. Cumulative reactor experience
is only approximately 260 reactor years, it is difficult to
assess the probability of a'LOCA accurately by only consid-
ering LOCA-sensitive pipes because sufficient operating
experience has not accrued;

2. There have been several pipe ruptures reported in high
integrity piping in secondary systems of nuclear plants.

Based upon these rupture failures, a probability of a
pipe rupture failure in LOCA-sensitive piping can be
estimated using the fact that LOCA-sensitive piping
represents approximately 10% of the piping in a reactor
plant.

3. For the calculation of small LOCA probability, several
incidents of reactor system failures have occurred which
can be interpreted as being similar to a small LOCA. g

Figures A.l.3 presents comparisons of various estimates of pipe
rupture failures from various sources. It is apparent from this g
figure that there is an appreciable overlap in the error bounds of the
estimated pipe failure probabilities.

4

Based on Figure A.l.4, the probability of a large LOCA may
be considered to be slightly higher than that used in WASH-1400 since
there is not adequate data to support a lower value. Therefore, the
values in Table A.l.6 were used.

A.1.3.3 ATWS Accident Initiators

Since ATWS events are by definition transients, the ATWS initiator
frequencies are calculated by using the transient initiator frequencies,
as detennined in section A.1.3.1, and multiplying t' em by the scram failure
probability. The scram failure probability used in the Limerick analysis is

O
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(") the NUREG-0460 value of 3x10-5 per demand. This value is felt to be conservative
''' since recent GE analysis indicates that a significantly lower probability may

be appropriate.

Limerick ATWS logic will res' pond to ATWS events for all transient and
LOCA initiators throughout the range of initial operating power levels. For

the Limerick PRA, ATWS event: from all power levels are treated the same, and
the ATWS frequency used includes all cases.

,
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Figure A.1.3 Comparison of Evaluated Rupture Probabilities of Pipe to
Estimate Nuclear Power Plant Rupture Probabilities

LOCA SENSITIVE PIPING OhtY & Walue used in Limerick
PRA

9 Current mean estimate
WASH-1400 Assessed Value based upon consnercial

nuclear operating esp.
(BWR. EPRI evaluation).

Median | including 90% confl.
Q. g dence bounds.
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Figure A.1.4 Estimates of LOCA Initiated by A Large Pipe Break
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Table A.1.6

PROBABILITY OF A LOCA

_ _ _ _ _ _ .

BWR* VALUE USED
0PIPE SIZE EPRI VALUATION IN THE LIMERICK

(MEAN) PRA

_.

-4 _4** 4Large Pipe 7.7 x 10 1.0 x 10 4.0 x 10
34"4

'

-3 -3**
? Medium Pipe 3.0 x 10 1.0 x 10 2.0 x 10-3

1 "44g

Small Pipe 8.0 x 10 1.0 x 10 1.0 x 10-2-3 -3**

>1"$
_

* This probability estimate is based upon all high pressure plant piping. Since only the LOCA
sensitive pipe is of concern here, the probabilities are reduced by approximately a factor of
ten (LOCA sensitive piping is approximately 10% of the plant piping).

** Mein values are approximately three times larger.

J
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OA.2 EQUIPMEfiT Af4D COMP 0flEfiT FAILURE RATE DATA

Accurate projections of system and plant success probabilities
in the event of an accident initiator require component data which are
directly applicable to the components of each system. The collection
and proper use of component or system failure rate data are subject to
uncertainties because of the cuality of the available data. In
this study, several generic data sources plus BWR system operating ex-
perience are provided for comparison. The use of several data sources
provides a basis for the ranges of input variables that were considered
for use in the Limerick assessment.

A.2.1 Sunmary of Component Data Values

The component failure rate data used as input to the fault tree
model come from three basic sources:

O
'

1. Actual nuclear plant operating experience data as reported
to the f!RC in Licensee Event Reports (LERs) have been reduced
for the flRC and a demand failure rate evaluated for the fol-
lowing components:

~

o Pumps (A.2-1)

e Diesels (A.2-2)
,

e Valves (A.2-3).

This is referred to in the text as the flRC data.

2. General Electric has collected and evaluated BWR operating
experience data on a wide variety of components to estimate
their failure rates. Since this data source is from BWRs,
it lists specific components not readily available elsewhere
(e.g., SRV valves, level sensors, containment pressure sensors).

3. The WASH-1400 (A.2-4) assessed median values for failure rates
which are based upon a combination of experience in the nu-
clear industry and other industrial applications of compo-
nents is also used as a source of data.

O
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'Db A comparison of the key component failure probabilities among
WASH-1400, NRC, and GE data sources indicates general agreement; however,

there are some differences. The. principal differences in data are sum-
marized in Table A.2.1.

Comparing the NRC values to the WASH-1400 base case, the pump
failure probabilities are virtually the same while the valve failure rates

O (80vs> are e, prox 4mateiy three to ten t4mes ierser. In addition. the
diesel generator failure rate is estimated by the NRC to be larger than
that estimated in WASH-1400.

Table A.2.1

COMPARISON OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FAILURE
PROBABILITIES FROM THREE DATA SOURCES

Component WASH-1400 GE NRC

'O e#mP 2 x io- 2 8 x io~ 2 x io-

Valves

NCFC* 1.25 x 10-3 0.6 x 10-3 3 x 10-3

NCF0* 1.25 x 10-4 0.6 x 10~4 1 x 10
'

Diesels 3 x 10-2 6 x 10-2--

Relief Valves 1.25 x 10-5 3 x 10- 5 x 10-3

*NCFC - Normally Closed Fails Closed
| NCF0 - Normally Closed Fails Open

O ** Data Taken in 1968 during a time period in which a generic relief
valve problem existed. The problem was subsequently corrected.

.

|O
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OThe GE estimates of component reliability can be characterized
as follows relative to the other two sources:

e Somewhat (40%) higher pump failure rates

e A relatively high SRV failure rate *

e The only failure rate values available for BWR sensors

e Failure rates similar to WASH-1400 for valve failures
(MOVs).

Much of the data from the three sources are similar; however, the
mean values of failure rates used in WASH-1400 appear lower than mean values
reported in the other twc data sources mentioned above.

The following is a brief summary of the impact of various types
of components on the calculated system failure probability:

Pumps: These components provide the motive force to inject
coolant into the core. The pumps possess the following
characteristics:

e They are required to change state (i.e., start and run
for the course of the accident),

They require 4160 Volt AC power.e

e They also require DC control power.

Based upon the available sources, pumps appear to have a
relatively high component failure rate. Therefore, the
use of redundant pumps appears to be important.

.

'

Valves: Those valves which require a change of state are

evaluategto3x10-3).to have a relatively high probability of failure(1 x 10' Because of this relatively high
failure probability, those single train systems with the
potential for active valve failures can be expected to
exhibit a relatively high system unavailability.

1

* Based on data taken during a time period in which a generic relief valve
problem was known to exist. The problem was subsequently corrected.

'A-22
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O
Pipe, Heat Exchangers, Pressure Containing Members: Because of
their relatively low failure rates, the probability of rupture
or flow blockage in these components during an accident sequence
has very little effect on the probabilistic quantification of the
system level fault trees. The system unavailabilities are domi-
nated by active component failures, human errors, and maintenance
outages.

Instrumentation: Instrumentation component failure rates are
relatively low. Also, the components are combined in a logic
which allows proper operation despite some failures. However,
since some instrumentation sensors may be used for actuation
of more than one safety system, a failure of the instrumentation
can lead to a failure to automatically initiate several systems.

A.2.2 Application of the Failure Rate Data

The application of failure rate data to the quantification of
the fault tree model can be done in several ways. WASH-1400 made use of
the concept of demand failure rates for the purpose of quantifying compo-
nent failures in safety systems which were in a standby status and re-
quired to begin operation following an accident initiation. A General
Electric reliability assessment of safety systems used the concept of a
constant hourly failure rate for components in standby. The probability
of failure was calculated as 1-e-A0/2 where A is the failure rate and 6
is the scheduled time between system tests (e.g., monthly, annually, etc.).

,

Table A.2.2 gives a comparison of the failure rates from three
available sources. The demand failure rates will be used to describe such
failures as:

o Pump or turbine fails to start

e Valve fails to change state (position)

e Human errors, such as miscalibration of instrumentation
I

e Relief valve fails to open.

|

|

|

O
!

|
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Table A,2.2

(Continued)

Faltuut aaTts

WASM.tano | GE I Rec

GENERAL |
GA0VP!NG CUTONENT FAl(URE M00f ME0fA4 EF R 4 4 gwa ht 4

TRANSFORMERS Transformers: Open circuit, is10-6/hr 3 C
primary or secondary
Short primary to la10-6/hr 3 C

secondary. 1,

(LECTRICAL Wires (typical Open circutt, 1 3 10^ /hr 3 C
OI51Rl8UTIOR Circuits, Shorttoground?A 3:10' /hr 10 C

5everal Joints) Short to power, 1,* 1:10' /hr 10 C

Terminal Boards Open connection, 1, la10'#/hr 10 Cp
e Short to adjacent

circuit, 1, tal0Mr 10 C

*This is the " falls to run" failure rate that is used (8.1 10 /hr-mean) for HPCI.
** General Electric and PECo information on Logic and Sensor Testing indicate sfa-

month test interval for logic and sensor testing, except for A05 which is 18
months. (Therefore, fallure probability is a factor of three larger for ADS
logic and sensors.)

Note: Reference Table 4.12 from GE DOCUMENT, NEDE-24809
"Probabilistic Analysis of the Reliability of BWR/4 Systems
for Small LOCA Events," April 1980.
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O Demand failure rates are converted to failure probabilities by multi-
plying by the number of demands. This applies to all situations except
the WPCI fault tree, where subsequent * automatic starts are possible.

Hourly failure rates are used to describe standby systems that
are subject to continuous exposure:

O
V e Instrumentation sensors

'

e Pipe and pressure containing member failures.

Hourly failure rates are converted to failure probabilities for success-
ful initiation of a component using the following failure probability
equation. For equipment in a standby condition which can fail, the pro-
babih cy is given by:

failure probability = failure rate (per hour) x exp sure time **(hours)**

O
In addition, there is a probability of failure associated with

a component's failure to run for the duration of the accident analysis. For
the purposes of failure probability calculations, the exposure /run time

for the " accident" is taken to be 20 hours. This time is consistent with
the definition of the accident sequence given in Section 1.5.

A.2.3 Comparisons of Data Evaluation Methods

There have been some efforts in recent probabilistic risk

Q analyses to develop a formalized method of calculating the component
failure rates on a plant-specific basis. These, efforts have focused
on the application of a Bayesian statistics approach to the use of
available data.

*The detennination of proper data input for this analysis is complicated by the
fact that most applications of data assume a demand failure probability for a
single start or demand. In this analysis, the potential unavailability of a

pJ system to respond to multiple demands to start is incorporated. The failure pro-
bability for these subsequent demands is judged to be less than the demand failure
probability for the initial start.

** Interval between tests verifying operation.
t When failure probability is less than .l.

A-29
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O
Probabilistic risk assessment methods allow not only determina-

tion of a best estimate frequency for various events, but also the "proba-
bility" of this frequency; that is, the frequency results can be expressed
not only as an expected value, but also as a probability distribution about
this expected value. Determination of the probability distribution for
the failure rate parameters which describe the component behavior can be
accomplished by utilizing component histories on a plant-specific basis. g

The expected value of specific component failure rates as a
function of various methods of data assessment were compared. Basically,
two methods were investigated: Bayesian and classical statistics. The
example chosen for comparison is pump failure to start on demand. Data for
this event is taken from the EG&G data summary on pumps (A.2.1). This

comparison used the pump experience from BWR's as given in Table A.2.3.

The methodology utilized can be found in several sources. Ref-

erence A.2.5 contains infonnation on Bayesian methods and Reference A.2.6,

classical statistics. g
It is assumed for the following that all the plants in the EG&G
study have an underlying pump failure probability in common. (If not, then

the data of plants believed to be outliers could be discarded.) By means
of some preliminary analysis, a coninon probability distribution model is
fit to the reported pump failure data of each plant in the EG&G study. An
adequate prior distribution on the parameter (s) of the model can then be
chosen based on the distribution model above. As the Bayesian inference has
an ingerent sequenF '1 nature, it can be used to analyze the data of the
plants successively to derive a posterior distribution representative of the $
current " state of knowledge" regarding pump failure probability. The model
set-up required for the Bayesian inference includes:

e, A prior distribution representative of our previous
knowledge.

e A likelihood based on consideration of all the data

O
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To assess the sensitivity to.various priors and distribution
models, the Bayesian methods were applied to the data in the following
four combinations of the above two items:

1. A uniform prior * distribution: plant-specific data
modeled as a binomial distribution **

2. The Reactor Safety Study log-normal distribution for
pumps to fail on demand as the prior and the plant- $specific data as binomial distributions

3. A " flat" prior distribution: the plant-specific data
being modeled as log-normal distributions with mean,

and variance the same as the equivalent binomial
distribution

4. Chi-square distribution (upper bound).

The results of these various assessments are given in Table
A.2.4. As shown, the mean value is relatively insensitive to the method
of data assessment. Moreover, those two cases which have the more con- $
sistent assumptions, Case 1 and Case 4, agree to three significant figures.

Table A.2.4

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4

Prior Data Prior Data Prior Data
FrequentistFlat Binomial RSS Binomial Flat Log-Normal

EXPECTED 1.61 x 10-3 1.48 x 10-3 2.01 x 10-3 1.61 x 10-3
VALUE g

* A uniform or " flat" prior distribution indicates that each failure

probability value is equally likely. This generally indicates a
lack of prior knowledge of the "real" distribution.

**The binomial distribution is constructed based upon the number
of demands at each plant.

O
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As shown above, the failure probability to be used in the
assessment of risk at Limerick can be estimated by a number of methods.
The above example demonstrates that data from individual plants can be
characterized by a common distributfori model, and the total population
of plants combined in a Bayesian fashion, to determine a posterior dis-
tribution representing the current state of knowledge. However, it appears
from the results that this method, which may be rather time consuming,
produces point value results which are similar to the a classical statistical
approach. While the establishment of a specific method of combining com-
ponent data from various sources is desirable, there are a number of varia-
tions in the currently available basic data used in the quantification of
the accident sequences. These variations may tend to obscure any usefulness
which could be gained by establishing a rigorous method of combining existing
data. These potential variations in the data are due to such items as:

1. Lack of specificity as to the function / type of component
(e.g., main circulating water pump or RHR pump). All

pd types of pumps are treated together because of the very
small population available.

2. Age of the components is generally not considered.

3. Variations which occur among different manufacturers
are not included in the LER reporting scheme.

4. Local plant tes,t and maintenance procedures, training
programs, and management / personnel factors may vary.

Compared with variations arising from the above listed items which may
be encountered at a specific plant, the calculated " expected values" from

: Table A.2.4 show very small differences which do not warrant ari extensive
Bayesian analysis. See Appendix F for further discussion of the statisti-
cal treatment used in the analysis.

'
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A.3 HUMAN FAILURE RATE DATA

The safety systems provided'in boiling water reactors to.

prevent and mitigate accidents are generally designed to operate auto-
matically during the initial states of accident sequences. Information
on the conditions in the reactor and on the operation of the safety

|systems during an accident would be displayed in the control room so
that the operator would be able to follow the sequence of events, but

'no direct human action would usually be required until the accident were
brought automatically under control. However, human intervention would
be required in case of malfunctions in the automatic systems, and human
interaction with the system exists in routine plant operation, testing,
and maintenance. Therefore, human reliability plays a very large role
in safety system reliability.

Although data on human reliability are sparse and difficult to

hS apply to specific situations, many attempts along these lines have been

: published, usually using subjective estimates by experts in related fields.
Section A.3.1 discusses some of the factors that effect human failure rates.
A brief summary of several data sources, in particular the Handbook of Human
Reliability by Swain and Guttman, is given in Section A.3.2. Finally, data
and evaluations used for the Limerick analysis appear in Section A.3.3.

A.3.1 General Discussion of Causes of Human Error
/

Many causes and preventions of human errors must be considered

in order to obtain a reasonable estimate of human failure rates. Some
of the major considerations are:

o Plant design

e Training and experience

o Procedures

e Stress.
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OThe following discussion of these items outlines the consid-,

erations which have been incorporated in the Limerick assessment to
determine the effect of human error on each accident sequence.

Plar.t Design: Some reactor control rooms may have potentially
confusing arrangements and labeling of controls. In particular, many
labels are very long and differ in only a few letters or digits. This may
leads to fairly high error rates for manipulating the wrong switch when
controls and displays are close together without separation by functional
flow lines on the panels, especially in emergency conditions. WASH-1400
found .that the control arrangements in the plants it studied deviated from
human enginea irg standards such as those used in the military. Errors
can also be increased due to multiple alarms (several alarms due to one

cause) that confuse the true cause. Human error rates for Limerick are
not subject to high failure rates due to this cause because of improved
plant design such as functional flow lines, annunciators for locked valves,
and improved testing options.

O,

Trainino and Experience: WASH-1400 stated that the training
of nuclear plant personnel was outstanding, thereby assumi,9 high re-
liability for routine maintenance, calibration, and control room opera-
tion. However, WASH-1400 found that operators were not able to " talk
through" appropriate emergency procedures without hesitation or inde-
cision. This led to the assumption of less reliability in major emer-
gencies. An additional point concerns experience. Although experience
leads to improvement, it can also increase error. For example, a tech-
nician or operator may become so used to seeing a correct instrument
reading that when an out-of-tolerance conditior occurs, he may still

"see" the correct reading.

Procedures: Written procedures such as check lists are a
definite aid in human reliability. However, WASH-1400 found that the
written instructions do not conform to established principles of good

e
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writing; they are more typical of military maintenance procedures of
approximately 20 years ago. WASH-1400 also found poor printing quality,
inappropriate indexing, and poor format which could contribute to potential
human error. Check lists are also not always used correctly; some opera-
tors or technicians will perform several tasks and then check them all off
instead of checking each task as performed. This may be partially pre-
vented and the reliability improved by using checklists that require in-
formation (such as a meter reading) to be written down. Additional re-
liability may be obtained through verifica-

tion (a second person verifying that the performance of the first person

is correct).

Stress: Reported data on stress and human behavior indicate
that the error rate for a task has a relationship to the stress level
perceived by the operator. A hypothetical relationship is shown in
Figure A.3.1.
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p Figure A.3.1. Kypothetical Relationship Between Perfonnance and Stress
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As shown, when stress is low, a task is so dull and unchallenging that
most operators would not perform at their optimal level. Passive-type

inspection tasks are often of this type and can be associated with error
rates of .5 or higher. When the stres's level of a job is somewhtt higher
(high enough to keep the operator alert), optimum performance levels are
reached. WASH-1400 determined that control room, maintenance, and cali-

bration . jobs were sufficiently challenging to maintain moderate stress
and therefore maximum performance. When strass levels are still higher,
perfomance begins to decline again, this time due to the effects of
worry, fear, or other psychological responses to stress. At the highest
level of stress, human reliability would be at its lowest level. WASH-
1400 obtained a value of .2 to .3 as the average error rate for nuclear
power plant personnel in a (continuing) high-stress situation such as
the time following a large LOCA. This was considered to be conservative
and variable for different situations.

Following a major accident, human error would be even higher
than the high-stress value due to a probable incredulity response. Since

the probability of a major accident is so small, for some moments a potential
response would be to disbelieve panel indicators. Under such conditions,
especially if false alarms had occurred frequently in the past, no action
might be taken at all for at least one minute, and if any action were taken
it would likely be inappropriate. WASH-1400 assessed that the error rate
is .9 five minutes after an accident, .1 after thirty minutes, and .01 after

several hours (Figure A.3.2). It was estimated that by 7 days after an
accident there would be a complete recovery to normal, steady-state error
rates. These values are based on the assumption that the nuclear plant is
appropriately brought under control. For those cases where the situation
persists or becomes worse, Swain (A.3-2) suggests that the error rate levels
off at .25 af ter the initial peak.

A.3.2 Sources of Data

There are many sources of estimated human failure rates, but
most are too specific or too general to allow easy comparison or averaging h
of values. Some of these data sources are presented here:
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WASH-1400: The WASH-1400 Human Error Rate estimates were obtained

from a variety of data sources, mostly non-nuclear, but in fields with
similar tasks. Table A.3.1 was then derived by the independent judgments
of two human reliability analysts * based on knowledge of various factors
such as plant design, training, procedures, and stress. The two specialists
attempted to avoid underestimating or overestimating the error rates.
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Figure A.3.2 Estimated Human Performance After a Large LOCA

* Alan D. Swain and Henry E. Guttmann
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Table A.3*1 h
GENERAL ERROR RATE ESTIMATES (a b)*e

-

ga ties t ed
Sates Activity

=d
le Select $en of a key-operated evitch rather than a non-key evitch (this value dove not include the error of decision

wtere the opereter etsinterprete a situation and believes key switch to correct choice).

10* selection of a eviten ter pair of reatcheel diseasilar in sta e or locatich to the des & red swntch tot pair of
evitcheel, seawmang ne decisaan error. For esaeple, opsator actuates large handled switch rather than emell switch.

3s10 Ceneral heam error of caredssion, e.g., maareeding label and theaefere selecting wrong switch.

*
10 Cenesel b=an error of mission where there is ne display in the control ruos of the status of the item omitted e g.,

f ailure to setures manually operated test valve to proper conflyuration af ter paintenance.

la10 ' trrors of oeisston, where the itema being emitted are enhedded in a procedure rather than at the end as above.*

ta10* S taple aritJmetic errors with self-checAing but without repeatLng the calculation by redoing it on another piece of
pa pe r.

1/s Civen that an operstar is reathing for an incorrect switch for pair of switches), he selects a particular similar
apseering evitch tar paLa of swatches). =nere e a the ember of incerrect twitches for pair of switches) adjacent ta
tie desired switch tot p ar cf reatcheel. yhe 1/n applies up to 5 or 6 items. After that poant. the error rate
wes14 be lower because the operstar would take sere time to search. With up to 5 or 6 iteme, he doesn't espect to
be wrong and therefore to more likely ta do less deliberste searching.

10* Civen that an opseter is reading for a wrong retor erratef valve ecv evitch for pair of e-Ltches), he fails te note
f ree the indicatar lasps that the **N ( s ) to tare) already in the desired state and merely changes the status of the
sCYtel wtthout recopiaang he had selected the wrong swit h tes).

-1.0 SAme as above, e= cept that tAe state t s) of the incorrect switchtee) le tare) g the dee nrod sta te.

1.0 !! en opesatar f ails ta sperate c:ssectly one of two closely coupled valves or swatches in e Frecedural step, he also g
f ails to correctly eperate the other velve. F

10* Mcmatar or ir.spectar f ails to secognise initial error by opretor. Notes u th continuing f eeneck of the error onn

the annunciatar panet, tAie high error rate would eet apply.

10* persannel en different work shift f aL1 to check condition of hardware unless required by checklist or written directave.

*I
Sa10 recitar f aite to detect endesired positian of waives, ete.. easing general watA-eround inspections, esswaing no checklist

is need.

.3 = .3 Ceneret error rate given very high stresa levels where dangerous activities are occurving rapidly.

3 **II Civen severe time esseen, as in tging ta crepensate for an error made in an enervency situation. the inittel errors
rate n for an eetivtey doubles for each ettmapt, n. after a previous Ancorrect attempt. until the 11 mating condition
of an error rate of 1.0 is reached er until time rune out. This limiting conditian corresponds to an individual'e
becaming completely disorganised or inef f ective.

*1.0 operstar f ails to act correctly in the first 60 seconds af ter the onset of an estremely high stress condition, e.g..

a large 14CA

9m10' Operator f ails ta act correctly af ter the first 5 minutes af ter the onset of an extremely high stress condition.
*

10 Operator f ails to act correctly af ter the first 30 minutes in an estreme strees condition.

10' operstar f ails to act eerrect.ly af ter the first seweral hours in a high streso mnditaan,

s af ter 1 days af tar's terte 14CA, thers la a complete recovery to the no,rmal error rate, s. for any task.

'*3 =ctic. tion .f these is derlying fbe.ici probabilities were de on the basis of indi,tousa f actere portatatag to the tasks
evaluated.

'*' onlese othern.e anneated, e.ti ac.e of error rates ae.=e no endue ti.e pressures or essesses related ta occideats.

* Taken from UASH-1400
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Nuclear Experience Data: FullwoodandGilbert(A.3-3,A.3-4),

used data reported to the NRC under the requirements of Regulatory Guide
1.16 in the form of all BWR and PWR citations in the Nuclear Safety In-
fonnation Center (0ak Ridge, TN) up to the time of the search. There
were 7,038 citations for LWRs, which nre individually read to avoid
misclassifications, and 1,490 or 21% contained identifiable human errors.
Of this number, only 28 or 1.9% of the human factors citations were for
compound human error. These events were grouped as appeared natural to
the event descriptions.

The accumulated experience represented in the reports for 61
plants was 260 plant-years. The unprocessed categorization of data is -

presented in Table A.3.2. By using data on the number of people involved

in various operational phases and making estimates as to task frequency,
the data of Table A.3.2 were normalized and are presented in Table A.3.3.

Human Reliability Handbook: Swain and Guttmann have prepared a
handbook to aid in analyzing the reliability of human actions in a power
plant. This handbook explains the basic terms, performance-changing fac-
tors, and human performance models. It also provides numerous examples
of the application of analysis methods. Table A.3.4 summarizes some of
the derived Human Error Probabilities (HEPs) for tasks in a nuclear plant.
It should be pointed out that these data are not from objective observa-
tions, but instead are estimated from related (sometimes only marginally
so) measurements of human performance. In general, Swain's handbook con-
tains such a large amount of information on human failures that there may
be several interpretations of the data or methods used to apply the data.
Each interpretation may result in a different failure probability.

O
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Table A.3.2
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EXPERIENCE CATEGORIZED BY TYPE OF HUMAN ERROR *

N $ c

1* I s n ?
14 C i a ? L"

8* # 8 % 0 0 : 8 8
"8 5 1 5 2 a 10 t t t 8* " e.

8 3" 1 3 0' O 1D 0 3 0" " *
u o o

at .3 EL %5% te 3. .! 08 % ME a % 3" " *

|0 0 *$ $3
E% M TU Eu E du Tu y3 0. $3 Ud UEU E l$ cu
3: t n8 80 %8 % a8 %85' O it 8" 8 a 31 # C" en

4 28 3" 2*2; a 9% 33 a3 e"U at ta 52 a a; 22 R
Reactor Type 340 277 137 40 29 43 26 9 28 27 15 48 53 27 193 77 121

PWR 172 150 69 22 14 24 10 5 20 10 4 35 32 17 130 53 70 837

BVR 168 127 68 18 15 19 16 4 8 17 11 13 21 10 63 24 51 653

Reactor Hfg
>

4 2 - 36b AC 9 4' 5 3 3 2 1- - - 3 -- -

to
5 3 1 14 12 5 34 14 16 231B&W 42 36 20 11 5 10 3 -

2 - 1 8 4 1 32 9 '18' 136CE 20 19 9 4 2 5 2 -

CE 159 123 63 15 12 17 16 4 8 14' 11 13 20 10 59 22 51 617

WEST 110 95 40 7 7 9 5 5 13 7 2 13 16 11 64 30 36 470

Reactor Function
.%d e

Unknown or N/A 133 115 40 13 18 22 11 5 11 24 12 33 29 22 76 30 48 642

26 22 21 906 2Preoperational 3 5 1 1 1 1 - - 1 - - -

Operating
2 773 6 1 1 - 3 6 6unknown level 7 20 13 5 3 7

--

Startup 11 25 9, 7 2 3 3 - 4 - - 1 2 1 6 3 7 84

Run 112 72 48 7 2 7 10 2 5 1 3 6 12 4 49 10 26 376

1 811 - - - - - - - - - -

St.indby 3 2 - -

3 6 - 24 7 14 164Shutdown 46 27 20 4 2 6 2 2 1 - -

8 5 8 773Refueling 27 11 7 3 1 1 - 1 1 1 -- -

Totals 342 277 138 M 30 47 26 13 30 27 16 49 57 27 195 77 127

Rac.:dng 1 2. 4 10 11 9 15 17 12 13 16 8 7 14 .3 6 5

O e-
* Reference A.3.2
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Table A.3.3

ASSESSMENT OF HUMAN FAILURE RATES FROM
UNITED STATES POWER REACTOR EXPERIENCE *

,

-

Item Personnel / Error Rate Error Rate
No. Error Type Events Reactor-Year Per Man-Year- Per Task

~ ~

1 Maintenance 342 1368 2.5x10 1.4x10.

~ '
2 Failure to Comply / 277 6156 4.5x10 1.8x10

Complete
~4~

3 Design 195 8291 2.4x10 1.2x10

4 Incorrect Settings 138 1368 1.0x10 6.2x10'
~

~

5 Installation 127 1.9x10 6.7x10 1.3x10

6 Fabrication 77 1.9x10 4.1x10" 7.9x10"
7 Procedural Deficiency 57 6156 9.3x10 3.8x10"

~

8 Administrative 49 6156 8.0x10~ 3.2x10~

) 9 Tudgmental 47 6156 7.6x10 3.0x10~
~

,

-5
10 Itcorrect Sequence 40 6156 6.5x10~ 2.6x10

-3 -5
11 1 rong Instrument 30 1368 2.2x10 1.4x10

~ ~

12 Failure to Respond 30 6156 4.9x10 2.0x10
~ ~

13 Unspecified Operator 27 6156 4.4x10 1.8x10
Error

~ ~

14 Analysis 27 6156 4.4x10 1.8x10
-3 ~

15 Misunderstanding 26 6156 4.2x10 1.7x10
~ ~

16 Clerical 16 6156 2.6x10 1.1x10

17 Communications 3 6156 4.9x10~ 2.Ox10
~ ~

18 Compound Personnel Errors 28 6156 4.5x10 1.8x10
,

* Reference A 4 2

O
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Table A.3.4

HEPS FOR SELECTED TASKS ABOUT A NUCLEAR POWER PLAllT*

Task HEP

Waltaround inspections. Failure to .01 (.003 .03)
recognize an incorrect status,
using checklist correctly.

walkaround inspections. Failure to .1 (.05 .5)
recognize an incorrect status,
using checklist incorrectly,

walkaround inspections. Failure to .9 (.5 .99)
recognize an incorrect status,
no checklist. First walkaround.

Failure to use checklist correctly. .5 (.1 .8)

Failure to follow establithed .01 (.003 .03)
policies or procedures.

Fassive inspection. .1 (.02 .2)

Failure to respond to an .0001 (.00005 .001)
annunciator (1 of 1) . .

Read annunciated lamp. .001 (.0003 .003)

Read digital display .001 (.0003 .003)

Read analog meter .003 (.001 .01)

Read analog chart recorder .006 (.0C2 .01)

Eead a graph .01 (.003 .03)

Read printing recorder .05 (.01 = .2)
(cluttered)

Record more than 3 digits .004 (.001 .01)

Arithmetic errors .03 (.01 .1)

Failure to detect a deviant .001 (.003 .003)
analog display during initial
audit (with limit marks)

Check-read specific meters .001 (.0003 e .003)
with limit marks

check-read specific meters .001 (.0003 .003)without limit marks.
Check wrong indicator lamp .003 (.001 .01)in a group of si,milar lamps.

Failure to note incorrect status .99 (.97 .997)
of an indicator lamp (in a
group)

Failure to note incorrect status .98 (.94 - .994)
of a legend lamp (in .a group)

Failure to remember oral .001 (.0003 03)instructions, 1 of 1

Select wrong panel controls

a. Among a group of similar .003 (.001 .01'
controls

b. If functionally grouped .001 (.0003 .03)
c. If part of a mimic type .0005 (.00005 .005)

panel

set a multiposition switch .001 (.0001 .1)
Mate a connector .01 (.001 .C5)

' Reference A.3.2
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Table A.3.4 (continued)

Tash MED

Failure to initiate task .001 (.0005 .005)

Tcrn control in wrong direction:

a. If no violation of .0005 (.0Y)5 .005)
population sterotype

b. If populatiohal stero- .01 (.005 .1)
type is violated

Select manual valve from a .005 (.002 .02)
group of similtr valves

Omission errors *

Each item on a short list". .001 (.0001 .05)
using checkoff

Each itee on a long list. .003 (.0008 .01)
using 6heckoff

Each item on a sport list. .003 (.0008 .01)
not using checkoff

Each itera on a long ist. .01 (.003 .03)
not using checkcff

Read value fron indicater la45 .001 (.0005 .01)
used as quantitative displaf

*0 mission errors include steps in any kind of procedure, valve
operations. Switching operations locking of valves, etc.

"Short list - 10 items or less; long list - more than 10 items.

Other Data Sources: There are many other sources of data for
specific activities, such as the human reliability assessments from workq

related to the aerospace industry given in Table A.3.5 (A.3-5).

Some experimental data has also been taken from controlled situa-
tions. Green (A.3-6) used a device to measure the time taken to respond to
a simulated alarm signal superimposed over normal control room tasks. This

! device required a well-specified response to a clearly defined but random
occurring stimulus. These experiments showed a log-normal cumulative dis-
tribution with a 0.5 probability of success occurring at 0.9 sec., and a
standard deviation of 0.3 sec. when the stimulus rate was 1.5/ hour (a lower

O activity rate gave a longer time for the same response correctness). AnU
example of the data obtained is shown in Figure A.3.3.

i
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A.3.3 Evaluations Prepared for Limerick

The Limerick analysis used the WASH-1400 stress situation error
probabilities for most of the human fa'ilure rates relating to actions
required during the course of an accident. These are repeated here (see
also Figure A.3.2): ,

.

r
Action required within: Probability of error

1 minute 1.0

5 minutes .9

30 minutes .1

Several hours .01

7 days liormal error probability

e

Most of the other human failure probabilities were based on
evaluations similar to those found in Swain's Handbook of Human Reliabi-
lity. Some examples of these evaluations are given in the following
subsections.

, s

A.3.3.1 Miscalibrat on of Four Levek Sensors During Regularly
Scheduled Maintqnance for Which a Procedure Exists

,

This example is an extension of an example evaluated explicitly
in Swain's Handbook +. The probability that the technician would miscali-
brate all four sensors indeper.dently is negligible, so an estimate of

the common-mode failure is needed. The dominant common-mode failures are
judged by Swain to be due to a faulty setup, such as using the wrong
scale or connecting at an incorrect point'. An estimate of this probability

9i
*Pages /-22.

"
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'm Table A.3.5
)

SELECTED ITEM FROM HUMAN RELIABILITY
ASSESSMENTS IN AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES *

Task or Task gloment yallure probability / Task (10-3)

Remove 40 nuts and bolts from perimeter
using ratchet wrench. 2.5
Raise missile container cover by means of
baadling equipment. 2.1
Pull out two splines. 1.0
Remove semicircular metal ring. 0.7

Connect 4 electrical connectors between aircraft
and launcher 2.9
Connect 6 quick-disconnect hydraulic connections
between aircraft and launcher. 2.8

Connect 2 Warmon clamps on two air boses between
aircraft and launcher. 1.4
Operatore selector valve controls on trailer to
lower adapter. 3.0,

Noist
Operate hand pump to raise missile-nylon until;

', forward alignment pins engage holes (releaea brakes)/ and af t' attach fitting is seated in link. pe rmit
only to;aered portion of pins to engage 4.2

Torque telta, lef t forward attach, to-"x inch-pounds. 3.3

\s - Torque bolts, right forward attach, to
inch-pounds. 3.3

Connect ApU power cables to trailer using power
cable adapter. 1.3
Operate S. levers, to raise missile within 6" of
position. 7.2

Actuate poser toggle switch (1 of 1). 0.2
i

Monitor power-on indicator (1 of 1). 0.3

Push lamp test button (1 of 1). 0.2
, Moattor 4 Indicator lichts: "pDU Ready," " Load|' Oper Tape " " Start" } d "Self Test" (4 of 10). 17i

Turn rotary switch on panel to "AV" position 0.4

Observe 5 indicator lights, illuminate followed
by extinguishing on warmup. 1*1

Crank tilt lift control, using ratchet wrench,i until pins are completely seated. 49

position 5 levers, 2 simultaneously, to lower
trailer anc cradle / missile approximately 12" 6.8

Monitor multteeter indicator needle for lackof movement, 0.6

Turn byL aulic selector valve to wheel cylinder
position. 0.7

Opera'te band pump carefully, until end of
trahler rails are just above level of mated rail
joint. 8*3

7' \
"

l * Reference A.3.5

i
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|

f
Table A.3.5 (continued)

Task or Task Element Failure Probability / Task (10"3)

i

i
Slip protective cover (round, aluminum. eith
bandle; silicon rubber seal) over missile body. g,g
Tighten Marmon clar.p on cover, using standard
socket drive.

0.7
Install magnetic tape.

2.1
Remove magsetic tape.

0.8
Connect oscilloscope to test adapter group

1.5

Turn on oscilloscope, observe waveform and
compare with T.O. value

17.2
Disassemble 2 electrical conne: tors (1 at each
end of barness) and remove insert.

4.3

Remove insu11ation from wire (each end), to
prepare wtre for crimping.

1.2

Disassemble electrical connector and
remove insert. 2.9

| Loosen" starboard" coolant (2) and remove " starboard" coclant line hose
i line hose clamps
i to the umbilical.
i 1.3
Tighten coolant hose clamps (2). 0.6
Unsolder and replace small electronic part. 9.2

Resolder loose electrical connections. 8.3

Find test point (unlabeled) by referring to
schematic cingram. 50.4

Determine defective circuit card by reading
schematic diagram (all relevant syrptoms known) 'i0.4
Remove and replace faulty circuit cards (2 cards
united by a sealed electrical connector). 4.5

9
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(1) (2)

o.999 ' . --

0 993 - .

e

0 99 - -

09S - -

b o.95 - -

J o.90 - -

o
N

j o.80 - * -

0.70 - -

0.(4 - *
-

O O.$0 * -

0.404 * *

O.30 - -

0.20 - -

0.10 - -

0.03 i f f ffff f f f fIItf
0.1 t.0 10.0

Response time (seconds)

e (1) Lamp indication and audible alara in
research reactor control room - mean
signal rate 1.5 per hour

o (2) Lamp indication and audible alarm in ,

power reactor control room - mean i
Jsignal rate 0.35 per hour

|

! Figure A.3.3. Operator Response Tests in Reactor Control Room

l
|
|

[
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!

|
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is 10' . It is further assumed that half of the time this error leads to
small (not unusual) miscalibrations on all future measurements, and half
of the time it leads to large (very unusual) miscalibrations. Recovery of
the setup error is entered into the estimate as follows: it was reasoned
that when the technician discovered a small miscalibration of the first
sensor, he would change the calibration. It was further reasoned that when
the second sensor was also incorrect by a small amount, 30% of the time
he would be suspicious and would recheck the setup. If the technician was
not suspicious and the third sensor also had a small miscalibration, then
50% of the time he would become suspicious and recheck the setup. Finally,

it is assumed that if tha technician had not yet discovered the error, then
he would not become suspicious after the fourth sensor. Similarly, if the
test setup led to a large miscalibration error, the technician would recheck
the setup 90#, of the time after the second, and 99.9% of the time after the
thrid. Again, if the technician did not discover the error after the first
three sensors, he would also err on the fourth. The final assumption is that
if the technician rechecked the setup, he would find the error and make the
appropriate correction.

Using the probability tree in Figure A.3.4, the probability
-3of miscalibrating all four sensors is approximately 2x10 ,

_

A
A

S

_

B R S = success *
F = failure_ _

B'B B B

C C E C'

SS _

D D D'
._,

D

S S
,

E E' E' 1

!S F S F21

* Key is on next page. |

Figure A.3.4 Human Error Probability Tree
Describina Eensor Miscalibration
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(Key to Figure A.3.4)

A: Probability that equipment is set up incorrectly = .01

R: Probability that error is large = .5

B: Probability of not being suspicious after 1st small msicalibration = 1.0

C: Probability of not being suspicious after 2nd small miscalibration = 0.7
|D: Probability of not being suspicious after 3rd small miscalibration =-0.5

E: Probability of not being suspicious after 4th small miscalibration = 1.0

B': Probability of not being suspicious after 1st large miscalibration = 0.1
1
'

C' : Probability of not being suspicious after 2nd large miscalibration = 0.01

D' : Probability of not being suspicious after 3rd large miscalibration = 0.001
OO E' : Probability of not being suspicious after 4th large miscalibration = 1.0.

The probability of failure (miscalibrating all four sensors due to
incorrect setup) is:

.

P(F )+P(F )=[AxiixBxCxDxE]+[AxRxB xC'xD xE' ]y 2

=[.01x.5x1.0x.7x.5x1.0]+[.01x.5x.1x 01x.001x1.0)

5x10-9.0018 +=

2x10-3=

O
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A.3.3.2 Operator Fails to Manually Initiate One Automatic Safety

System Unde,r Scram Conditions (Within 30 Minutes)

Swain's handbook includes a6 example of manual switching from

normal feedwater to auxiliary feedwater on a reactor trip signal. In
-3Table 21-1 of Swain's handbook, he obtained a probability of 10 for

failure to make the change within 30 minutes when no operator is dedi-
cated to that job. This probability value takes into account the arrival
of the shift supervisor, and assumes special orders for initiation. For

more general cases, the operator may choose the incorrect safety system
with probability 10' . Using Figure A.3.5, the probability of failure tos

initiate a safety system is assessed tc be 2x10-3 ,

A A

B B F
2

S F i

A: Probability of not responding 10-3=

-3
B: Probability of not incorrect response = 10

Figure A.3.5 Human Error Probability Tree Describing
Failure to Initiate One Safety System

Probability of failure (failing to initiate a safety system):

=F3+F2 = AxB + A

= (1-10-3)x10-3+10-3

= 2x10-3

9
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This evaluation is used for Limerick analyses for cases of normal
transients and small LOCAs where

it is presumed that minimal stress exi.sts on the operator. For other,

more stressful situations, the WASH-1400/ Swain stress curve is used to
establish the time-dependent operator behavior. -

A.3.3.3 Operator Fails to Manually Initiate the Second Safety
System Under Scram Conditions (Within 30 Minutes)

,

The handbook assumes that initiation of the first and second
safety system is coed by the same or similar indications. The conser-
vative assumption is made that failure to initiate the first system
implies that the operator will not respond to the second, either. Simi-
larly, it is assumed that if the operator initiates the first safety

system, he will respond to the indication for the second with certainty.
Thus, the probability of not responding to the indications of the second
safety system is 10-3 ,

Similarly, the probaoility for the operator to make an incorrect
response is 10-3 and we can compute the probability of failure to initiate
the second safety system can be computed as follows:

10-3+(1-10-3)x10-3=2x10-3

A.3.3.4 Initiate a Normal Plant Function Following a Reactor Scram

, The annunciator response model of Table 20-4 in Swain is used.
|

|
It is assumed that the operator may tend to focus on other displays, so

| the failure probability of initiating a normal plant function within a

certain length of time is higher than that for initiating the safety
systems. The probabilities are:

l
I

O
i
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||hFailure to Initiate Human Error
Within: Probabilities

20 min. .25

2 hrs. .025

20 hrs. .025
L

A.3.3.5 Turn Off Emergency System

An error-of-commision involving emergency systems cannot be
assigned a probability using the techniques of the Swain handbook. As a
gross estimated, the basic error-of-commission probability of 0.001 can
be used. This number should be doubled for stressful situations. The
Limerick analysis does not er.plicitly valuate accident scenarios involving
errors-of-commission by the operator.

A.3.3.6 Open a Single Manual Valve Within 30 Minutes |||

The failure probability of not properly opening a single manual
valve is 0.02 under stressful conditions such as a 30 minute time limit.
The probability of selecting the wrong manual valve from a group of similar
valves is 0.01 under stress, and the probability of the valve failing is 0.001.
In addition, the operator may fail to notice that the valve failed (probability
0.02, again under stress). Using the probability tree given in Figure A.3.6,
the probability of failing to open the manual valve is determined to be 0.03.
However, in reality, the manual valve may be some distance from the control room.
Because of this, plus the time required to reach the decision that the valve

must be oper (especially if the operator does not have clear indication
that the valve needs to be opened), the error probability is often taken
to be approximately .9 to 1.0.

1

O
:

i

1
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O
,

! A A

B B 1

C C

S
D D

F
3,

4

A:; Probability that the operator does not follow procedure (stress) = .02

B: Probability that the operator selects incorrect valve from group
O (stress) = ot

: C: Probability that the valve fails = .001
!

! D: Probability that the operator fails to notice and to correct the

failed valve (stress) = .02,

!

I
'

i

Probability of failure (valve is not opened) =

F +F +F3 = A+(XxB)+( M xCxD) jy 2
| !
'

=.02+(.98x.01)+(.98x.99x.001x02) |
|

= .03 |

|
. - . - . _ . - - - - . - - - - . . . - - . . . t

Figure A.3.6 Human Error Probability Tree Describing Failure
to Open Single Manual Valve

O
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A.3.3.7 Ensure Valves Are in Correct Line-up

The failure of an operator to return both of two manual valves to
the correct position is discussed as example 1.5 in Chapter 21 of Swain's
handbook. Two major types of error are possible: (1) neglecting to re-
position a valve following a TCIT; and (2) not opening a valve completely.

The handbook assumes that the line-up is scheduled using tags

and checked by a second operator. The scheduled activity is regarded as
an oral instruction, with a probability of .001 for failure of an operator
to initiate the task. With only two valves, the probability of failure
to restore the seccnd valve is .003.

The probability of a valve failing is assumed to be .001, and
the probability that an operator corrects for the failure is .01. Accor-

ding to Swain, the probability of a checking operator to make the same
mistakes as the first operator is 10 times larger.

Using the probability tree given in Figure A.3.7, the proba-
bility of not ensuring the correct line-up is approximately .0001.

Given the' events shown in Figure A.3.7, the probability of failure
(both valves not lined-up) is:

= F +F +Fy 2 3

1 1
= (AxA)+(XxBxB )+(XxBxCxDxD )

= (.001x.01)+(.999x.003x.03)+(.999x.997x.001x.01x.1)

= .0001

O
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S =_ success g' A'F = failure
,

S F
1

_
B

..

B
.

B' B'

S F2
'

_

C C

S
_

D D

O S

D' D'

S F
3

i 1

! A = Failure to initiate task = .001

| A' = Failure of checker to initiate task = .01
I
i B = Failure to restore second valve = .003

B' = Failure of checker to restore second valve = .03

! C = Valve sticks = .001
!

D = Failure to restore a sticking valve completely = .01

D' = Failure of checker to restore a sticking valve completely = .1

Figure A.3.7 iluman Error Probability Tree Describing Failure,

Q to Line.up Valves Correctly

:
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A.4 SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY DUE TO MAINTENANCE DURING REACTOR OPERATION

One of the principal contributors to safety system unavailability
may be the outage time associated with maintenance operations.* The reason

*

for this unavailability is that while maintenance is occurring on one
component in a system (or one leg of a two-leg system) that system may be
incapacitated.** One available source of maintenance frequencies and dura-
tions based upon operating experience at nuclear power plants is WASH-1400.
However, WASH-1400 does not state whether or not simultaneous maintenance

activities are included and does not differentiate between on-line and off-
line maintenance. The WASH-1400 data also include several startup problems
in early BWRs which have been subsequently corrected. General Electric
does not believe the data to be representative of present-day conditions.
General Electric has performed a search of their Component Information
Retrieval system and completed an analysis of the data. In addition,

Philadelphia Electric has provided detailed maintenance information on-

n each of the Peach Bottom 2 and 3 safety systems, based upon operating ex-
U perience. Both of these sources confirm that maintenance unavailabilities

are substantially less than assumed in WASH-1400. In addition, Philadelphia
Electric Nuclear Plant operating philosophy dictates that all normal main-
tenance of safety systems be performed during outages when there will be
no demand for the safety system. General Electric maintenance availability
values were used in this analysis.

A.4.1 Calculated Maintenance U1 availabilities

For comparison purposes, maintenance information from WASH-1400

is provided. WASH-1400 assessed the mean time between component failures
to be 4.55 months (.22 failures / month), while the mean time to repair (MTTR)

is a function of both:
.

* WASH-1400 found on-line maintenance to be a major contributor to individual
system unavailability; however, operating experience and maintenance philosophy
of the operating PECo BWRs at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station support

p a significantly lower estimate.
v ** Note that there may be some maintenance acts from which the operator can

recover the system for use as a safety system; however, this is not considered
in this model.
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1. The component, and

2. The upper bound on the allowed system outage time (e.g., for
HPCI it is 7 days with RCIC operational). The technical
specifications define these ~ combinations of system unavaila-

.

bilities. The Limiting Conditions of Operation from the
technical specifications for Peach Bottom * are reproduced in
Table A.4.1.

The WASH-1400 evaluation of MTTR for components which are anticipated

to lead to maintenance outages is sunmarized in Table A.4.2.

Table A.4.2

SUMMARY OF MEAN TIME TO REPAIR (HOURS) BY COMPONENT
TYPE ASSUMING A LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF REPAIR TIMES AND

A MAXIMUM ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME OF 7 DAYS (WASH-1400 ANALYSES)

fComponentType MTTR (hours) f

O
Pumps 19

Valves 19

Diesels 21

Instrumentation (I&C) j 7

The following brief summaries of each system provide the number
of components by type, the evaluated mean time to repair (MTTR) for each
component, and the calculated unavailability of safety systems due to main-
tenance while the plant is operating.

Ws~ noted in the groundrules for this study, the Limerick technical specifi-
cations are not written or approved and therefore Peach Bottom technical
specifications are used as typical.

O
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In the determination of the maintenance unavailabilities for

HPCI, RCIC, and RHR, the number of components used in assessing the
maintenance outages are for the specific system. Components involved
in the room cooling and ventilation are not included in this estimate of
maintenance unavailability.

HPCI: HPCI is a single leg series system as described in
Appendix B. The following evaluation of HPCI unavailability due to main-
tenance is based upon the data and assumptions used in WASH-1400; a Gen-

eral Electric assessed value for HPCI maintenance unavailability (from
BWR operating data available to General Electric); and Peach Botto.1-specific
data (see Table A.4.3).

Table A.4.3

SUMMARY OF MAINTENANCE ASSUMPTIONS USED

gIN EVALUATING HPCI UNAVAILABILITY

Component Number MTTR(Hours) Unavailability *

Turbine 1 19 5.80 x 10-3
-3

Pump 1 19 5.80 x 10
Valves

-2
MOV 8 19 4.64 x 10

-3
A0V 1 19 5.80 x 10

-2Turbine 2 19 1.16 x 10
-3

C&I 1 set 7 2.10 x 10

-2TOTAL (WASH-1400 Assumptions) 7.75 x 10

-2
GENERAL ELECTRIC ASSESSED VALUE 1.0 y. 10

* Based on 22 failures per month
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O RCIC: RCIC 1s similar in design and function to HPCI. Table
A.4.4 summarizes the unavailability analysis for RCIC using the same tech-

niques as described for HPCI.

Table A.4.4

SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS USED IN EVALUATING
RCIC UNAVAILABILITY DUE TO MAINTENANCE

Component Number MTTR (Hours) Unavailability *

Turbine 1 19 5.80 x 10-3
-3

Pump 1 19 5.80 x 10
Valves

M0V 7 19 4.06 x 10-2
-3

A0V 1 19 5.80 x 10
Turbine 2 19 1.16 x 10-2

-3
I&C 1 set 7 2.10 x 10

TOTAL (WASH-1400 ASSUMPTIONS) 7.17 x 10-2

GENERAL ELECTRIC ASSESSED VALUE 1.10 x 10-2

* Based on .22 failures / month

LPCI: Each of the four LPCI legs in conjunction with ADS, cac

f perform successful coolant injection for most accident scenarios. The
limiting conditions of operation are based upon allowing one entire leg
to be out for maintenance. Using the assumptions and data from WASH-1400, I

the unavailability of each leg due to maintenance can be calculated as

i shown in Table A.4.5.

O
;
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O
Table A.4.5

CALCULATED UNAVAILABILITY OF ONE LPCI/RHR LEG
DUE T0. MAINTENANCE

I

Ccrponent Number MTTR(Hours) Unavailability *

Pump 1 19 5.80 x 10-3
Valves

M0V 3 19 1.74 x 10-2

Heat
Exchanger 1 19 5.80 x 10-3

-3I&C 1 set 7 2.10 x 10

-2TOTAL (UASH-1400 Assumptions) 3.11 x 10

General Electric Assessed Value 4.0 x 10-3
(LPCI Loop) g
Based on .22 failures / month*

Core Spray (CS): Table A.4.1 of the Limiting Conditions of
Operation indicates that one core spray subsystem can be out for mainte-
nance if LPCI and the remaining core spray subsystem are available. For

this analysis, a core spray subsystem is treated as two core spray legs
in one loop (i.e., A and C are loop 1; B and D are loop 2). Therefore,
the calculation of the maintenance unavailability is based upon all the
components in one loop (see Table A.4.6).

Diesels: Diesel generator unavailability calculated from the
data in WASH-1400 yields a value of 6.4 x 10-3 using a mean time to repair
of 21 hours and a frequency of .22 maintenance acts per month. However,
the Peach Bottom data, as analyzed by General Electric, are found to yield
an on-line maintenance unavailability of 1 x 10-3 per diesel. See Section
A.S.1 for a discussion of the applicability of Peach Bottom diesel data
for Limerick.
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/~% Table A.4.6
V

CALCULATED UNAVAILABILITY OF ONE CS LOOP
(TWO PUMP LEGS) DUE TO MAINTENANCE

Components Number MTTR(Hours) Unavailability *

Pump 2 19 1.16 x 10-2
Valves

-2
M0V 4 19 2.32 x 10
A0V 0

I&C 1 set 7 0.21 x 10-2

TOTAL (WASH-1400 Assumptions) 3.69 x 10-2

General Electric Assessed Value 2.0 x 10-3

* Based on .22 failures / month

OV
RHR Service Water (Containment Cooling): The four RHRSW pumps

are divided into two loops, each with two pump legs. The limiting condi-
tion of operation for RHRSW allows three of the four pumps to be unavail-
able due to maintenance for up to 15 days. The unavailability.per leg is
assessed to be attributed primarily to the pump and therefore is approxi-

-3mately 5.8 x 10 The Peach Bottom data, as assessed by General Electric,.

yields a value of 2 x 10-3 per RHRSW loop.
;

The unavailabilities for each system are summarized in Table
A.4.7 for the calculated component values, the WASH-1400 system data, and

i for the General Electric assessed values. The values assessed by General
Electric were used in the LGS analysis as they are more representative of
present-day conditions and of the Limerick plant-specific situation.

l
:

O
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$Table A.4.7

SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATED SYSTEM OR PARTIAL SYSTEM
UNAVAILABILITIES DUE TO MAINTENANCE

FAULT TREE CALC'JLATED GETsERAL**
IDENTIFIER SYSTEM L;NMA! LABILITY HASH-1400 ELECTRIC

dNTM HPCI 7.75 x 10-2 7,5 ,go-2 3,o , go

RCICTM RCIC 7.17 x 30-2 6.9 x 10-2 1.10 x 10-2

Cli. 02T trCI 3.11 x 10-2 2.3 x 10-2 4.0 x 10~3

LIT. L2T CS (1 Loop *) 3.f,9 x 10-2 4.1 x 10*2 2.0 x 10 ~3

Cent. Cooling 5.6 x 10-3 -- 2.0 x 10'3
(RMPSW)

EIM, E2M, [3M. E4M Diesel 6.4 x ID*3 -- 1.0 x 10-3
CRD 5.8 x 10-3 ,, ..

ATMC1,2,3,4,5 A:;5 5.8 x 10~3 -- --

STMA, STMS SLC 2.32 x 10-2 .. 2 x 30-3

'A loop is consicered the twc prp legs #1ch cischarge to the sue header
(Locp 1 is A and C Loop 2 is B and D)

" These values were used in the L1rerick Analysis

O
A.4.2 Derivation of Maintenance Unavailabilities as Implemented

in_the Fault Tree Model

The best determination of the unavailability of a system due to
on-line maintenance is a plant-specific estimate based upon plant-specific
data. However, due to the limited data available for the study, the approach

used in this analysis is similar to that originally presented in WASH-1400.
WASH-1400 made use of a limited sample of operating experience maintenance
data (approximately 2 years) to estimate the unavailability of a system based
upon the number of active components in the system. The limiting conditions
of operation (LCOs) identified in the plant technical specifications are

| factored into the Limerick fault tree logic models.
.

The maintenance unavailabilities for each system are combined in
the fault tree logic model through the use of NOT gates. The "NOT" gate
maintenance logic implements the requirements of the limiting conditions
of operation (LCOs) which specify the maximum number of systems which can
be unavailable due to maintenance while the plant is operating at power, h
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Table A.4.8 gives a summary of safety-related systems required for normal
operation. The operating experience data assembled to represent the main-
tenance on systems is compiled from data which results from normal plant
operation where the maintenance represents operations carried out in accor-
dance with the LCOs. For example, the maintenance unavailability for RCIC
from operating. experience data represents the unavailability associated with
RCIC when HPCI is operating. Therefore, there is a condition on the RCIC

O operation requiring HPCI to be available which must be reflected in the
fault tree model.

This section summarizes the relationship of the fault tree model
logic to the probability that a system is in maintenance. Because of the
dependencies among systems (summarized in the Limiting Conditions of Opera-
tion) and the "NOT" gate formalism used in this analysis, the input proba-
bilities to the fault tree are not imediately obvious. Therefore, this

section presents the Boolean algebra used to derive these input probabili-
ties in terms of the known probabilities.

|
The maintenance evaluation included in this analysis includes

two contributions to system unavailability. These two contributions are:
!
!

1. The dependent portion of systems unavailable due to mainte-
nance, which provides that a portion of the safety systems
may be unavailable if the remainder of the safety systems
are operational.

2. An independent portion of system unavailability which can be
attributed to those cases in which both legs of a system
are found to require maintenance. In general, the allowed

n outage time associated with these conditions is 24 to 48
U hours._ For this analysis, this condition is assumed to occur

|
once every ten years, which gorresponds to an unavailability
of 2.74 x 10-4'to 5.48 x 10-4t

!

O'
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Table A.4.8 i
SUMMARY OF THE MAINTENANCE LIMITING CONDITIONS OF OPERATION *

FROM THE PLANT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
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The following discussion summarizes the derivation of the depend-
ent fault tree input parameter values for each system.

RCIC: The RCIC unavailability due to maintenance (Figure A.4.1)
is combined with no HPCI maintenance. The assessed General Electric data,

as shown in Table A.4.7, yields an estimation of the probability associated
with the top event "RCIC in maintenance" (RCICTM). In order to determine
RTM (Figure A.4.1), the following relationship is used:

RCICTM 1.10 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-2RTM - , =

(1 - HTM) 1 - 1.0 x 10-2

The above is a simple example of a two-tiered relationship; how-
ever, as can be seen from the LCOs or the fault tree model, other systems
have more complex relationships in defining the allowable maintenance which
can be perfonned with the plant remaining operational. The remainder of
this section is devoted to defining the input probabilities required for the
fault tree model in terms of the known values from Table A.4.7.

I

RCIC IN
MAINTEICACE

RCICTM

AND

__

h
RCIC IN NAINT,

CI HPCI IN
g y * MAINTENANCE

:

O O
RTM gyy

(
- Figure A.4.1 The Structure of the RCIC Maintenance

Unavailability in the RCIC Fault Tree
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O
Diesels: The maintenance representation used for the Diesels

is given in Figure A.4.2

Assuming the diesels are sta'tistically symmetrical, each has an
equal probability of being in maintenance as defined in Table A.4.7.

-3
E1M E E2M E E3M E E4M = 1.0 x 10 (A-1)

From the fault tree (see Figure A.4.2)

E4M = E4MM * ECUM3 (A-2)

E3M = E3MM * ECUM2 (A-3)

E2M = E2MM * EIR (A-4)

hWhere

-3
E1M = E1MM = 1.0 x 10 (A-5)

ECUM2 = E2MM + E1M - (E2MM)(E1M) (A-6)

ECUM2 = E2MM * E1M (A-7)

Similarly,

ECUM3 = E3MM * ECUM2 (A-8)

ECUM4 = E4MM * ECUM3 (A-9)

Using (A-4):

E2'i = E2MM * E.'i4

E2MM = = 1. 0 x 10-3 (A-10) mE2M

E1M W
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Thus, by (A-7):

ECUM2 = .9980

And, from ( A-3):

E3M 1.0 x 10-3 (A-11)E3MM = =

ECUM2
._

By (A-8);

ECUM3 = .9970

From (A-2):

1.0 x 10-3 (A-12)E4MM = =

ECUM3
r's
()

(A-9)gives:

ECUM4 = .9960

Core Spray (CS): The CS system maintenance is defined in tems of
' two loops, each with equal probability of a maintenance outage. From Table

A.4.7 :

i

| L1T E L2T = 2.0 x 10-3 (A-13)
|

|

| where these quantities are defined in terms of (sec Figure A.4.3):

|

L1T = LTM1 * LCUMT (A-14)

and LCUMT = ECUM4 + HTM - (ECUM4)(HTM)

O
LCUMT = ECUM4 * HTM = .9860 (A-15)

'
"'
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Figure A.4.2 Maintenance Representation used for the Diesels in the Fault Tree Medel
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Therefore,

L1T ~3 (A-16)2.03 x 10LTM1 = =

% LCUMT .

_

i %

. s,

Also, LCUM1 = LCUMT + LTM1 - (LCUMT)(LTM1)-

'

. m
'*"

,,

1 , LCUM1 = LCUMT * LIM 1 = .98,0 ' ' (A-17)4~-
.

.

- my -

~~ '

Now, L2T = LTN2 * LCUM1 s 3'

. . s

4-* *
e \

, _ t.

'L2T 2.03 x 10-3 (A-18)
'

'
.

Hence, LTM2 = =
%

~

LCUM1 /
,

'. ,.

,.
,.

' put mainten)nce probabilities for^' LPCI:; The derivath'
'

i

a P LPCI follows the discussion c ... a parallel fash' ion., The LPCI is de-

O fined es e four-ise sistem for me4ntenence perneses. From Te8,e A.4.7 :

'

i 4 'g
'

s. 14
,,

DlTED2T E D3TE D4T = 4.0 X 10-3 ; ,f(A.19)
,

s 1
t

), ;. ; .\-

,
. , .- .

I'. where these quantities are defined .in the fault tree (Figure A.4.4). '

r - s s o,
- , ,. .

,

-

; ,.
-

N 4i s

ID1T = DMAINT1 * DC M1 < :' (A-20)
_. .-

.

-

| and DCUM1 = ,LCUM1 + LTM2 - (LCUM1)(LTM2)'t _,

!
., i ,

-

.
v.. , - . , ., . .s

-

$ , DCUM1 = LCUM1 * LTM2 = .9820 h '\' \ (A-21)
ts :(P. :. .

, s
,

.c i 1
-

.

_ Therefore,, {$ -
' ''

y ,
. s ,

'/b am
' '

; . .

D1T
'

' DMAINT 4.07 x'10-3j (A-22)
s= s-

t. DCUM1
.
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O
-Also, DCUM2 = DCUM1 + DMAINTl - (DCUM1)(DMAINTl)

'DCUM2 = UCidRT DMAINT1 = .9780

Now D2T = DMAINT2 * DCUM2

Hence DMAINT2 = = 4.09 x 10~A (A-24)
0 2

DCUM3 = DCUM2 + DMAINT2 - (DCUM2)(DMAINT2)

DCUM3 = DCUM2 * DMAINT2 = .9740

D3T = DMAINT3 * DCUM3

' -3= 4.11 x 10
DMAINT3 = D 3

DCUM4 = DCUM3 + DMAINT3 - (DCUM3)(DMAINT3)

DCUM4 = DCUM3 * DMAINT3 = .9700

D4T = DMAINT4 + DCUM4

= 4.12 x 10-3 .

DMAINT4 = D 4

'
.

ADS: The ADS maintenance representation used in the fault tree
model of ADS is shown in Figure A.4.5. From the Limiting Conditions of
Operation, only one ADS valve can be in maintenance at any one time if the
plant is operating. However, if one ADS valve is in maintenance HPCI cannot
also be unavailable. From Table A.4.7:

|O
.

'
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ATMC1 E ATMr2 E ATMC3 E ATMC4 E ATMC5 = 5.8 x 10-3(A-25)

The input quantities for the fault tree can be found as follows:

ATMC1 = ATM1 * HTM

therefore.

5.86 x 10-3 (A-26)ATM1 = =

HTM

CUM 1 = ATM1 * iiTTI = .9842 (A-27)

ATMC2 = ATM2 * CUM 1

9
ATMC2 -35.89 x 10 (A-28)ATM2 = =

CUM 1

CUM 2 = CUM 1 * ATM2 = .9784 (A-29)

Therefore,

ATMC3 = ATM3 * CUM 2

ATMC3 -35.93 x 10 (A-30)ATM3 = =

CUM 2

CUM 3 = CUM 2 * ATM3 = .9726 (A-31)

O
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ATMC4 = ATM4 * CUM 3

,

ATMC4 = 5.96 x 10~3 (A-32)ATM4 = W
I

I CUM 4 = M * XT M = .9668 -(A-33)

i

; ATMC5 = ATM5 * CUM 4
4

ATM5 = = 6.00 x 10-3 (A-34)-AMC5'

1 CUM 4

|
'

;

'
,
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A.5 DATA ASSESSMEllT FOR DIESEL AVAILABILITY MODELIflG

Emergency electric power buses (4160 AC) are a vital and
necessary function for successful long term core cooling and containment
heat removal. Power to these buses can be supplied via any of the offsite
power sources (see Section A.6) or the emergency diesels. The emergency
diesels can be treated in at least two ways for the quantification of
accident sequences. These methods are:

1. Draw a fault tree for the entire diesel generator system,

including the auxiliaries. All coninon links between the
diesels, including operator interaction, would need to be
modeled.

2. Use operating experience field data on diesel generator
performance to characterize the diesels.

Past analyses and data evaluations of diesels have concluded
that the diesel failure rate can be relatively high and that potential
common-cause events could be the most significant contributor to multiple
diesel failures. These conclusions, plus the availability of recent
diesel performance data, including PECo-specific data, has led to the

choice of method (2) above. In addition to the use of data to characterize
individual diesel failures, the model used in the Limerick quantification

makes use of the available data on single and multiple diesels plus
a Boolean model* for relating the probability of multiple diesel failures.

This section includes the following specific data as used in

the quantification of the probability of diesel availability:

1. Characterization of the probability of a singie ciesel
failing to start and run using Philadelphia Electric Company
nuclear plant experience ( Section A.5.1)

*This dependency model (see Appendix B ) is quite general, but the data
used to quantify it must be assumed to come from a population of diesels
similar to those at Limerick. 9
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V 2. Compilations of other sources of data to estimate the proba-

bility of a single diesel failure, plus the ccnditional proba-
bility of multiple diesel fe.ilures (Section A.5.2 and A.5.3).

'

3. Data on the length of time r,equired to restore a diesel to
operation is also important in the Limerick analysis, since
the Limerick plant is designed to maintain a safe configura-
tion even during the loss of all emergency 8.C power for a
certain amount of time, i.e., at least two hours ( Section
A.5.4).

4. Summary of data used to characterize the LGS DGs (see A.5.5).

A.5.1 Diesel Performance Data from Philadelphia Electric Company
Experience

An analysis of data on diesels from Peach Bottom 2 and 3 has been
performed. This analysis is an attempt to provide a PECo-specific estimate
of the failure probability of a single diesel and additional confirmation of
other estimates of the probability of multiple diesel failure. Table A.5.1
summarizes Philadelphia Electric's experience with the Peach Bottom Unitsg

d 2 and 3 diesels as reported in Licensee Event Reports (LERs). This in-
cludes the test experience and gives point failure estimates of 0.0078/
demand for failure to start and 0.0099/ demand for failure to sustain opera-
tions (or other failures not associated with starting), or a total of 1.8 x
10~2/ demand. The test experience used here is based on single unit testing;
however, there have been at least 9 integrated tests (LOCA signal and loss
of two off-site power sources to test the automatic startup of all four
diesels at the same time). Two failures occurred which may be interpreted
as common-mode: the presence of weld beads in the blower drive gears
(6/15/74) and the loss of starting air (6/13/77). Accepting these as
common-made failures, the point estimate for their occurrence is 2/1409 =
0.0014/D. This may be conservative because the situations that resulted in
the failures have changed.

In addition to the failure probability of a single diesel, the
Peach Bottom data can be used to estimate the probability of restoring
one diesel generator (DG). Table A.S.2 provides the Peach Bottom restura-
tion times.

1
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Table A.5.1

PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER STATION - DIESEL TEST DATA 1973-1980

l

Failure to Failure to
Tests by Dtesel a n er Total Failures Failures Start Fretuency sustain Fre-

ves* I z 3 a Testsfa) to start'b) to sustatafe) b/s eucaev - c 'a

1973 7 9 6 9 31 2 0 .064 0

1974 30 30 30 41 131 1 2 .0078 .015

1975 54 55 53 53 215 1 2 .0047 .0093

1976 52 54 52 53 211 3 1 .014 .0047

1977 54 53 53 53 213 3 6 .014 .028

1978 55 55 55 53 218 1 2 .0046 .0092

1979 67 68 72 65 272 0 1 0 .0037

1990* 30 31 29 28 118 0 0 0 0

TOTN. 1409 11 14 .0078 .0099

-

*ThrouSY ff15/80

Table A.5.2
HIST 0 GRAM DATA 0F DIFFEREf3TIAL AND CUMULATIVE DG RESTORfTION TIMES

Restoration Mumber of Events Cumulative Events
Time (Hrs.)* in the laterval to Upper Tlee

0.0 - 0.5 1 1

0.5 '- 1.0 5 6

|1.0 - 2.0 3 9

2.0 ' 4.0 2 11
,

4.0 - 10.0 8 19

10.0 - 50.0 6 25

50.0 - 100.0 2 27
|

* Events specified as exactly the upper Ilmit are taken in that interval.

O
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'The probability of restoration of one DG before four hours
is ll*27c0.41 based on the Peach Bottom data or 0.5 if the smooth (eye-
fit) curve is used for statistical inference. These data do not vary
significantly compared with the statis'tical uncertainties.

The inferred probability of restoration before thirty minutes

is more uncertain. Directly from the data, the probability is 0.04; how-
ever, there are two problems. One is that there must be a minimum restora-
tion time for personr.el to arrive at the DG if the DG cannot be started
from the control room. Thus, the probability should decrease at short
times as suggested by the curve. The second problem is that the recording
of short restoration times tends to be inaccurate because of a tendency
to round off to larger values (less than one hour). This is suspected to
be a reason for the small amount of data below 0.5 hours. However, because

of the large uncertainty and small benefit perceived, no credit is taken
for diesel restoration within thirty minutes.

O These data were collected under fairly routine plant conditions,
i.e., in no case was there an accident that could lead to hazardous condi-
tions. The question arises as to how much faster could a DG be restored
under " heroic" action. Based on human factor studies in the literature,

it appears that the probability of restoration may increase greatly under
accident conditions. People would move faster, but there are certain
minimum transit times. There is also a negative effect; the increased
stress could accentuate the error rate, causing more mistakes.

The emergency diesel data from Peach Bottom has been included in
this analysis as the most appropriate to determine the basic diesel failure
rate because of the following items:

'
1. The diesels are the same size (2.6MW) and by the same manu-

facturer as those to be used at Limerick; however, the details
of design and auxiliaries are different). '

n
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2. Since Peach Bottom is also owned and operated by PEC0, it has

been subject to the same maintenance practices anticipated
at Limerick.

3. Environmental conditioris (ssasonal variation in humidity
and external temperatures) are approximately the same. '

4. The data is based upon a detailed search of both tests
(demands) and failures by the utility staff who have
direct access to the plant logs.

Diesel data from several sources were obtained and analyzed to
provide conditional failure rates for characterizing possible multiple
diesel failures. These sources are discussed in the remaining sections
of this appendix.

A.5.2 Plant X Data Assessment

in general, most sources of data do not provide detailed informa-
tion as to the exact number of demands of diesels (success plus failures). g
One source does, however, provide detailed demand data on single, double,
triple, and quadruple combinations of diesel demands and failures. In this

assessment, these data will be referenced as Plant X.

Data were obtained from Plant X for its four-diesel population.
These data yielded:

ctes.is ner n.reer of
le volv*0 Cf DeNtnds Failures

1 133 25

2 23 2

3 71 1

4 67 0

These data can then be expanded to count trials and failure combinations.
That is, there are two single trials in every double demand. Therefore,
the following table can be fonned:

O
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n oas

5tngles 660
'

32

Doubles 638' 5
Triples ! 339 1

Quadruples 67 0+

Using this information, upper bound estimates can be obtained. These
upper bound estimates assume a failure occurs on the next trial. There-
fore, the probability of failure on demand becomes:

P(s) = P(Single) = 1 = 4. 99 x 10~2
-3

P(d) = P(Double) = 6 9 = 9.39 x 10

P(t) = P(Triple) = 3 0 = 5.88 x 10

P(q) = P(Quadruple) = d = 1.47 x 10-2

Note that these assumptions have resulted in an impossible result
for quadruple failures. That is, quadruple failures cannot be more likely
than lesser combinations. Therefore, another estimate must be obtained.
This other estimate can be obtained by recognizing that there was one triple
failure where a quadruple failure did not occur. Thus, there was one chance
for a fourth failure given three failures. Again, using an upper bound
approximation, gives:

P(fourth given three failures) = 1 = .5

Other conditional failures can De found as

P(second given one failure) = P(d) = .188
P(s)

P(third given two failures) = .626=

P(fourth given three failures)=.5 (from above)
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These results are summarized under Plant X in the results tabu-

lated in Sections A.5.3.

A 5.3 Diesel Data Assessment From LERs and Direct Utility Response

A.5.3.1 Assessment of Utility Responses to EPRI Diesel Evaluation

Utility data wereused directly to assess Zion and Cook diesels.
A B factor approach was used as these plant data did not allow distinguish-
ing multiple demands. Data were also studied for Zion and Cook from LERs
to determine more precisely the course of failure. A rigorous statistical
data analysis is not likely here due to the nature of the data base available.

Data were then collated to distinguish between independent and
common-cause diesel failures. Three primary contributors to potential
conmon-mode failures were identified:

O
e Human error (H)

e Design, fabrication,andinstallationerrors(D)

e Procedural deficiencies (P).

Factors were therefore defined to account for the fraction of
failures which were due to the common-cause contributors;

thA the number of common diesel failure causes of the i type

01 " the total number of diesel failure causes

where:

S = Human contribution
H

SD = Design, fabrication, and installation contribution

8 = Procedural contribution.p

Three S factors were defined because the plant-specific data
showed that principal common-cause contributions varied among the facili-

ties. In this manner, each plant could be assigned its own relative 6
factors .
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Conditional probabilities for multiple diesel failures according
to the common-cause contributors were then determined through data review
(i.e., the probability of n common-cause diesel failures given that n-1
have failed from the same cause). Res'ults of the 8 factors and conditional
probabilities identified are shown in Table A.S.3. When combined with
specific diesel demand data, this table can be used to determine the

Table A.5.3

ZION AND COOK FRACTION 8-FACTORS AND CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
.

Factitty e, e e, P (2/1) P II/II 'P(2/3) P (3/2) P (3/2) P (3/2) NOTAtn g D g 0 p

4/62/4Cook . 1 0/6 4/6 0/6 ......

Cook 2 1/5 1/5 C/5 1/1 0/1 ... 2/5

5/257. ton . 1 3/z5 2/25 0/25 0/3 0/2 ... ... ... ...

4/21Zion . 2 4/21 0/21 0/21 0/4 ... ... ... ... ...

| 0/1 80/240Avg. Plant 38/240 31/243 11/240 5/38 6/31 2/11 1/1...

n)%
probability of multiple diesel generator failure. These calculations are
given in Tables A.5.4 and A.5.5 for Zion and Cook. As shown, if plant-
specific conditional probabilities were unavailable, then plant averages
were used from Table A.5.3.

A.5.3.2 Evaluation of Diesels Using Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

The final method of diesel assessment was made using LERs. Diesel
generator failure data for 36 LWRs (23 LWRs from Reference A.5-1 plus 13
additional LWRs) were collected from LERs and the EG8G diesel report (NUREG/

CR-1362). Tables A.5.6 and A.S.7 sumarize the failure data which were
collected. It is apparent that no additional multiple failures were recognized
in the 13 plants reviewed from the EG&G source. The total number of diesel

; failures from the 36 plants is 432 in 330.9 diesel years of operation.

O
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Table A.5.4
DIESEL FAILURE RATES FOR ZION

Zion-1 24c.n-?

Total Failures' 12 12

Total Demands * 635 635

Failure /0em md (e) 1.89(10-2) 1.89(10'2)

o P (2/1) (3/25)(5/38) = 1.5B(10-2) (4/21)(5/38) = 2.51(10-2)gg

E P;(2/1) (2/25)(6/31) = 1.55(10-2) (0/21)(6/31) = 0g

op p(2/1) (0/25)(2/11) = 0 (0/21)(2/11) = 0P

r7a7g 5/ 25 4/21

Pgg|2)/ Demand 6. %(10 ) 1.42(10'3)b

gp(3)/Derand' E.73(10'') 8. 7 9 (10'') "P

P(2)/Lenand 1.58(10'3J 2.11(10'3)d

F( 3)/ Lema n / 9.2(10'') 9.4 3 (10'')

P (2/1)/Deaw nd' E. 3f,(10'2) 1.12(10'I)

|P(3/2)/Cemand9 5.62(10'I) 4.47(10'I).

* Average for 46 mor.th perios as rer irted f rom f acility
D

P g(i) = Prcbability of 2 diesels f alling oJt of 3 diesels from coven mode
3 il-P (3/2),,91 + YpM 9 3 - (1-P f= :g gF R/O e h D avg

3 - (1-F (3/2),,g)+ ep p(2/1)P p

' +t EM # 3' MPg (3) = e Pg g (2/1) 3 P (3/2),,9r DD D avgg

3 P (3/2),,9+ s P (2/1) t- ppp

d
P(2) = Probability cf 2 diesels falling out of 3 diesels

gp(2) + 3 P (1)2 = Py (2) + 3 ((1-6 ) 9)*P g 7
,

whe e I = independent failurel r

P(3) = P;g(3) + P (1) + 3Pgg(2) ((1-i I 0)
g T

P(2/1) = conditional probabil ty of two diesels failing given that 1
dit:sel f ails

= P(2)/--

P(3/2) - P(3)/P(2)

From cata P l3) * 0. theref ore, assume Pg(3) = 6.7M10* )=P g(3) forg

2tce -1
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Table A.5.5

DIESEL FAILURE RATES FOR COOK

Cook.1 Cook 2

Total Falleres * 14 6

Total Demanss * 687 211

Fellare/ Demand (e) 2.04(10-2) 2.84(10 2)

i P (2/1) (0/6)(5/38) = 0 (1/5)(1) = 2.0(10*I)gg

$g n(2/1) (4/6)(2/4) = 3.33(10*I) (1/5) 6/31 = 3.87(10 2)e

tp p(2/1) 0 0P

/6 2/5
70TAL

Py(2)/Cemand 6.79(10~3) 6.78(10' )b

P(2)/ Demand 6.84(10~3) 7.07(10~3)C

P(2/1)/Lemend 3,35ggg.!) 2.49(10*I)d

* As reported from facility

"Pm(2) e,P,(2/3).e + e,P,(2/3).e + s,P,(2/1).e

* P(2) * Pg (2) + P (l)I . Pg(t).([3.q).01 2
y

d pggf3g , pgggj,

Utility-supplied diesel demand data was available for Zion and
Cook stations (discussed above). On an average basis, the number of demands
per diesel yecr are as follows:

! e Zion 1 and 2 - 82.1 demands / diesel year

e Cook 1 - 90.4 demands / diesel year
4

e Cook 2 - 65.9 demands / diesel year.

Based on these four plants, plus data from Plant X (previous
section), an average-per-diesel yearly demand was determined to be 65.4,

demands / diesel year. -

,
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lo estimate the number of multiple demands, data available

from Plant X was utilized:

Number of single demands 133=

Number of double demands 23=

Number of triple demands 71=

Number of quadruple demands = 67

Total indiv. diesel demands = 660

0

0
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Table A.5,.6
DIESEL FAILURES IDENTIFIED FR0ft REVIEW OF LERs FOR 23 LWRs

NLMBER PLAuf DIESEL 5thGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE
; TACILITY VENDOR DIESELS YEARS YEARS FAILURES FAILURES FAILURES

*
1 Brueswick 1 GE 3.2 !gg,3 5 1; 4

Brunswick 2 GE ' a.7 18 2 1i

D +1 3.1 6.2 19Calvert Cliffs 2 CE 1

Cook 1 W 2 4.9 9.8 9 2

Cook 2 W 2 1.8 3.6 4 1

Crystal River 3 B&W 2 2.9 5.8 5

Davis Besse 88W . 2 2.3 4.6 6

Cresden 1 CE 1 23.2 20.2 9

Dresden 2 CE 141 9.9 19.8 55 1

Palisades CE 2 8,6 17.2 10

Peach Lettom 2 GE
'

6.4 |25.6 II

O-
4

Peach acttom 3 GE 5.3 h 1 1

Pilgrim GE 2 7.5 15.0 11

Prairie Island I W 2 6.1 12.2 5 2

Prairie Island 2 W 2 5.1 10.2 2 1

Salem W 3 3.1 9.3 7 1 1

St. Lucie CE 2 3.1 6.2 10 1

Surry 1 W 1+1 7.5 |21.7 15

Surry 2 W 1+1 6.7 | 1

TMI 1 B&W 2 5.5 11.0 10 1

TMI 2 B&W 2 1.8 3.6 3

Zion 1 W 2+1 6.4 34 231.2
Zion 2 W 2+1 6.0 1 27 1

TOTAL 46 132.1 252.0 283 17 2

'f implies all diesels are shared between the plants.

b + impiles dedicated + shared diesel

.

.

I

O
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Table A.5.7
DIESEL FAILURES IDENTIFIED FROM EG&G DATA FOR 13 LWRs

NUMBER PLANT DIE 5tL 5110Lf DOUBLE TRIPLE
FAtittli VINDOR DitSIL5 TfARS Y[ARS FAllukI5 FAILURIS FAILURE 5

Browns ferry 1 GE ,8 3.0 4

Browns ferry 2 GE 4 3.0 12.0 0

Browns Ferry 3 GE 2.3 3

b +1 3.0 3.0 15Calvert Cliffs 1 CE l
rarley W 5 1.3 6.5 15

ritzpatrick GI 4 3.0 12.0 9

Match 1 GE 2+1 3.0 '10.0 23

Hatch 2 GE 2+1 0.5 5'

Indian Point 2 W 3 3.0 9.0 6

Indian Point 3 W 3 2.8 8.4 5

Quad Cities 1 GI 1+1 3.0 | 9.0 '

Quad Cities 2 GE 1+1 3.0 l 2

Yanker Rowe * W 3 3.0 9.0 10

TOTAL 31 33.9 78.9 106 0 0

a\ implies all diesels are shared between the plants

b+ implies dedicated + shared diesel

Table A.5.8

MULTIPLE FAILURES FOR 36 LWRs POPULATION
# O!ESEL5
r.ONSICERED DERIVATION JK Plat!Pi[ FAILURE NO.

2 # failures cf 2 DG's for 2 DG pop. plants: 9

Total operating years = 85.6

Q(212) "h * .10/yr = .009/mo. =12.1x10'0/hr.

3 i failuces of 2 DG's for 3 DG pop. plants: 4

Total operating years = 2 7.8

t

| Q(2|3)= = .14 /yr = .o.,1mo. = 1.7x 10-5/hr.

! A f failures of 2 DG's for 4 DG pop. plants: 4
Total operating years = 14.5 + 17.7 = 30.9

! Q(2|4)= = .13 /yr = .01/mo. = 1.5 m10-5/hr.
I

i
i

| | f failures of 3 DG's for 3 DG pop. plants: 14
'

, Total operating years = 27.8I

Q(3|3) * h = .04/yr = .003/mo = 4.1 x10-6/hr.g

i

4 e failures of 3 DG's for C DG poc. plants: 1

Total operating years = 30.9

Q(3|4) * .03/yr = .003/mo. = 3.7 m10-6/hr.
30.9

4 i failures of 4 DG's for 4 DG pop. plants = 0 = 1
See(3|A'above
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In addition, the following general assumptions were made for multiple
diesel plants of population N:

Single unit demands are primarily due to tests-e

N unit demands are primarily due to non-test actuation signals.e

For N > 2; N-1 unit demands are actually N unit demands when 1 diesele

is already unavailable .
For N > 2; N-2 unit demands are primarily due to testing .e

Therefore, based on the ratio of multiple to single demands from
Plant X (given below), the average number of demands / diesel year (65.4),

and the above assumptions, the following number of general multiple diesel
demands were estimated:

, Ratio of Multiple Diesel Demands

1: Total = .20
2: Total = .030 3: Total = .11
4: Total = .10

4+3+2: Total = .24

Estimation of Diesel Demands / Year

N=2

D(total) = (65.4 x N) = 130
D(double) = .24xD(total) = 31

N=3

D(total) = (65.4 x N) = 196
| D(double) = .12xD(total) = 24

D(triple) = .12xD(total) = 24
D(double + triple) = .24xD(total)

O
,
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ff=4

D(total) = (65.4 x N) = 262
D(double)= .03xD( total ) =8

D(triple) = .11xD( total) = 29

D(quad.) = .10xD( total) = 26

D(double + triple + quad.) = .24xD( total)

Using unavailabilities (based on multiple diesel failures) the following
failure rate analysis can be made: (SeeTableA.5.6)

Q(2|2) = .10/ year

31(2|2)=.1 = .0032 / demandA 31

Q(2|3) = .14 / year

124(2|3) = .0058/ demand
O

Q(2|4)=.13/ year

A (2|4) = .016/ demand8

Q(3|3)=.04/ year

A24(3|3)=.0017/ demand

Q(3|4) = .03/ year

29(3|4)=.001/ demandA

Q(4|4) = .03/ year

~A26(4|4)=.0012/ demand

O
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Probabilities for multiple diesel failures were then taken as the averages -

oftheA(ij.)calculationsfori=2,3,and4. Results are given below:

432 Failures
p()) avg , (330.9 diesel years)(65.4 demands / diesel year)

-2
P(1),yg = 2.0 x 10 failure / demand

P(2),yg = .0083 / demand

P(3) avg = .0014 / demand

P(4) = .0012 / demand

This evaluation of multiple diesel failures is conservative in
nature; however, the lack of data precludes a more realistic calculation.

A.S.3.3 Composite Diesel Assessment

O
Table A.5.9 presents a summary of the diesel data presented

above. The observations which can be made from this data are the
following:

1. The failure rate of a single diesel as determined from
the varioug sources is quite similarly varying from
1.89 x 10- to 3 x 10-2

2. The cumulative effect of the conditional failure probabilities
is that the probability of the three remaining diesels failing
given that one diesel has failed, varies from .03 to .06.

.

O
!
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Table A.5.9

COMPARIS0ft 0F DIESEL GEf4ERATOR FAILURE RATE DATA (PER DEMAf1D)

Avera;e TrimegPLMT A ValueZ!0N/|;001 WA5N-1400 3t LWR's valuec

P(1) 4.99x10" (1.89-2.84)x10' 3 10*2 (2.0)m10-2 2.94x10-2 2.61x10 2

P(2) 9.39x10*3 (1.56-7.07 ) x10* 3 10*3-10-26 ) (8.3)10~3 6.22 x10~3 6.55:10*3

P(3) 5.88x10~3 (9.2-9.43)x10 10-2 (1.4)10~3 3.8x10*3 3.37x10*3

P(4) 2.94x10M'I 10-2 (1.2)10*3 3.03x10~3 2.89x100

P(2/1) 1.88x1C*I (.84-3.35)m10*I (.33-3.3)10*I (4.2)10'I 2.32x10*I 2.34x10*I

P(3/2) 6.26x10*I (4.47-5.82)x10*I 1.0 (1.7)10*I 5.6x10*I 5.52x10*I

P!4/3) 5:10*E * I 1.0 (8.6)1c*I 7.86x10*I 8.60x10*I

* Ettimate

" 10~3 is the probability f or 2 Indepencent fattures; 10-2 ts tne probability for comon mode

' Averager of all nelugs . ft)TE: P(2). P(3), P(4) averages were calculated f rom the average Conditionals

4 Mear. value af ter deletion of largest and smallett values

e
A.5.4 Diesel Repair Rate

In the LGS analysis it is important to know the availability of
onsite 4160V AC power during the course of an accident. If AC power is
unavailable at the beginning of an accident sequence, it may be restored
at a later time. Therefore, it was necessary to determine the diesel
repair time (Table A.5.10). Specifically of interest in the LGS evaluation
is the probability of recovering the. diesels after two hours and four hours
following the loss of AC emergency power buses:

Probability Description Probability

Value Estimate

1 diesel recovered within .33
2 hours

1 diesel recovered within .53
4 hours

e
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Table A.S.10
SUMMARYOFDIESELREPAIRTIMEFOLLOWING

FAILURES OF INDIVIDUAL DIESELS

from (G&G (normalizing to 1005)

255 o'f time 1 diesel is repaired within 01 hr
281 of time 1 diesel is repaired within 1-4 hr
245 of time 1 diesel is repaired within 4-8 hr
115 of time 1 diesel is repaired within 8 24 he
its of time 1 diesel is repaired within >24 hr

Capulative percentages become:

25% of time 1 diesel is available by I hr
53% of time 1 diesel is available by 4 hr

O 771 of time 1 diesel is available by 8 hr
885 of time 1 diesel is available by 24 hr

125 of time 1 diesel is unavailable after 24 hr

Estimation between 1 8 hr is:
755 of time 1 diesel is unavailable after I hr
665 of time 1 diesel is unavailable after 2 hr
571 of time 1 diesel is uravailable after 3 hr
471 of time 1 diesel is unavailable af ter 4 hr
415 of time 1 diesel is unavailable after 5 hr
355 of time 1 diesel is unavailable after 6 hr
295 cf time 1 diesel is unavailable after 7 hr
235 of tio* 1 diesel is unavailable after 8 hr

O
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A.5.5 Summary of Data Used in the LGS Evaluation

Combining the information from the various sources discussed
in this section, the following data are used to characterize the un-
availability of tne diesel units for the LGS analysis:

1. The failure to " start and run" probability for a single
diesel is taken from the Philadelphia Electric Company

rience at the Peach Bottom Station. This is 1.7 x
exgg/ demand.10

2. The conditional probability that multiple diesels may
fail given that a single diesel fails is taken from
the data source with the most information, the evalua-

ted data from 36 LWRs. The values arrived at for
the conditional failure probability are:

e P(2/1) - Conditional Probability of a
seconddieselfajlinggiventhatonehas
failed E 4.2x10-

e P(3/2) - Conditional Probability of a third diesel g
failing given that two diesels have failed E W
l.7x10-1

e P(4/3) - Conditional Probability of a fourth

dieselfailinggjventhatthreedieselshavefailed E 8.6x10-

3. The probability of recovery of a aiesel can be very important
in many accident scenarios where the plant can be maintained
in a safe condition for two to four hours without 4160V AC
emergency power. The available data from Peach Bottom and
the NRC evaluated diesel data both agree quite well as to
the conditional probability of recovering diesel within 2
hours and within 4 hours. The data used in the Limerick
evaluation is the 11RC data, which is:

Probability of Recovering
.33i diesel within 2 hours =

Probability of Recovering
.531 diesel within 4 hours =

O
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A.6 COMPLETE LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

Complete loss of offsite power to a generating station is an
event which is influenced by local factors such as type of weather ex-
posure, transmission system design, and operating procedures. Therefore,
a local or regional data base is more suitable than a national data base
for predicting the frequency and duration of such events at a specific
plant.

.

Limerick Generating Station is connected to the Pennsylvania-
New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM) System and the remainder of
the PECo System via five transmission lines. Section A.6.1 reviews the
PJM/PECo data base and analytical techniques used in this study to
determine (1) the frequency of complete loss of offsite power and (2)
the probability of recovery of offsite power as a function of time

from interruption.

9
The analyses show a relatively high reliability for the PJM/

PECo plants. Even so, the use of these levels of reliability in this

study is probably conservative since the five transmission line design
at Limerick exceeds the average level of redundancy for the plants in-
cluded in the data base. As a comparison, Section A.6.2 reviews the
data and analyses used in WASH-1400.

Section A.6.3 discusses the specific case of Loss of Offsite
Power caused by trip of the Limerick turbine-generator.

A.6.1 PJM/PECo Experience

Complete loss of offsite power experience for PJM nuclear plants
and PECo fossil plants with three or more transmission lines are summarized
in Tables A.6.la and A.6.lb,respectively. In total, these plants have an

experience of four occurrences in 94.7 plant years.

G
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Table A.6.la
COMPLETE LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

| Pennty1vania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM)
Nuclear Plant Experience

from Initial Criticality through July 1980
Average

Plant Exposure Occurrences Duration
(P1 ant-Years) (Minute;)

Calvert Cliffs 5.8 1 350

Oyster Creek 11.3 1 90

Peach Bottom 6.9 0 -

Salem 3.7 0 -

Three Mile Island 6.2 0 -

33.9 2 220

Table A.6.lb
COMPLETE LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

Philadelphia Electric Company Fossil Plant (with Three or More
Transmission Lines) Experience from January 1973 through July 1980

Average
Exposure Duration

Plant (Plant-years) Occurrences (Mir.Jtes)
'

Chester 7.6 0 -

Cromby 7.6 0 -

Croydon 7.6 1 2

Delaware 7.6 0 -

Eddystone 7.6 0 -

Schuylkill 7.6 0 -

)

Southwark 7.6 1 48

Richmond 7.6 0 -

Q 60.8 2 25
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The frequency of complete loss of offsite power was modeled as

a Poisson process. Using the PJM/PECo data base and assuming a uniform
prior, a Bayesian analysis found the posterior distribution function. The

frequency of loss of offsite power is shown in Table A.6.2. The mean

value of this posterior distribution, .0528, was used as the frequency
of loss of offsite power in this study.

TABLE A.6.2

.

POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY

OF LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER

Cumulative
Density Distribution

A Function Function
_

1.00000E-08 3.16847E-24 6.33655E-33 g7.74629E-03 5.5668SE-01 1.00000E-03
1.12900E-02 1.791755+00 5.00000E-03
1.35003E-02 2.93520E+00 1.00000E-02
2.08106E-02 8.39643E+00 5.30080E-02
2.56884E-02 1.21175E+01 1.00000E-01
3.26343E-02 1.63596E+01 2.00000E-01
3.83799E-02 1.81561E+01 3.00000E-01
4.38134E-02 1.94362E+01 4.00000E-01
4.93407E-02 1.75779E+01 5.00000E-01
5.53192E-02 1.57708E+01 5.00000E-01
6.22238E-02 1.31329E+01 7.00000E-01
7.10016E-02 9.70008E+00 8.00000E-01
8.44432E-02 5.43702E+00 9.00000E-01
9.66942E-02 2.53098E+00 9.50000E-01
1.225950-01 6.52640E-01 9.90000E-01
1.33046E-01 3.36592E-01 9.95000E-01
1.56287E-01 7.10137E-02 9.99000E-01
2.89011E-01 2.89679E-00 1.00000E+00

Means= 5.28150E-2
hSTD.DEV.= 2.36196E-02

BETAl= 7.95937E-01
BETA 2= 4.19959E+00

,

9
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Another important factor is the probability of recovery of offsite power
within specific times. The PJM/PECo data base was again used in this
assessment. The recovery times for th.e four occurrences actually ex-
perienced were used to determine the m'ean recovery time and the variance
of recovery time. A gamma distribution was then constructed to fit the
mean and variance. This distribution is as shown in Table A.6.3.

TABLE A.6.3

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF REC 0VERY TIME

Recovery Density Cumulative
Time Function Density

(Min.) Function,

1.00000E-08 3.67898E-01 3.88717E-09
8.46307E-02 3.63946E-01 1.00000E-03

()) 4.23155E-01 3.48140E-01 5.00000E-03 '

8.46310E-01 3.28381E-01 1.00000E-02
4.23155E+00 1.70311E-01 5.00000E-02
8.76388E+00 9.25098E-03 1.00000E-01
2.11376E+01 7.25624E-03 2.00000E-01
3.64134E+01 5.93326E-03 3.00000E-01
5.50613E+01 4.86381E-03 4.00000E-01
7.79330E+01 3.92027E-03 5.00000E-01
1.06789E+02 3.05372E-03 6.00000E-01
1.44929E+02 2.23894E-03 7.00000E-01
1.99896E+02 1.46223E-03 8.00000E-01
2.95783E+02 7.16099E-04 9.00000E-01
3.93181E+02 3.53724E-04 9.50000E-01
6.22557E+02 6.97990E-05 9.90000E-01
7.21951E+02 3.48574E-05 9.95000E-01
9.51645E+02 7.04579E-06 9.99000E-01
1.47234E+03 1.97949E-07 1.00000E-00

Means= 1.22457E+02
STD.DEV.= 1.34743E+02
BETAl= 4.73406E+00
Beta 2= 9.89231E+00

4

O

'
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The probability that recovery takes more than a given number
of hours can be found from this distribution. Specifically,

P(Recovery of offsite power > 2' hours) = 0.365

P(Recovery of offsite power > 4 hours) = 0.158

P(Recovery of offsite power > 15 hours) = 9 x 10-4

P(Recovery of offsite power > 24 hours) = 1 x 10-0

Figure A.6.1 displays graphically the cumulative frequency
of the loss of offsite power versus the duration of the loss.

.

LEGEND

(1) Emperienced distribution of
repair time.

.0423

k (?) The fitted gserw distributioe for
the repair tire.''
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/ Duration of Offsite Power loss (Hours)

Figure A.6.1 Cumulative Frequency of Offsite Power Loss Vs. Duration

9
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A.6.2 WASH-1400 Assessment of Complete Loss of Offsite Power

The WASH-1400 estimate for loss of offsite power was larger
than the estimate for the FJM interconnection, as shown below:

__

COMPLETE LOSS OF 0FFSITE-
SOURCE POWER INITIATOR

WASH-1400 0.18 per plant year

PJM Grid (see Section 0.053 per plant year
A.6.1)

The PJM value (0.053) was used in this study.

WASH-1400 estimated the frequency of offsite power loss at
2x10-5/hr. based on three occurrences in 1972 for 150,000 hours of opera-

tion. If it is assumed that plants are 100%.available, this is equivalent

to 17.1 plant-ygs of experience giving an estimated 0.18 offsite power
loss / plant year. The estimate becomes 0.12 offsite power loss / plant
year if the plants are assumed to be 70% available. Figure A.6.2 can

i then be utilized to predict frequency / duration characteristics of the
'

offsite power outages. Results are as follows (assuming 70% average

| availability):

Frequency of offsite power loss (P ) which is restored ing
less than 0.01 hour = 0.0001'

P restored in 0.01 - 0.032 hours = 0.007g

P restored in 0.032 - 0.1 hour = 0.023g

P restored in 0.1 .32 hour = 0.046g

P restored in 0.32 - 1.0 hour = 0.015g

P restored in 1.0 - 3.2 hour = 0.014

P restored in 3.2 - 10.0 hour = 0.01g

P restored in greater than 10 hours = 0.004.g
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A.6.3 Loss of Offsite Power Resulting from Turbine / Generator Trip

In-plant transient events causing a turbine or generator trip
result in a sudden loss of grid generating capacity. If the sudden loss
of generator exceeds the transient stability limit of the local or regional
grid system, then all offsite power to the plant could be lost. Based upon
infomation developed for WASH-1400, the probability for complete loss of
offsite power following a turbine or generator trip is assumed to be lx10-3 ,

The probability for any particular plant could be lower depending on the
transmission systems, the transient stability limit resulting from high
installed capacity, extensive grid connections with other large utilities,
and the number of 500 and 230 kV transmission lines connecting the plant
to the grid. The probability of lx10-3 is conservative for LGS because of h
the PJM Interconnection system and the use of'five plant transmission lines
and is included in the analysis.
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APPENDIX B

.

The purpose of this appendix is to present, in a consolidated
form, the following:

e A system description of the key systems which centribute to
! plant safety

e A schematic of the system arrangements

e The system level fault tree logic models and top level func-
| tional fault trees used in the evaluation of system and
i plant reliability

| e The top level sequence fault trees which combine systems
to calculate individual accident sequences.

p Included in this appendix are the following systems, as identified,

'sd by section:

B.1 High Pressure Coolant Systems

B.l.1 HPCI
B.1.2 RCIC

' B.l.3 CRD
B.l.4 Condensate and Feedwater

B.2 Low Pressure Coolant Systems and Pressure Reduction System

B.2.1 ADS
B.2.2 LPCI
B.2.3 CS

,

B.3 Decay Heat Removal Systems

B.3.1 RHRSW
'

I B.3.2 Condenser
B.3.3 Ultimate Heat Sink

B.4 Containment Systems

B.4.1 Containment Over-Press're Relief| .

B.4.2 Containment Inerting

| B.5 Electric Power System and Instrumentation
|

B-1<
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B.6 Emergency Service Water System -- HVAC Pump Room Cooling

B.7 Reactor Protection System

B.8 Standby Liquid Control System

In addition, there are two summary sections which organize the
individual system trees into the following:

e B.9: Functional level fault trees which combine system trees
together to reflect the success criteria for various accident
sequences

e B.10: Sequence fault trees which display how each sequence
is combined in a Boolean fashion.

B.1 HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT SYSTEMS

B.1.1 High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCI)

hPurpose

The primary purpose of the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI)
is to maintain the reactor vessel water inventory under conditions which
do not depressurize the reactor vessel.

Hardware Description

The HPCI system consists of a steam turbine-driven, constant-flow
pump assembly and associt.ted system piping, valves, controls, and instru-
mentation (see schematic in Figure B.1.1). Suction piping comes from both
the condensate storage tank (CST) and the suppression pool (SP). Initially,

water from the CST is used. Injected water is piped to the reactor vessel
by way of the core spray loop B pipe. The steam supply for the turbine is
piped from the main steam line in the primary containment. The steam
piping has an isolation valve on each side of the primary containment.
Remote controls for valve and turbine operation are provided in the main
control room, g
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O The pump assembly is located below the water levels of the CST
U and the SP, to ensure positive suction to the pumps. The steam for the

pump turbine is extracted upstream of the main steam isolation valves
(MSIVs). Exhaust steam from the HPCI turbine is discharged to the
suppression pool.

Automatic and Manual Control

Startup of the HPCI system is completely independent of AC
power. Only DC power from the station battery and steam extracted from
the nuclear system are necessary. The HPCI controls automatically start
the system and bring it to design flow rate with 25 seconds from receipt
of a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) low water level signal, or a primary
containment (drywell) high pressure signal.

003 001 112

ch ')
'

~
i i U HPCI

($dLO 0 "B la8 005 007 005 Pump Turbine'fo,,

Pumps
c22 LO

072

2 -

SUPPRESS 10fl
P00L

E3
041 j

1

042 045

011 009

8 G-f+-c-
C0!1DE!1 SATE

STORAGE c1,

TAtlK o,

(b 124 12s,
() LO Ocu 019

N0 fl0

Figure B.1.1 High Pressure Coolant Injection System Schematic
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After startup, the controls function to provide design makeup

water flow to the reactor vessel until the amount of water delivered
to the reactor vessel is adequate (high reactor water level), at which
time the HPCI system automatically trips. The controls are arranged to
allow remote-manual startup, operation, and shutdown.

The HPCI turbine is shut down automatically by any of the
following signals:

e Turbine Overspeed: This prevents damage to the turbine.

e RPV High Water Level: This indicates that core cooling
requirements are satisfied: (HPCI will shut off on high
level during most transients unless the operator takes
control to throttle HOCI).

e HPCI Pump Low Suction Pressure: This prevents damage to
the pump due to loss of flow.

e HPCI Turbine Exhaust High Pressure: This indicates a defect
gin the turbine exhaust line check valve: restriction in HPCI

turbine exhaust line due to failure of either vacuum-breaking
system or turbine exhaust drain line system caused by water
hammering or defective pressure switches.

s High steam flow in steam supply line to the HPCI turbine

e Low steam supply pressure.

If a low-level initiation signal is received after the turbine is shut

down, the system restarts automatically if no shutdown signal exists.

In addition to the automatic operational features of the system,
provisions are included for remote manual startup, operation, and shutdown
(provided automatic initiation or shutdown signals do not exist).

HPCI operation automatically actuates the following valves:

e HPCI pump discharge shutoff valves

e HPCI steam supply shutoff valve

B-4
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e HPCI turbine stop valve

e HPCI turbine control valves

e HPCI steam line drain isolation valve

e HPCI test valve, if open

e Minimum flow bypass valve.

As mentioned earlier, suction is normally taken from the CST. If the

level in the CST falls to a low level, or a high level in the suppression
pool occurs, a level sensor initiates an automatic realignment of pump
suction to the suppression pool.

Instrumentation and Control

The HPCI-actuated devices are automatically controlled by
logic or manually controlled by switches in the control room. Motor-

O operated valves are provided with appropriate limit or torque switches
'

v
to turn off the motors when the fully-open or fully-closed positions
are reached. Valves that are automatically closed on isolation or
turbine trip signals are equipped with manual reset devices so that
they cannot be reopened without operator action.

Electric Power Requirements

Only DC electrical power is required for the HPCI system startup.

| As shown in the electrical power system description, DC divisions B and D
sup' ply two separate redundant sources of power. For long-term HPCI opera-
tion, room cooling must be available to maintain acceptable temperatures
in the HPCI compartment. Automatic room cooling requires 440V AC power
from emergency buses B or D for ESW operation.

O
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B.l.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Sy.'.em (See Figure B.l.2)

Purpose

The purpose of the RCIC system is to assure that sufficient
water inventory is maintained in the reactor vessel to permit adequate
core cooling during the following conditions:

e Transients that include the loss of normal feedwater

e LOCAs with break sizes that do not depressurize the reactor

e Hot shutdown conditions.

Hardware Description

The RCIC system consists of the following components:

O
e One 100% capacity turbine and accessories

e One 100% capacity pump assembly and accessories

e Piping, Valves, and Instrumentation for the following:

- Steam supply to turbine

- Turbine exhaust to suppression pool

- Makeup supply from the condensate storage tank (CST) to
pump suction

- Makeup supply from the suppression pool to the pump suction .

- Makeup supply from the RHR steam condensiny heat exchangers

- Pump discharge to the feedwater line, spray nozzle, including
a test line to the CST, a minimum flow bypass line suppression
pool, and a coolant water supply to accessory equipment.

G
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Automatic Control

The RCIC is initiated automatically upon a reactor vessel low
water level signal. Steam supply to the RCIC turbine is automatically
cut off by any of the following signals:

1. High differential pressure across the main steam line

2. High area temperature

3. Low reactor pressure

4. High turbine exhaust pressure

5. Turbine overspeed (mechanical overspeed trip must be reset
locally)

6. High reactor water level.

Manual Operation

G
Provisions are included for remote manual startup, operation,

and shutdown of the RCIC system, provided automatic initiation or_ shut-
down signals do not exist. After the RHR system is placed in the steam
condensing mode, the operator can select makeup supply from the RHR steam

condensing heat exchangers.

Electric Power Requirements

The RCIC system power for startup is obtained from a DC safe-
guard battery bus. Long term RCIC operation requires room cooling to
maintain adequate temperature control. Automatic room (ooling requires
440V AC power from either of the emergency buses A or C for ESW operation.

B.l.3 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System (CRD)

Purpose

The CRD hydraulic system is also a source of high pressure
makeup water to the reactor vessel.

B-8
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Hardware Description

The CRD system consists of drive water pumps, filters, flow
,

control valves,. hydraulic control units (HCUs, one per CRD), scram dis-
charge volume, and the associated system piping, valves, controls, and

j instrumentation (see Schematic in Figure B.1.3). The water source for ,

I the CRD system is the condensate treatment system.

Automatic and Manual Control

The CRD pump is in continuous operation and water is continuously
pumped into the reactor vessel through one of three flow paths (driving,
charging, or cooling water header). The second pump is provided as a
backup should the first pump need to be taken out of service. The flow
path chosen is determined automatically with provisions for operator
intervention.

O Instrumentation

.

Local and remote indicators and alarms are provided to monitor
and protect the system.

Electric Power Requirements

The CRD system is normally run off the nonemergency class buses.
The operator can manually switch over to emergency class lE buses at the
motor control center.

B.l.4 Condensate and Feedwater System

Purpose

The primary purpose of the condensate and feedwater system is to
remove condensed (main) steam from the condenser hotwells, heat it, and

return it to the reactor to be converted into steam.

.
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OV Hardware Description

The condensate and feedwater (FW) system consists of condensate

pumps, steam jet air ejectors, steam packing exhausters, a condensate
demineralizer system, low- and high-pressure FW heaters, turbine-driven
FW pumps, and associated system piping, valves, controls, and instru-
mentation (see schematics in Figures B.l.4a and B.l.4b). The steam supply
for the FW turbines is piped from the main steam line downstream of the

| MSIVs for the required high-pressure steam and from the low-pressure
steam line downstream of the moisture separators for the required low-
pressure steam.

Automatic and Manual Control

The condensate and FW system is not initiated automatically, but
it is a normally operating system which automatically controls reactor
vessel level within a predetermined range. Manual / automatic startup,

O operetion, end .nutdown ere provided in the contrei room. shutdown of
the system, however, can be initiated automatically by isolation of the
MSIVs, FW turbine trip, reactor pressure vessel high water level, loss of
condenser vacuum or low suction pressure trip. If the condensate or FW
system is tripped, operator interaction is required.

Instrumentation

Local and remote indicators, alarms, and pressure relief valves
are provided to monitor and protect the condensate and FW system.

Electric Power Requirements

The condensate and FW system is a nonsafety system and failure of
the system does not prevent a safe shutdown of the plant. The system is,
therefore, run off a nonsafeguard bus.

O
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B.2 LOW PRESSURE COOLANT SYSTEMS AND PRESSURE REDUCTION SYSTEM

B.2.1 Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)

Purpose

The purpose of the automatic depressurization system (ADS)
is to reduce the reactor pressure so that flow from the LPCI and/or
the core spray.(CS) systems can enter the reactor vessel in time to
cool the core and limit fuel cladding temperatures in the event that
the RCIC or the HPCI system cannot maintain the reactor water level.

Hardware Description

The ADS employs nuclear steam system safety / relief valves to
relieve high pressure steam to the suppression pool. The safety / relief
valves are installed on the main steam lines inside primary containment.
Five of them are automatically controlled by the ADS. The valves are
dual-purpose, in that they relieve pressure by normal mechanical action
or by automatic action of an electric-pneumatic control system.

The dual-solenoid-operated valves control the pneumatic pressure
applied to an actuator that controls the safety / relief valve directly. An
accumulator is included with the control equipment to store pneumatic energy
for short-term safety / relief valve operation. There are two independent
and redundant solenoid valves associated with each ADS valve; therefore,

each relief valve can be actuated by either of two solenoid-operated valves
supplying air to the relief valve air piston operators.

The operation of the ADS safety / relief valves as a method of
depressurizing the primary system to very low pressures (i.e. approximately
100 psi) requires an air supply. The Limerick ADS has two methods of en-
suring adequate air supply:

O
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1. The plant high-pressure air supply (this is located outside
containment and may be isolated under some plant conditions).

2. The accumulators which are located inside containment are
the safety grade sources of air for the ADS valves.

Automatic and Manual Control

Automatic Control: Three signals are used for automatic
initiation of the ADS:

1. Reactor vessel low water level

2. Drywell high pressure

3. RHR and/or CS pumps running.

All signals must be present to cause the ADS valves to open. Discharge
pressure on any one of the LPCI pumps or either pair of the CS pumps

O is sufficient for condition (3) above to give the permissive signal.'

After receipt of the initiation signals and after a delay
provided by timers, each of the solenoid-operated valves is energized.
This allows pneumatic pressure from the accumulator to act on the air
cylinder operator. The air cylinder operator holds the relief valve open.

The dual solenoids in the pilot valve for each ADS valve are
individually controlled by ADS Logic A (Division 1) and by ADS Logic

C (Division 3).

Manual Control: The operator can use the reset push buttons
to delay or prevent the automatic opening of the relief valves if such
delay in prevention is prudent. The operator can also manually initiate
each safety / relief valve associated with the ADS. The manual initiation
signal is sealed-in until reset by the operator.

O
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h
Interlocks

An interlock prevents both automatic and manual ADS initiation,
unless at least one RHR pump or either pair of the CS pumps is capable
of delivering water into the vessel.

Instrumentation and Alarms

Instrumentation sensors are used to monitor reactor vessel low
water level and high drywell pressure. In addition, there are pressure
sensors to monitor the discharge pressure on the CS and RHR pumps.

The primary containment high-pressure signals are arranged to
seal-in the control circuitry; they must be manually reset to clear. The

level sensing logic and the pumps discharge pressure signals do not seal-in.

A timer is used in each ADS logic. An alarm in the control room
is annunciated when either of the timers is timing. Lights in the control
room indicate when the solenoid operated valves are energizea to open a
safety / relief valve.

Electric Power Requirements

The ADS electric control circuitry is powered by DC from plant
safeguard batteries.

B.2.2 LowPressure Coolant Injection (LPCI)

Purpose

The primary purpose of the LPCI system is to provide vessel
inventory makeup following large pipe breaks. The LPCI system provides
inventory makeup following a small break or other demand for coolant
inventory makeup. In both cases the LPCI is only designed to provide
cooling water to the reactor core when the reactor vcssel pressure is low. $

B-16
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O Hardware Description

The LPCI system is an operating mode of the RHR system. It

uses four RHR motor-driven pumps to draw suction from the suppression

pool and inject cooling water flow into the reactor core via separate
vessel nozzles and core shroud penetrations. The LPCI system includes
associated valves, control instrumentation, and pump accessories. A
schematic of the RHR-LPCI system is shown in Figure B.2.2.

The LPCI system contains four loops (A, B, C, D). Two loops
(D and C) are solely injection loops. Loops A and B have several func-
tions since they can pass flow through the RHR heat exchangers (HXs). In
the RHR-LPCI mode, the flow in loops A and B is through or bypasses the
HXs. In addition, there is a cross-connection between RHR loops A and
C and B and D. Water can enter the reactor vessel either directly or
via the recirculation loop. In loop A there is an additional path to
enter the core via a spray nozzle on top of the reactor vessel.

O
C/

Automatic and Manual Control
,

Automatic Control: The LPCI mode of operation of the RHR system
i is initiated automatically when the following events occur:

e Low water level in the reactor vessel and/or

j e High pressure in drywell concurrent with low reactor pressure.
;

The same sensors and trip units used for initiation of the CS system are
used to initiate LPCI (each LPCI pump A, B, C, D is initiated by the same
sensors used for the initiation of the corresponding CS pumps A, B, C, 0).

O
.
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The LPCI initiation signal is generated when:

e Both level sensors are tripp,ed, or

e Four pressure sensors are tripped (two high drywell pressure
and two low reactor vessel pressure), or

e Either of two combinations of one level sensor and two
pressure sensors (one high drywell and one low reactor
pressure) are tripped.

Once the initiation signal is received by the RHR control circuitry,
the signal is sealed-in until manually reset.

Four pressure sensors are used to monitor valve differential
,

pressure to provide the pressure permissive signal for opening the
injection valves.

Manual Control: LPCI operation can be manually initiated

O remotely from the control room.

i

Bypass and Interlocks

3

The RHR pump motors and injection valves are provided with
manual override controls that allow the operator to control the system

! following automatic initiation.

The valves that allow the diversion of water for suppression
pool spray are automatically closed upon receipt of an LPCI initiation
signal. The manual controls for these valves are interlocked so that
opening the valves by manual action is not possible unless the reactor
vessel injection valve, in its respective RHR loop, is closed. The
valves that allow diversion of water for containment spray are normally
closed. The manual controls for these valves are interlocked so that
opening both valves in one drywell spray loop by manual action is not
possible unless an LPCI initiation signal is present, the reactor vessel4

injection valve in its respective RHR loop is closed, and drywell pressure
is high.,

!
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h
Instrument and Alarms

A detection system continuously confirms the integrity of the
injection line piping to the reactor v'essel. Sensors measure the pressure
differential between injection lines of RHR A and C loops and between the
B and D loops. If the piping is sound, the pressure differential is very

small between these lines. If integrity is lost, an increase in differen-

tial pressure initiates an alarm in the control room. Valves have indi-

cations of fully-open, intermediate, and fully-closed positions. Pumps
have indications for pump running and pump stopped.

Electric Power Requirements

Four separate logic circuits located in separate panels and
powered by four independent 125v DC buses are used. Control power for
pumps A through D is from corresponding 125v DC buses A through D. AC

power for A through D RHR and corresponding ESW* pump motors is supplied

from the corresponding A through D 4160v buses. The power for the 4160v
buses is normally from the preferred AC power source, and from the stand-

AC power source upon a loss of the preferred source.

B.2.3 Core Spray (CS) System

Purpose

The primary purpose of the core spray (CS) system is to provide
inventory makeup and cooling during large LOCA breaks or other conditions
requiring low-pressure makeup. Also, following ADS blowdown, CS provides
reactor vessel water makeup following a small break.

*ESW room cooling required for long-term RHR pump operation.
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Hardware Description

The CS system consists of two independent spray loops as shown
in Figure B.2.3. Each of the two redundant CS system loops consists of:
two 50% capacity centrifugal pumps, a spray sparger in the reactor vessel
above the ccre (a separate sparger for each CS loop), piping and valves
to convey water from the suppression pool to the sparger, and associated
controls and instrumentation. The controls and instrumentation for the
CS system include: the sensors, relays, wiring, and valve operation
mechanisms used to start, operate, a H test the systems.

Automatic and Manual Control

The CS system is started automatically when the following events
occur:

e Low water level in the reactor vessel and/or

e High pressure in the drywell, and if

e Reactor vessel pressure is low enough (when reactor vessel
pressure drops to a preselected value, valves open in the
pump discharge lines, allowing water to be sprayed over the
core).

It shoul be noted that each of the four CS pumps has its own
independent logic and control power source. The sensors used to initiate
one CS pump are separated from those used to initiate the other CS pumps.
Once the initiation signal is received by the CS control circuitry, the
signal is sealad in until manually reset.

Manual Control: The CS pump and all motor-operated valves can be
operated individually by manual override control switches located in the
control room.

O
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Instrumentation and Alarms (Reactor Operator Information)

Sufficient temperature, flow, pressure, and valve position
indications are available in the control room for the operator to
accurately assess CS system operation. Valves have indications of
fully-open and fully-closed positions. The pump has indications for
pump running and pump stopped. During manual operation a detection
system continuously confirms the integrity of the CS A and B injection
line piping to the reactor vessel. A sensor measures the pressure
difference between the two injection lines. If the CS A and B piping
is sound, the pressure difference will be very small between these lines.
If integrity is lost, an increase in differential pressure initiates an
alarm in the control room. Pressure in each CS pump suction line is
monitored by a local pressure indicator to determine suction head and
pump performance. Pressure in the discharge line of each CS loop is
monitored by a pressure indicator in the control room to determine pump
performance.

Electric Power Requirements

Each CS pump is powered from an independent AC bus that is capa-
ble of receiving standby power.* Control power and the power supply for
valves in each loop is from one of the same two divisions used for the CS
pumps in that loop. Control power for each of the CS pumps comes from
separate DC buses. The electric equipment in the control room for one
CS loop is separated from that used for the other loop. The CS initiation
signal also initiates the corresponding diesel generator. Logic for the
A and B loop valves is powered by 125v DC buses A and B, respectively.

B.3 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

B.3.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System

O
*ESW is required for long term CS pump operation
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Purpose

The purpose of the RHRSW system is to provide a reliable source
of cooling water for all operating modes of the RHR system including heat
removal under post-accident conditions, and also to provide water to flood
the reactor core or to spray the primary containment after an accident.

Hardware Description

The RHRSW system is composed of two loops. Each loop services
one RHR heat exchanger. Each loop has two pumps located in the spray pond

structure.

Manual Control

The RHRSW system is a manually initiated system. However, the

common ESW and RHRSW supply and return valves and the spray pond sluice g
gates are automatically oriented to the spray pond on a start signal from
the ESW system.

Manual controls for the RHRSW pumps, cooling water loop valves,

and the spray pond sluice gate are available in the control room. Also,
manual control of the A and C RHRSW pumps (see Figure B.3.1) and the
cocling water loop A valves and associated sluice gates is available in the
remote shutdown room.

Once an RHRSW pump is started, it operates until one of the follow-
ing conditions occur:

e Stopped manually by operator

e Bus lockout

e Phase over current

e Ground fault

e Bus under voltage

B-24
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e Associated cooling water loop heat exchanger return line
high radiation signal

1

e High pump discharge pressure.

The RHRSW system can be aligned to either the spray pond or the

cooling tower for cooling water source and loop ' return. Upon starting of
the ESW system, the cooling water source, and return for the ESW and RHRSW

system automatically align to the spray pond, if the systems are not
already in that mode.

Bypasses and Interlocks

A keylocked manual switen bypass is provided to inhibit the
ESW signal that automatically aligns the ESW and RHRSW system from the
cooling-tower mode to the spray pond mode. This bypass is provided to
permit alignment to the cooling tower if available, g

A keylocked manual bypass switch is provided to inhibit the
high-radiation signal of the monitor in the associated cooling water loop
return to provide the capabi'ity to restart the pumps. A control room
alarm indicates that the high-radiation trip is bypassed.

Electric Power Requirements

The power for the RHRSW pump motors and cooling water loop motor

operated valves is supplied from Class lE AC buses. Control power for the
RHRSW pump motors is supplied from Class lE DC buses. Instrumentation power

is supplied from Class lE AC buses.

The RHRSW pump motors obtain their power from separate safeguard

buses: the A and B pumps from Unit 1 Division I and II, respectively, and
the C and D pumps from the Unit 2 Divisions I and II, respectively. The
RHRSW valves in 1oop A receive power from Division I and III and loop B

valves from Division II and IV.
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B.3.2 Condenser

Purpose .

The main condenser system is designeil to condense and deaerate
the exhaust steam from the ..ain turbine and provide a heat sink for the
turbine bypass system. The main condenser system is not safety related.

The design bases of the main condenser system are as follows:

1. To condense and deaerate the exhaust steam from the main
turbine and reactor feed pump turbines

2. To accept and deaerate the drains from the feedwater heaters
and other components in the heat cycle

3. To serve as a heat sink for the turbine bypass steam, extrac-
tion steam line dump drains, and heat cycle relief valve dis-
charge.

O 4. To retein for e minimem of 2 minutes the condeesete formed
during full load operation, to allow radioactive decay to' occur
before returning the condensate to the cycle.

Hardware Description

The main condenser is a triple-pressure deaerating type, com-
prising three separate shells, one low-pressure (LP), one intermediate-
pressure (IP), and one high-pressure (HP). The condensers are supported
on the turbine foundation mat, with each of the shells connected to the

exhaust of one of the three LP turbines by a rubber expansion joint, which
is secured between two steel frames, one welded to the turbine exhaust

and the other to the condenser.

During normal operation, steam from each LP turbine is exhausted
directly downward into its condenser shell through exhaust openings in the
bottom of the turbine casings. The condenser also serves as a heat sink
for several other flows, such as exhaust steam from the reactor feed pump
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turbines, cascading heater drains, air ejector condenser drain, conden-
sate and reactor feed pump recirculation lines, feedwater heater shell
oparating vents, crossaround piping relief valves, and condensate pump
suction vents. The steam exhausted to the condenser is condensed by
water circulated through the condenser tubes by the circulating water
system.

The condensers are provided with reheating-deaerating hotwells
that remove inleakage of air, plus hydrogen and oxygen formed in the
turbine steam due to the dissociation of water in the reactor. These
noncondensible gases e m cascaded from the HP shell, through the IP shell,
to the LP shell, terminating at the cold water inlet end of the LP shell.
They concentrate in the air cooling section of the condenser, from which
they are removed by the mechanical va'uum pump at startup and by the
SJAEs during normal operation.

The condenser design air inleakage rate is 75 cfm. The circu-
lating water is quality-controlled through chemical treatment and blow-

3down. The oxyge.n content of the condensate does not exceed 0.0035 cm fi
through all load ranges, as measured at the discharge of the condensate
pumps, with an air inleakage of up to 75 cfm.

The condenser hotwells have sufficient storage capacity together
with internal baffling to ensure a minimum retention of 2 minutes for
condensate from the time it enters the hotwell until it is removed by the
condensate pumps.

The inlet water boxes of the LP condeaser shell and the outlet
water boxes of the HP condenser shell are each provided with butterfly
valves, pennitting any of the condenser's four separate circulating water
flow paths to be removed from service.

A loss of condenser vacuum trips the turbine and isolates the
steam source. However, should the turbine fail to isolate on loss of

condenser vacuum, two rupture diaphragms on each turbine exhaust to the h
condenser protect the condenser and turbine exhaust hoods against over-

pressure.
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The condenser is designed to withstand the blowdown effects of
steam from the turbine bypass system with no deleterious effects.

The condenser is fitted with' 18 BWG Admiralty tubes, except in
high-velocity areas, where 20 BWG stainless steel tubes are used. Direct
high-velocity impingement of steam or water on the tubes and structural
members inside the condenser is avoided by the use of baffles.

B.3.3 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

Purpose I

The purpose of the ultimate heat sink (UHS) is to provide
cooling water and act as a heat sink for the emergency service water
(ESW) and residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) systems during

normal and accident conditions.

O Hardware Description

The VHS is a highly reliable, Seismic Category I spray pond
which is sized for a water volume adequate for thirty days of cooling
under design basis conditions.

The RHRSW and ESW systems receive cooling water via the spray

pond pump structure located on the pond perimeter and return the water to
the spray por,d via the spray networks. Figure B.3.2 shows the arrange-
ment of the spray pond, spray networks, and spray pond pump structure.

The pond is provided with an overflow weir to accommodate
normal water level fluctuations and an emergency spillway to limit the
maximum water level in the pond during maximum precipitation conditions.

The spray pond pump structure houses the RHRSW and ESW pumps

_

and associated piping and valves. The pump structure is located on the
edge of the spray pond. Openings are provided in front of the structure
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to allow pond water to flow into the wet pits where the pump suctions
are located. Closure of the sluice gates on these openings and realign-
ment of system valves allows the ESW and RHRSW systems to shift from the
spray pond mode to the cooling tower niode.

The wet pit area is divided into two sections corresponding to
the A and B loops of the RHRSW and ESW systems. The two areas are sepa-
rated by a wall with a sluice gate which can be closet, to isolate the
two trains. Each pump is installed in its own bay. A removable screen
is placed at the entrance of each of the bays.

A winter bypass line is provided for each ESW/RHRSW combined

return line to allow bypassing the spray networks and returning the
heated water directly to the pond volume.

Makeup water to the pond is supplied via a six-inch branch line
from the Schuylkill River makeup line to the cooling towers. The line

- enters the pond below normal pond water level. Two check valve's in.the
line prevent siphoning from the pond in the event of loss of pressure in
the makeup line. The makeup valve is controlled by a level detector in
the pond to maintain proper water level.

An 8-inch blowdown line and associated weir are provided on the
eastern pond perimeter. The line is used for overflowing excess water
during rain conditions and for water quality control.

Two drain sumps are provided in the bottom of the pump structure.
The sump pumps discharge to the pond above the water surface to avoid
siphoning of the pond to the pump structure.

System Operation

The spray pond is designed to automatically supply cooling water
to the ESW and RHRSW systems when required and to continue this function

O with a minimum of operator attention.
.

I
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Normal Operation

The spray pond is normally in a standby mode and, except for
periodic testing, is used only during emergency or accident situations.
Start of the ESW pumps causes sluice gates and system valves to auto-
matit. ally align for spray pond operation, if not already in that position.
The operator may subsequently stop and start pumps and remove or add
spray networks from service as necessary to maintain proper flows and
diesel loadings. The pond is not normally used for cooldown and shut-
down operations.

During standby, pond level is automatically maintained at the
operating level of 250 feet MSL (9-foot pond depth) by the makeup and
blowdown lines. During long-term operation, without makeup and blowdown,
the concentration of scale-forming constituents, which can impair heat
exchanger perfomance, increases due to evaporation. Provision will be
available for the manual addition of acid to inhibit scale formation h
from calcium carbonate. Sufficient spray pond inventory is provided such
that other scale-producing agents, such as calcium sulfate, will not reach
concentrations that might cause scaling during the 30-day post accident
period when no makeup or blowdown is assumed.

Winter Operation

The spray pond is designed to perform its safety functions with
an initial ice layer on the pond surface.

During icing conditions, return flow to the pond is initially
directed to the winter bypasses which inject the warm return water di-
rectly to the pond volume. The bypasses are directed toward the ends

of the pond to allow ?.he return water to circulate and mix with the pond
volume and avoid hydraulic short-circuiting. The increasingly warmer
pond water will cause any ice layer present on the pond surface to melt.
Once hole formation in the ice layer has occurred, a return path fcr spray g
water is available and the spray networks may be used as water temperature

dictates.
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Cooling Tower Operation

,

During normal shutdown and cooldown operations, the RHRSW

system uses the cooling tower basins as the source of cooling water
and the cooling towers as the heat sink. The system is aligned for
this mode by shutting the spray pond sluice gates and diverting the
return flow to the towers. Cooled water from the cooling tower basins
flows back to the wet pits.

Should an emergency or accident condition arise while the pond
is in this mode, ESW pump start signals will cause the system to auto-
matically realign to the spray pond mode. Subsequently, and after
assessment of the cooling tower's availability, the system may be placed
in the cooling tower mode if so desired.

B.4 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

O
B.4.1 Containment Overpressure Relief (COR)

,

One of the features of the Limerick Mark II containment which
can be used to advantage in a number of postulated accident sequences,
is the ability to relieve pressure in the primary containment and possibly
prevent structural failure of the containment. The analysis carried out
for Limerick includes the ability to relieve pressure under the following
circumstances:

i e Pressure in the primary containment exceeds design
pressure (50 psig)

,

e No high radiation exists in containment.

The system design is modeled as follows:

1. A line leading from the drywell to the reactor building stack

O
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2. Two motor-operated isolation valves in series, capable of

opening on a signal from the operator in the control room
i

3. A logic interlock which prevents pressure relief if there
is high radiation in contain~ ment.

Figure B.4.1 is a schematic of the arrangement as it is pre-
sently modeled in the Limerick PRA analysis. Since the C0R design has

not been finalized, the schematic is preliminary; however, since the
assigned success probability for COR is dominated by operator action,
it is judged tha't the specific design details will not affect the quanti-
fication of the CCDF curves.

B.4.2 Containment Inerting

The Limerick BWR4 Mark II containment is inerted with nitrogen
during normal power operation, except for short periods of time during
startup and shutdown when routine drywell maintenance is performed. During gi
this deinerted priod at power there is a probability of hydrogen combus-
tion following a postulated core melt. This hydrogen combustion and pc-
tential subsequent containment failure has been included in the Limerick

PRA (see Section 3.5.4).

B.4.3 Containment Fan Coolers

BWR Mark 11 containments have a system, in addition to RHR, which

can remove some relatively small amount of heat from containment. This
system includes the containment fan coolers. For the Limerick Risk Assess-
ment, the identified accident sequences for which the fan coolers could be
used effectively are those for which steam, high. temperatures, and high
pressure may exist inside containment. :lowever, the fan cooler system is
not qualified for operation under these extreme environmental conditions.
In addition, the fan cooler system isolates on such signals as low reactor
water level and high drywell pressure. Therefore, the fan coolers are not
assumed to be available to remove heat from containment.
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B.4.4 Containment Isolation and Containment Integrity

The maintenance of containment integrity during a demand
(e.g., a containment pressurization or a core melt) requires that:

e Leakage be low and within a specified tolerance

e Containment isolation of penetrations occur.

In WASH-1400 the plant containment leakage had a direct effect
on the ECCS system response because of the requirement for a net positive
suction head (f4PSH) on the low pressure pumps. However, the LGS has im-
proved pumps with no such requirement; therefore, the principle effect of
losing containment integrity through leakage or failure to isolate is the
potential for radioactivity to escape to the environment if the leakage
occurs during a core degradation-event.

The postulated leakage of containment can be qualitatively
understood from the following points:

1. Some leakage from containment is recognized to occur at
pressures below design pressure. The integrated leak rate
test every five years gives some assurance that it is with-
in a specific tolerance.

2. The more than 600 penetrations in containment are all required
to be isolable following a demand for containment isolation.

3. The dome head, manways, and hatches are all required to be
properly sealed (i.e., reassembled following entry).

4. The main coolant system piping penetrations provide a potential
direct path of radionuclides out of containment if they are
not isolated.

For the LGS analysis, the containment leakage effects are incor-
porated in the containment event tree. They are included under two cate-
gories:

9
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1. Containment leakage to the Reactorenclosure is included as
a containment failure mode, and its effect is determined as
a function of the effective size of the leakage (i.e., within
the SGTS capability or beyond the capability).

2. Failure to isolate is included as one component of the contain-
ment leakage failure modes (6c and Ec) which include no credit
for SGTS. Failure to isolate is a very small probability com-
pared with other leakage failure modes and its precise quanti-,

fication does not affect the CCDF curves.

B.4.5 Containment * Spray *

s

One of the many functions of the RHR system is the ability to
provide a spray flow through nozzle headers into the containment drywell.
The RHR pumps draw water from the suppression pool and spray directly to
the drywell. The usefulness of the containment spray, the uncertainties
involved in including it in the analysis, and the accident sequences for
which it could be used are discussed in this subsection.

- The Limerick Probabilistic Risk assessment assumes that all
systems, regardless of safety classification, are operated as prescribed
in the Operator Guidelines. Use of the containment spray when the con-
tainment temperature is high can alleviate potentially adverse environmental
conditions inside containment under certain accident scenarios; however, the
failure of this function does not affect the reliability of the other systems

! used in accident mitigation. In addition to the above specified use, the
containment spray system has the following potential benefits which have
not been fully quantified or included in the LGS analysis:

1. Reduction of drywell temperature

2. Scrubbing of radioactivity * from the drywell atmosphere,
potentially reducing the source term which may be released
during a containment failure coupled with a core melt

3. Reduction of drywell pressure which may prevent containment
overpressure (scenario-dependent)

OQ *At present there are no chemical additives to the suppression pool
which would enhance the scrubbing capability of containment spray.
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4. Slowing down or stopping the core melt interaction with

concrete by cooling of tne molten core which may in turn
limit the production of noncondensibles and the potential
for containment failure due .to either overpressure or
diaphragm floor failure.

Because of the uncertainties on the implementation of containment
spray under postulated severely degraded core conditions, the
use of containment spray as an effective mitigation system is not
used in the analysis.

B.5 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTATION

B.5.1 Electric Power Safeguard System (EPS)

Purpose

The electrical power safeguard system (EPS) of the Limerick
Generating Station (LGS) is designed to provide emergency power, when
required, to the plant's safety systems and components, g

Hardware Description

Emergency safeguard electric power is provided by offsite and
onsite power sources.

Offsite Power Sources

There are three independent offsite power sources (see Figure

B.5.1) to the LGS:

e 220 - 13 kV transformer connected to the 220 kV substation

e 13 kV tertiary winding on the 500 - 220 kV bus tie auto
transformer

e 33/13.2 - 4.16 kV transformer for connections to the
33kV Cromby-Moser tieline.

O

_
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Onsite Safeguard Power System

The onsite Class lE (safeguard) electric power system is
divided into four independent divisioris (see Figure B.S.1), each with
its separate diesel generator. The distribution system of each division
consists of a 4 kV bus, a 440 V load center, several motor control centers
(MCCs), ar:d several low-voltage distributions panels.

It should be noted that when the power system is operating from-
the diesel generator supply, redundant load divisions cannot be manually
joined because the 4 kV circuit breakers controlling the incoming preferred
and alternate power supplied to the Class 1E buses are locked open to pre-
vent the paralleling of the diesel-generators.

In addition, LGS has four independent DC Class lE power systems
corresponding to the four standby AC power system divisions (see Figures

B.5.2 and B.S.3):

e Two 125/220 V DC systems (Division I and II)

e Two 125 V DC systems (Divisions III and IV).

Each DC division is energized by its own battery and chargers. The battery
chargers are supplied from separate 440 V motor control centers (MCCs).
Each of the MCCs is connected to an independent Class lE AC bus. Each

Class lE t'attery bank has sufficient capacity without its charger to
independently supply the required loads for four hours.

The chargers are capable of carrying the normal DC system load
and at the same time supplying sufficient charging current to restore the
batteries from the designed minimum charge state to the fully charged
state within 8 hours. Each Class 1E DC system, the battery bank, chargers,
and DC switchgear are located in separate compartments. Each compartment
is ventilated to prevent hydrogen accumulation.

Av

.
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Electrical Power System Operation

Each of the four independent Class lE AC division buses shown in
Figure B.5.1 has connections to two in' dependent offsite power supplies and
to a single onsite diesel generator. The power feeder breakers to each
division are interlocked so that, only one of the power supplies can be
connected at any one time. In the event of the loss of the preferred
offsite power source, there will automatically be a switch to the alternate
offsite power source. If both offsite power sources are lost, an automatic
switch to the diesel generator onsite AC power source will occur. In

addition, the third possible offsite power source can be manually conner.ted
in a 72-hour period.

The safety system loads and engineered safeguard systems load
division separation are shown in Tables B.5.1 and B.5.2. These tables
are taken from the LGS FSAR, Tables 8.1-1 and 8.1-3.

O
Automatic and Manual Control

Controls and indicators for the four Class lE bus supply breakers
are provided in the control room and on the switchgear. Controls and indi-

'
cators for the standby AC power supplied are also provided in the control
room and on the local diesel generator control panels.

As mentioned earlier 'in this section, in the event of the loss of
'

preferred offsite source a switch is automatically made to the alternate off-
site source. If total loss of offsite power (LOSP) occurs, then the onsite
diesel generators are started automatically.

The diesel generators should start automatically when one of the
following conditions occurs: LOSP, low reactor water level, or high drywell
pressure coincident with low reactor pressure. If the diesel generators do
not start automatically, it is possible for the operator to manually start
them.

B-41
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Table B.5.1

ENGINEERED SAFEGUARD SYSTEMS LOAD
DIVISION SEPARATION *

DIVI 5!0N5**
5EN50R$/5YSTEMS

I !! III IV

Sensers A.E.J.N.T.I C.G.L.R.V B.F,K,P.U,Y D.H.M.S.W

Core Spray A C 8 D

RHR A C 8 0

RHR5W A.C B.D

ESW A C 8 D

i
ADS and HPCI ADS-A ADS-C HPCI 08V HPCI-18V

NSS Isolation Valves
(Output logic and Inboard -- Outboard --

Valve Circuits)

RCIC RCIC-08V RCIC-!BY - --

D'esel Generators
and Class It Busses

Unit 1 C11 013 C12 D14
bait 2 D21 C03 C22 D24

D-G Enclosure
HVAC System A C 8 D

SOTS A -- B --

RERS HVAC System A -- 8 --

Control Roce HVAC
System -- A 8--

Post-t0CA
Recombiners A -- 8--

Spray Pond Pump
Structure HVAC A C 8 D
System

| HVAC System Unit
| Coolers

RCIC A.B -- -- --

HPCI -- -- A.8 --

RHR A,E C.G B.F DH
Core Spray A,E C.G 8F D.H,

j Drywell A1.C1.E1.G1 A2.C2.E2.G2 81.DI.F1.H1 82.02.F2,H2

*$ensor. logic, and actuator suffin letters and divisional allocation
for E55 and RCIC and energtre to operate porttons of the N555.

**The correspondtng Channel identification for receways and cables
relating to divtstons is as follows:

Division 1 II !!! IV
Channel A B C D

'06V = Dutboard isolation valve and logic
ISV * Inboard isolation valve and logic

O
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Table B.5.2

ELECTRICAL CHANNEL SEPARATION

'.

CHANNEL A CHANNEL B CHANNEL C CHANNEL D

Standby Diesel Standby Diesel Standby Diesel Standby Diesel
Generator and Generator and Generator and Generator and
Auxiliaries A Auxiliaries B Auxiliaries C Auxiliaries D

Class 1E 4160 V Class IE 4160 V Class IE 4160 V Class 1E 4160 V
Switchgear Switchgear Switchgear Switchgear

Class IE 480 V Class 1E 480 V Class 1E 480 V Class 1E 480 V
,

Load Center Load Center Load Center Load Center

Class 1E 480^V Class 1E 480 V Class 1E 480 V Class 1E 480 V
MCC MCC MCC MCC

Class IE 125 V Class 1E 125 V Class 1E 125 V Class 1E 125 V
DC Distribution DC Distribution DC Distribution DC Distribution
Panel Panel Panel Panel

v0
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hB.5.2 Diesel Dependency Analysis

Most of the fault tree models developed for this analysis are
straightforward and require very little explanation. However, a more
detailed discussion of the fault tree model developed for the diesels
is presented because:

e The diesel reliability is important in the Limerick risk
assessment.

e There have been wide ranging discussions concerning the
reliability of diesels.

e WASH-1400 used a crude dependency model to represent the
likelihood of diesel common-mode failures.

e The dependency model developed here is much more complex
than most fault trees, and requires more detailed ex-
planation.

In order to correctly model the diesel generators in the system
fault trees, dependencies between diesels must be reflected. Typically,
failures or unavailability of events appearing in the fault tree must be
statistically independent. That is, the probability of an event occur-

rence is not affected by the occurrence of any other event. In the case
of the diesels, both random failure and maintenance of the diesels are
coupled among the diesels. The random failure dependency is determined
by operating experience data while the maintenance dependency results from
the plant technical specifications (no more than 1 diesel can be removed
for maintenance at any one time). The following paraaraphs describe the

| development of each of these dependency models.

!
| A maintenance model is used to reflect the Limiting Conditions

and Operations (LCOs) which allow only one diesel to be unavailable. The
maintenance appearing in this model is performed due to failure of a test,

|

or is routine preventive maintenance. When a diesel is unavailable due to
maintenance, the other diesels are tested. There is a possibility that

other diesels will fail and require maintenance. When this occurs, the
LCOs require that the plant be shut down within approximately one day. h
Diesel unavailability due to this situation is treated as a comon mode.
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The model described below treats the combination of single diesel
maintenance and all diesels being unavailable due to maintenance. Figure
B.5.4 contains fault tree models reflecting the required maintenance
dependencies. -

The model begins by choosing a diesel and assigning a basic event
representing maintenance to the maintenance tree for that diesel. The
maintenance tree for the second diesel is for;;;ad by an AND gate which com-
bines maintenance of the second diesel with the negation of the first diesel
maintenance event. This results in a boolean expression which will not
allow diesels 1 and 2 to be in maintenance at one time. The diesel 3 fault
tree is constructed with an AND gate combining the diesel 3 maintenance event
andanegated'05gatethatcombinesdiesel1and2 maintenance. This results~

in disallowing diesel 3 maintenance while diesels 1 or 2 are being maintained.
Diesel 4 maintenance is modeled in the same manner as diesel 3. When two

diesel failure trees are combined in a fault tree, the resulting logic will
not allow combinations of maintenance events to occur.

The random failure model for diesels is more complex than the model
for maintenance, since all potential combinations of operating states for the
diesel must be considered. The reflection of the data through this model
requires that the probability of equipment failure intersections or the
conditional probability for all combinations of events is known. Examin-
ation of the diesel data should provide these required. inputs. Figure B.5.5
contains the random failure dependency fault tree, when failure events be-
ginning with the letter A involve diesel 1 failure; failure events beginning
with B involve diesel 2 failure; and so on. This model builds each diesel

model from the conditional probabilities developed from the equations in
Table B.5.3. These equations develop the conditional probabilities for
each diesel failure as a function of all possible combinations of other
diesel states. For example, diesel 2(B) can fail when diesel 1(A) is in
a failed state, or when diesel 1(A) is in an operating state.
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(3%)
.The fault tree for E2CND contains both of these combinations of

events. The first AND gate combines B1, the conditional probability that
diesel 2 fails given that diesel 1 is. failed, with event A1, the' event
representing diesel 1 failure. The s5cond AND gate combines 82, the con-
ditional probability that diesel 2 fails given that diesel 1 is operating,
with Al which represents the event that diesel 1 is not failed. Diesels 3

Table B.5.3

FORMULAE FOR SUBTREE COMP 0NENT PROBABILITIES

A a Diesel 1 Failure

P(A)A1 =

B e Diesel 2 Failure

B/A e 61 =

I" "IB/I e 82 =g .. ,

(

. C a Diesel 3 Failure

I * *
1)

P )- ( )C/AI e C2 =
g

hBC)-PAB)C/AB s C3 =
,

P1C)-P(AC)-P(BC)+P(ABC)C/E = C4 =
(1 - A1) (1 - 82)

D e Diesel 4 Failure

h g0/ABC a 01 =

cine cz = 71*%,;d?W

P(Am P(omo,EC . D3 .

TAl)(1-81)(C2)

P(8CD) - P(ABCD)D/IBC a 05 =
(1 - A1)(82)(C3)

D/lBC e 06 P(BD) - P(ABD) - P(BCD) + P(ABCD)=

(1 - A1)(B2)(1 - CJ)

D/EC e 07 P(CD) - P(A + p(ABCD)=

D/EC a D8 PfD) - P( 0) - P . )+ CD)+P(ACD1 P=

B-51
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9
and 4 are developed in the similar manner from the conditional probabilities.
While the occurrence of diesel 1 failure is not explicitly dependent on other
diesel" failures, the laws of probability and boolean algebra implicitly cause
diesel 1 to be dependent on the state of the other diesels, when the diesel
failures are combined in the fault tree. Evaluating each diesel generator's
random failure rate independently, gives:

ElCf40 E2CriD E3Cfl0 E4Cf4D

In summary, the diesel Fault Tree is constructed in a unique
manner and does not explicitly contain the failure modes or maintenance
unavailabilities assigned to diesel subsystems such as the air start,
fuel oil, lube oil, turbocharger, etc.; rather, actual plant operating
experience is used to characterize the failure probability of the diesels
and also the failure probability of multiple diesels. The data for these
failure probabilities are taken from the operating experience data compiled
in Apoendix A.

The electric power fault tree explicitly contains the dependency
of the diesels on the emergency service water system in a manner similar to
other explicit system dependencies.

B.S.3 Safety System-Related Instrumentation Channels

Automatic initiation of safety systems is an important aspect of
the assessment of risk at a nuclear power plant. In some cases, the same

! sensors, signal transmitters, reference columns, or logic units may be used
in the initiation of more than one safety system. This dependency between
systems must be represented to properly assess the probability of safety
system operability.

Tables B.S.4 and B.5.5 summarize the reactor water level and
pressure sensors used in the safety system logic at Limerick. The
sensors which are used in more than one system are noted. These sensors

and their logic are represented by a comon name throughout the fault h
tree logic in order to ensure that dependencies among systems will be
automatically accounted for in the analysis.
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Table B.S.4

f,, SUMMARY OF SENSORS USED IN THE SAFETY

(v') SYSTEM INITIATION

,,",[,, | AD$ |
'

RHR and ($ I

MPC] RClt AO$(A) AD$(C) ($(A) 'RHR(A) C5(8) RHR(8) ($(C) RHR(C) C$(D) RWR(D)
'

Level 2
692E I I

692F I

692A I I

6928 I j
697A I .

697[ I | |

Ihl11A10A level 1 ! |
691A (11 I I I

6918 (2); j I I

691C(3){ 'i I I I

491F (2) o I I

.

691C (3); i I I I
6910 (4)j
691M (4)g |:

I I

1 I

69)( (1); | 1 ,I I
,

tevel 3 |,

'
PI M'55tyt 6954 I

695C I

level 8 $

6934 I |
$ HUT 0FF 6938 I i

693[ I 4

693F I

|
3

~

Table B.5.5

PRESSu,. SENSORS USED BY SAFETY SYSTEMS

!

J $Y$1 EMS !

$[N50R |
DE$1LNATOR 'MPCI AD$(A) AD$(8) RHR(A) C5(A) RHR(8) C5(8) RHR(C) ($(C) RMR(0) C5(D)

0*ywe11

694A I I I
694[ . I I I
6948 I I I

gh
I I IIN17tATI0h

g g
694G

~

I I
6943 I I
694H I I

|

Restter |

690A i
I I

690t . I I
6908 I I
690F

LOW Pats 5URE 590C -
I I

P[RMIS$1VE 690G
*

I I -

I I
(900 |

I I'

(90H I I
690J I I

- 6 t?* I I

O 610K I I
6?9 I I

'

.
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B.6 EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER (ESW) SYSTEM

Purpose

The purpose of the ES'W system is to provide cooling water to
the diesel generator units, RHR pumps, and room coolers required during
emergency conditions to safely shutdown the plant.

Hardware Description

The ESW system consists of two independent loops (A and B), with
two 50% capacity pumps per loop. The ESU system is designed to supply
cooling water to the following safety-related equipment:

e RHR motor oil seal coolers

e RHR pump compartment unit coolers

e Core spray pump compartment unit cooler g
e Control room chillers

e Standby diesel generator heat exchangers

e RCIC pur a compartment unit coolers

e HPCI pump compartment unit coolers

e Spent fuel pools (makeup water).

I

During normal plant operation, all of the above equipment with
the exception of the diesel generators, is provided with cooling water by
the service water system. (Figure B.6.1 is a schematic of the ESW system.)

The above equipment is provided with cooling water from either ESW

loop A or B. Each diesel generator can be supplied with cooling water from
ESW loop A or ESW loop B. Normal system alignment, however, is such that

j loop A supplies cooling water to the A and C diesel generators, and loop B
l supplies the B and D diesel generators. ESW loop A consists of ESW pumps

A and C, while loop B consists of pumps B and D. h
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hAr+omatic Control

A start signal from each diesel generator initiates the auto-
matic start of the associated ESW pump. The initiation signal is based
on the diesel generator bus breaker status, bus voltage, and diesel
generator speeds.

Diesel generator Dll starts ESW pump A (Division I).

Diesel generator D12 starts ESW p.mp B (Division III).

Diesel generator D13 starts ESW pump C (Division II).

Diesel generator D14 starts ESW pump D (Division IV). ,

A start signal from each ESW pump initiates the associated loop valve
action. Also the start signal closes the cooling tower inlet to the asso-
ciated pump wet pit and opens the sluice gate from the spray pond. The
return valves from the ESW system to the cooling tower are closed and the
associated return valves to the spray pond are opened. $

Automatic start of each ESW pump is initiated on the following

conditions:

Forty-five seconds after the associated diesel generatore
bus breaker is in and closed and the bus voltage is
available

Fifty-five seconds after the associated diesel generatore
is operating (i.e., speed detection) and the bus voltage
is available.

Once an ESW pump is started, it continues to operate until any of the
following conditions occur:

Manually stopped by the operator in the control roome
or, for pump A, from the remote shutdown room

o Bus lockout

ge Phase over current
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a Ground fault

e Bus under voltage..

,

Manual Control '

' Manual control for all four pumps and remote-operated loop

$ configuration control valves'is available in the control room. Manual
t

i control of'ESW pump A and associated valves is available on the remote,

j shutdown panel.

Electric Power Requirements
.

!
l The power for the ESW pump motors and its associated loop motor -
'

operated valves is supplied from Class lE AC buses. Control power for the

|
ESW pumps is supplied from Class lE DC buses. Instrument power is supplied

from Class lE AC buses.;

!

I The controls and instrumentation (C&I) cre physically and

) electrically separated for each of the four ESW pumps:
i
.

ESW pump A C&I are in Division-I..

f ESW pump B C&I are in Division III.

ESW pump C C&I are in Division II.

ESW pump D C&I are in Division IV.

;

The controls for the ESW valves are assigned to various divisions so that a;

single active failure cannot disable a complete ESW loop. In cases where two

valves are in series to shut off a flow path, the valves are assigned to two
,

j different divisions. Likewise, in cases where two valves are used to provide
; redundant flow paths in a single loop, the valves are assigned to two different

divisions.

Loop A valves are in Division I and II, and loop B valves are-in

O- oivisio#s it e#8 iv The me#uei co#troi ioon seiectio veives <or e ca
I diesel generator are in the same division as the associated diesel generator.

2 B-57
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ESW loop A normally supplies cooling water for diesels A and
C, and ESW loop B feeds diesels B and D. It is physically possible to
switch the ESW supply to the diesels (i.e., ESW loop A feeding diesels
B and D) but no credit was taken for this feature in the analysis since
it was felt that insufficient time was available to make the transfer
in time to preclude diesel overheating.

t

The ESW system uses the ultimate heat sink (spray pond) as a
source of water and discharges either to the cooling tower or back to
the spray pond. The ESW and RHRSW systems discharge to the spray pond

through a coninon header.

B.7 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to:
O

e Discuss the approach used to estimate the LGS scram
reliability

a Define the range of values currently estimated for
" failure to scram on demand" probabilities and to
provide the value to be used in the Limerick risk
assessment.

e Examine the effectiveness of ARI.

During a postulated accident sequence, an important safety
function to be performed is the insertion of negative reactivity to
bring the reactor subcritical. The primary method for the insertion
of negative reactivity is through the insertion of the control rods.
The reactor protection system and the control rod system both have a
high level of redundancy which results in a highly reliable system.
For complex systems with highly redundant components, fault tree analy-
sis alone is insufficient to determine the system's reliability. There-

fore, in the LGS analysis, the fol'.owing approach was used to estimate
the probability of bringing the reactor subcritical: h
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1. Examine the history of various studies to determine past

evaluations of the probability of failure to scram.

2. Make use of a Bayesian analysis to arrive at a value for
the LGS PRA.

3. Determine the ARI reliability using a reliability model.
ARI is only effective in reducing electrical common-mode
failures.

4. Use the standby liquid control (SLC) as a backup to the
normal RPS. The standby liquid control system is an auto-
matic system of two pumps and several valves. It is modeled
using fault tree techniques similar to those used for other
mechanical systems and quantified in a similar manner.

5. The quantification of the event sequences, see Figure B.7.1,
will lead to a calculated probability for postulated unaccep-
table core conditions. This value can be used to compare
with the following:

e Other accident sequence probabilities for the
approximate relative contribution to risk

O - "revious estim tes of ^Tws prob 64" tv-

Discussion-

,

Scram System Reliability: The calculation of scram system
reliability has been an issue which has taken on both technical and
philosophical aspects over the last seven -(7) years. As a point of de-
parture for this discussion, consider the past estimates of scram system
reliability from various sources as shown in Table B.7.1 "nd Figure B.7.2.
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Figure B. 7. 1. Summary of Failures Required to Result in
Unacceptable Core Conditions.

O

Table B.71

SUMMARY OF SCRAM SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY

ESTIMATES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

TH0D E TO
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCRAM UNCERTAINTY py g

UNRELIABILITY B0UNDS SOURCE
UNRELIABILITY

1.0 x 10-5/ Demand i10 Fault Tree WASH-1400
-62.0 x 10 5 Synthesis EPRI-265

5.0 x 10-5 2 Postulated WASH-1270
Data

-53.0 x 10 NE* Data / Judgment NUREG-0460
-5 | +5 Bayesian Combi- Nuclear Safety'I2.8 x 10 ~

nation of Priors Vol. 20, No. 6,
12/79

h-78.0 x 10 NE* Synthesis GE

*NE not estimated B-60
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While there has been a significant amount of discussion as to
the correct value of the scram failure probability, the final assessed
values from a variety of published sources are remarkably close together.
In particular, WASH-1400, WASH-1270, NUREG-0460, and a'recent article
from Nuclear Safety (B.7-1) all place the value in the-range of 1 to 5
x 10-5 per demand. Even the lowest values quoted are only a factor of
5 to 10 times lower than these values. The first four sources depend
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Figure B.7.2 Calculated Scram System Unreliability,

(All values are point estimates.)

|O
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largely on accumulated operating experience data. Since theco data are

very limited (i.e., a relatively small number of operating years), the
assessed failure rate is Figh crd the level of confidence reflects the
uncertainty. On the other hand, a quoted EPRI value is based upon a
fault tree model* approach and can be viewed approximately as a lower
bound estimate of the mean value, since common-mode or unusual failure
modes are difficult to include in such a modeling assessment. Specifi-
cally, it is difficult, on a generic basis, to so thoroughly construct
the fault tree of a system from a set of design drawings that all the
potential comon-mode effects which could be introduced into the as-
built system are accounted for. Therefore, some confirmatory data is
always desirable to ensure that the system evaluations are of the
correct order of magnitude.

Because the available data (i.e., number of scram demands)
are relatively sparse, it is diificult to support a value less

-3 -4
10 or 10 per demand, based strictly on available data.

It appears that prior to the Brown's Ferry incident ** of
June 1980, the perception of a point value representatio' cf scram un-
reliability from the NRC and WASH-1400 analysis was in the range of 1
x 10-5 per demand. Industry evaluations range from 5 x 10-6 to 7 x
10-7 In addition, these values are composed totally of electrical.

common-mode failures since the two cases that have resulted in scram
failure were the Kahl and Monticello scram breaker failures. In contrast
to this perception, the NRL staff has postulated that unidentified mechanical
common-cause failures are equally as likely as the identified electrical
common-cause failures.

.

* Referred to by NRC as Synthesis method.
**A partial CRD insertion at Brown's Ferry was attributed to a blockage in hthe scram discharge system which isolated the high level scram sensors. The
Limerick design is different than Brown's Ferry in this area and thus the
probability of a scram failure from this type of cause is remote.
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The factor which has not yet been incorporated in the quanti-
tative calculation of scram system probability is the following:

Improvements as the result of precursors which identify possible
failure modes prior to an ATWS event requiring mitigation. In
reality the failures or incidents which have occurred in U. S.
BWR's to date (Monticello and Brown's Ferry 3) are precursors.
There were no offsite consequences of these events.

The quantitative evaluation of rare events based upon operar.ing
experience data must account for the occurrence of precursors
at a higher frequency. Therefore, plant modifications and" pro-
cedural changes arising as a result of identified precursors
should also be incorporated into the quantification. This type
of analysis will result in an estimate of scram system reliabi-
lity higher than that developed based strictly on the application

q of operating experience data.
v

However, to date there is not an effective method of incor-

porating rectification as a result of precursors and design changes
into the assessed value of scram system failure probability.

Because of the wide disparity in evaluated scram system unre-
liability, it appears prudent to perfonn " bounding" calculations to
demonstrate the effect on risk of assuming values at the high end of
the probability estimates versus values at the low end. In addition,
since Limerick is not completed, and there are known to be wide varia-
tions in nuclear plant reliability, a range of values is desirable,
especially on such a controversial subject.

The value for scranfailure probability used in the Limerick
analysis is 3 x 10-5/ demand (NUREG-0460). A recent GE analysis indi-

cates that a lower value may be appropriate.
r'
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Effectiveness of ARI: ARI (alternate rod insertion) is a
system composed of additional sensors and logic to open additional air
pilot valves on the scram headers in order to provide additional diver-
sity and redundancy in the electrical portion of the scram system. GE
has estimated the unreliability of this system to be in the range of

10-2 per demand.

The effectiveness of ARI is a slightly different issue and

revolves around the split in scram system unreliability between electri-
cal and mechanical common-mode failures. The NRC staff has assumed an

equal distribution of relative probability between electrical and me-
chanical common-mode failure; however, no data are presented and no

judgment is applied to justify the split chosen by the NRC staff. Since
there have been no mechanical common-mote failures or precursors *, it is
judged that they are much less likely than the potential electrical
failures which have surfaced in the operating experience data.

If, however, one treats the Brown's Ferry event as a precursor,
then one can estimate the frequency of ATWS as:

O
Reliability Based on Reliability Improvement Probability of a
Data: Events & Precursors X Based Upon Operational X Real Event Relative
Divided by Total Demands Experience to a Precursor

Electrical
-4

x (.3)**x (|) = 2 X 10-510

Mechanical

10-4** x(.3)**x(ftoh)***=1x10-5 to 3 x 10-6

*It is assumed here that the incident at Brown's Ferry, while definitely a
precursor to an ATWS event, was previously identified as an area which should
be modified and in fact has been modified in the Limerick design. Therefore,
it is not viewed as new information on a potentially rare failure mode, but
merely confirmation of the fact that there existed a single point failure
which needed to be removed. |

|
**NRC Evaluation in NUREG-0460 based upon one (electrical) and one precursor |
(mechanical) occurrence.

'

O***The factor of 1/3 arises if we consider there have been two electrical
common-mode problems identified (Kahl and Monticello) versus one mechanical
precursor (Brown's Ferry 3). The factor of 10 is a purely subjective esti-
mate of the relative frequency of pre.ursors to real events.
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Since no total scra:1 system failure on a real demand has occurred in U. S.

'

operating plants, there could be an argument that the estimated probability
of scram system failure is less than that based upon data. If a plant-

specific reliability model (e.g., fault tree including all common-mode
failures) were constructed and properly quantified, then this infonnation
could be folded into the state of knowledge. However, without a plant-
specific, as-built reliability model with potential common-mode failures'

clearly addressed, this result would have little impact on the calculated
probability of scram system failure. The estimated split in probability
between potential electrical and mechanical common-mode failures can be
found from the data cited above; that is, the ratio of electrical connon-

mode failure to mechanical is approximately:

2x10-5/ demand =2.
lx10-5/ demand

n Therefore, it is judged that 30% (1/3) of the s'. ram system unreliability
V should be considered to be mechanical and not iffected by ARI. That is,

ARI is effective in reducing the unreliability of the electrical portion
of the scram system or approximately 70% of the estimated unreliability.

B.8 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM (SLC)-

Purpose

The purpose of the SLC system is to bring the reactor to a cold
shutdown condition independent of the control rod drive system.

Hardware Description

The SLC system consists of an unpressurized tank for sodium
pentaborate solution storage, two positive displacement pumps, two ex-
plosive-actuated valves, and associated system piping, valvas, controls,i

and instrumentation (see schematic in Figure B.8.1). Boron neutron absorber
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O
solution is pumped into the reactor vessel. to achieve subcriticality. The
neutron absorber solution is an aqueous solution of sodium.pentaborate
maintained above.a specified temperature by environmental electric heaters
to prevent precipitation of the sodium'pentaborate. An air sparger is pro-
vided in the tank for mixing. The suction piping to the pumps penetrates

,

the holding tank at a level sufficiently above the tank bottom to prevent
any potential plugging of the system.

Automatic and Manual Control

The SLC system is automatically initiated on receipt of a reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) low water level or a RPV high pressure signal coupled
with time delay, downscale flux indication, and control rod position indi-
cation permissives. Once the initiation signal is processed, both explosive
valves are actuated and both pumps started and the neutron absorber solution
is pumped-into the RPV,

'O The SLC pumps are stopped automatically by a low-low water level
signal in the SLC tank.

In addition to the automatic operational features of the SLC-
system, provisions are included for remote manual startup and shut'down of
each individual cump or both pumps.

,

Instrumentation and Alarms

Instrumentation sensors are used to monitor RPV low water level
and high pressure. Additionally, instrumentation consisting of solution
temperature indication and control, solution level, and heater system
operation is provided locally at the tank. Indication of SLC tank level,

pump discharge pressure, and valve injection status are located in the
control room. There are also alarms to warn for low-low level in~ the tank.

O
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Electric Power Requirements

The SLC system (pumps, heaters, valves, and controls) are
powered by plant normal power supply (i.e., offsite power) and are
automatically switched to the standby AC power supply in the event of
loss of offsite power. Components are powered and controlled from

divisionally separate buses and circuits.

Analysis of the SLC System

The SLC system has been designed to provide flow from

both SLC pumps to the reactor with a high degree of reliability.
However, the following failure modes could occur in the Limerick SLC
system and each by itself could preclude Boron injection:

.

1. Single Point Failures

e A discharge valve fails closed g
- Manual valve

- Check valve

- M0 stop check valve

e Tank integrity

e Boron concentration

2. SLC system in test (i.e., 12 tests / year at 45 minutes / test).*

The probability of SLC system failure used in the evaluation of
-

ATWS was 4x10 " per demand. The LGS will be equipped with a system that
meets this reliability.

*This assumption was used in the analysis, but a design change is presently
being evaluated which would allow one SLC loop to be available during g
testing. The as-built Limerick SLC system may contain this feature.
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B.9 GENERIC COMPONENT TREES

The following discussion is,provided to describe the approxi-
mate apportioning of the assessed component failure rate among the
various potential failure modes of each generic component.

The fault tree model of the available plant systems which may
be useful in the event of an accident initiationhave been carried down to
the component level. This means that the component failure probabilities
are the required input parameters for the quantification of the fault tree.
In this section, the potential failure modes of concern are displayed in
fault tree format for each generic component. Since very little data
exists on the failure rates of components on a failure mode basis, an
attempt is made to apportion the reported component failure probabilities
among the various types.of failure modes using the available sources.

"The generic components which have their potential failure modes
displayed in fault tree format are*:>

1. Motor-0perated Valves

e Normally Open Fails Closed: NOFC

e Normally Closed Fails Open: NCF0

e Normally Open Fails Open: NOF0

e Normally Closed Fails Closed:NCFC
'

2. Manual Valves
.

i

e NOFC and NCF0

o NCFC and NOF0
,

3. Hydraulic- or Air-0perated Valves (NCFC and NOFO)

* Note that the quantification o# t'ie system level fault trees are based
upon component failure rate data given in Appendix A.
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4. Pumps

'
5. Turbine

6. Room Ventilation.

The common-mode failures (failures that occur for the same
reason at the same time) explicitly included in this model are:

o Loss of electric power (AC or DC)

e Loss of actuation signals to a system

e Miscalibration of a group of sensors.

While these comon-mode failures generally have a lower probability of
occurrence, they also have a more far-reaching effect than single, local
random failures of an individual component.

O
Motor-0perated Valves Disabled: Most of the critical valves in

the LGS safety systems are Motor-0perated Valves (M0V). The MOV failures
are classed here in two categories: those which disable the valve out
of the normal position (this includes nomally open valves which fail
closed and normally closed valves which fail open), and those which dis-
able the valve in the normal position (these include normally open valves
which fail open and nomally closed valves which fail closed).

Operating experience data indicates that of the identified causes
of valve failure, personnel errors or faulty procedures are the principal
causes of valve unavailability. These failures may occur during operation,
maintenance, or test. A simple ranking by frequency of the failure modes
observed in the operating data is included here in Table B.9.1 for infor-
mation and as a guide to the relative apportionment of the valve failure
rate over the observed failure modes. The corresponding generic component
fault trees for M0V failures are given in Figures B.9.1 and B.9.2.

1
1
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Table B.9.1

SUMMARY OF DOMINANT FAILURE MODES WHICH AFFEC"f
OPERABILITY CF AN MOV WHICH MUST CHANGE POSITION

|

'

Approximate
Apportioning of

Rank Failure Modo Failure Rate

1 Personnel Error or 21%
Faulty Procedure

2 Mechanical Centrols 16%
Failed or Out of
Adjustment

3 Scat / Disc Failure 12%

4 Electrical Input 10%
Pails

5 Packing Failure 9%

''
6 Foreign Material 9%

Contamination

7 Switch Failures 8%

8 Electrical Motor 5%
Fails

9 Design Error 4%

10 Wear 44

11 Lack of Lubrication 2%

O
:
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Manual Valves: The operation of manual valves in safety systems
is relied upon only as a backup condition. The ability to open a specific
manual valve requires:

e Sufficient time for an operator to recognize the
need for the valve operation

e Proper training and procedures to allow timely
operation of the valve

e Adequate access for personnel to open the valve

o Proper mechanical operation of the manual valve
and handwheel.

The generic fault tree for manual valves is given in Figure B.9.3. Note

that the failure of the operator to successfully manipulate the valve to
chtnge state in the allowed time is treated explicitly in the system level
fault tree for each of the manual valves.

Air or Hydraulically Operated Valve: The generic faul[ tree g
for the air-operated and hydraulic-operated valves is shown in Figure

'

B.9.4. It is similar to that developed for the motor-operated valves to
display the failure modes, except that loss of the electric motor and
electrical power is replaced by failure of the solenoid pilot valve or
loss of fluid supply. The apportioning of the failure probabilities is
also similar.

Pump Fails to Start or Run: A recent NRC analysis (B.9-1)

of reported pump failures to start or run gives an approximate breakdown
of the frequency of failure modes of emergency core cooling pumps. Figure

B.9.5 displays these failure modes. The approximate apportionment of the
overall component failure probability among the leading failure modes is
given in Table 3.9.2. It is useful to note that seal and packing failures
are the leading cause of pump failure followed by design errors and personnel
errors or faulty procedures.

O
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Table B.9.2

SUMMARY OF DOMINANT PUMP FAILURE MODES

Approximate
Apportioning of

Failure Mode Failure Rate

Seal /Facking Failure 20%

Design Error 164

Fersonnel Error or Faulty Procedure 11%

Foreign Material Contamination 6'6

Shaft / Coupling Failure St

Bearing Failure 4%

Leaky Fittings 4%

Air / Vapor Bound 3%

Nomal Wear 3%

Failed Interva[s 3%

Miscellaneous / Unknown 25%

%

O
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A
V Turbine: Both RCIC and HPCI utilize a steam turbine to supply

the motive power for the high pressure pumps. Therefore, one of the
failure mechanisms of HPCI & RCIC is the failure of the turbine. Figure

B.9.6 is the generic fault tree of the turbine and displays the potential
failure modes considered dominant in the evaluation of the turbine failure-

rate.

Pump Room Cooling and Ventilation: For long-term emergency

core cooling system operation, adequate pump room cooling and ventilation
is consideration necessary. The RCIC, RHR, HPCI, and core spray pump

rooms have two sources of ventilation air:

Reactor Building Heating and Ventilation (offsitee
power required) ,

o Emergency Heating and Ventilation System (emergency
powersource).

O Figure B.9.7 displays some of the potential failures which could disable
the ventilation systems and preclude adequate pump room cooling. Little
data is available on the performance of pump room cooling systems; how-
ever, loss of these systems is felt to be a relatively small contributor
to pump failure compared to the other failure modes cited in the pump or
turbine generic fault tree.

Instrumentation: Instrumentation and control failures have
been recognized to be a contributor to plant or system unavailability
(B.9-2) and a major contributor to plant trips (B.9-3). The fault tree
model constructed in this analysis accounts for failures of instrumen-
tation channels in the following categories:

Failure of Sensors (failure modes are discussed below)e

e Miscalibration of Sensors (basically a human error or
faulty procedure)

e Logic Failures
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O
e Loss of Power to Sensor (these are considered only in

those cases where failure of power prohibits an actuation
signal).

Each of the above failures is represented in the system level
fault tree where appropriate. In addition, there are a number of other

potential failure modes (B.9-2) for instrumentation / sensor failure.
These failure modes and the apportioned failure rate for each mode are
given in Table B.9.3 (see also Figure B.9.8).

In addition to component failures, calibration drift of

instrumentation outside of the range allowed in technical specifica-
tions may occur with a relatively high frequency (B.9-2, B.9-4).
It must be noted that while small calibration drift outside of allowed
technical specification limits is not good, it does not necessarily
represent a disabling failure. Specifically, the drift must be of

sufficient magnitude to preclude adequate action by the automatic
actuation signals and the associated safety systems. The precise in- h
corporation in the analysis of the impact of calibration drift on system
reliability is a difficelt task. The simplifying approach used in the
analysis is to include the estimated failure probability due to dali-
bration drift in the evaluated probability of instrument failure, encom-
passing those cases where the calibration drift is of sufficient magni-
tude to defeat the safety function signal.

|

O
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Table B.9.3

INSTRUMENTATION / SENSOR FAILURE MODES
AND APPORTIONED FAILURE RATES FOR EACH

Approximate
Apportionir.g of

Rank Failure Mode Failure Rate

1 Component Failure 56%

2 Installation Error 14%

3 Dirty or Binding Contacts 13%

4 Leaking or Blocked Instrumentation 6%

Sensing Lines

S Execssive Mcisture 5%

6 Design Inadequacy 3's

7 Electrical Short 2%

8 Mechanical Damage 1%

OVTRALL 100%

9
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B.10 FUNCTIONAL LEVEL FAULT TREES

The event trees are used to tie together the key system
functions whose performance are required following the accident initia-
tors. The functions appearing in the event trees may be simple or com-
plex. This section presents the fault tree model representation for
the correct Boolean combination of these systems or functions. The
Boolean combination is necessary in those instances where there are
common aspendencies among systems or functions. Some examples of such

depandencies are: (1) the requirement that maintenance on one safety
system be carried out exclusive of maintenance on certain other safety
systems and (2) that sensors used in the initiation of one safety system
are also used for another system (i.e. , LPCI and ADS).

B.10.1 Transient Event Tree Functions

The first set of functional level fault trees are constructed
to define, in fault tree format, the system success criteria for each of h
the functions of the transient event trees.

Initiators: These are input values determined based upon
operating experience data.

Reactor Shutdown: This is treated separately in the ATWS event

tree discussion. It is not developed as a system fault tree because of
the criticisms such evaluations have received in the past. The single
exception to this is the estimation of the failure to manually initiate
a scram during an inadvertent open relief valve (IORV) incident.
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A
V Safety / Relief Valves Fail to Open: Many of the transients

which normally occur during the course of a reactor plant life never
demand the safety / relief valves operate in order to protect the plant
against ultimate over-pressure. However, there are a few transients
which may demand that these valves operate successfully. ~A fault tree
description is used in assessing the likelihood of a failure to perform
this function.

Loss of Coolant Makeup to the Reactor: The functional level
fault tree for the loss of coolant makeup to the reactor is a combina-
tion of four functions listed in the event tree; these are:

e Feedwater availability

e HPCI or RCIC availability
.

e ADS operation

e Low pressure system operation.
f-
(_/

A functional fault tree is used to combine these functions. The principal

items to note are that:

1. The quantification of the fault tree depends upon the
accident sequence being evaluated. For example, CRD
coolant injection alone is not considered successful for
any accident sequence evaluated for LGS. Also, feedwater
has a lower probability of success during an MSIV closure
than during a turbine trip.

4

2. The depressurization function (ADSX) is defined explicitly.
1 This function provides the only access to the low pressure

system capability.

L_,
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L.oss of Containment Heat Removal: The final function provided
in the transient accident sequence event trees is the removal of heat from
containment. This function can be fulfilled in the following ways:

1. The power conversion system (PCS) can be used to remove decay
heat through the main steam lines to the condenser.

2. The RHR system can be used to remove heat from the suppression
pool, using the safety / relief valves to provide the path from
the reactor to the suppression pool, plus the RHR service
water to remove heat from the RHR heat exchangers.

3. The RCIC system can be used in the steam condensing mode in
conjunction with the RHR heat exchangers and RHR service
water system to provide methods of:

e High pressure cooiant makeup

e Direct heat removal from the primary system

4. In addition to the above methods of containment heat removal,
there is the containment overpressure relief function which
will satisfy this need temporarily (i.e., for periods not in
excess of 3 days in certain accident sequences). This function
is logically placed in the bridge tree so that the timing and
constraints on its use can be understood by the reader. However,
for quantitative evaluation it is included in the functional
fault tree for containment heat removal.

A containment heat removal functional fault tree is used with the
transient accident initiators. These systems have some interdepen-
dencies which require the fault tree evaluation of the systems. Simi-
larly, accident sequences and groups of accident sequences require the
same type of simultaneous evaluation to ensure that dependencies are
properly evaluated.
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There is a dependency among accident sequences which is not

explicitly incorporated in the LGS analysis, but is felt that this will j,

not make a quantitative difference in the Limerick results. This depen- |

dency involves those accident sequences for which neither the power con-
version system nor the RHR system is available to remove decay heat from
containment. Under these conditions the operator is instructed to reduce
the reactor system pressure before the suppression pool temperature rises
above a certain limit. This action coupled with potentially high pressures
inside containment could disable the turbine-driven high pressure systems
(HPCI and RCIC) for the following reasons:

e The low reactor system pressure may be insufficient for
turbine operation.

e The high turbine exhaust pressure may lead to HPCI/RCIC
turbine trip.

e A combination of the above two conditions in a synergistic
fashion.

,

In any event, high pressure system reliability under these conditions is
appreciably degraded; therefore, reliance is placed on the low pressure
coolant injection systems. Since the reason for being in the situation
in the first place is the loss of RHR, it is possible that the LPCI pumps
are already disabled and not availabl1 to supply coolant injection. The
result of these considerations is that the net gain to be realized from
the containment overpressure relief (COR) may be slightly smaller than
originally estimated. This is principally due to the fact that, despite
making the loss of containment heat removal a low probability occurrence, a
relatively high probability exists that unacceptable core conditions may
result anyway due to the inability to supply coolant injection under the
postulated conditions. For the Limerick design it is found that the
reliability of the emergency service water system coupled with the avail-
ability of LPCI and the condensate system should provide adequate relia-
bility backup for coolant injection for the above postulated circumstances.

O
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B.10.2 LOCA Event Tree Functions

The functional events used in the LOCA event trees are similar
to those explained in Section B.10.1 for the transient event trees. How-
ever, they are reviewed here for completeness.

LOCA Initiator: The LOCA initiators are divided into three
categories:

1. Large LOCA - leads to depressurization of the reactor
coolant system

2. Medium LOCA - does not lead to reactor depressurization,
but is sufficiently large to make RCIC inadequate for
coolant inventory makeup

3. Small LOCA - does not lead to reactor depressurization.
RCIC is adequate for coolant.

Reactor Protection System (RPS): Section B.7 discusses the g
reliability of the reactor protection system. The Limerick analysis
assumes independence between the accident initiator and the reliability
of the reactor scram system. For large LOCAs, the failure to scram is
determined based solely on the reliability of the reactor protection
system and the control rods to insert.* The Standby Liquid Control
system is not used as a backup for large LOCA shutdown requirements.
However, because of the low probability of the large LOCA, coupled
with the low probability of an RPS failure, the overall contribution
to risk from these sequences is smaller than the risk from other Class
IV ATWS sequences and has comparable consequences. Therefore, while the

consequences of a large LOCA with RPS failure has not been explicitly
calculated using INCOR (see Appendix C and Section 3.6), this highly
unlikely event is judged to be adequately incorporated in the analysis.

*In the LGS analysis, as in NUREG-0460, these are treated
as independent failures from the large LOCA. g

s
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.
Medium and small LOCAs are incorporated in the estimated MSIV

closure initiator frequency for the calculation of risk due to failure
to scram. An area of large uncertainty is the method of bringing the
reactor from hot shutdown to cold shutdown, but this is not addressed

' in the current analysis.

Coolant Injection: The event tree function associated with
coolant injection is governed by a functional fault tree in which is
identicaltothatgivenfortrandientevents. The distinction to be
drawn is in the evaluation of the fault tree. The differences in the
quantification can be summarized as follows:

1. For Large LOCA:

Failure
System Probability Reason

O RCiC i.0 Insefficie t
flow

HPCI 1.0 Insufficient
flow

Feedwater 1.0 Unavailable due to
MSIV closure

ADS 0.0 Not needed for
large LOCA

2. For Medium LOCA:
,

Failure
System Probability Reason

RCIC 1.0 Insufficient
flow

FW l.0 Isolation due to
low reactor water

h level
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3. For Small LOCA: the reliability of all systems is the

same as used in the transient event trees with the ex-
ception that HPCI automatic initiation reliability is
improved since high drywell pressure will occur.

Containment Heat Removal: The removal of heat from contain-
ment is a vital function in assuring the safe condition of the plant

following a LOCA. The removal of heat from containment follows the
same functional fault tree as developed for the transient events

with the following exceptions:

1. Large LOCA:

Failure Probability
System Used in the LGS Analysis Reason

Power Conver- 1.0 Isolation of con-
sion System tainment from the

main condenser
gon low reactor

water level

RCIC in the 1.0 Loss of steam to
Steam Conden I the RCIC turbine
sing Mode !

Containment 1.0 Potential forOverpressure radiation inside
Relief (COR) containment

2. Medium LOCA:

Failure Probability
System Used in the LGS Analysis Reason

Fower Conver- Reduced from tran- Isolation imedi-
sion System sient event tree ately following

LOCA: increased
probability of
failure to recover
from isolation

RCIC in Steam 1.0 Loss of steam to
Condensing the RCIC turbine
Mode following depres-

surization
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3. Small LOCA: 'the quantification of the small LOCA containment

heat removal function is the same as that for the turbine
trip event tree.

.

B.10.3 ATWS Functional Fault Trees

The functional events considered in the ATWS event tree evalua-
tion are similar in most ways with those noted for transients. There are,
however, some unique differences which require separate evaluation and
these are discussed in this section. It should be carefully noted that
the success criteria used in the construction of the functional level
fault trees is that identified in Section 1.5 and reflects the General
Electric evaluation of BWR/4 systems capability under ATWS conditions.
Specifically, the system capability is based upon unpublished GE analysis
and takes advantage of best estimate values for system flow and perfor-
mance capability rather than the usual conservative values used in design
basis analyses. In addition, containment capability beyond that usually

p acknowledged in design basis evaluations has been utilized.
V

Initiators: These input values are based upon the General
Electric evaluation of operating experience data and include demands from
all power levels. There is a discrimination among the types of transients
in order to treat the dependent effects of the plant system on the initia-
ting event as precisely as possible.

Reactor Shutdown: The ATWS event trees provide the vehicle in
the Limerick analysis for treating the consequences associated with reactor
shutdown, i.e., insertion of sufficient negative reactivity into the

reactor core. Reactor shutdown for the LGS plants can be accomplished
successfully through any of the following:

1. Insertion of the control rods by automatic action of the
reactor protection system or by manual operator action.
This is event item C in the ATWS event trees.g

r
f

v
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2. Insertion of the control rods by automatic action of
the diverse and redundant backup system known as the
Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) system. This is referred
to as Event V in the event trees. This backup system
requires that the following'. additional features operate:

e The control rod mechanical operation be functional

e The recirculation pump trip (APT) be functional.

At present, the design details of the logic, power, and
sensors for RPS and RPT are not available for Limerick;
therefore, possible dependencies between RPS and RPT have
not been analyzed in detail. The possibility of a common-
ality between the logic and sensors has not been explicitly
evaluated. The assumptions made in the analysis are:

e APS and APT are separate and diverse.

e The reliability of the RPS is as specified by the
NRC characterizations in NUREG-0460.

e The RPT reliability is that specified by GE and
' assumed by the NRC in NUREG-0460.

~

G
3. Insertion of negative reactivity via the Standby Liquid

Control (SLC) system which injects a sodium pentaborate
solution into the reactor. This backup system is de-
signed to safely shutdown the reactor in the unlikely
event that the control rods cannot be inserted into the
core.

Poison Injection: While poison injection was discussed briefly
above under Reactor Shutdown, it needs further discussion since its partial
operation can also be successful if other systems operate successfully.
The specific points to be gleaned from an examination of the ATWS event
trees are:

1. Loss af all SLC system capability and loss of control rod
insertion will lead to a Class IV type event sequence.

2. Loss of one SLC system pump (i.e., half capacity) makes RCIC
alone unacceptable to maintain adequate core coolant inventory
and requires RHR initiation in a.very short time, i.e., on

the order of 10 minutes.

.
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0v Adequate Pressure Control (ft): For ATWS events the operation
of the safety relief valves is required since there is a rapid pressure
rise in the primary system. The number of valves required for operation
under this remote postulated event is' larger than that used in the typical
transient event, but the dominant failure mode remains a common-mode failure

of a large number of valves.

Safety Valves Reclose(P): Stuck-open safety valves are an un-

desirable event at any time and during an ATWS will tend to aggravate
the situation by:

e Eliminating RCIC as a successful injection mode

e Requiring both RHR heat exchanges for successful containment
heat removal.

The probability of failure of.the safety relief valves in the Stuck-open
position following an ATWS is estimated to have a higher probability than

d during a normal transient.

Coolant injection: The success of coolant injection during .an
ATWS event requires operation of one of the high pressure injection systems:
HPCI, RCIC, or Feedwater. The use of low pressure systems may result in
unacceptable dilution of the boron (LPCI overfilling the vessel or ADS
initiation) which may lead to an unacceptable plant condition such as
high reactor or containment pressure.

The probabilities of each of the system level functions in
the fault tree are dependent on the ATWS initiator. In addition, con-

siderations beyond those included in the transient and LOCA event trees
are included in the ATWS quantification for the following reasons:

O- |
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1. For ATWS accident scenarios, HPCI system has been modified
to include a failure of the HPCI to restart once it has
been turned off (i.e., isolated) by the high pressure spike
which accompanies ATWS. In addition, there is an increased

probability of premature HPCI shutoff due to high suppression
pool pressure.

2. RCIC pump seals are generally considered marginal at elevated
suppression pool temperature. Therefore, the RCIC system un-
reliability is evaluated as higher than normal since it is
availableduringanAfWSeventwheresuppressionpooltempera-
ture may be above 140 F. In addition, the same logic considera-
tion noted above for HPCI applies to RCIC.

3. During ATWS events where RCIC alone is a successful coolant
makeup source, RCIC could be lost due to high containment
pressure (25 psig) leading to 3 Class III event. RCIC loss
for non-ATWS transients leads to Class IV events.

4. 10RV-initiated transients during which control rods cannot
be inserted have some special characteristics which make the
quantitative evaluation slightly different than for other
transients. The normal method of recovering from an 10RV is
to depressurize, but ADS should not be initiated during an
ATWS. Thus, the probability that the operator will fail to
inhibit ADS needs to be assessed. g
Containment Heat Removal: The evaluation of adequate contain-

ment heat removal following an ATWS is strongly dependent upon the ATWS

initiator. For turbine trip cases where the MSIVs remain open, it is
assumed that the power conversion system is more than adequate to remove
the heat from containment. However, for all other cases (i.e., MSIVs
closed) it is assumed that the power conversion system is unavailable due
to the inability to reopen the MSIVs in time for successful PCS operation.
The two paths available for adequate containment heat removal are:

1. The RHR system

2. The containment overpressure relief system.

Successful operation of these systems is dominated by the reliability
associated with correct operator action.
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APPENDIX C

This appendix is provided to describe the computer codes used
in the evaluationi of containment behavior during postulated core melt
scenarios for the LGS PRA. The major points discussed are as follows:

e Overview of the INCOR Code Package (C.1)

e Description of Codes (C.2)

e Discussion of the Accident Sequences Modeled (C.3)

e Results of Each Accident Sequence Modeled (C.4).

C.1 INTRODUCTION

DO INCOR is a computer program for predicting containment pressure-
temperature response whlie determining the time to core uncovery, core
melt, pressure vessel meltthrough, and molten core interaction with concrete.

INCOR consists of a main code (CONTEMPT-LT)
andthreemajorsub-codes (BOIL,PVMELT,andINTER). INCOR is basically

a modification of CONTEMPT-LT which now allows CONTEMPT-LT to call each

of the three sub-codes if an accident meltdown sequence is being modeled
and determination of core uncovery, pressure vessel meltthrough, and core-
concrete interaction is desired (see Figure C.1). CONTEMPT-LT, the most

recent of a seris of computer programs (CONTEMPT and CONTEMPT-PS), was

developed by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory to predict the thermal-
hydraulic behavior of reactor containment systems subjected to postulated
accident conditions. BOIL is a computer program developed in conjunction
with WASH-1400 to calculate water boiloff, reactor core uncovery, and core
meltdown. PVMELT is a computer program developed by Science Applications,

Inc. (Palo Alto) to predict pressure vessel meltthrough. INTER is a com-

O Peter Pro 9 rem eeveioPed b1 sendie 'e8eretories to Predict moite -core e#d
concrete interaction.
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BOIL PVMELT INTER

CORE UNC0VERY AND PRESSURE VESSEL CORE-CONCRETE

MELTDOWN MELT THROUGH INTERACTION

/

FMSS AND ENERGY FLOWS

y

CONTEMPT-LT

HEAT TRANSFER AND

ATMOSPHERE EXCHANGE

4

CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS

(REACTOR VESSEL, DRYWELL, WETWELL, MISC, COMPARTMENTS)

Figure C.1 Diagramatic Representation of INCOR Organization
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C.2 CODE DESCRIPTION

C.2.1 CONTEMPT-LT

CONTEMPT-LT provides a numerical method for analyzing the
behavior of pressurized water reactors (PWRs); boiling water reactors
(BWRs) -- Mark's I, II, or III; and experimental water reactor simu-
lators. CONTEMPT-LT predicts the interrelated effects of reactor
system blowdown, heat transfer, atmosphere leakage, safeguard system
operation, pressure suppression response, and miscellaneous mass and
energy transfers between, and inside, various compartments. The
tracking of the generation of noncondensibles (H , CO , CO, 0 , and

2 2 2
N ) in the various compartments is also modeled in CONTEMPT-LT.

2

Several generalized compartments (reactor pressure vessel --
RPV, wetwell, drywell, and an annular region) are modeled in CONTEMPT-LT.

Each generalized compartment model includes a vapor region and a liquid
pool region. Evaporation, condensation, and pool boiling processes are
modeled. The vapor and liquid pool regions may have different tempera-
tures and may experience heat and mass transfer. Leakage into or out of
the vapor region is allowed. Heat transfer to, from, or through various
structures is also provided for each region.

The drywell compartment model possesses all the features of a
generalized compartment. All the mass and energy transfer processes are
available to the drywell model. If a BWR pressure suppression system (PSS)

is modeled, then the PSS mass and energy transfer features are also avail-
able. Also, a unique relationship exists between the RPV compartment and
drywell models; an option may be selected to prevent liquid condensation
fallout from the drywell vapor region during blowdown of the reactor system
if a PSS is being evaluated. The condensation will be bypassed until blow-
down of the reactor system has stopped and the PSS vent system flow has
ceased. After these conditions are satisfied, drywell condensation proceeds
normally.

q
(~d
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The wetwell compartment model possesses all the features of a
generalized compartment. Additionally, cooling sprays and associated
heat exchanger models are available to the wetwell compartment. If a

BWR PSS is being evaluated, then the a'ssociated mass and energy transfer
processes are available to the wetwell compartment model.

The RPV (referred to as the reactor primary system compartment)
possesses all the features of a generalized compartment model. Mass and
energy transfer from ECCS spray operation and decay heat and metal-water
reactions are modeled after blowdown of the primary system has finished.
Heat transfer through wall structures between the primary system and any
other compartment is allowed at any time during a problem. The exception
to this is that during a blowdown no energy changes are made to the primary
system until blowdown has finished. If a BWR is being modeled, a pressure
setpoint for the RPV relief valves is available. This setpoint maintains
the RPV at that pressure while dumping the excess steam to the liquid pool
region of the wetwell.

O
The annular compartment model does not have all the features of a

generalized compartment. Only a vapor region may exist in the compartment.
The models available for mass and energy transfer with other compartments
are restricted to leakage and heat structures. No engineered safeguard
systems, such as fans or sprays, and no direct mass or energy additions
are modeled in the annular compartment.

The output from the CONTEMPT-LT portion of the code is very exten-
sive. The user has the option to select the printout frequency which occurs
throughout the calculation (BOIL, PVMELT, and INTER). The output includes
conditions in each compartment, heat structure conditions, leakages to/from
each compartment, and PSS information for the drywell and wetwell compart-
ments, Each printout reflects exclusively end-of-timestep conditions. The
values are neither accumulated nor averaged between printouts. The more
significant information in each category includes the following:

C-4
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CONDITIONS

'

e Pressure (partial steam pressure in the vapor region and
total pressure of compartment)

e Temperature (vapor region, liquid region)

e Energy (vapor region, liquid region, and total of compartment)

e Air mass

Water mass (water vapor in vapor' region, liquid water ine
vapor region, liquid water in liquid region, and total-
liquid and vapor)

e Relative humidity

e Condensation rate

o Evaporation rate

e Transfer coefficients (mass and heat).

O HEA1 sTauCruaEs

e Heat rate leaving / entering

e Heat transfer coefficients

e Thermal conductivity

e Bulk temperature

e Mesh temperatures (temperatures across heat structure).

/

LEAKAGES

e Leak rate ,

o Energy gain

e Mass losses (water vapor and air)

e Atmospheric mass losses (water vapor and air integrated over-
the problem time).

O
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PRESSilRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

e Pressure (vapor region total pressure)

e Vent clearing velocity

e Total displacement

e Mass flow rate

e Fluid exit conditions (pressure, temperature, and velocity).

C.2.2 BOIL

BOIL is the first major meltdown accident sub-code called by
the main code CONTEMPT-LT. It models core / water heat exchange by calcu-

lating water boiloff, metal / water reaction, initial core heatup, and
meltdown in the primary compartment. Level swell (water / steam mixture)

is also included. Radiation and convection heat transfer are incorporated
in B0ll. B0Il is also used to provide the mass and energy release rates g
from the decay power and any metal / water reaction. The heat exchange be-
tween the reactor core and the water in the reactor system is calculated
in BOIL for the prediction of the behavior of the primary systemcompart-
ment by CONTEMPT-LT.

The approach used in the 80Il model is to divide the core into
small volumes or nodes and (1) calculate the heat produced in each node and
perform heat balances between the fuel and coolant nodes, (2) calculate the
fluid level in the core from the steam boiloff rate, and (3) perform a melt-
down calculation when the temperature of a node exceeds the melting point
of UO . In the process of performing these three major calculations, B0Il

2
does a series of calculations as follows:

HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS

e Calculates the fission-product-decay heat as a function of time

ge Accounts for the reduction in the heat source due to fission-
product volatilization

C-6
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e Calculates the heat produce <1 b/ the zirconium-cladding / steam
reaction ? I

.

e Calculates convection heat transfer between the fuel rods and
the steam or water coolant i

'

; w

e Calculates radiation heat-transfer losses from the ends of j
'

the core 'i <

,

i

e Performs. heat balances on the fuel and coolant.
.

WATER BOILOFF CALCULATIONS j

e Calculates the heat input t theewater/ steam region

e Calculates the steam-generation rate
.

o Calculatas the water uass in the core

Calculates the/ water : level in the coree

e Calculates the thermai-hv6 i~1Hc resp'onse of the core to

O bottom-flooding (this occurs 11 kolant is added at a
very low rate to the water at .the bottom of the reactor
pressure vessel).

'

CORE MELTDOWN CALCULATIONS
.

,

o Models core meltdown behavior

e Selects one of the following meltdown modals: s s

-Heatinthemoltenpoolistransferrec/ downward
so_that there is no convection to the top and
sides,of the pool-.

'

- Heat in the molten pool is transferred upward ,

and tra f te transferred radially within the <f g
molt.n region.

- A fudl node falls imediately to the bottom of;
the RPV when it melts. The fuel node is quenched
in one timestep and the decay heat of the node s

is added to the water. ,

!
!

O F.
h ?'
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The output from BOIL is also very extensive. The printout
" frequency is the same as CONTEMPT-LT until fuel melting occurs, at which

point BOIL output occurs every 5% of fuel melt. The more important B0Il
output includes:

e Fraction of node melted in radial zone along the length
of the core

e Thickness of clad reacted in radial zone along the
length of the core

e Steam temperature in radial zone along the length
of the core

e Fuel rods (5) temperatures in radial zone along the
length of the core

e Accident time froni start of calculations

e Mixture level

i e Rate of decrease of mixture level

a Mass of water in core

e Total steam generation

e Steam consumed in zirconium (ZR)-water reaction

e Power produced in ZR-water reaction

e Temperature of core material in bottom head

e Fraction of fission products not lost

e Average steam temperature at top of core

e Fraction of core melted

e Core decay heat.

C.2.3 PVMELT

PVMELT, the second major sub-code called by the main code,

models core / pressure vessel heat exchange. It calculates pressure vessel
heatup and determines pressure vessel bottom failure by stress (creep)
rupture. PVMELT initially considers that the core support plate fails
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rapidly over a central section and that the molten core appears in the
lower head simultaneously with completion of core melt. The model also
includes a physical representation for the water displaced by the molten
debris and a film boiling process occurring at the molten debris-water
interface. It does not assume any fragmentation of the molten core so

that there is no intimate contact of the molten debris with the water.
The water in the bottom head is displaced to the top of the molten core
and is boiled off. The metal / water reaction and consequent hydrogen
production is not modeled in this sub-code.

The PVMELT model assumes that conduction dominates the transfer
of decay to debris / water and debris / wall interfaces and that constant
thenno-physical properties exist. The heat transfer calculations are
perfonned through a one-dimensional transient analysis at the RPV center-
line and as a lumped parameter analysis for the vessel insulation. The
PVMELT model assumes that the molten steel is promptly transferred to
the upper surface of the molten debris layer and that thermal resistance
of the transferred steel is negligible.

PVMELT is called by CONTEMPT-LT when BOIL has calculated (80%)

core melt. This assumption is the same as was used in WASH-1400. The

molten core appears at the bottom of the RPV simultaneously with the 80%
core melt. Once PVMELT has calculated RPV failure, the primary system
compartment disappears with its releases being incorporated into the
drywell compartment.

PVMELT printout frequency is specified by CONTEMPT-LT with
output as follows:

e Normalized wall thickness of RPV head

e Water overburden thickness

e Applied stress

e Yield stress.

O
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hC.2.4 INTER

INTER, the last of the major sub-codes called by CONTEMPT-LT,
models core-concrete interactions by calculating the rate of penetration
of concrete by a molten LWR core, and simultaneous generation of gases.

INTER assumes convective stirring of the melt by evolved gases,
admixture of concrete decomposition products to the melt, chemical reactions,
radiative heat losses, and variation of heat transfer coefficier.ts with

local pressure. INTER models the molten core as a two-phase melt (metallic
and oxidic). Each layer is considered to be well-mixed and isothermal in
its interior as long as the layer is molten. Heat transfer from layer to

layer takes place across a boundary layer or film whose thickness varies
with the violence of mixing. The two main layers are assumed to be in
intimate contact with each other (there can be a vapor layer at the inter-
face with the decomposing concrete). The thickness of the boundary layer
can be different for each main layer; however, in each layer, it is uni-

hform around the periphery of the layer. Heat is radiated to the contain-
ment, conducted irto the concrete, and interchanged between the layers.

INTER models the molten core as a hemispherical segment inter-
sected by a cylinder with geometry changes as the problem advances by
material interchange between the layers. Iron oxides created by reaction
of the steam with iron in the metallic part of the melt are assumed to be
rapidly incorporated into che oxide layer. Solid or liquid decomposition
products are assumed always to go promptly to the appropriate melt layer.
However, gaseous products will not pass through the melt if the interface
with the concrete is vertial.

INTER also assumes gas-induced insulation cells (Figure C.2).
In a normal cell, more gas passes through the outside of the melt and cir-
culation follows as shown in Figure C.2(a). However, if the lower layer
i;, hotter than the upper layer, more gas flows through the center and the
circulation direction can be reversed. A circulation cell will be modeled
if the material is molten and there is appreciable gas flow. The intensity
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O
of the circulation (hence the thickness of the boundary layer) depends
on the rate of gas flows. Melt viscosity and gas flow path can also
influence boundary layer thickness but are not molded in INTER.

Contact with free water is allowed either initially, when the
molten core first drops onto the concrete, or whenever the radial growth
exceeds a predetermined amount. INTER assumes that the initial water is
instantly vaporized. The sensible heat of the melt is reduced and new
temperatures are computed. Water contacting the melt h ter is assumed to
boil off quiescently. Even though INTER was not originally written for
Mark II, it can be used effectively to calculate some of the physical
processes occurring following reactor vessel meltthrough and the molten
core interaction with the diaphragm floor present in the Mark II contain-
ment. INTER does not treat corium drop into the suppression pool. This
portion must be hand calculated.

The output from INTER is also very extensive. Its printout g
frequency is determined internal to the code and is a function of the

timestep. INTER determines its own timestep, calculating it as large
as possible without creating a mass-energy balance failure. 'he more
significant output includes:

e Metal and oxide conditions

e Penetration depth

e Concrete decomposition rate

e Surface temperature

e Gases added to atmosphere (rate, mass, and heat).

C.3 INCOR MODELS (SEQUENCES)

INCOR was used to model four separate sequences to provide the
timing, pressures, and temperatures inside containment for key accident

O
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sequences. -Since each sequence has major assumptions, the results are
only used as a guideline for the calculations performed for the radio-
activity release from containment (see Appendix D).

.

C.3.1 Loss of Coolant Makeup to the Reactor - TOUV (Core Melt--RPV
Failure--Concrete Meltthrough Prior to Containment Failure)

A postulated accident sequence involving the loss of all coolant
makeup capability to the reactor following a scram from 100% power (TQUV)
is calculated using the INCOR code package. TQUV starts with the reactor
at 100% power. Simultaneously with initiation of the transient, it is
assumed that ECCS is lost, feedwater to the RPV is lost, and the MSIVs
are closed. The reactor core power follows a decay power curve (C.1).
The RPV is assumed to be at high pressure and maintained below a certain
pressure (low setpoint of relief valves) by relieving through relief
valves to the wetwell. There is an alternate scenario which would leave
the reactor at low pressure prior to reactor vessel meltthrough. The
containment (drywell and wetwell) is assumed to be intact and the condi-
tions inside the various compartments to be at nonnal operating conditions
at the start of the calculations. Normal seepage from containment to the
reactor building is modeled. The molten core from the ruptured RPV is
modeled to (1) drop on the diaphragm floor, interacting only with the
concrete inside the pedestal or (2) drop on the diaphragm floor and flow
through the doorway to interact with the concrete of the entire floor.
(See Table C.1 for inputs.)

C.3.2 Containment Heat Removal Fails - TW* (Containment Failure
Precedes Core Melt--RPV Failure--Concrete Meltthrough)

The second type of sequence analyzed is a transient with the

loss of residual heat removal (RHR). In this sequence, the phenomen-
ology begins with the containment in a failed state. This containment
failure is calculated'to have occurred approximately thirty hours
following a scram from high power due to the inability to remove decay

*TW here implies an accident sequence involving containment failure due to
(continued on following page)
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heat from containment. The core power at the start of the calculations
is determined from the decay power curve at thirty hours and then pro-
ceeds to follow the curve. It is assumed that the MSIVs are closed and
feedwater to the RPV is lost at shutdown. The RPV pressure is assumed
to be brought down to a low pressure (below shutoff of LPCI) and main-
tained below that pressure by relieving to the wetwell (during and after
containment failure). The conditions inside the drywell and wetwell are
assumed to be failure conditions at the start of the calculations. The
reactor building conditions are assumed to be normal operation conditions.
Prior to the start of the INCOR calculations, it is assumed that the RPV

coolant inventory is maintained by ECCS coolant injection from the sup-
pression pool. At containment failure (thirty hours), the ECCS is assumed
to be lost ** and makeup is modeled. The code calculates the transient
from containment-failed conditions until it reaches a state of equili-

brium with the conditions in reactor building. The Standby Gas Treatment
System (SGTS) and normal seepage from the reactor building to the outside
are modeled. The molten core from the ruptured RPV is modeled to drop on g
the diaphragm floor, flow through the doorway, and interact with the con-
crete of the entire floor.

C.3.3 Failure of Coolant Inventory Makeup Following an ATWS
(Anticipated Transient Without Scram - Case 1)

The third type of event sequence calculated using the INCOR

package is an ATWS with loss of coolant injection prior to containment
failure. The specific scenario chosen includes the following assumptions:

e The ATWS sequence commences with the reactor at 100% power.

*(continued from previous page)
lack of heat removal from containment. The TW terminology is borrowed from
WASH-1400; however, in the Limerick analysis TW does not lead directly to
core melt but requires additional failures (see Sections 3-4). In any case
the containment calculations here are valid for the discussed sequences
wh1ch do lead to failure. h**This assumption was also made in WASH-1400. It is discussed in detail
in Section 3.4.
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e The MSIVs are assumed closed and feedwater to the RPV is lost.

e In addition to the failure of the control rods to insert, the
liquid poison injection system is also postulated to fail for
the purposes of this sequence calculation.

e HPCI is modeled to turn on at lot RPV water level and turn off
permanently on high pressure turbine exhaust. This is as de-
signed and, therefore, is a high probability occurrence.

e The RPV is assumed to be at high pressure and maintained below
a certain pressure (high setpoint of the relief valves) by
relieving to the wetwell.

e The containment is assumed to be intact and conditions in the
various compartments to be nonnal operating conditions at the
start of the calculations.

e Normal leakage from the containment to the reactor building
is modeled.

The code has been modified in this sequence to track the water
level in the RPV. The code considers that the part of the core which is

/m

U covered is at 30% power while the exposed core follows the decay power
curve. The core melt occurs due to loss of coolant inventory. The molten
core from the ruptured RPV is modeled in two ways: (1) drop on the dia-
phragm floor, interacting only with concrete inside the pedestal; or, (2)
drop on the diaphragm floor and flow through the doorway to interact with
concrete of the entire floor. (See Table C.1 for inputs).

C.3.4 Failure of Coolant Inventory Makeup Following an ATWS with
Containment Failure Prior to Core Melt (Anticipated Transient
without Scram - Case 2)

The last type of sequence calculated using the INCOR package
is an ATWS without adequate containment heat removal which leads to
containment overpressure failure prior to core melt, referred to as a
Class IV accident sequence.

O
V
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The assumptions in the sequence are similar to the third
sequence with the following exceptions: HPCI is allowed to stay on
even after the high exhaust pressure is reached for the HPCI turbine.
The pressure in containment increases.until failure pressure is reached.
It is assumed that at containment fail'ure, HPCI fails. Therefore, con-
tainment failure occurs prior to Core Melt, RPV Meltthrough, and Core /
Concrete Interaction for this ATWS case.

The code has also been modified in this sequence to track the
water level so that the part of the core which is covered is at 30%
power while the exposed portion follows the decay power curve. The core
melts due to loss of coolant inventory and eventually melts the RPV to
drop onto the diaphragm floor. The molten core is only modeled to drop
onto the diaphragm floor and flow through the doorway to interact with
the entire floor. (See Table C.1 for inputs).

C.4 INCOR RESULTS: OVERVIEW 0F PRESSURES AND T.MPERATURES
CALCULATED TO OCCUR WITHIN CONTAINMENT F0LLOWING CORE
MELT SCENARIOS

INCOR results are only used to calculate the containment con-
ditions, which are then used for the radionuclide release fraction cal-

culations. In the cases where INCOR did not perform the calculations

out to diaphragm floor failure, some extrapolations using simpli,fied
models were done to predict: (1) the pressure in containment by esti-
mating the steam pressure and the pressure due to the gases produced
from the melting concrete; and (2) the time of floor failure by com-
paring the penetration rate and decomposition rate from various INCOR
runs.

C.4.1 Containment Pressure Temperature Response During Postulated
Core Melt

The RPV pressure for each sequence oscillates as shown in Figure
C.7. This pressure oscillation is around the SRV setpoint. The size of
the oscillation is dependent on the timestep used in the calculation and
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the number of SRVs. A larger timestep or a larger number of SRVs depletes
a greater amount of steam from the RPV, resulting in a larger calculated
pressure reduction. Also, as the accident progresses, the steam generation
rate for each sequence decreases with time since the core power is de-
creasing. For some sequences, the calculated steam volume is drastically
reduced in a timestep so that the steam generated in later timesteps is
not enough to make up the depleted volume and the total pressure decreases.
Once enough steam is generated to overcome this calculated depletion, the

pressure starts to increase until the SRV setpoint is reached. This phe-
nomena also occurs during core melting. However, the pressure in this
case decreases until the molten core drops to the bottom of the reactor
vessel where film boiling (steam generation) of the water occurs and
the pressure then starts to increase once again.

The steam relieved from the RPV is dumped into the suppression
pool. In each sequence, the pool is subcooled. The containment pressure
increase is very slow until saturation is reached at which point evapora-

U tion starts to occur and drives the pressure at a faster rate. The time
at which saturation is reached is dependent upon the amount of flow through
the SRVs from the RPV. Those sequerces which have a larger number of SRVs
actuated, ATWS with HPCI unavailable and ATWS with containment failure,
produce a much greater steam flow to the wetwell pool and saturation is
reached very quickly (see Figures C.12 and C.15). Also, for these two
ATWS sequences, makeup water (HPCI) is continually added to the RPV dur-
ing a portion of the sequence. The HPCI eventually becomes unavailable
in both ATWS sequences due to high exhaust turbine pressure trip or con-
tainment failure at which point the water boils off in a relatively short
time and the core reaches its melting temperature. Since the core is
totally uncovered, the steam gener.ation rate is very slight and is in-
sufficient to overcome the depletion resulting in total, pressure decrease.
During this time there is no SRV flow and the pressure and temperature in
the wetwell remains fairly constant. However, for the TOUV sequence, core
melt is initiated soon after containment isolation and the total steam
generation to the wetwell pool is smaller than in the ATWS sequences and

0 -
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saturation is not reached prior to the RPV rupture; therefore, the
pressure rise is very slight (see Figures C.8 and C.9). In the TW

sequence the pressure rises slightly until saturation is reached and
then increases rapidly (see Figures C;10 and C.ll).

C.4.2 Containment Pressure and Temperature Response During
Reactor Pressure Vessel Failure Phase

The PVMELT module of INCOR calculates RPV failure by creep

rupture failure of the bottom head of the vessel.* This type of rupture

can create a large pressure spike in containment. However, it has also
been postulated ** that the molten core preferentially melts through the
BWR control rod penetrations in the RPV bottom head creating small holes
and therefore slowly reducing the pressure in the reactor system during
RPV melt, so that at failure there is no large pressure spike in contain-
ment. The second assumption is used in the LGS analysis to determine the
pressure rise in containment since it appears more appropriate for BWR
reactor vessel designs.

C.4.3 Containment Pressure-Temperature Response During the Phase of
Corium-Concrete Interaction

The next calculational phase involves the time once the molten
core has failed the RPV and dropped onto the diaphragm floor in the pedestal
region directly below the RPV. In this phase, which includes the corium-
concrete interaction and the reaction by-products, the conditions of the
core following RPV failure are fairly similar for the sequences considered
in the LGS analysis. Therefore, the evaluation of the concrete-corium
interaction it performed with INCOR and used for each class of accident
sequence. There are two bounding cases which have been run to establish
the range of potential uncertainty during this phase of the INCOR calculation.

The pedestal wall surrounding the RPV has e a crway flush with the
diaphragm floor. It is uncertain whether the molten core will: (1) case 1:

O
* Applicable primarily to PWRs which have few penetrations of the bottom head.
** Appendix H discusses the more likely mode of RPV failure for BWRs.
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stay inside the pedestal region; or, (2) case 2: flow through the door-
way and spread across the floor outside the pedestal. Both cases are
analyzed. It is assumed that the diaphragm floor will fail structurally
at approximately 70 cm or two thirds of floor penetration (before the
molten core melts through the floor).

The molten core interacting with the diaphragm floor inside the
pedestal (Case 1) versus the entire diaphragm floor (Case 2) produces
different concrete penetration, concrete decomposition, and non-condensible
concrete generation rates, thus affecting the pressure-temperature condi-
tions inside containment.

At RPV rupture, molten core conditions for Case 2 in each of these
sequences are similar. It is therefore assumed that the INTER calculations
for the ATWS sequence with containment failed are applicable for the TQUV
and ATWS (with HPCI Failure) Case 2 sequences. Therefore, one INCOR calcu-
lation of the time to diaphragm floor failure is used to characterize the
following Case 2 sequences:

e ATWS - with containment failure occurring prior to core
melt initiation (Class IV)

e ATWS - with HPCI unavailable durin the sequence and
with containment intact (Class III

e TQUV - with loss of coolant inventory and core melt
initiation with containment in tact.

The INCOR results of the corium-concrete interaction phase are
exemplified in Figures C.14 to C.16. One assumption made in these analyses

which differs from that used in the REACT / CORRAL calculation for radionuclide
release is that in the CORRAL calculations ten percent of the core is taken
to directly interact with the suppression pool leading to an oxidation re-
lease *. However, the INCOR calculations do not include the pressure rise
due to the steam generation from the ten percent steam-core interaction.

\ M he possibility of a coherent steam explosion which would lead to
immediate containment failure is considered unlikely and is treated
separately in the release fraction calculation discussed in Appendix D.

t
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It should also be noted that the amount of hydrogen generated during a
postulated ccre melt scenario is an area of uncertainty. The INCOR hy-
drogen production model (during B0ll and INTER, see Section C.2.3) is
similar to that used in WASH-1400 and may tend to underpredict hydrogen
production during such sequences. The p" essure and temperature curves
for each sequence consider neither RPV pressure relief during RPV melt
nor steam explosion after RPV rupture. The large temperature rise seen
on the graph is caused by the dumping of the mass and heat from the
reactor system into the drywell.

The drywell conditions for each sequence (Figures C.3 - C.6)
parallel those in the wetwell (for example, see Figures C.4, C.10, and
C.ll). As the pressure builds up inside the wetwell, it is relieved to
the drywell through vacuum breakers once a specified pressure differential
is reached. Therefore, a pressure increase in the wetwell causes a pres-
sure (and temperature) increase in the drywell. Upon RPV rupture, dry-
well conditions are no longer determined by the wetwell. (The uncertain-
ties, assumptions and considerations mentioned previously are also appli-
cable to the drywell.) The molten core / concrete interaction now exerts
the greater influence on containment conditions. The rate of concrete
decomposition / penetration and the surface area over which the molten

core is acting mainly determines the amount of non-condensibles generated.
These gases control the pressure during this period of the analysis. As
the core penetrates the diaphragm floor, it cools and its rate of decom-

position and penetration decreases, thereby decreasing the production of
gases until the pressure inside containment becomes fairly stable (as
demonstrated in Figures C.14 - C.16),

C.4.4 Summary of Individual Sequence Results

Using the assumptions and methodology described in sections C.4.1 through

C.4.3, the results of the individual accident sequences are summarized in the
the following sections.

O
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C.4.4.1 TQUV (Core Melt--RPV Failure--Concrete Meltthrough Prior
to Postulated Containment Failure)

TQUV analyzed by INCOR basidally. denotes an accident sequence

in which there is no makeup water to the RPV causing the core to become
uncovered. The core is calculated by INCOR to begin melting approximately
1.3 hours after shutdown and reaching 80% core melt at approximately 2.5
hours after which the molten core drops to the bottom of the RPV failing
it at around 4.3 hours. By use of INCOR and appropriate extrapolation,
it was estimated that a 70 cm penetration would occur at 6 hours for
Case 1 and 6.5 hours for Case 2.

C.4.4.2 TW (Containment Failure Precedes Core Melt--RPV Failure--
Concrete Meltthrough)

TW analyzed by INCOR basically denotes an accident sequence in

which the containment fails (approximately 30 hours after shutdown) causing

p loss of makeup water to the RPV (at low pressure), thus uncovering the core.
V The core is calculated by INCOR to begin melting around 36.6 hours and end-

ing around 39 hours after which the molten core drops to the bottom of the
RPV, failing it at around 40.8 hours. INCOR calculated a penetration of
70 cm at around 43.3 hours, approximately 7 hours following core melt
initiation.

C.4.4.3 ATWS (with HPCI Unavailable)

HPCI initiates automatically then trips off due to high suppression
pool pressure causing the core to become uncovered. INCOR calculates core
melting to begin approximately .85 hours from initiation of the accidant and
ending around 2.5 hours, after which the molten core fails the RPV at approxi-
mately 4.3 hours. INCOR calculated diaphragm floor failure at approximately
6 hours for Case 1. It was estimated that a 70 cm penetration would occur
at approximately 6.5 hours for Case 2.

O
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C.4.4.4 ATWS (Containment Failure)

ATWS (Containment Failure) analyzed by INCOR basically denotes

an accident with failure to insert the' control rods and failure of the
standby liquid control system. HPCI does not trip off, thereby leading
to rapid containment overpressure. At containment failure, calculated
to be at approximately 40 min., HPCI is assumed to fail. INCOR calculates

core melting to begin approximately 1.2 hours from initiation of the acci-
dent and to end at around 2.2 hours, after which the molten core fails the

RPV at approximately 4 hours. INCOR calculated diaphragm floor failure
at approximately 6.5 hours (Case 2 only).

O

O
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TABLE C.1

SIGNIFICANT INCOR INPUTS

IDS ANALYSIS ITEM VALUE5

Compartment Description Cards Penetration Leakage Spectf tcation Cards

ist:1 compartment volume (f t ) ReliefValves(5)
RPV 21195. gdentification nueer of compartment that
We twell 2.8005 leakage is into 2Drywell 2.484E5 IArea of throat for leakage calculation (f t ) .5732 (6)RA Duilding 2.0E6 Ratio of throat area to eatt area 0.0

3 Ratio of throat area to inlet area 1.0V>lume of liquid pool (ft ) Constant multiplier for leakage calculation 1.0
RPV !!?70.9 Drywell
Wetwell 1.186E5 (1)
Orpell 0. Identification neber of compartment thatRa Building 0. leakage is into 5

?Area of throat for leakage calculation (ft ) .208(7)Temperature of vapor region (UF) Ratio of throat area to eatt area 0.0
Ratto of throat area to inlet area 1.0

g
. 2

] Constant multiplier for leakage calculation 1.0
Drywell 15G. Ra BuildingRa Building 90. 2)

O identification nunter of cts.partment that
k Temperature of liquid pool region (*F) leakage is into 0

2Sw Area of throat for leakage calculation (ft ) .429(8) 81.0 (9)RPV 545. (2) Ratio of throat area to exit area 0.0Wetwell 95. 2) Ratto of throat area to inlet area 1.0

]'I - Constant multiplier for leakage calculation 1.0

Vertical Vent (Mark I and Mark II)Total compartment absolute
prcssure (psta) Pressure Suppression System -

System Control Card
RPV 1020. (3)
Wetwell 15.45 f3) Number of downconers in 87Drywell 15.45 L3)
Ra Building 14.624 (3)

nomi vent system
Ratio of fraction of liquid .5

Rslative h etJtty of vapor region (1)
water entering normal vent
system to fraction of
liquid water in drywell

RPV 100 atmosphere region
We twell 300 Convergence critterion for vent
Or/well 20 (4) flow 0.1Ra Building 45

Miscellaneous Vent Data CardHorttontal cross-sectional area
2cf compartment (ft )

Vent submersence (f t) 10 (10)
Absolute roughness of inside wall

RPV 0. ofventeattpipe(ft) 1.5E-4Wetwell 5.7E3
Drywell 5266. Irreversible energy loss coefficient

5for incompressible single-phase .

Ra Buildin9 0. flow
Inside diameter of vent opening (f t) 1.9375

__
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TABLE C.1 (continued)

ANALY5IS ITEMS VAtuts ANALYSIS ITEMS VALut$

Vacuum Relief System Card initial thickness of pressure
vessel bottom head (f t) .7083

2 he c nouctivity of R WPressure difference (Ibg/in ) 1*75 bottom head materialat which vacuum breakers bet-
ween wetwell and drywell (8tu/hr-ft oF) 18.0

Density of tiottom headopen
3material (1bW ft ) 460.0

Ios. single-phaseirreversible becWc hat (8tu/lbmM 0.15
k r

s coefficient for vacuum 5*7 gggI Latent head of fusionrelief system
A. flow area of one vacuum (8tu/lba) 118.0

2breaker (f t ) 2.05
N r. nunteer of vacuum breakers

Fuel Properties Card
v
in system 4

Initial thickness cf molten --

R uctar Vessel and Core Description fuel layer (f t) 4,4

Card Thermal conductivity

(Stu/hr-f t OF)3 1.5
Density (Ibe/ft ) 550.Oscay Power and Time Definition Card Specific heat (Stu/lbe OF) ,323

Initial core power level (BTU /hr) 1.124E10 Entssivity of molten layer .8
ilms from shutdown to start of

Q calculations (sec) 0.0 (12) Reference Temperatures (DF) Card

r0
en Resctor Core Physical Description Card Melting point for steel 2605.'

Failure point for lasulation 3040,
Active fuel height (f t) 12.5
Fuel Rod Diameter (ft) 4.025E-2 Concrete Properties Card

Pellet diameter (f t) 3.417E-2 i

Core diameter (f t) 16.70 Concrete thermal conductivity
0Thickness of Zircalloy cladding (ft) 2.667E-3 (J/sec/cm/ K) .0182

fuel rod volumetric heat capacity Concrete spectffc heat
03U (J/gm/ K) .6525(8tu/f t / F) 54.2 i

Flow channel hydraullC diameter (f t) 3.70E-1 Concrete density (ge/cm3) 2.405 :

Z 84.0 Mass fraction of CACO 3 .5071

Flow area in core (ft )2)Flow area in vessel (ft 154.0 Mass fraction of Ca(OH)2 .0667
'

Mass fraction of 5802 .3777
Mass fraction of free H OPIactor Hardware Description Card 2in concrete .0285
Rebar to concrete mass ratio .164Radiation laterchange factor between

top or core and heat sink above .445
Interface Heat Transfer Coefficient
CardEnvironment Parameters Card

Metal / concrete heat g/ K)
ransferInitial zirconium ontde coefficient (j/sec/cm 0 ,00gthickness (ft) 3.2tlE-6

Meltlag temperature of fuel Qaide/ concrete heat transfer
plus temperature equivalent coefficient (J/sec/cm2 oK) .050/
of heat of fusion (OF) 6. 343E3 ,

Melting temperature of fuel (OF) 5000. Materials Initial Temperature Card

R u ctor Pressure Vessel Description Concrete temperature (01) p

Omide layer temperature ((og)
3110 (13)Card Metal layer temperature 2560 (13)

s
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NOTES TO TABLE C.1

(1) TQUV and ATWS only; volume of liquid pool is 1.308E5 ft3 for TW.

(2) TQUV and ATWS only; RPV temperature is 431.750F, wetwell temperature
is 3650F, and drywell temperature os 3630F for TW.

(3) TQUV and ATWS only; RPV pressure is 351 psia, wetwell pressure is 165
psia, and drywell pressure is 160 psia for 31. g

(4) TQUV and ATWS only; drywell 0 is 100% for TW.

(5) Models flow through the SRVs.

2 fot ATWS(6) TQUV and TW only (models 4 SRVs); throat area is 2.0062 ft
(models 14 SRVs).

(7) TW only; models break in containment (drywell). For ATWS with containment
2failure prior to core melt, break size of 3.14 ft ,

(8) TW only; models normal seepage from Rx Building to outside.

(9) ATWS with containment failure prior to core melt; models break in Rx
building (blowoutpanels). g

(10) TQUV and ATWS only; vent submergence is 12.25 f t for TW.

(11) ATWS and TQUV only; loss coefficient is 1.5 for TW.

(12) ATWS and TQUV only; time from shutdown to start of calculations is
1.08E5 sec (30 hours) for TW.

(13) TQUV, TW, and ATWS sequences for molten core over entire diaphragm floor;
for sequences with molten core in pedestal, initial oxide layer tempera-

0ture is 36300K and initial netal layer temperature is 3060 K.

O
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APPENDIX D
'

.

The transport of radioactive mater,ial from the postulated ' ' ]
core melt followed by passage through and eiiting from the contain- ,/
ment is a combination of many complex processe d T.js input to the
release fraction calculations are the results of INCOR/ CONTEMPT,

i _

which provide the pressures, temperatures, and c,ompartment flow rates;
and the radioactive source term, incidding the types and quantity of
the isotopes.

The results of this section, in conjunction with the timing
,

established in the INCOR/ CONTEMPT runs, provides one of the inputs to ,

the CRAC code (described in Appendix E) which calculates the externar I '.
'consequences to the public.
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D.1 INTRODUCTION

[4 +'
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The fraction of core fission products which could potentially
be released to the environment during specific generic sequences are'

7 ;

determined either by the SAI-REACT MARK II model or byj CORRAL, which was ;

previously used in WASH-1400. Characteristic times? Add physical condi-

tions needed for the release fraction calculations are obtained from the
INCOR analysis (Appendix C).f The release fractions, or equivalently the

,

amount of radioactivity released daring a coqe melt accident, are;the
f

inputs used to detennine the radioactivity / dispersal and subsequently
the dose and health effects using CRAC (see Appendix E).

This part of the analysis models the mechanisms of radionuclide 's

release, its removal by natural processes and by active and passive safety
;

systems, and the leakage paths associated with a core melt accident. These
i

release and removal mechanisms and leakage paths are combined in a general|

O celculetiene, mode, to determine the 14me ver14ne concentret4on of redie-

activity in and between various compartments and the final cumulative amount

released to the environment.,
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D.2 RELEASE FRACTION CALCULATIONS: SAI-REACT MARK II MODEL

SAI-REACT (Radionuclides Emitted After Core Transient) Mark
II model is one of the models used to determine the radionuclide fractions
released to the atmosphere. This model is basically of the same form _
as used in CORRAL and contains similar assumptions. The primary diff-

erence occurs in the execution of the model (the differences are ex-
plained specifically for each case). REACT calculates the fraction of
fission product species (eight groups) that can be released in the event
of an accident by tracing the flow of the eight fission product groups
through each compartment and eventually to the atmosphere. In order to
estimate the release fractions, several inputs are required:

e A mathematical expression to account for the actual
amount of radioactivity released

e The release mechanism to define the type of physical
grelease

e The removal processes to account for any transportation
filtering, settling, plateout, etc., of the radionuclides

e The containment failure modes to describe the leakage
path, thus the rate of the release

e The specific sequences for which releases were calculated.

D.2.1 Mathematical Expression for Radionuclide Concentration

In order to determine the total amount of radioactivity released
in the event of a core melt accident, a mathematical expression or equation
is required to keep track of the flow of radionuclides through each compart-
ment until its final release to the environment. This tracking assumes a
homogeneous vapor region exists in each compartment so that convective currents
and other flows can be ignored, effectively removing spatial dependence. A
generalized mathematical expression can then be derived for the change in
radioactivity, with respect to time, in a given compartment of the form:

at,(t) = S(t) - a(t) * C(t) (D-1)
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The addition from sources, S(t), may be modeled as any function of time,
t, such as a constant rate, an impulse at time zero, or some other . nction.
The removal from sinks, a(t) * C(t) is expressed in terms of the magnitude
of the concentration at time, t, since the removal process acts within. the
compartment and treats the compartment volume as a whole. The source is
independent of compartment concentration; however, it may be dependent on
another compartment's concentration if leakage is occurring from one com-
partment to another.

An exponential solution to Equation D-1 is implied since the
change in concentration with respect to time is proportional to the con-
centration at that time:

(t) = S(t) - a(t) * C(t); S(t) = 0

BC(t) = -a(t)dtC(t)

- fa(t)d t (D-2)C(t) = Coe

Since Equation D-1 is a linear differential equation, the solution for any
particular source can be found as a sum of the homogeneous solution (S(t) =
0) and the particular solution. This implies that concentrations as a
function of time, developed from different sources or release mechanisms,
can be combined by sunning individual solutions to form an overall solution
at any time of interest.

D.2.2 Radionuclide Release Mechanisms

In a core melt accident, there are four basic mechanisms for
release of radioactivity:

Gap Release -- occurs when the cladding ruptures and fissione
products are released to the reactor coolant system.

e Melt Release -- occurs when the fuel reaches its melting point,
resulting in volatilization of fission products from the melt-
ing core.
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e Oxidation Release -- occurs when part of the molten core
drops into the suppression pool, causing a steam explosion,
dispersing the hot core particles to the containment atmos-
phere,

e Vaporization Release -- occurs when the molten core drops
onto the diaphragm floor and interacts with concrete, genera-
ting gases at the molten core / concrete interface.

These mechanisms are similar to those postulated in WASH-1400.

D.2.2.1 Gap Release

The gap release is chronologically the first release to occur
in an accident sequence and the amount of radioactivity released is small
compared to the other release mechanisms. Consequently, the overall re-
lease fractions of a gap release are negligible and are ignored for sim-
plicity. The gap release is cc,mposed principally of noble gases.

D.2.2.2 Melt Release (Core and RPV Melt) g
The core melt release starts after the core has uncovered and

the fuel has heated to its melting point. As the fuel melts, core fission

products are released. In the Limerick PRA it was assumed that the core
melt release occurs linearly as 0% to 80% of the core melts. This is a
simplification over WASH-1400, which assumed that fission product release
occurred at the rate of core melting. The results of the BOIL indicate
that this simplification is reasonable. At 80% core melt, the core grid
plate is assumed to fail. At this time, the core is assumed to fall into
the lower head and further radioactive release is terminated. When the
core falls to the bottoni of the RPV, the surface area for release is notice-

ably smaller. Additionally, either a crust may form due to the water on
top of the molten corium or the metal in the melt could migrate to the top
due to density differences. Either of these would provide a barrier in-
hibiting the flow of fission products. The release fractions into other
containments during the core melt phase are the same as used in the Reactor
Safety Study and are taken from Table VII l-3 of WASH-1400.
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D.2.2.3 0xidation Release

At the time of RPV bottom head failure, it is assumed that

some of the molten core, approximately ten percent, also flows down
drain pipes and/or downcomers to the suppression pool causing intimate
interaction between small amounts of molten fuel and water, leading to
relatively small-scale steam explosions. This results in an oxidation
release to the wetwell atmosphere. It is not clear whether there is
sufficient oxygen or time before resettling for such a release mechanism
to actually occur; therefore, this analysis may be conservative in that
respect. An oxidation release will occur if molten core material is

finely dispersed into the wetwell atmosphere at high temperatures and
with available oxygen. The release fractions for the ten percent of the
core which enters the suppression pool were taken from WASH-1400, Appendix
VII, Section'l.

D.2.2.4 Vaporization Release

During the postulated core melt scenarios, the reactor pressure

vessel (RPV) was calculated to fail in the bottom head area due to molten
fuel interaction. Once the RPV has ruptured, and the molten core has dropped,
or is ejected onto the diaphragm floor, the corium begins interaction with
the concrete. The vaporization release process begins and is assumed to
exponentially decrease with time. The characteristic half-life of this
process is assumed to be thirty minutes based on WASH-1400, Appendix VII,

Section 1. Therefore, the source term for the general model is:

-kt 2S(t) = e where k = -- = 1.39 hours for T = .5 hrs.y

D.2.2.5 Summary of the SAI-REACT MARK II Model
,

The four release mechanisms -- gap, melt, oxidation, vapori-
zation -- form the complete set of release processes during a core melt

O
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e
accident. For reasons previously mentioned, the gap release is neglected.
The other release mechanisms are treated in a manner identical to that
used in WASH-1400, and therefore have .the same assumptions and conserva-
tisms as that consequence analysis.

D.2.3 Radionuclide Removal Processes Used in the SAI-REACT MARK II Model

The various release mechanisms used in this analysis treat the
fission product species as seven groups, each separated by their chemical
properties. The seven groups considered are: (1) noble gases, (2) iodine:
elemental and organic, (3) cesium-rubidium, (4) tellurium, (5) barium-
strontium, (6) ruthenium, and (7) lanthanum. These groups can be divided
into three major classes: gases, vapors, and particulates. In this

analysis, the gases are assumed to be completely released, therefore un-
affected by any removal process. The removal processes only apply to the
two vapor groups and to all the particulate groups. The seven isotope
groups can be divided into specific classes as f 110ws:3

e Noble gases: gases

e Iodine (elemental and organic): vapors

e All others: particulates.

At the same time that radioactivity is being released, radio-
activity is also being removed. The mechanisms for removal of radio-
activity from a compartment include:

e Active safety systems, such as sprays or filters

e Passive safety system (suppression pool)

e Leakage from the compartment

e Natural removal such as plateout or settling.
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D.2.3.1 Active Safety System

The only active safety system considered in this analysis for
radioactive material removal is the standby gas treatment system (SGTS)

filters. The SGTS filters are utilized after containment failure and
leaks. At this point, the reactor building pressurizes up to the design
pressure of the blowout panels. If the containment break is sufficiently
small such that this does not occur, then filtering is possible. The

O fiiteria9 process is co-oair represe ted by decoatemiaetioa factors coe).
A DF is the ratio of the concentration of radionuclides into the removal
mechanism divided by the concentration output from the removal mechanism.

The ratios chosen here are taken from WASH-1400 and are:

e Noble gases: 1

e Organic iodide: 5

e Elemental Iodine: 100

e Particulates: 100.

O
These values are assumed independent of the accident sequence.

D.2.3.2 Passive Safety System

| The suppression pool is the primary removal mechanism for radio-
activity during a melt accident. The suppression pool acts to scrub fission
products passing through it. This phenomena is extremely sequence dependent.
Some important parameters include:

O e eooi conditions (setoreted or suscooied)

e Flow rates through the pool

e Iodine concentration in the pool.

!
It should be noted that WASH-1400 took no credit for saturated pool

scrubbing. While this analysis uses WASH-1400 values for a subcooled
pool, other values are developed from experimental data for saturated
conditions. This is a departure from the WASH-1400 analysis.

|
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The radioactive nuclides which principally affect the calcu-

hlation of early effects on the public are iodine and tellurium. The re-
mainder of the discussion on suppression pool scrubbing effectiveness
will focus on the iodine release. In the Limerick PRA, non-iodine iso-
topes were treated the same as in WASH-1400.

The fodine concentration in any release is greatly influenced
by the amount of pool scrubbing that will occur. The pool scrubbing
effectiveness is included in the analysis through the use of empirical
constants (decontamination factors). The decontamination factors reflect
the degree to which iodine is kept in an immobile fonn in the suppression
pool before, during, and after a postulated core melt. Generally three
factors dictate the degree of suppression pool decontamination:

1. The amount of surface contact available between the
water and iodine species,

2. Chemical composition of the iodine as it is released
from the fuel or fuel rod gap,

3. pH balance of the pool.

For core melt scenarios in which the suppression pool is at a
subcooled condition, the degree of surface interaction may be assumed
to be quite high. Therefore, decontamination factors of 100 to 1000,
depending on the source, can be assumed. For sequences, or portions of
sequences, in which the pool is in a saturated condition, the vaporiza-
tion and boiling tends to hinder surface contact between the iodine and
water species, reducing the decontamination factors. Conservative esti-
mates of saturated pool DF, range from 3 to 5, with other data evaluations
giving estimates as high as 15 to 30.

The second factor in calculation of pool decontamination for iodine
is the chemical form. Three forms dominate: (1) organic, (2) elemental
(diatomic), and (3) inorganic (combined with cesium to form cesium iodide).
The organic form, while insoluble, constitutes a very small portion of the
iodine release. The elemental form was considered to be the major constitu-
ent in the WASH-1400 analysis. Later experimental evidence and date from

the Three Mile Island accident indicate that the inorganic form (cesium
iodide) may be a much larger constituent than previously believed. Since
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cesium iodide is more soluble than elemental iodine by a factor of 10 to
100, an increased decontamination factor over pure elemental iodine was

used in the Limerick PRA.
,

Finally, the pH or chemical makeup of the pool itself has an
effect on the proposed decontamination term. Evidence indicates that
the pool could be extremely basic in makeup after passage of some volume
of material through it; and, the more basic the solution, the more soluble
iodine is in it. Therefore, an additional credit can be taken in terms

of decontamination factors.

Based on the above considerations, the set of decontamination factors

chosen for use in the Limerick' evaluation are:

POOL DECONTAMINATION FACTORS

O
Meltdown b ssel Failure and

Conditions Release Vaporization

Containment Failure at
End of Release 100 10*

Containment Failure
Initiates Release 10* 10*

* Suppression pool considered saturated.

D.2.3.3 Leakage

Radionuclide removal by leakage is assumed to be a simple process.
The characteristic removal rate is found by comparing the volumetric leakage
rate to the compartment volume. This, in effect, gives the number of com-
partment volumes leaked per hour. This process is independent of whether the
fission product species is a vapor or a particulate. The leakage removal,
A (t), process from compartments is assessed from INCOR output data.g

D-9
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D.2.3.4 Natural Removal

The treatment of natural deposition in this analysis is
,

identical to that used in WASH-1400, Appendix VII.

Natural deposition, ANR(t), affects each class of isotopes
differently. Organic iodine is not appreciable affected by natural
removal and its removal rate is set equal to zero. For elemental
iodine, the mass transfer processes deposit the iodine vapor onto the
containment surface. This deposition rate is proportional to the wall-
bulk temperature difference, as well as other containment conditions

such as density and viscosity. However, this temperature proportionally
is to the 1/3 - 1/4 power, so that large temperature changes are required
for large changes in plateout conditions of elemental iodines. The parti-
culates are removed by a settling process which is proportional to the
mean particle size, due to the fact that impact with the floor is affected
by the downward terminal velocity of the particles. As in WASH-1400, this g
analysis assumes the particle size varies over time; consequently, parti-
culate settling removal rates are a function of time from the beginning
of the removal mechanism.

The general model used for the removal rate, a(t) = A (t) +g

ANR(t), for each class is both a function of time and sequence since the
conditions (pressures, temperatures) vary. The determining conditions,
however, are taken to be constant in time. This is not unreasonable since

the sequences are analyzed over a number of timesteps. Therefore, a constant
a(t) is used to represent each particular time period.

D.2.4 Containment Failure Modes

The leakage path for radiation released to the atmosphere is
characterized by the location and size of containment failure. The charac-
teristics of the leakage path, together with those of the release and re-
moval mechanisms for a specific sequence, completely define the total
amount of radioactivity released to the environment.
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In this analysis, a number of assumptions were made relative
to containment failure, these include:

1. Containment failure is assums.d to occur when the
pressure inside containment is in the range 120 to
160 psig (140 psig is used)

2. Containment isolation is taken to be highly reliable
since:

e The drywell and wetwell are nomally isolated
and inerted

e Isolation of pipe line penetrations of contain-
ment are sufficiently reliable so that their po-
tential failure mode is much smaller than other
postulated failure modes.

3. The Bechtel Analysis (see Appendix J) concludes that the
containment ultimate capability is above 140 psig, there-
fore a very low probability of containment failure is
assigned to pressures below 120 psig.

O 4. The modes of failure for the Mark II containment are
slightly different than those used in WASH-1400 (which"

assumed a Mark I containment).

The effective location and size of the leakage path to the
atmosphere is determined by the type of containment failure and its
effect on the reactor building. Containment failure types can be divi-
ded into the following generic cases:

,

.

e Wetwell failure at the point of highest stress or penetration
blowout in the wetwell (this may result in wetwell failure
extending below the suppression pool water level)

e Diaphragm floor failure

e Penetration blowout in the drywell

e Drywell failure at the refueling floor interface.

These failure cases, coupled with the size of the failure, determine the
failure or release from the reactor building.

Om
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A failure in the wetwell pressurizes the reactor building (RB).

If the size of the failure is of sufficient magnitude to pressurize the
RB so that the blowout panels rupture,;a direct path to the atmosphere
results; otherwise, partial or complete filtering of the leaked material
to the atmosphere occurs. The release with RB overpressurization occurs
roughly at ground level, since the panels are not located in the exhaust
stack of the SGTS; without RB overpressurization, the release will be pro-
cessed through the SGTS and released at an elevated height of approximately
25 meters.

An additional effect to consider, relative to wetwell failure

at the pool water line or a penetration blowout, is the leakage path of
radiation contained in the drywell. The Mark II containment design is
a two compartment design. Each compartment has associated with it an
inventory of radioactivity. Therefore, when the containment fails there
are two compartment inventories for which leakage must be defined. In
the case of wetwell failures, the inventory of radioactivity in the wet- h
well is released to the RB directly. However, the radioactivity in the
drywell passes down the vents, through the suppression pool, and then to
the wetwell vapor region for leakage to the RB. This pathway has asso-
ciated with it the additional removal mechanism of pool scrubbing, for
which the scrubbing effectiveness is a function of the pool condition
(saturated or unsaturated).

A diaphragm floor failure is assumed to result in a direct leak-
age path to the atmosphere for the radioactivity in both the wetwell vapor
region and the drywell. This also results in a pressurization of the RB
and possible actuation of the blowout panels inside the SGTS exhaust stack.
Consequently, an elevated release occurs with a release height of approxi-
mately 25 meters.

A drywell containment failure has two possible failure locations.
Either a leakage path to the refueling floor or elsewhere in the RB can occur
with both locations assumed to be roughly equivalent. Any drywell failure
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causing a secondary containment overpressurization actuates the blowout
panel to the SGTS exhaust stack. Again an elevated release occurs out
the top of the stack.

.

Since different primary containment failure locations result in
leaks to different rooms in the'RB, different pressurization rates could
conceivably occur. For simplicity, it is assumed that the RB acts as one
volume. Since there are no airlocks in the secondary containment, except
between the refueling floor and RB or the RB and the atmosphere, this does
not appear to be an unreasonable assumption. Given these assumptions, a
series of calculations by the INTER code indicates that the secondary con-
tainment does not overpressurize even if the primary containment break
size is as high as 0.2 square feet. (It should be noted that the estimated
failure size for a steel-lined concrete containment from WASH-1400 is
approximately equal to or less than 0.2 square feet.) However, at this
break size the SGTS system must transfer to emergency mode and some leak-

p age occurs through cracks bypassing the filters. .It is estimated that 98
V percent of the flow is filtered and only 2 percent leaks out by other paths.

If the failure size is still smaller, then all of the containment leakage

is filtered prior to release (if the SGTS is switched to emergency mode).
Since the filters in the SGTS have a high removal rate, these distinctions
are extremely important to the overall result.

The layout of the above mentioned leakage path identification pro-
cess indicates that a large combination of leakage paths are possible. For

this reason, a further simplification is made. For those cases where filter-
ing occurs, release fractions are noticeably smaller than cases without fil-
tering. Therefore, if it is assumed that radiation in either the wetwell
vapor region or the drywell is leaked directly to the RB, three failure
locations need not be considered. This assumption results in no pool scrub-
bing by the suppression pool when the failure location is in the wetwell. If

! it is also assumed that a drywell failure is equivalent to a wetwell and dry-
well failure, then more leakage paths are eliminated. This assumption is

v)(
i
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not unreasonable since radioactivity in the wetwell vapor region passes
directly to the drywell through the vacuum breakers. These assumptions
result in a reduction of the leakage paths to six basic cases. They are
defined as follows:

d -- Release direct to the secondary containment and to the
atmosphere, resulting from a wetwell .and drywell failure
(diaphragm floor failure). No filtering occurs due to the
large failure size. Elevated release through stack.

y -- Release indirect to the secondary containment, resulting
Trom a wetwell failure. Drywell concentrations scrubbed by
the wetwell pool then leaked from wetwell vapor region to
secondary containment to the atmosphere. No filtering occurs
due to the large failure size. Ground level release through
HPCI, RCIC blowout panels.

; -- Release direct to the secondary containment from an assumed
drywell and wetwell failure (diaphragm floor failure). Because
of smaller leak size, a full 98 percent of the leakage is filtered
before passing to the atmosphere through the elevated SGTS exhaust
stack.

6_ -- Release direct to the secondary containment from an assumed
drywell and wetwell failure (diaphragm floor failure). This leak
size is small enough such that 100 percent of the leakage is
filtered before passing to the atmosphcre through the elevated
SGTS exhaust stack.

ic -- Release direct to the secondary containment by leakage
out of centainment. Since the SGTS has failed (represented by
c), only plateout on the RB surfaces mitigates this elevated
release to the atmosphere through the SGTS exhaust stack.

6c_ -- Release direct to the secondary containment by leakage
out of containment. Since the SGTS has failed, only plateout
in the RB mitigates this elevated release to the atmosphere
through the SGTS exhaust stack. The -leakage rate is approxi-
mately one half of cc holdup time, and therefore, natural de-
position is enhanced. Generally, however, cc and 6c are
approximately equal in release magnitude.

In summary, leakage paths are characterized by containment failure
modes. Primary containment failures are defined by pressures of around
140 psig and are coupled to secondary containment failures according to the
primary containment failure location and size.

O
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D.2.5 Specific Sequence calculations

Calculations for the radionuclide release fractions were done
for three of the sequences modeled in 'the INCOR analysis -- TQUV, TW, and

ATWS with HPCI failure (see ppendix C for details). These three sequences
can be divided into two categories for the methodology used to calculate
the release fractions: (1) Core Melt -- RPV Meltthrough -- Core / Concrete
Interaction Prior to Containment Failure (TQUV and ATWS with HPCI Failure);
and (2) Containment Failure Prior to Core Melt -- RPV Meltthrough -- Core /

Concrete Interaction (TW).

D.2.5.1 Core Melt -- RPV Meltthrough -- Core / Concrete Interaction
Prior to Containment Failure

The basic methodology used in this type of sequence is to accu-
mulate the radioactivity in the containment from the various releases (see
Eection D.2.2) and then to release the accumulated radioactivity from the
containment either directly to the atmosphere or through the reactor build-
ing to the atmosphere. For each type of release, an equation is set up to
define the concentration of radioactivity in the compartment being considered
using general Equation D-1. This equation is then solved for two amounts:

(1) the fraction of radioactivity available for release (f' leaked) and (2)
the fraction of available radioactivity remaining (f'left) or the fraction
of radioactivity available for release at a later time. The actual fractions

of radioactivity released (fleaked) and left (fleft) are equal to the product
of the availab.e radioactivity remaining /left and the percentage of radio-
activity that is released for that type of release.4

The first release considered is the melt release which is divided
into four parts: Core melt, RPV Melt, RPV failure, and Blowdown. A constant
release is assumed to occur during core melt which implies a constant source
of radioactivity over time; therefore, general Equation D-1 takes on the form:

* So - aC(t) (D 3)

|
|
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Equation D-3 is then solved for the two sources: the radioactivity

available for release to the wetwell pool through the SRVs (f' leaked)'
and the available radioactivity remaining in the RPV for a later release

(f left). The first solution is:

-at
f' leaked = (at + e -1) (D-4)

aat

where a = A + A and A is the leakage removal rate and A is theg NR g NR
natural removal rate. It is assumed that natural deposition does not
occur in the RPV; therefore, the total removal rate is only equal to the
leakage removal rate (a = A ). Equation D-4 then reduces tog

-at
f' leaked " at (at + e -1) (D-5)

The second solution to Equation D-3 is:

I * (I - f leaked)left

1- at (at + e-at_))
=

t (I - e-" ) (D-6)=

At the time of core grid plate failure, it is assumed that no

radionuclides are added to the RPV from the molten fuel (see SEction D.2.2.2).
The only radioactivity available for release through the SRVs during RPV melt
is that left during core melt. However, the actual radioactivity available

for release during RPV melt is the product of that which is available from
core melt (CM) and the solution to the equation for the concentration of
radioactivity. General Equation D-3 for a no-source release takes on the
form:

3C(t) = -nC(t)at g
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and the solution is:

'

fa = h- (i.e-at) a=A1
^

leaked a

= (1-e " )
~

with
* *

leaked IeftCM leaked.

= f'leftCM (D-7)-

t

The radioactivity available for release at a later time is then equal to:

'"
left leftCM leaked

O
= f'lef t CM- f'lef t CM(1-e-at)

= f'lef tCM(e-at)i

;

i4
4

i
! At the time of RPV failure, it is assumed that the radioactivity remaining in

the RPV is released to the drywell and due to the pressure increase is totally
forced through the downcomers and released to the wetwell pool so that:

,

'
~ "

leaked leakedCM leakedpyg

I
and

i f'lef t =0.
(
:

i O
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The next release to occur is the oxidation release. It is

modeled as an impulse release, in that all the radioactivity is assumed
to be released instantaneously from the fuel to the pool. This assump-
tion implies that there is no time for removal (leakage or deposition)
to occur. Therefore, general Equation D-3 takes on the fonn:

3C(t) = S*at

and the solutions are:

'

leaked" *

left

The final release mechanism is the vaporization release. It is

assumed that this release is exponentially decreasing with time (Section
D.2.2.4); therefore, general Equation D-3 becomes:

3C(t) = e-kt - aC(t) (D-8),td

It is also assumed that during vaporization release, radioactivity is

available for release to the suppression pool (f' leaked) and the drywell
(f'left), which includes the radioactivity remaining in the fuel. The
solutions to Equation D-8 are then:

.

- -

-at'
A Ak 1-e

f' leaked '
# #

(1-e-kt)-kta-k a(a-k) 1_ -e
- -

k -kt -kt-at) +ef. , e -e
left a-k

- -

9
|
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During each of these releases, the radioactivity released to

the suppression pool is scrubbed and then released to the wetwell atmos-
phere. Natural deposition in containment is also accounted for in these
calculations. At the end of each release, the radioactivity released to
the wetwell atmosphere is added to the radioactivity already released to
the wetwell atmosphere from the previous release (s). The next step in
the calculation is to release this accumulated radioactivity in contain-
ment (drywell and wetwell atmosphere) to the atmosphere, either due to
containment failure or leakage. The type of containment release will ex-
clusively define the equation for the fraction of radioactivity released
(see Section D.2.4).

The first type of containment release, containment failure, assumes
a direct release from containment to the reactor building and then to the
atmosphere either directly or through the standby gas treatment system fil-
ters. Containment failure releases assume that natural deposition does not
have time to occur in the reactor enclosure. There are three types of con-
tainment failure due to diaphragm floor failure: large break (y'), mediumv

break (c), and small break (6); and one type of containment failure due
to wetwell failure (y).

Filtering is assumed not to occur in the large break, and the
radioactivity in containment is totally released to the atmosphere. Partial
filtering is assumed'to occur with the medium size break and total filtering
with the small break. For the wetwell failure, the radioactivity in the
wetwell atmosphere is released directly to the atmosphere (no filtering);
but, the radioactivity in the drywell is released first to the wetwell
pool, scrubbed, and then released directly to the atmosphere.

| '

The second type of containment release, containment leakage, is
divided into two types: large leakage (cc) and small leakage (6c). The
radioactivity in these cases is assumed to be released to the reactor
building over time and partially deposited and then released to the at-;

| mosphere. Since there are sources, a no-input solution is again employed

O and general Equation D-3 is thus equal to:r

,

D-1g;

;
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t) = -aC(t) (D-9)3

In these cases, the radioactivity available for release, after deposition

occurs, is assumed to be totally released and the time period for release
is considered to be infinity. The solutions to Equation D-9 then become:

f'l eaked = h (1-e-at)a
,

=h
a

=0
left

D.2.5.2 Containment Failure Prior to Core Melt -- RPV Meltthrough --
Core / Concrete Interaction

The basic methodology for this type of sequence differs sub-
stantially from that outlined in Section D.2.5.1. The radioactivity in

this case is not allowed to accumulate in containment during the various
releases, but is constantly being released to the reactor building and
then to the atmosphere. It is also assumed that natural deposition is

occurring in both the containment and the reactor building. For this type

of sequence, the containment failure is assumed to occur at the diaphragm
floor with three different types of release: partial filtering, total

filtering, and no filtering.
,

The first release to occur is again the core melt, which still
assumes a constant release from the RPV to the suppression pool and Equa-
tion D-3 remains the same:

3C(t) = S. - C(t)at

0
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and with the same solutions:

d(at + e - 1)f =-
leaked

II'8 )f'lef t *
,

Natural deposition is still assumed not to occur in the RPV.

The radioactivity is constantly being released to the suppression
pool, being scrubbed, and then released to the wetwell atmosphere. This
release froa the suppression pool acts as a constant source for the wetwell
atmosphere, and, therefore, the same equations still apply. However, since
natural deposition is assumed to occur, the equations for the radioactivity
available for release from containment to the reactor building, and the
available radioactivity lett for later release are:

(at + e # - 1) (D-10)f' leaked
=

(1-e ) (D-11)f'lef t
=

Again, the fission products constantly being released from the wetwell at-
mosphere to the reactor building act as a constant source for the reactor
building. Therefore, Equation D-10 is also applicable for the radioactivity
available for release to the atmosphere. However, Equation D-ll is assumed
zero since the radioactivity that is not naturally deposited is assumed to
be totally released to the atmosphere.

The next step is a release of the available radioactivity left in
the wetwell atmosphere to the reactor building and then to the atmosphere.
Since this is remaining radtioactivity, it is assumed there is no source.

O
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It is also assumed that the remaining radioactivity which is not naturally
deposited is released during a time period assumed to be infinity. The
solution for a no-input source with an infinite time period then reduces to:

A
t

f' leaked " a (D-12)

In the next release, RPV melt, the fraction of radioactivity
available for release from the RPV to the wetwell pool is subjected to the
same assumptions and conditions as mentioned in Section D.2.5.1. Therefore,

Equation D-7 is applicable and the fraction of radioactivity available for
release is equal to:

f' leaked *# left
CM

At RPV railure, the radioactivity remaining in the RPV available
for release to the drywell is equal to: g

I' leaked " I - I' leaked leaked
'

CM pyg

Also at RPV failure, part of the radioactivity is released from the drywell
to the wetwell pool due to a pressure increase. This release happens in so
short a space of time that it is assumed to be an instantaneous release, and

therefore, natural deposition is not assumed. Since it is also a no-source

release, the radioactivity available for release to the suppression pool
(where it is scrubbed) is equal to:

f' leaked " I-*

While the radioactivity is being released to both the wetwell at-
mosphere and the drywell, it is also being released from these compartments
to the reactor building and then to the atmosphere. These releases are

O
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.O-
assumed to be no-source releases; therefore, the radionuclides available
for release from the wetwell atmosphere and drywell to the reactor build-
ing and then to the atmosphere are estimated by Equation D-12.

The oxidation release is also assumed to be an impulse release
in this sequence. Therefore, the radioactivity available for release to
the suppression pool (where it is also scrubbed) is equal to:

J

f leaked * b'j

with subsequent releases to the reactor building and then to the atmosphere.

7
The radionuclides available for release from these compartments are esti ~

l mated by Equation D-12.

i The last release, vaporization, is also assumed to be an expo-
j enntially decreasing release in this sequence. Therefore, the radioactivity

available for release from the drywell to the reactor building is equal to:
i

a a k) (1-e-at) (D-13)f' leaked * a k
~

|

and the remaining available radioactivity released at a later time to the'

reactor building is equal to:

.-k
(e-kt,,-at) jf- (D-14)k

f. leaked.! a a

These two fractions of radioactivity (Equations D-13 and D-14) are also
i released to the atmosphere. It is still asst.med that the same conditions
; apply; therefore, the radioactivity available for immediate release to the
'

atmosphere, and the remaining radioactivity available for later release to
the atmosphere, are estimated by Equation D-12.

.

O
,

i
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In each of these releases -- melt, oxidation, and vaporization --
the radioactivity releases to the atmosphere are sumed to give the total
amount of radioactivity released to the atmosphere for the accident sequence.

The two methodologies outlined in Sections D.2.5.1 and D.2.5.2 are
only a guideline to the approach used in the calculations.

D.3 CORRAL RELEASE FRACTION MODEL

The second model used to calculate the fraction of radioactivity
released to the atmosphere is the computer code CORRAL (Containment of
Radionuclides Released After LOCA). CORRAL, as in the SAI-REACT MARK II

model, describes fission product transport and deposition in containment.
The " containment" is represented by individual compartments which are
connected to each other. Radioactivity released from containment is speci-
fled by four release mechanisms in CORRAL. The four release mecnanisms

are: gap release, fuel melting (melt) release, steam explosion (oxidation)

hrelease, and fission product (vaporization) release. These release mech-
anisms are applied to each of the seven groups of fission products (see
Section [,.2.3) . Radionuclides can be removed during the various releases
by particle settling, deposition, spray removal, pool scrubbing, filters,
etc.. The manner in which CORRAL utilizes these release mechanisms and
removal rates is basically the same as the SAI-REACT MARK II model (see

Section D.2). WASH-1400, Appendix J, contains a detailed discussion of
the methodology and assumptions.

CORRAL interpolates between input data and continuously computes

changing properties to detennine the various leakage and fission product
removal rates, each as a function of time. It keeps an inventory of the
radioactivity in each compartment throughout the sequence by inputting the
rates into an array of differential equations (similar to those discussed
in Section D.2) and solving for the time-dependent fission product concen-
trations and accumulations in each compartment. It then computes the final
release to the atmosphere.

O
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Figure 0.1 Computer Code CORRAL Flow Diagram
- . .

Figure D.1 shows the basic flow chart for CORRAL. CORRAL reads

the input parameters, computes the initial conditions (all concentrations
are set equal to zero, at time zero, except for the gas release concen-
trations in the first compartment. All amounts released and dose reduction
factors are also set equal to zero). It then calculates properties and re-
moval rates as follows:

| e Pressure, temperature, and water vapor content and
TBulk - T ,jz y parabolic interpolationby

e Intercompartment flow rates and decontamination
| factors and leak rates by parabolic interpolation
i

| e Particle sizes by linear interpolation
'

Gas phase viscosities and elemental iodine diffusi-e

vities and Schmidt numbers
|

O
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e Mass transfer Grashof number's and correspondir.g

depositing rates

e Particles settling velocities and their natural
deposition

e Spray lambdas for particles

e Terminal spray velocities, gas phase mass transfer
coefficient, liquid phase mass transfer coefficient, aand spray lambdas W

e Elemental iodine equilibrium equivalent lambdas
(if needed)

e Overall lambdas.

The next step is to calculate the solution of the differential

equations. To properly age the various releases, they are divided into
discrete impulse releases. The melt release is divided into ten equally
spaced and sized releases, each independent (age wise) from the others.
The vaporization release, an exponentially decreasing release, is divided g
into 20 impulse releases, each successive release at an exponentially
lower value than the first. The sum of the first ten releases equals one
half the total release, and the remaining ten equals the remaining half.
The duration of the period of the first ten is one half-life. (See foot-
note of Table D.l.)

The last step in CORRAL is the output variables:

e Airborne contained fractions released at time, t

- For each release: elemental and organic hiodines, particulates

- For each compartment for each release:
elemental and organic iodines, particu-
lates at time, t

O
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O e Escaped fractions released (for each release:
elemental and organic iodines, particulates)
at time, t

e Escape fractions of the core for any desired
isotope

e Dose reduction factors for each release (ele-
mental iodine and particulates) at time, t

O - overeii dose reductioa fector (eie eatei
iodine and particulates) at time, t

e Total fraction of core iodine escaped and
core particulates escaped up to time, t.

The input data for CORRAL includes two main types: constants
and variables. The constant inputs are:

o Core fractions for each release -- (CFR(I,J)

e Number of compartments -- N

e Volumes -- (V(I); wall areas -- AW(I); floor areas --
AF(I); and heights -- HT(I) of each compartment

Spray parameters (see Footnote 1, Table D.1)e

e Times of events (see Footnote 8, Table D.1) '

e Compartment filter decontamination rates -- FDP(I)
(see Footnote 6, Table D.1)

e Fractions of compartments released due to a puff
release (see Footnote 2, Table D.1)

e Option to select gas flow through the drywell on
f annulus from a selected compartment - MANN (see

Footnote 9. Table D.1).s

The variable inputs (those that change with time) are (see Footnote 3,
Table 0.1):

o Thermodynamic conditions of each compartment:
pressure -- PI(J,I); temperature -- TMY(J,I);
water vapor content -- VAPI(J,I); and temperature

O differeace between buiu es end weiis -- DEtTTI(J.I)s

__
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e Flow rates between compartments -- GI(J,K,I) 1

e Decontamination factors between compartments --
EP(J,K,I) (see Footnote 4. Table D.1)

e Particle sizes -- DPE, DPL, TD

e Leak rates to atmosphere (leak decontamination factors'
-- ELKP(J,I) (see Footnote 5 Table D.1).

Release fractions were calculated by CORRAL for each sequence h
analyzed by INCOR.

D.4 SAI-REACT MARK II AND CORRAL RESULTS

Tables D.2 and D.3 give several examples of REACT calculations
for various release producing events in which the containment fails due to
overpressure. Table D.4 gives examples of data produced with the CORRAL
code. The REACT calculations served two purposes:

1) to verify the reasonableness of CORRAL-produced
release fractions

2) to estimate the effect of decreasing containment
overpressure failure size as well as the influence
of the secondary containment.

For the first purpose, it can be seen that the REACT release fractions,
as expected, do not exactly match the CORRAL data. Absolute. and relative
magnitudes of release fractions, especially elemental iodine and tellurium,
are comparable. For the second purpose, it is evident that the Ec release
size produces comparable releases to the y' event, but that other releases h
do not. Therefore, a conservative ex-plant evaluation approach was used to
include the probability of a (c occurrence with that of the y' mode and
perfonn consequence evaluations using y' release fractions, as defined with
CORRAL.

O
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Table D.1

FOOTNOTES T0 SECTION D.3

g (I) The spray paraweter variables are:
4s MC5! hefetit o' C$l spray above the floor

Ptti h+1ght of C5P. uray above the floor

DC5! CSI droplet diameter <

5 fi1R C5R droplet diamter J

C5! flow rate
*

CSRI flow rate for first set of C5R sprays

CSR2 flow este for second set of CSR sprays
a

Mr equtlitaivn partition coeff tetent for !
!

et a t000 for caustic, spray

= 20s for 6'60 spray'

3

Cuiaf 'trattW t.f en !! release below which
airborro concentrations are in ewilitesum
witn the spray llowld. CUT 94 * 0.01 for.*

the caustit ano L*C sy crays. .,

TC5! teginnteg tlne of C5! $s, ajsr

}
TC5![ ending tim et C5I sprays

8
'

TC5RI

I, sane for CSR sorays
,

'

TC5 Pit [ (

3
The 12 ''utilbrium calculations in COPRAL are carried out'ftf i'
tha screyed vol er only (Ccaracts. cot 1). A subroutine ILA" i'est be trurited along witi C0kRAL for the type o' spray used.;

O' Te:re s versions of (LM reist:

[[M 4r ICOy strays

(LDk/d*3 f or ( Austic tr'ars

flA*/NMT f or sequer.get nit hsving any sprayir)

"

(?) 'f the cr+f abet vessel 15 breached with rapid loss of tortainrent
a'r(stie.r . Llu tt the variableb n(cessary are:

4

TOUl f whe> the ruff occurs
-%

( IPTF tPa. icaction of containment atroschere still
co't t a ined

(fPr particuD te decertaminattom factors

(ID01 organif QCdide decontamination facters | ,

DfPl2 etolecular lodine dacnntaminPtion facters ,

- t nt
~ #

(3) CODRAL divides the calculations into tire no<tes at which each time
dipeedent variable is input f t *- The user h. I the eption tS select

I the nu" tar o# nodes (NDATA); wamimwe of 20 aid Minimurt Of 1.
/fr., tine teput variable is il(!).

(4) (P(J.K.!) variable representing the decontamination facters
between compartments for particulates

t

E!2(J.t.7) variaSte for molecular todine .'/
''

(,,
e

(5) (trP(J.1) variable representtag tne leatrate. to the
attesphere for particulates

(LF.1?fJ.1) variable for entavlar lodine
bQ 'ttC!(J.1) variable for origntc iodtde .

.

L f0P(f) variable representing the decontamination'

' i rates for particulates ,

FO!?(1) variable for molecular iodine
. ,.
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Table D.1 (continu:d)
FOOTNOTES TO SECTION D.3

f7) (metal is a mJ1ttctn.partreet toda We'e ths vertm 'congert.
sentt ' av es cined to crie eactner. The coatartset are
:1*neralite.1 coauertmer ts ce' terd by tt e user.

.

L . ... .
..

Le m ga)
. . .

- . _ . . . .

- rsv-

. . . .

..,

' I.'*:" L .**-
,-

0)

.] . . ... , _ _~__ .
.... .O .s.

. . . . . . . . .

,o

I!G A[ D.7 Gcaeral Flow Schre at ic for a

BWo - ( 9nn itde At=nsrherte
Source)

(P) t)1 ef ire 'ne tivsteu uwe f ra t%.- s' art of the ca!:ula-
tt ce c.t : . a * rec t'icJ tire . T A"'5 !. !!2 de'ere* the rent

ti * stet. ta t' sse d f eor TJe*PI t . the er.1 raf the sroblem.
' L ?.J . A1di''casi times to dt'ine tne indsviduat releases.

are e cot ta (UdrAt as fol'rss:

TME - start n' m it relrate

TM5 - end of n.elt release

TEt? . Steam esplosion (ClidJtion releste). Coesincred to
tie a one stap retene

The vaporization release is cnes tJered te t.e an exponential
decay with its (u've N inq .*cfined in two pnases. (1) rapic
in:rease and (2) vcry slow in(reas+.

TVR) - start of first shaw of vaporitation release
TVR2 - end of first phase and start of second SAase

of watertration release
TVRE - en.1 of vaivir 624 tion release F

OI If MA% is any integer other than 1. gas flow can proceed
tnrough the drywell annulus from a selected co@ artment
neer MCCPP (1 or 2).

S'
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APPENDIX E

This appendix presents a brief description of the basic calculational
scheme of the CRAC code. In order to clarify the CRAC calculations, the
appendix is broken down into the following sections:

E.1 General Calculational Procedures of CRAC

l
E.2 Behavior of Radionuclides in the atmosphere |

|

E.2.1 Dispersion and Duration of Release
E.2.2 Plume Rise
E.2.3 Meteorology
E.2.3.1 Wind
E.2.3.2 Precipitation

E.3 Public Response Model

Gi E.3.1 Evacuation
E.3.2 Shielding

E.3.2.1 Cloudshine and Groundshine
E.3.2.2 Inhalation

E.4 Health Effects Model

i E.4.1 Early Effects
'

E.4.2 Latent Effects -

E.5 Comparison with Composite Site

E.6 CRAC Input

,

E.1 GENERAL CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURES OF CRAC

The general procedure for calculation of risk in this study
follows the same assessment methodology of CRAC (Calculation of Reactor

Accident Consequences) as performed for the Reactor Safety Study (RSS.).
The calculation of accident consequences using CRAC involves:

O .
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e The probability of radioactive release

* The amount and type of radioactive and nuclides released
to the atmosphere

e The behavior of the radiation after it is released
e The number of people exposed to the radiation.

The methodology in CRAC may be summarized by the schematic

outline of data and models of consequence calculations shown in Figure
E.1. Input data include the accident release data, weather data, and
population data. Calculation of the human consequences of a reactor
accident can be mathematically expressed in a chain of factors as shown
in Figure E.2.

The calculation of reactor accident consequences starts with
the postulated breach of containment and release of radioactivity.
Fcilowing the postulated release, the dispersion of radioactivity, cloud
deple+. ion, and ground contamination are calculated from atmospheric
dispersion models. Using the resulting air and ground contamination, the
dosimetric models determine the dose to individuals. Early and latent
doses to individuals are determined from a number of exposure pathways

as shown in Fiaure E.3.

.. o

c. ,.
.

... , ..
-

o. . -

~

e.eem (Pwe*

Cao d oev.t *

... --

Cert 1.cf.

. . .

Figure E.1 Schematic Outline of Consequence Model (CRAC)
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Early doses accrue from exposure to the passing cloud (direct

radiation and inhalation) and early exposure to ground contamination.
Chronic doses accrue frcm exposure ' accumulated at later times including

doses from ingestion of contaminated food products, inhalation of resus-
pended ground contamination, and long term direct exposure to ground con-
tamination (greater than 7 days).

The health effects are then determined from the calculated
doses and the population around the plant. Several mitigating measures
including population evacuation and relocation, and food and land inter-
diction are considered in the determination of the population doses and

health effects.

CONSECUENCE RAJ10 ACTIVE Im N ORY (Curies)=

O~
X

RZi. EASE FRACTION (Dimensionless)

X

ATMOSPHIRIC DISPERSION (seconds / Meter)

X

POPt1ATf 0N EXPOSURE (Essber of persons
times breathing rate

3per person in M /sec.)

D055-CONVER$10N (Res/ Curie of intake)

X

DCSE-RESPONSE (Deaths or injuries / person-res)*

I

'

Must incorporate dose threshold for early fatalities*

i
Figure E.2. Accident Consequence Factors

|
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Figure E. 3 Principal Exposure Pathways

The health effects in CRAC may be divided into three cate-
gories: Early, latent, and genetic effects. Early health effects

refer to injuries and fatalities occurritig within a year of the accident.

The latent effects refer to the somatic effects which later are manifested
in the form of cancer during a plateau period assumed to be about thirty
years. Genetic effects refer to effects seen in subsequent generations.

O
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The results of the CRAC consequences model are displayed as

a set of complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF) for,

specific consequences. These distributions are determined from the
calculated magitude of each consequence for each combination of postu-
lated accident release, weather, and population as well as the proba-
bility of each such combination.

O
'

The consequence Code (CRAC) used in WASH-1400 is summarized

in Table E.1. The basis CRAC methodology, the dosimetric model, and

the health effect models, were adopted for this analysis. Some modi-
fications were made to adapt CRAC to the Limerick site-specific re-
quirements. These site-specific effects include:

e The probabilities and release fraction input data (see 3.5
and 3.6)

'
e The Limerick site meteorology

O e The negulatioa for the Limerick eree.

The remaining subsections of this Appendix discuss the various models
used in the limerick CRAC calculation and how they were inplemented.

E.2 BEHAVIOR OF RADIONUCLIOES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

In the event of radioactive release, radionuclides are released

into the air and dispersed. Figure E.4 shows a side view of this process.
The population in the area under the plume receive radiation in three ways:

O 1. From externa, radietion received directiy from the radio-
isotopes in the cloud (cloudshine)

2. From radiation received following inhalation

3. From radiation received from material deposited on the ground
(groundshine).

!
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Table E.1
Consequence Code Model Details Ite=/ nodal
as Applied in WASH-1400 ,, * , ,I" 9*"*''I 1III Atmospheric -

20,s."yITIM/MODEL Dispersion X -1 a-

0 *Model 6* ''y s *

I salease Category 9 PWR categories where the lateral concentration is assumeda .

5 Rua categorie* HobesThe radloactive C# etant, ne lateral widm is taken se

cloud concen- _2.2,* Pun 1 was subdiv1Jed
'

tration is cor- g ,g 20j for-1.$3 g 1.5cyfurther to represent g rected for plume y y2 distinct heat releasess
rise, allowancePWR 1A & PWR 18 i -

for release
ror building ef fects when h - OI durations of

greater than 0.5
tio. of Isotopes 54 Isotopes hour , and a D= I

spatial sodifi- 0 30 G,+ CAy
cation for cloud

risolon Product Initial source strength of depletion by ne standard deviation o so
Inventory the potential radioactive dry and wet are evaluated at cach

source was calculated by using deposition radial position as

ORIGEN code (Bell, 19731 B,g ,

weather Data 6 Stability Classifications, A-r where A. B. C are parameters associated
8 Wind velocity Groups per with each pasquill stab!11ty category,7 classification each with rain / (Mar tin-h h va r t coefficientel. The verticalo, no rain condition.and diffusion, ca is not allowed to

associated probabilities. exceed a maximu:3 In this caso. 0.8 L,
6 distinct composite sites where L is the mixing height (-Holsworth

1972)
Each site had at least one
year of complete recordedweather
data including hourly

II h 18* .

The P ume centerline height, h isldata on rain occurrence..

determined by using a relationship
''' E*d DI 8'I99* III'NThe conrequence code

tr t c a plos. In for unstable enJitions

order to ensure complete 1/3 -1 2/3g,g
coverage, every four y
days plus one hour ,

starting tir.o was for stable conditionne
selected and the weather I/3
condittor. for the next h = M (r/ W

)'10 to 30 hours was out to X = 2.4u(S)-1/2
updated every hour. Thus, In these equations h is not allouad to
90 weather samplos are exceed the aiutng layer depth L.
utilised, t.h = plume heaght above an initial emission

heaght
-5l' = boyancy fluu = 3.7 x 10 9

0, = energy release rate (calories /sec)
5 = stab 1My paramotet, (see i
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f')fableE.1(continued) (&
-

'

% "
IV W . tion Data 13 Dietributtone

Item /seadel

- rach of the 100 nuclear reactore in

H rcactor sites was assWJ to one% , t_}gf3Espansion Factor
of the 6 ccTrosite sites. The actual

4y t 5 9 J1ation d.ata around the reactore
asstencJ to a particular site was

where 3cy = r.ew lateral width calculated for 16 ane.ular sectors then
3cy = reference width ranked from h145 cst to I w est according

t = reference tir.e to c.pindlative population within 50

(0.5 hr) MIcs. The highest ranted sector, for

t = duration of release ir: stance. assigned to sector I. Le the
average of the reputation distri-
butions of the highest rest populous
*** * '''** '' ***I ** "h*

Cloud Depletion The dry deposition flus of the **' 'A "

acrosols to the surface is taken to

nd u fract a wre also generated
po it on o t the action

of the cloud that le deposited is,

-vdtd
* * " * *I # " #'" "

f dt/ since b s er.alli
k r is suured to move ra4ttally away f romg

the reactor at an effective speed until

t=h the clou3 reaches then , then nova
where u in the circumferential direction. It" to assumed that

7 I O for Noble frases .

'd 1 erVeec otherwise 30% aove at 7 mph*
N

|See Note.) , 40t move at 1.2 rph

and 30s have sero effective speed
.

1te evacuation area le assumed keyhole
the wet deposition la empressed in shape centered et the prevailing,

as a almple rerioval rate character * wind direction at the time of release

1:ed g)a wasnout coefficiant with $ alle and 35 alle dimenolone at
A(sec . Ste plume concentratien 450 angle,
decreases according to

g , ; Aft-to)
* "I

where t-t, = time since onset of
precipitation at time j., et
t,

A to assumed aero for nc.ble cases
otherwise it is assumed 10-4 for
etable conditions and'10-3 for .'

unstable conditions.

Note: This evacuation speed distribution was not used
in the final evaluation. Only the median speed of 1.2
mnh was etw<1 with a moltinivino factnr of 1.5.



Table E.1 (continued)

Item #

item

.s bdivided I.calth effects into.VII Health Effects u
VI Dos t.w t ay 1. carly and continuing

somatic effcet: includes deaths
1. Inte rnal and rorbidities that are e.ani-

*

a. Ir.halation The dose nodel ue.ed for inhalation fested within a few weeks to one

Hodel dosts is the ICR? Task Group year or so.
2. late somatic ef fects whichModel with none modificatione to s

reftwet more recent data. For include latent cancer fatalition

the noble gases, the retention and r.otbidatics and tenign

modal of Darnard and Snydct thyroid nodules.

'(1975) was utilized. The 3. Genetic Effects

dosimetry nodal to the C1 ** '** * '*#* " I" * "E"** **'
tract is essentially due to
Eve 11966) . The sane models
are used for the inhalation cf {g

,

2 * (l~t } (l't I t3=f a (1-f )f, g 1 2
resuspended radionuclides. ,

there fg = fraction calc'ulated

}" for 1 - Bono marrow dose
Co b. Ingastien A modified inhalation model 2 - Lung

I'vdel was utill:cd where the residence 3 - C1 tracte ,.

time of the radio.oetides in Early fatalities include the deaths*

the respiratory tract is which occur within a few weeks to

assumed zero. To account for one year from the reactor accident.-

the dose received by children
a costection factor . e used. -

2. External Does All caternal dose consersion *

factors were computed eith the
EMPLM III computt r f.rogram
developed by Oak Ridge National Early Morbidities Early motbidities based ons*

Labo r a t o ry. Only photon doses Ecspiratory Imraire.ont*
irnm en assuned semi-infinite GI Tract Morbidity
cloud and an anfinio smooth Thyroid Marbidities

j
Sterility* *

|
plane were considered

Congenital malforzations and

rinito cloud dose correction Crowth Petardations
factors were applied to the Cataracts, prodomal vomiting
cloud dose, and shielding
factors to the ground contri- * WASH-1400 results show early

bution. morbidities due to this health
effect only.
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Table E.1 (continued)

Itas
Item .i

Late Constic Late somatic ef fects include IX Fennemio Model De cConCnic model estirrates the

Effects Latent cancer * direct costs of mitigating

morbidities ricasures tMt are undertaken to
*

benign. thyroid nodulce reduce the effects of a reactor
accident. W e total costs

* Calculated for individual organs e incurred will depend on the

ledanias for irradiated specific reasures undertaken fors
children in utero 1. Early erposure

GI tract (subdivided into evacuation costs

stomach, pancreas and { value of crops r. milk condemned
the rest of thes11a.entary 2. Chronic Exposure computed as
tract) Interdiction costs

Bona Cancer loss in value of public and

Lt.ng private property ,

Dreast** loss of income during re-
locationand temporary unem-

*

** Dose ef fectiveness f actor ploynent and relocation costs

is not applied to this health or Decontamination coste
,

effect sinco thereid no or both

evidence of reduced cancer
rate due to fractionated
doses received at high dose

rn rates. -

a

to Dose Criteria rwposure Dose

VIII Does Limits %ere are essentially three I. Externale
competir.g risks for ciortalitye Im population 10 rem to the whole body

ID 50/C0 Density area in 30 years
Bone Marrcw (30d)* 510 Rade Urban areas 25 rem to the whole body
(rigure VI 9-1) . in 30 years

Lung (ly) 1900 Itada
(rigure VI 9-3) II. Ingestion via milk

CI tract (7 days) 3500 Itads Sr 3.3 rem to the bone
frigure VI 9-c) marrow in first

year
ca 3.3 rem to the whole

*nis accounts for supportivo
- treatment I 10.0 rem to the

thyroid

For illness, the dose criteria IIIIngestion via
le given as followse "Other pathways"

SD 50 Sr 2.0 rem to the bone

Respiratory Impairvent 4500 Rado narrow in first

(rigure VI 9-6) year
Linear from 3000-6000 Ca 2.0 rem to the whole

with probability of .05 to 1.0 body.
.



Bases on WASH-1400 exposure dose coefficients (E.1) the " ground dose"
contributes most to early fatalities and long term health effects (un-
less evacuation takes place within several hours).

,F,

EFFECTIVE REl. EASE . pd r
HE!GHT 7 e"

A =+ REGION OF CLOUD~'

/' DOSE . GROUND DOSE ,

p" *
x AND INHALATION

5
~

'

2 /L~ REGION OF -

# CLOUD DOS Y

REACTOR RADIOAC TIVITY
STICKS TO GROUND

BUILDINGS OFFER
SoME SHlELDING

Figure E.4. Side View of Radioactive Plune

G
The principal contributors in the CRAC model (E-3) to the deter-

mination of the radioactive plume characteristics are:

e The dispersion of the plume due to atmospheric, terrain, and
stack / building effects (E.2.1)

o The height of release of the plume which is a function of the
energy of release from containment (E.2.2)

e The weather conditions at the time of release E.2.3).

E.2.1 Dispersion and duration of Release

The dispersion of the radioactive plume is affected by several
factors including:

e Plant specific terrain roughness

e Radioactive decay

e Deposition on obstacles and the ground.

O'
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The specific terrain around Limerick was considered in the

explant analysis by variation of plume parameters sensitive to
turbulence-producing ground effects. Specifically, the z direction

diffusion coefficient (oz) was altered from a flat smooth surface,
to correspond to a rougher surface. This is still somewhat conser-
vative for the region around Limerick since oz for forested regions
is still larger than the value used.

Figure E.5 shows a top view of the plume path. The width of
the high dose region varies depending on several conditions including
meteorology. On a clear day, the plume will spread out faster than
on a clear night primarily due to wind fluctuations and turbulence.

RELEASE ON
CLEAR NIGHT WIND DIRECTION

j# ,
- \

REACTOR lyCTIVE#

CLOUD

REGt0N OF DEPOSITED
| RADICACTIVITY

. : $5'
xCW,W)fiY3

r- WIND DIRECTION
d$$E:1O . p?<.w'q a.rp. _" r.- \

REACTOR \ \

RELEASE ON
CLEAR oAY

i

Figure E.5. Top View of the Plume

O
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O
Width of the plume is also affected by the duration of

release. In WASH-1400 a 3 minute release was used to model the
puff release (E.2). Subsequent data indicates that a 30 minute
release produces a more lateral diffusion estimate.

E.2.2 Plume Rise

O
WASH-1400 made use of plume rise formula developed for

smoke stack plumes to predict the effective vertical size and
dispersion of a release. However, there are many plume rise formula
and they rarely agree outside of their specific range of applicability.
In WASH-1400 the Briggs plume rise formula was used in the consequence

code with a power of 0.2 to generate plume size data. In the Limerick
analysis, the Briggs formula was used with a power of 0.33 vs 0.2
in order to better fit existing empirical data. The altereo Briggs

formula is also in keeping with NRC's site-specific review. (E-2).
In calculating plume height rise for the Limerick site, two wind data
measurement deviations were used depending on the release energy rate
from the reactor during aerosol release.

E.2.3 Meteorology

The CRAC calculations for Limerick incorporate seasonal data
on stability, wind speed, precipitation and a wind rose. These values
were obtained from five years of data (1972-1976) taken at the Limerick
site by PECo. g
E.2.3.1 Wind

For the WASH-1400 composite site BWR analysis a wind rose was

defined which assigned equal probability to wind coming from all sectors,
with population variations by sector used to factor in the probability of
a high population area corresponding to the wind direction during an
accident. Variation of wind direction in the plume calculations, and

E-12



wind shear with altitude were not considered in WASH-1400. (It has since
)

been shown that (E-5) wind shear variations do not significantly affect )
the plume dispersion calculations.) The Limerick analysis, uses seasonally |
varying wind roses, stability, and win.d speed. j

The wind measurements used in the Limerick conseqeence calcu-

1ations are determined at the start of the radioactive release. No
subsequent variations are accounted for.

E.2.3.2 Precipita tion

Another consideration is the effect of precipitation on the
dispersion of the plume (E-4). As rain falls through the plume, radio-
active mterial falls with the rain to the ground. Thus, ground concen-
tration of radiocativity is raised. The effects of a rainstom on

Q dispersion are controlled by the following variables:

Washout coefficient - the amount of radioactivity interactinge
the rain

Runoff - the amount of water not absorbed into the grounde
.

e Rain intensity - the variation with time '

Intersection - the distance.from the reactor at which the plumes
intersect with the rainstorm.

Occurrence of rain will tend to increase the number of early fatalities,
and decrease latent fatalities since the radioactivity is dispersed in a
smaller area in more concentrated amounts. The WASH-1400 precipitation
model, which does not consider runoff or time-varying rainfall intensity,
was used in the Limerick analysis.

O
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h
E.3 PUBLIC RESPONSE MODEL

Since the consequences of a nuclear power plant accident are
dependent on public response, a response model must be included in con-
sequence calculations. The public response model used in this study is
the same as that used in WASH-1400, which considered two main facets of

the public response: evacuation and shielding.

E.3.1 Evacuation

The quickness and effectiveness of an evacuation are mainly
controlled by the following:

e Public participation in the evacuation

e Warning time for evacuation

e Speed of evacuation

e Population density of evacuated area

e Emergency preparedness.

In the WASH-1400 evacuation model, the evacuated area is in the

shape of a keyhole centered on the prevailing wind heading at the time of
release (Figure E.6).

b

f 3["
'

oirection of wind
_

% .-. a.
-

Figure E.6. Evacuation Area -- WASH-1400 g
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O Ia the Limerick anaissis the site-specific popuiatioa distri-
bution (Table E.7) and warning time are used to develop inputs to the
CRAC code. The warning time depends upon the accident sequence. The
population response is fixed, in that all Lersons in the evacuation
portion of the effected zone head outward radially and all persons in
the keyhole protion head tangentially at a constant rate of speed. In
WASH-1400 the intention was to divide population into 3 groups with 3

Q effective evacuation speeds, in order to adequately model different
levels of population particips'.fon in an evacuation. Thus 30% of the
population would move with an effective speed of 0.2 mph, 40% would move
with an effective speed of 1.2 mph, and 30% would move with an effective

speed of 7 mph. In fact analysis of several sites showed that only the
medium speed (1.2 mph) need be used if the resulting casualties were
scaled by a factor of 1.5. The Limerick analysis uses the same procedure
actually used in WASH-1400, i.e., a medium evacuation speed of 1.2 mph
and a multiplying factor of 1.5.

Q
'

E.3.2 Shielding

E.3.2.1 Cloudshinet and Groundshine

People caught within or under a radioactive cloud will re-
ceive an external dose to the whole body due to gamma radiation.

Buildings offer some attenuation of doses since the walls of the building
will as rb and scatter gamma radiation. Recent EPRI studies (E-6)
have shown that the benefit of shielding in some areas ' f the countryo

may outweigh the benefits of evacuation for much of the population.
O

In the Limerick ex-plant consequence model, dose assessment
includes consideration of cloudshine and groundshine shielding. The fonn
of the shielding model used in Limerick is the same as that used for WASH-
1400. People in structures at the time of exposure receive a lower whole
body dose than those that are unprotected. A shielding factor (SF) is de-
fined, which is the ratio of the interior dose to the dose that would have

been' received with no protection.

E-15
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Since structures have regionally related characteristics, an
assessment was made for the area around Limerick. The methodology for
determining the overall shielding factor involves weighted averaging of
shielding factors. These shielding factors were developed for various
human situations. This model assumed that people who were outdoors or

commuting would not seek shelter. Additionally, 5% of the people were
assumed to take no action, even if advised to. This model also uses
regional data on the percentage of brick houses. The values for ground-
shine and cloudshine dose shielding factors used in the Limerick analysis
are found in Table E.2a and E.2b respectively. When compared with the
shielding factorsof 0.33 for groundshine and 0.75 for cloudshine, as
used in WASH-1400, the Limerick shielding factors are enhanced somewhat,
principally because of the effect of more adequate shielding.

'E.3.2.2 ' Inhalation

O
'The effective inhalation rate for the peopulation affects the

latent consequences of a nuclear accident. When the radioactive plume
passes over a populated area, people may inhale radionuclides from the
passing cloud. The breathing rate input to the CRAC code is an effective
breathing rate; it is a measure of how much radiation the public receives
through inhalation. The breathing rate used in WASH-1400 and the Limerick
PRA was 2 x 10-4 m /s.

3

Credit was given only for the moderate reductions in inhalation
dose as a result of sheltering with some subsequent effective ventilation h
action. The values for these sheltering factors were taken from Reference
E-14. For ventilation rates consistent with closed windows, shut-down
outside ventilation systems, and the reduced leakage consistent with houses
equipped for energy conservation (typical of the Northeast), the indoor
dose ratio, or inhalation shielding factor, is 0.53.

O
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Table E.2a

Shielding Factors for Groundshine Given Sheltering

People at Home
(90% w/ basements, 60% w/ brick homes)

Brick Basement Brick House Wood Basement . Wood House

Fraction of total 0.40 0.04 0.23 0.02
SF 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.40

People at Work

Large Building Brick Basement Brick Building Wood Basement Wood Building

Fraction of total 0.065 0.076 0.008 0.042 0.005
SF 0.01 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.40

O
People Commuting or Outdoors

Commutir.g Outdoors

Fraction of total 0.05 0.062
SF 0.50 0.70

TOTAL SF - 0.142 WASH-1400 SF - 0.290 (Pennsylvania

.

(Nosheltering Region)
! sought)

i
,

SF = 0.95* (0.142) + 0.05 (0.290) = 0.150

* Portion of total population participating in emergency response
!

.i - '

O
*
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Table E.2b

-Shielding Factors for Cloudshine Given Sheltering

People at Home
(90% w/ basements, 60% w/ brick homes)

Brick Basement Brick House Wood Basement Wood House

Fraction of total 0.40 0.04 0.23 0.02
SF 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.90

People at Work

Large Building Brick Basement Brick Building Wood Basement Wood Building

Fraction of total 0.065 0.076 0.008 0.042 0.005
gSF 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.90

People Commuting or Outdoors

dommuting Outdoors

Fraction of total 0.05 0.062
SF 1.00 1.00

' TOTAL SF - 0.531 WASH-1400 SF-0.710 (Pennsylvania
(No sheltering Region)
sought)

SF - 0.95* (0.531) + 0.05 (0.710) = 0.540

* Portion of total population participating in emergency response

e
*
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!O Table E.3

! Shielding Factors For Inhalation Doses Given Sheltering

i

t

; People at Home

Basement No Basement

ction of total 0.63 0.06
SF 0.48 0.53

*

i
.

People at Work*

Large Building, Brick or Wood Basement

, Fraction of total 0.078 0.118o
SF 0.53 0.48;

People Commuting or Outdoors

Commuting Outdoors

. Fraction of total 0.05 0.062
SF 1.0 1.0 '

:
f

| TOTAL SF - 0.544 ' WASH-1400 1 1.0
(No Sheltering)

SF - 0.95* (0.544) + 0.05 (1.0) = 0.57
|

| O
! * Portion of total population participating in emergency response
1
!

.

|

|

|

|

|
|

:

) O
:
!

|
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Table E.3 gives the calculations for the final shielding factor.
In should also be noted, from Refernce E-14, that approximately a 10%
reduction is assumed for persons in their basements. Consequently, given
that 95% of those inside follow directions, a total shielding factor of
0.57 is calculated.

E.4 HEALTH EFFECTS MODEL

One of the measures of consequences of a nuclear power plant
accident is health effects on the public. Figure E.7 gives a sumrrary of g
the isotopes which affect the consequences to the public. Health effects
can be divided into two categories; short term (early) effects, which are
apparent within one year from exposure, and long term (. latent)' effects,
which can show up during the remainder of a lifetime. Cumula tive

Complementary Distribution Functions (CCDF) are ultimately obtained in
the Limerick analysis for early and latent fatalities.
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(~}'k- E.4.1 Early Effects

Early fatalities, injuries, and illnesses are generally caused
by exposure to large amounts of radiation during a brief time. Early
fatalities due to the bone marrow damage occur above a threshold level
of exposure of 150 rem. Higher thresholds are used for the lungs and
gastro-intestinal tract. These early effects, are determined principally
from:

e Doses to bone marrow

e Doses to the lungs

e Doses to the gastro-intestinal (GI) tract.

The early effects are reduced if it is assumed that people exposed
to radiation receive medical treatment. WASH-1400 estimated that
in the event of an accident involving radioactive release, 2500-5000 people

[]) could receive supportive treatment such as blood transfusions, while 50-150
people could receive heroic treatments, such as bone marrow transplants.
The Limerick analysis does not include heroic treatment.

E.4.2 Latent Effects

latent effects, are caused by exposure to small amounts of
radiation over long periods of time. Such effects include:

e Sterili ty

e Genetic effects

e Effects on unborn

e Cancer

e Latent Fatalities (shortened life span).

E-21
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The BEIR report (E-15) studied the long term effects of radiation

on the Japanese atomic bomb survivors. The risk estimates in the BEIR re-
port are based on extrapolations of these data. The extrapolations are
thought to be conservative for low-level exposure, since the BEIR report
did not consider a threshold dose (i.e., a dose below which there would be
zero incidence probability of cancer). In the Limerick analysis, the stand-
ard CRAC methodology and input coefficients were used as defined in the

user's manual (E-3).

E.5 COMPARIS0N WITH COMPOSITE SITE

The WASH-1400 composite site analysis assumed that the wind was

equally likely to be blowing in any given direction. (A justification for

this is that the wind rose did not vary directionally by any more than a
factor of 3. ) For a specific site there may be significant differences when
the actual population and wind roses are combined. This accentuated difference

is apparent when the conditional probability of the sector with the largest h
population being exposed is compared for the composite site and the worst

season at the Limerick site (Table E.4).

Populations in the highest population sectors are similar between
the WASH-1400 composite site and the Limerick site; however, the methods used
to model them in CRAC, as shown in Table E.4, can lead to substantial differences

as shown in Table E.5.

Table E.5 summarizes this comparison of the conditional probability
of the high population sectors being exposed during a postulated release of
radionuclides between the WH-1400 composite site and the Limerick site-
specific case. The C rA) e tite has a very low probability of exposing the
two highest popul u b M rs due to the way in which the WASH-1400 conse-

quence model was cccstructeo, For the site-specific Limerick analysis, the
data suggests that there is generally a much higher probability associated

O
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with the wind blowing in the direction of highest population. Table E.5
reflects the approximate increase in the conditional probability of the
wind blowing in the direction of highest population.

Table E.5

! TOP TWO(2) SECTORS WITH MAXIMUM POPULATION

CGNDITI0f.AL FROBABILITY Of SECTOR f,E!M EXPCSED
pg

POPULATION SH 400 LIMERICK SITE LIMERICK

1 .00446 .2 '45

2 .00446 .15 ' 34

E.6 CRAC INPUT

The inputs to the CRAC code are summarized in Table E-6.

Wind roses for the LGS site are shown on Figures E.8 and E.9.

Table E-7 shows the sector designations and the population by

sector.

Table E-8 compares the radiological core inventory used in the
Limerick analysis to that used in WASH-1400. The amounts are similar for
the majority of the isotopes between Limerick and WASH-1400. The major diff-
erence is seen in the particulates. The Cesium (Cs), Antimony (Sb) and Tel-
lurium (Te) isotopes are generally greater for WASH-1400 than Limerick. How-
ever, the Rubidium (Rb), Ruthenium (Ru), and Americium (Am), isotopes are
generally greater for Limerick than WASH-1400 isotopes.

E-24
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Q TABLE E.6 INPUTS TO CRAC CODE

-

Data Name Value
,

Maximum Distance of Evacuation (mi) 25

Evacuation Velocity (mph) 1.2

Time Lag before Evacuation (days) 0

O
Travel Distance while Evacuating (m) 8000

0Angle of Evaluated Downwind Sectors 45

Criteria of Duration of Release for
3Evacuation

Cloud Shielding with Sheltering 0.54

Cloud Shielding without Sheltering 0.71

Ground Shielding with Sheltering 0.15

Ground Shielding without Sheltering 0.29

3 -4Breathing Rate m /s 1.1 x 10

Release Height-high (m) 25

Release Height-low (m) 0

Isotopes . Limerick core inventory *

Acute Health Effects Same as WASH-1400*

Latent Health Effects Same as WASH-1400*

Spacial Mesh Description Limerick site-specific * y

O eopoietion Date 1970 census.seECodete(seeTahie
E.7)

Meteorological Data Limerick wind roses shown on Figures
E.8 and E.9

O
* Input values on computer tape

E-25
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Meteorological Data by season at a Tower Height of 30 feet
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Table E.7a
LINERICK FA

1970 ESTINATED U.S. POPULATION SY SECTOR & RADIUS
RA01I FROM 0 TO 100 NILES

RADIUS
(NILE 5)

SECTOR CEt4T ER LitiE l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TOTAL

IDEGREES) | 10-10l* (10-20) (20-30) (30-401 140-50) 150-60) 160-70) (70-80) 880-100)
.

I
A 0.0 1 9334 6253 40245 42944 27908 4549 7279 109044 200695 448251

i
B 22.5 1 4211 19178 188605 170433 35189 35493 11859 4005 34236 503209

|
C 45.0 1 3933 21396 14868 22233 38547 40211 150875 173502 445346 910911

| .

D 67.5 1 2759 31121 38625 17188 28712 148947 535605 1191800 9123754 11125511

E - 90.0 13294 52056 94689 164754 338592 55085 116255 253877 242603 1331205
i

F 112.5 | 15505 131917 724262 610275 73658 65533 12221 75607 19475 1728453
I

o 135.0 1 10437 90554 1255972 566597 103147 27889 16547 28815 133359 2233317
i

H 157.5 1 32092 24552 250377 25563 21282 61524 63405 11983 41854 532632

~ i
-

12344 53602 43991 567878J 180.0 5084 60017 29018 332241 18248 13253

*
K 202.5 1 3310 28071 23849 36668 45361 44592 .21342 15205 83859 302257

i
L 225.0 1 4142 4060 34181 9976 14319 28377 52716 237535 1409353 1794659

i
N 247.5 1 3185 7472 19717 62299 126433 53925 137186 42837 113239 566293

I
H 270.0 1 4690 3644 15006 41717 70654 65681 209098 102841 68199 581530

i
P 292.5 1 26001 123107 71310 18760 26015 19439 15473 33814 46296 380215

I
Q 315.0 1 15386 7779 16911 14553 61969 50005 51716 46750 77831 342918

I
R 337.5 1 9939 9816 14500- 5792 34883 69399 75326 156339 22997 398991

1

I
TOTAL i 163302 628011 2832135 2141993 1064917 783902 1489247 2537636 12107087 23748230

Note: ' Data for zero to 50 miles obtained from Philadelphia Prepared by CPR.
Electric Company. Remaining data prepared by Center for Planning Research.

* Population for the 0-l'1 nile radius was divided into finer increments for input
to C"'C.

RADi! LABELLED 1 THROUGH 18 RESPECTIVELY REPRESENT 8 10, 20. 30. 40. 50. 60, 70, 80. 100,
140 180. 220. 260. 300 350, 403, 450, 500 NILES.

OSECTORSARELABELLED:
A.B.C.D.E.F.G.H.J.K.L.M.H.P.Q.R.

SECTOR A IS CENTERED AT TRUE HORTH t0 DEGREES).
THE SECTORS PROCEED IN A CLOCKu!SE DIRECTION IH 22.5 DEGREE CREt1EHIS.

__- ________ - -_________ -_______
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Table E.7b
LINERICK PA

1970 ESTIMATED U.S. 8 CANAD A POPULATICH' 8Y SECTOR & RADIUS
RADII FR0rt 100 TO 500 MILES

RADIUS
INILE5)

SECTOR CENTERLINEl 10 11 12 13 14 15
,1350-400) 8400-450) (450-5001

16 17 18 TOTAL
(DEGREE 53 |t100-140) (140-1801 (180-2203 1220-260) (260-300) (300-3503

| |
'

A 0.0 1 245027 162743 ' 857026 113056 132242 284168 822000 215000 45000 2916282
| |
'

B 22.5 1 83496 147100 911475 115588 124320 340037 2930267 235000' 266005 5153288
| '

C 45.0 | 869087 698718 1263367 800894 1386504 355667 395164 204449 159054 6132924
,

| ..
0 67.5 1 4241184 1159121 459590 1642904 2588880 35265 0 0 0 19126944

i
E 90.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i
r 112.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'"

Ik s 135.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0e i
H 157.5 | 13989 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13989 II
J 180.0 1 147034 50834 21101 730914 53143 25512 33840 0 ' 0 1062378

1 -

K 202.5 1 167038 100151 595078 471638 175729 602895 '811317 578080 358153 3860079
|

L 225.0 1 2791468 274475 175156 192703 254683 594368 995673 788464 1296969 7363959
I -

M 247.5 | 301863 169714 122076 158092 149752 328474 799258 592059 519169 3140457
i

N 270.0 1 109654 383516 551543 2326044 630737 1268687 1630884 462729 2854524 10618318
i

P 292.5 | 170073 132213 161261 357237 967763 2171552 455883 5551462 1618808 11586252
I

Q 315.0 | 113947 80555 194499 1398628 550557 3653412 622011 50612 42326 6706547
i

R 337.5 | 126429 291179 410363 757773 51570 336000 236000 250000 120000 2579314
|
|

TOTAL I 9380289 3650319 5722535 9065471 7065860 9996057 9732297 9327875 7320004 71240031

.

Prepared by CPR,

RADII LABELLED 1 THROUGH 18 RESPECTIVELY REPRESENT: 10. 20. 30. 40. 50, 60. 70. 80.~100
140. 180, 220. 260. 300, 350. 400. 450. 500 MILES.

SECTORS ARE LABELLED A.B.C.D.E.F.G.H.J.K.L.M.H.P.Q.R.
SECTOR A 15 CENTERED AT TRUE NORTH to OEGREESI. .

THE SECTORS PROCEED IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTIDH IH 22.5 DEGREE INCREMENTS.
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Table E.8
COMPARISON OF RADIOLOGICAL SOURCE TERMS *

hA5e-1c00 LIMERICK

Co 5 2.4 *2
to 6'3 9.1 +1

tr $5 1.7! +2 1.73 +2

tr at- 7. 5 +3 8.41 +3

Ar 87 1.5 +4 1.66 +4

tr 88 2.1 +4 2.34 +4

Eb 66 6.1 13.5
*< 89 2.9 +4 3.13 +4,

Sr 90 1.2 +3 1.46 +3
,

Se $1 3.4 +4 3.95 +4

Y 90 1.2 +3 1.53 +3

Y 91 S. 8 +4 3. h +4

2r 35 4.7 +4 4.62 +4

2r 37 4.7 +4 4.74 +4
.

V 95 4.7 +4 4.40 +4

Pb p) 2.0 +4 .04 +4
T* ?H 4.4 -4 4.34 +4

4 li.3 3.. +4 3.4A +4

Eu *C' 2.3 +4 2.L4 +4

Gu 106 7. ' +; 1. T f. +4

Pn 105 1.5 +4 !.r| +4

fe !?7 1.R +3 1.7n +1

Te 127* 3.4 +2 2.40 +2

Te 129 9.7 +3 6.62 +3

7e 12M 1.7 +3 1.77 +3

Te 131m 4.1 +3 3.46 +3

Te 132 3.R +4 3.7Q +4

5r,127 1.8 +3 1.81 +3

53 129 't.0 +4 7.05 +3

I 131 2.7 +4 2.53 +4

1 132 3. 5 +4 3.74 +4

! 133 5.3 +4 5.56 +4

I 134 5.9 +4 6.13 +4

! 135 4.7 +4 5.22 +4

XE 133 5.4 +4 5.59 +4

IE 135 1.1 +4 1.02 +4

Cs 134 2.3 +4 1.72 +3

C' 136 9.4 +4 5.86 +2s

Cs 137 1.5 +4 1.71 +3

se 143 5.0 +4 4.95 +4

La 143 5.0 +4 5.04 +4

Ce 141 4.7 +4 4.59 +4

Ce 143 4.1 +4 4.49 +4

Ce 144 2.7 +4 2.73 +4

Pr 143 4.1 +4 4.4C +4

Nd 147 1.9 +4 1 . 83 4 +4

sn 239 5.1 +5 5.08 +5

Pa +'38 18.0 11.0
Pu 239 6.6 5.95
Pu 243 6.E 7.23
Pu 241 1.06 +3 1.6c +3

4 241 0.5 1.C3

5 242 1.6 +2 3.34 +2

Cm 244 7.2 3.95
.

vat..es ar niv -n in r ries /MWt. Liv rice at+
o

10C')L%er, is rateo at 3293 %t. Tne Linertco
isoto es, converted to curies, will yteld the
initial values o+ Table E.7.

. . . .
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Appendix F

Sutt1ARY OF DISCUSSION ON THE TYPES OF DISTRIBUTIONS-
USED TO CHARACTERIZE FAILURE PROBABILITY

IN THE LIMERICK RISK ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX F

A review of the uncertainty distribution representation of
; component failure rates has led to the following recommendations for the

Limerick PRA:

e Use a log-normal distribution to represent the uncertainty
in the failure rate,A, for each component considered,
except;

e For cases where a prior distribution can be constructed,
and later information is available to update the prior,

' then use a discrete distribution in order to quantify
the uncertainty.

There are several topics included in this analysis to justify

the above reconrnendations. They are the following:,

! O e The methods of characteri:ing the uncertainty in the
\ failure rate parameter, A

e The combining of data from different sources and different
populations

,

o The choice of prior distributions for A, including the
applicability of log-normal distributions

e The use of discrete failure rate probability distributions.

F.1 DEFINITIONS AND TERMIN0 LOGY'

The use of various distributions, in particular log-normal,
to describe variations in the failure rate, A, remains a very confusing
issue, with opposing views as to what is desired and what can be obtained.

; Much of this confusion is caused by misunderstanding and lack of precision
in the usage of probabilistic definitions.

O
_

F-1
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4
There are at least two major definitions of probability

(F-1). In the classical or frequency sense, probability is defined
in terms of a repeatable experiment, such as flipping a coin. If an
experiment is repeated an " infinite" number of , times, then the proba-
bility of an event (E) is the expected percentage of times that event
occurs. This may be stated as:

Number of imes E occurs
P(E) = lim

N +=

This is the more common mathematical definition of probabi-
lity (F-1), so this usage will be referred to as " probability". A
second definition involves the concept of subjective probability. This
expresses one's state of confidence or degree of belief in an event, and
is often used in the form of odds, such as in horse racing, or predicting
winners in elections. This form of probability will be referred to as

" uncertainty". " Uncertainty distributions" will have the same properties g
as probability distributions, except uncertainty distributions may change
in the future, as more information is gathered; probability distributions
will not. For example, a coin has a fixed probability of landing " heads"
and this probability will not change, even if one obtains several " tails"
in a row. On the other hand, after a horse race is half over, one may be

willing to adjust the odds (or the bet) since more information is now

available.

Another area of misunderstanding is in the use of the terms
" variability", " uncertainty", and " randomness". WASH-1400 (F-2) often
uses these terms equivalently, and sometimes simultaneously. It must
be remembered, however, that "just because something is unknown or un-

certain does not make it random" (F-3).

The lifetimes (time to failure, TTF) of two identical components
are usually different. This variability is due to randomness in the popu-
lation, and can be represented by a probability distribution (an often-

O
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O
used model is the exponential). The TTF is a random variable. On the
other hand, the mean time to failure, f4TTF (in the exponential model,
the inverse of the failure rate, A), i' a single fixed number for thes

c ?. ire population. The fiTTF is a constant. However, due to variables
s , as manufacturers, operating environments, and sampling error, the
..;e of this constant may not be known. The uncertainty in the value

of the MTTF (or in the value of A) might be expressed in the fonn of
an uncertainty distribution. It might be assumed, for example, that
A has a log-normal distribution. It is important to distinguish be-

tween the probability distribution of a random variable and an uncer-
tainty distribution of a fixed number. The flips of a coin form a

population that produces variable results and leads to a probability
distribution. However, a horse race only occurs once, so the result
is a constant that we are uncertain of until the end of the race.

F.2 POPULATIONS AtlD DATA

O
Bayesian methods may be used to estimate the failure rate

parameter. It must be noted that these methods estimate a single,
:

constant parameter, and the population that the data is taken from
must be specified. As more and more data is taken, representative
of the single population, the posterior distribution should become
more sharply peaked at the actual value of the mean failure rate.
However, in general, data is taken from a nonhomogeneous population,

,

as discussed above (different manufacturers, operating environments),
so the posterior might not peak.

In referring to a set of data as having a certain distribu-
tion, the underlying population must be clearly understood. A failure
rate cannot be determined as representative of an entire population
based on data from a single component; components must be grouped by

type of power plant, manufacturer, or some other means. WASH-1400
groups by published report, so the data is obtained from the population

0
F-3

. _ . _ _ _



of " published report valve failure rate" instead of " valve failures".
The curve that is constructed from the data describes the group-to-

group, not component-to-component, uncertainty. The shape of the curve
can conceivably change, depending on how the grouping is made; there-
fore, it cannot be stated, in general, that all curves obtained from
failure rate data are of the same distributional type.

One area that is not generally discussed in Bayesian combi-
nation of data is the discarding (censoring) of data which is not
applicable. It is vitally important in the characterization of a
component's failure rate that sources of data which are clearly not
applicable be censored out of the data base. An example of this would
be the elimination of data from cryogenic valve applications for use
in the characterization of nuclear power plant feedwater regulator
valves. Therefore, before the prior distribution is constructed, all
the data must be filtered so that inappropriate data is not included

and does not bias the results. In fact, some data may be altogether

inappropriate for inclusion in prior assessment of failure rate. A
specific example from the Limerick analysis would be the loss-of-off-
site-power rate. It appears that this value is extremely dependent
upon the reliability of the utility grid on which the plant is opera-
ting. There are wide variations in the assessed value. It is

~

not clear that data representative of all utility grids is useful in
describing the reliability of the Limerick grid. The Limerick power
plant has not yet been constructed and has no plant-specific data for
any form of updating. But it does have site-specific data, such as
the utility grid. In this case, Bayesian updating may be performed.

F.3 CH0 ICE OF DISTRIBUTIONS

A prior distribution (the uncertainty distribution) is a
statement of knowledge about a parameter -- whether it is known very

G
F-4
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accurately, or there is absolutely no knowledge of its value. The
question then becomes: "What prior should be used?" Since the prior
is a statement concerning knowledge, any distribution that is believed
can be used. It could be argued that one is better than another, but
both could actually be " correct". It is better if the uncertainty dis-

tribution's mean is close to the correct value of A, for "if the prior

probabilities...are capriciously and arbitrarily adopted for use in
Bayes' Theorem, then the end results of Bayesian manipulation may be
inaccurate and misleading" (F-4). Just how accurate the prior must

'

be for acceptable results remains unclear.

The only obvious requirement for the distribution of the
failure rate parameter (A) in the exponential model is that it be de-
fined (0, =). There is also a general concensus that the distribution

O sho"id be posit've's ske ed- T o obvio"s cbo'ces for e distrib"t'oa
are gama and log-normal; both have advantages and disadvantages, but

there is no inherent reason to choose one over the other. Both are
equally " correct". Table F.1 discusses some of the advantages of
log-normal distributions.

WASH-1400 (F-2) chose log-normal and supplied a list of reasons,
most of which may also be applicable to gamma and other distributions (see

Table F.2). The best reason was "where significant data did exist", the
log-normal satisfied " statistical considerations" (WASH-1400, Appendix II,
p. 42); yet it also says that "the [ log-nonnal) distributions [that are
used] will not necessarily 'best fit' the experience ' data" (Appendix III,
p. 78). It must be remembered that the data that fit a log-normal were

component failure data from the population of " reported (published} failure
rates", and not from that of " failure rates" (Appendix XI, p. 14-4). WASH-
1400 states that the reported failure rate for a certain component will be

L
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Table F.1

SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR USING CERTAIN DISTRIBUTIONS

Reason for Using Log-Normal: WASH-1400 used it
Reason for Using Gamma: Ease of Bayesian Methods

(Conjugate Prior)

SINCE:

e there is no reason to select one over the other; they are equally
*corect" and equally " incorrect * (see discussion)

e The fitted distribution will depend upon the grouping used

e WASH-1400 tested robustness and sensitivity using other
staller distributtons resulting in " insignificant differences."
(Can we believe thes?)

e Tne ganna and log-normal distributions have a similar shape

.

Ganna Log-harsal

4 In most cases we do not have any plant-speciftc data, so the
generic data cannot be updated,

e Log-normal is convenient to use with our entsting methods, so
we can save a large increase in time and cost

e Many other nuclear reactor studie. used the log-normal distributton

e The greatest value in the analyses is in comparison to other
reactors and other studies. Therefore it ts desirable to be
consistent.

Wt CONCLUDE:

The log-normal distributton will be used when Bayesian updating is not
performed, at the same ttee recognizing that there is no fundameetal
necessity for choosing this distribution. When plant-specific data is
available and updating is performed, discrete distributions are
preferred over continuous distributions because of ease of handitng.

4
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a random variable that follows a log-normal distribution. Despite lack
of conclusive reasons, WASH-1400 has led many to believe the log-normal
is the best distribution to use (for example see F-5). WASH-1400 is

correct in using " assessment ranges",'since these accurately specify
the state of knowledge or uncertainty.

There is no theoretical foundation for or against either the
gamma or log-normal distributions, and there is little data for either
choice, particularly if the shape is dependent on the grouping. The
log-normal distribution has the advantage that it is easy to obtain
the distribution parameters from the 5% and 95% values, whereas this
is difficult for the gamma. On the other hand, the gamma distribution .

forms a conjugate prior when using the exponential model (i.e., a gamma
prior leads to a gamma posterior), and this simplifies Bayesian calcu-
lations, whereas, the log-normal is difficult to work with analytically.
The choice between log-normal and gamma therefore becomes: "Do we just
desire a distribution?" (the log-normal has easily obtained parameters);

V cr "Will we perform Bayesian updating?" (the gama is easier to work
with analytically).

Note: In addition, a possible, but not necessarily correct, justification
of log-nomal can be the following:

If we took a "sufficiently large group of "relatively knowledgeable"
people and asked them to estimate a number (for example, the length
of a room in feet), the results of each estimate might be approximately
nonnally distributed around some (maybe event correct) mean. Now, if
we asked a similar group to estimate a very small or very large number
in power of 10 (for example, the length of a pencil in miles), the
exponents of 10 might be normally distributed, and therefore the esti-
mates would be log-normal (F-6). Therefore, some might be inclined
to consider the log-normal as a reasonable distribution for uncertainty
in our collective knowledge. Experiments might be conducted to see if
groups of people really estimate in this fashion.

F-7
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Table F.2

WASH-1400* REASONS FOR USING LOG-NORMAL

IReason Relation to Garea

1. "Where sufficient data did entst." Rarely. If ever, was there
the data fit a log-normal. sufficient data.

2a. Using error factors, the range Somewhat circular logic.
There is no reason to expect, . ,

this,
a'

- '
2

,

lo l CIa o
T
can trar,sform to t.nz + Inc -- like
usingnormalerrorshreads.

2b. Data is expressed as 10"C. so if
data is log-normal then "c" is

normal.

3. Log-nomal has two parameters. Ga m has two parameters.

4a. Leg normal is positively skemed. | Gama ras the identical
proDerties.

Ab. Mean > Medf an > Most Probable (mode)
is propagated "thus providing a
protective, positive type bias".

5. "If the probabilities are decom- A big IF.
posed into products of probabilities
representing requisites for failure,

then [if) when the central-Itmit
theorem is applicable, the log-
nomal is the resulting distribution."

6. "The log-normal can become near normal The Garm can become near
or near exponential in certain nomal, and the Garria has
situations, exponential and chi-squared as

special cases.

7. "Its application as a general Garna is often applied to
distribution for... reliability reliabilty processes also.
processes is established and has
of ten t cen validated.'

'Apperdin !!. p.42

O
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F.4 DISCRETE FORMS

In perfoming Bayesian analysis, conjugate distributions
(in one case, gamma) are often used. Evans (F-7) complains that "by
some stroke of fate, the priors are usually the conjugate distributions,
so that the mathematics are tractable". It must be remembered though,

that "in our work we cannot, in general, restrict ourselves to conju-
gate families of distributions" (F-5). The discrete formulation offers
an alternative. "It shares (if indeed it does not actually surpass)
the mathematical simplicity of the continuous conjugate, it offers al-
most infinite choice of distributional shape, and it avoids many of the
dilemmas and difficulties associated with the continuous approach"(F-4).

The main advantages to discrete fomulations are (see F-4 for

more detail):

| e Mathematically tractable
| 'N' s e Flexible -- the use of discrete values allows almost any

distributional shape

e Not constrained to unimodality_-- subsidiary peaks may
arise earlier giving more rapid indication of an inappro-
priate prior1

e Highly visible -- the posterior can easily be drawn and
is visible at all times.

The method of defining a discrete prior is subject to much
Abate. This is often performed by first selecting the size and loca-
tion of cells (discrete intervals on the parameter to be estimated). A
panel of " experts" (" design engineers who are well versed in the equip-
ment, familiar with its developmental history and perfomance, and fami-
liar with the reliability characteristics of similar or related equip-
ments in similar or related applications") (F-4), then estimate the
relative " odds" of the parameter occurring in each cell. These estimates
are then averaged between the judges and normalized.

-

F-9
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There are many aspects of discrete Bayesian analysis that
must be carefully considered. First of all, each cell that has any

possibility of occurring must have a prior probability greater than
zero. If a cell has zero prior probability, direct substitution into

Bayes' Equation reveals that the cell has zero posterior probability
even if the parameter being estimated actually lies in that cell. The

cell width must also be considered. Smaller widths lead to greater
accuracy, but as more and more cells are obtained, mathematics (as
well as the estimation) becomes difficult. The usual procedure is to
use small widths in areas where greater accuracy is desired, such as
near the more probable values, and larger widths in areas that require
less accuracy, such as extreme values.

The legitimacy of Bayesian methods is often comprised due
tn "the tendency of some researchers to develcp (or change) their prior
information (e.g., the prior distribution) after observing the experi-
mental results" (for example, F-5). This, of course, is not allowed.

If the prior is changed to obtain an " acceptable" posterior, then an
" acceptable" posterior might as well be chosen and eliminate the pur-
poseless mathematics. Instead priors should be used that "have been
preanalyzed and found to fairly represent a concensus of posterior
subjective probability no matter what the test results were" (F-8).
This is a way to decrease "the lack of ability to specify a prior dis-
tribution whose influence relative to the data is effectively controlled"

(F-9). In other words, it is desireable to find a middle ground between
a " strong" prior, where the prior dominates the posterior, and a " weak"
prior, where the data dominates the posterior (see F-4 for an example).

-

In terms of measure of central tendency for discrete Bayesian
formulations, the mode is the most preferred, and the mean is least pre-
ferred. However, if the posterior is unimodal with no subsidiary peaks,
the mean may be usable with caution. The confidence limits are easy to
obtain from discrete distributions by simply removing the necessary pro-
bability from the two tails.
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Finally, it must be remembered that the prior is being used to

express uncertainty in a parameter, and therefore sharply peaked priors
,

should be avoided. (F-7).

O
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APPENDIX G

The question arises as to whether the mean or median should
be used to characterize or display the point estimate results of the
accident sequence probability calculations. The following points are
important in this discussion:

1. The fault tree quantification is performed using mean
values for all input parameters in the point value
calculation. The mean values propagate through the
fault tree to accurately represent the top event for
independent input events (see Section G.2). However,
in addition, in order to present a consistent set of
values with those presented in WASH-1400, an estimate
of the median (along with the appropriate error range)
is provided for display purposes.

2. The question of which measure of central tendency to
display (mean or median) is more philosophical than
mathematical. In the case of a nonnal (Gaussian) dis-

O tribution, either one would suffice since the mean =
median. This is not true for asymmetric distributions
(see Figure G.1).

3. This appendix discusses the applicability of using
the mean or median valve of a probability distribution
as the point estimate in accident sequence probability
calculations for the Limerick PRA. The following
points are important in this discussion:

/
_

.

. . . ... .. ~ . ... . ...

i Log Mornal Distritwtton itemel Distrtbutien

Figure G.1 Schematic Comparison of Three Possible Distributions
Which Would Alter the Relationship Between the fiean
and Median.

O
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G.1 COMPARISON OF MEAN AND MEDIAN VALUES

Mean

There are a number of advantages associated with using mean
values as opposed to median values. The mean value has several proper-
ties which make it suitable for use in the calculational phase of a
problem. For example, means will propagate through the Boolean algebra
calculation required to combine "a group of sequences" to detennine the
final probability (see Section G.2). Medians cannot, in general, be
used in this calculational phase. They can be multiplied (AND gates)
if the distribution is known to be log-normal, but they cannot be
added (OR gates).

Also, mean values provide more information than do median values
about the effect of extreme values which may be present in a skewed dis-
tribution &such as hypothesized nuclear power plant risk curves). g

The ultimate use of the failure rate, however, may be in a
value-impact analysis. In such an analysis, where consequences asso-
ciated with failures are combined with the probabilities, the distribu-

tion may be skewed. In such cases (where a value-impact analysis is
involved), it appears to make more sense to use a mean value as the
parameter representing central tendency.

Median

The median value has properties which also make it desirable,
as noted in the matched quotations below:

the median of ten is an appropriate measure of central tendency
for random variables that are not synmetrically distributed (G-1).

...particularly if it is desired to eliminate the effect of

extreme values (G-2).

O
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Summary

An example of the difference between the mean and median for
typical results from WASH-1400 (G-3) is shown in Figure G.2. Figure

G.2 summarizes a comparison of the mean and median values associated

with BWR Category 3 from WASH-1400. As can be seen, the median is in-
deed smaller than the mean. The difference in this case is a factor
of 1.43. The error factor on the sum of accident sequences is approxi-
mately 4 in this category. The difference for the example shown in
Figure G.2 is quite small relative to the stated error bounds.

The use of either the mean or median should always be identi-
fied; otherwise the results may become misleading. See Reference G-4
for a complete treatment of the use of mean and median values.

In the case in which the distribution is known (or is believed
or assumed known), and only one parameter is unknown, the mean and median

V are equally useful; one is obtainable from the other. As the Lewis Com-
mittee stated:

[The question of mean versus median] should not have been a -

major issue.... In our opinion, this is more an. issue of
scrutability than of statistics (G-5).

If the log-normal assumption is used, the ratio of "'d an is given by
e

~bU
e , where:

, , in (Error Factor) ; EF = u where X =Xo.95, X1 o.05=X,

1.64 u
' /XXuj

.

which is about 0.37 for EF=10, and 0.80 for EF=3.

O
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BWR CATEGORY 3

WASN-1400 RESULT!

kMEDIANVALUE
(Displayed in WASH-1400)

ist DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
/#I MEAN A!!D MEDIAN

10'' - UPPER Bf0ND -

PEAN
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10-5 _ _
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|

Figure G.2 Example Comparison of the Effect of Using the Mean
'

Versus Median on the Calculated Sequence Probabilites.
i
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Despite the equal usefulness of both the mean and median when

the distribution is known, criticisms are still made egainst one or the
other. It is argued by Kendall (G-6) that if only the median is used '

(dropping the context of the log-normal distribution and the 90% and 10%
points), nuclear reactors would have the appearance of being safer than
they really are. This is true, since the "best estimate" sequence pro-
bability estimates for each category are calculated as a median; if the
mean is used to represent the sequence probabilities, the point estimate
will appear higher (see Figure G.2). However, this discussion ignores
a point ti.at is repeated several times in WASH-1400: "One cannot gen-
erally use point values and treat them as being exact, since there will
always be variation and uncertainties" (Ref. 6-7). The method of cnalysis
used requires that some form of distribution or spread be stated. Any
statement of the result is incomplete if the associated uncertainty is
not specified, i.e., as a variance.

It is believed that the use of either a mean or median for
display purposes is technically correct and can~be justified. An estimate
of the medians is provided to display the results for consistency with
WASH-1400. (Since the results will be compared with WASH-1400, it is felt
that the Limerick results should be available in the same form as those
in WASH-1400.) However, the median values are only estimated, based upon
calculations using the mean values, and assuming a distribution for the
final calculations using the mean values, and assuming a distribution for
the final sequence values. It cannot be overemphasized that the real im-
portance of any comparison of sequence probabilities lies in the compari-
son of the total uncertainty range established in WASH-1400 versus the
range established in the Limerick study, and not in a comparison of the
central tendency or best estimate values.

G.2 PROPAGATION Of MEAN VALUES THROUGH A BOOLEAN ALGEBRAIC
EXPRESSION (i.e., Fault Tree)

The following section describes the mathematical basis for the

(] propagation of mean values through a fault tree, assuming that.all basic

G-5
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input components are ino' pendent. Many computer codas, such as WAMBAM,

will propagate any set.of pointwise input values to generate a point
estimate of the top gate. Here 4.t is shown that if these input values
are means, then the output for the t'op event will be a mean value.

In the following discussion it will be useful to adopt the
following notation (G R):

1. P(A) = the probability of event A occurring. This has a
value between zero and one. P(A) will be considered as
an " uncertainty variable" (see Appendix F) which has the
same properties as a random variable.

2. For convenience let X = P(A) and Y = P(B). X and Y will
be treated as though they are random variables with
0 < x , y < 1.

_

3. X and Y have probability density functions g(x) and h(y)
respectively with the following properties:

a) g(x) > 0, O < x < 1 a') h(y)> 0, 0< y < 1 -

- O
b) /,1 g(x)dx = 1 b') /e h(y)dy = 1l

b bc) P(a<X<b) -f g(x)dx c') P(a<Y<b) = /a h(y)dy.a

4 X and Y have a joint prcbability density function f(r,y's <

such that:

a) f(x,y) > 0, O < x,y < 1

;b) /,1f(x,y)dxdy = 1
c) P(X,Y) c S) = / / f(x,y)dxdy.

3

5. Two events are independent if, and only if, P(A and B) =
P(A) . (P(B). Two random variables are independent,if,
and only if, f(x,y) = g(x)h(y) where:

2g(x) = fo f(x,y)dy marginal distribution of X

h(y) = fo f(x,y)dx margical distribution of Y.1

6. The mean of a random variable X is defined is fo;
The mean of a function of two rando% variables A(X,Y) is
defined as fo /e A(x,y)f(x,y)dxdy.l 2

,

> G
,

#
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The propagation of mean values through fault trees will now
be considered for several simple examples with independent or mutually
exclusive inputs. Only AND, OR, and NOT gates need to be considered

since all Boolean statements (i.e., fault trees) can be formed using
only these gates (G-9).

TOP

C AND
AND

I I

A B

By the definition of independent events, it is known that
the Boolean representation of an AND gate is P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B).
P(A) and P(B) are treated as though they are random variables, so
P)A AND B) is also a random variable, which can be written as P(A AND

O B) = X Y. This equality implies that the mean value of the random
variable P(A AND B) is equal to the mean value of the random variable

(XY).

3The mean of (X Y) is, by definition, equal to fo jo' xyf
(x,y)dxdy. Since A and B are independent events, P(A) and P(B) are
independent random variables. Therefore,X(=P(A))andY(=P(B))are
independent random variables, and it can be seen that:

2 2 3 3mean of X Y = fo /o xyf(x,y)dxdy = fo /o xyg(x)h(y)dxdy

= ( lo ! xg(x)dx)(fo yh(y)dy) = (mean X(mean Y).l

<

In other words, if the mean value of P(A) and the mean value
of P(B) are input to a simple AND gate (A and B independent), the use
of the Boolean formula P(A AND B) = P(A)P(B) gives the mean value of

P(A AND B).

O
,
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The Boolean algebra calculation for a simple OR gate makes

use of the well-known (G-8) formula that P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) -
P(A AND B). A and B are assumed to be independent events, so this can

be written as P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A)P(B). In addition, P(A)
and P(B) are treated as though they are random variables. Therefore,

P(A OR B) is also treated as a random variable and can be written
P(A OR B) = X + Y - X Y. This equality implies that the mean of the
random variable P(A OR B) is equal to the mean value of the random

variable (X + Y - X Y).

The mean value of (X + Y - X Y) is, be definition, equal to:

/{l (x+y-xy)f(x,y)dxdy=/{1 xf(x,y)dxdy+{!/ yf(x,y)dxdy2 3 1

1 2-// xyf(x,y)dxdy;

by the definition of independence:

8 2 1 2/ x(/ f(x,y)dy)dx + / y(/ f(x,y)dx)dy - / / xyg(x)h(y)dxdy=
0 0 0 0 0 0

by the definition of marginal distributions:

{2 xg(x)dx + / yh(y)dy - (/ xg(x)dx)(/1 yh(y)dy)! 1=

(mean X) + (mean Y) - (mean X)(mean Y).=

In other words, if the mean value of P(A) and the mean value
of P(B) are input to a simple OR gate (A and B independent), the use
of the formula P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A)P(B) yields the mean value

of P(A OR B).

9
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Now consider the case when A and B are mutually exclusive, and

thus dependent. Then P (A AND B)=0, and P (A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) -
P(A AND B) = P(A) + P(B). This equality would then imply that the mean
value of the random variable P(A OR B) is equal to the mean value of
the random variable P(A) + P(B), i.e., X + Y. Therefore, for a simple
OR gate, the propagation of mean values would hold with the fonnula
P(A OR B) = P(A)+P(B), where A and B are dependent and mutually exclusive.

NOT o

A

It is also known that P(NOT A) = 1 - P(A). AgainP(A)is
treated as a random variable, so P(NOT A) is treated as a random variable

that can be written as P(NOT A) e 1 - X.

Therefore, the mean of P(NOT A) is equal to the mean of (1-X),
which is by definition:

mean (1-X) = fo (1-x)g(x)dx = fo g(x)dx - fo xg(x)dx,'sincel 1 i

,

the area under a probability distribution sums tol:

= 1 - (mean X).

In other words, if the mean value of P(A) is input into a NOT
gate, the use of the formula P(NOT A) = 1 - P(A) results in the mean value

of P(NOT A).

Therefore, it has been shown that if the inputs to a gate are
assumed independent, then when the data is input as means of the distribu-
tions, the propagated value will be the mean value of the gate.

G-9
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However, it is not necessarily true that all inputs to

higher level gates of a fault tree are independent, even if the com-
ponents are independent. Take, for example, the following tree with
independent components A, B, and C:

(A B) + (K C) + (B C)

+ OR-

. ,-

(A B) (KC) (B C)

O O O
AND AND-

AND- -

' ' '
i i i i .

A B h C- B C

O O O O O - O
Figure G.3 Example Fault Tree

In this case, the gates inrediately above the component level have inde-
pendent inputs (since the components are assumed to be independent), but
the top gate does not have independent inputs. For example, (A B) and
(B C) are not independent since component B appears in both inputs, There-
fore, the previous discussion about simple gates must be extended to apply
to this tree.

All Boolean expressions (i.e., fault trees) can be transformed
into equivalent and unique (principal disjunctive normal) fonn also known
as the " sum of products canonical form" (see G-9). In this form the pro-

pagation of means is valid. A simple method of creating this form is by
using a truth table.

For example, the following truth table may be formed from the
fault tree in Figure G.3, showing all possible success or failures of
the component, A, B, and C.

* + = OR
= AND g.10

X = NOT A



Table G.1 TRUTH TABLE OF EXAMPLE FAULT TREE
(See Figure G.3)

A B C AB KC BC (A B) + (K C) + (B C)

1* 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0* 1 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hence, it can be seen that the top event, (A B) + (K C) +
(B C), occurs only when A AND B AND C occurs, or when A AND B AND NOT

C occurs, or when NOT A AND B AND C occurs, or when NOT A AND NOT B AND

C occurs. Another way of writing this is:

(A B) + (K C) + (B C) <=> (A B C) + ~+ A B E)~ + (K B C) + (K li C)
(principal disjunctive normal form)

Notice that a principal normal form contains a series of unique terms,
each term contains every component exactly once.

If we assume that each component is independent from the others,
then all components in each tenn are independent, since each component
occurs only once. Furthermore, all the terms in the principal disjunctive
normal fonn are mutually exclusive. The discussion above of a simple OR
gate, with two mutually exclusive input events, can be easily extended to ,

a case with more than two mutually exclusive input events.

*l = the component fails
0 = the component does not fail

G-11
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In this manner, a fault tree may be changed to a Boolean

logic form, i.e., principal disjunctive normal form of a series of

unique terms. Therefore, when distinct component inputs are inde-
pendent, the previous discussion applies, and mean value inputs to
a fault tree lead to the mean value of the top event.

O
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EVALUATION OF PHENOMEN0 LOGICAL AREAS ASSOCIATED WITH
,

-
L

THE PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT AT THE LIMERICK STATION

!In evaluating the public risk associated with various postulated ac-

cident sequences at the Limerick Station, several key phenomenological

areas must be addressed in a realistic manner. . These include 1) the po-

; tential for occurrence of and the possible damage resulting from in-vessel

:

steam explosions, 2) the potential for additional hydrogen generation

within the primary system, 3) the nature of reactor vessel failure for

definite sequences which progress to that state, 4) the disposition of

core material following postulated reactor vessel failure, 5) the nature
.

and implications of any ex-vessel steam explosions, and 6) the available

mechanisms for achieving permanent coolability of the core material with-
,

(J''l in the primary containment. This liat is chronologically oriented for

the sequences in general and the areas will be addressed in this order

since the results of one may have a significant influence on those which

follow.

O

__ - _ _
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I. Steam Explosions (In-Vessel)

Steu., explosions were considered in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS),

WASH-1400 [1], as a possible containment failure mechanism for hypotheti-

cal core melt accidents. With the parametric model used as the analytical

tool in the RSS, postulated steam explosions within the reactor vessel

were calculated to cause a failure of the reactor vessel and propelled

the conceptual missile against the containment wall with sufficient ener-

gy to fail this boundary as well. To establish a basis for comparison,

the following subsections will discuss the issue as follows. First, the

event as envisioned in WASH-1400 will be ra. viewed along with the experi-

ence in small test reactors. With this background, the specific reactor

structural configurations for boiling water reactors will be compared to

that considered in the RSS. Then pertinent literature on steam explosions

is reviewed and a comparison of the available results are made to the as-

sumed and calculated behavior described in WASH-1400. Finally, the pos-

sibility and magnitude of steam explosions within the containment build-

ing, assuming a hypothetical release of core material from the reactor

vessel is evaluated.

A. Steam Explosions as Modeled in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400)

In the study a degraded core state was assumed in which the core was

uniformly molten and totally separated by the grid plate from the water

contained in the lower plenum. It was considered unlikely that a par-

tially molten core would drain into the lower plenum. Consequently, the

corc was assumed to collect on the grid plate which failed in a catastro-

phic manner releasing all the molten debris into the water. This failure

causes the debris to be instantaneously fragmented to some pre-specified

l
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fragment size as well as instantaneously and uniformly dispersed through-

out the coolant. These conditions were assumed and not the result of mech-

anistic calculations describing the grid plate failure, the fragmentation

process, and the mixing of the water and core material; all of which are

rato dependent phenomena not represented in the WASH-1400 analyses.

Once this intimate disperscl is assumed, the thermal energy transfer

is calculated by considering convection, conduction, and radiation between

the degraded core debris and water. Energy transfer results in a rapid

(N 10 msec) pressure rise in interaction zone and this accelerates an as-

sumed continuous, overlying liquid slug, made up of half water and half

core debris, vertically upward through an open vessel in a piston-like

manner as shown in Fig. 1-1. The various processes modeled are summarized

in Table 1-I and illustrated in Fig. 1-2. Calculations are carried out

-~g for various levels of fragmentation and melt-drop times (melt addition
g%)

interval). Acceleration and displacement of the postulated slug (inertial

layer) continues until it impacts upon the vessel head and for some pos-

tulated cases this is calculated to occur with sufficient energy to cause

the head to fail and propel it against the containment wall with the energy

necessary to fail the containment. One such set of calculated results for

an instantaneous melt addition and a particle size of 400 pm is shown in

Fig. 1-3.

The analytical description used in WASH-1400 is a simplistic represen-

tation of both the specific configurations in question and the explosive

phenomenon itselt. Without doubt, these calculations misrepresent the

explosive behavior in that (1) they assume that all liquid-liquid systems

with a substantial temperature difference can explode, (2) there is no

consideration given to the rate at which the materials are brought into
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O;

! TABLE l-l

IN-VESSEL STEAM EXPLOSION SEQUEL 4CE - WASH-1400

i

1. UNIFORMLY MOLTEN CORE, TOTALLY SEPARATED FROM THE

WATER IN THE LOWER PLENUM.

2. CATASTROPHIC COLLAPSE OF THE CORE SUPPORT SUCH THAT

THE MOLTEN CORE MATERIAL FALLS INTO THE WATER.

3. RAPID (INSTANTANEOUS) INTIMATE MIXING OF THE WATER

AND CORE MATERIAL.

4. COHERENT INTERACTION BETWEEN THE MOLTEN CORE DEBRIS

AND WATER.

i
5. SLUG FORMATION AND ACCELERATION UPWARD THROUGH THE

' VESSEL IN A PISTON-LIKE MANNER.

6. COHERENT SLUG IMPACT ON THE VESSEL HEAD.

|

O

.
.. .
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contact, (3) intermixing is assumed to be instantaneous, uniform, and re- g

quire only negligible energy and (4) they groesly overestimate the rate

of mechanical energy released by a steam explosion. Clearly, such overly

simplistic analytical representations are of use in safety evaluations

only if they show that even with these overwhelming conservatisms, there

is still no concern for public health and safety. On the other hand, if

the conclusion of such calculations is that the phenomenon does provide a

considerable risk, then the basic assumptions used in the calculational

model must be scrutinized to discern if such a conclusion, derived from

an overly simplistic model, is indeed valid. This will first be addres-

sed in terms of the experiences with small test reactors and then with

regards to the in-vessel structural components, both above and below the

core, which were discussed in the RSS but essentially ignored.

B. Relationship to Previous Reactor Experience

The explosion medel used in WASH-1400 resulted principally from con-

cerns generated by the low pressure BORAX [2] and SPERT [3] destructive ex-

periments and the SL-1 accident [4]. Reactor conditions leading to this

accident and the destructive transients in BORAX and SPERT produced a

fundamentally different system than that representative of a postulated

severe accident in a boiling water reactor. It is not only important to

realize these differences, but it is essential to understand the result-

ing implications on the phenomenon as well.

1. All these events, including the SL-1 accident, were produced by power

excursions in which the core was driven to molten conditions in 30

msec or less. Such reactivity transients are not possible in power

reactors and were neither addressed in WASH-1400 nor are they con-

sidered here.
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O 2. rer these three reactors which were fueled with uranium-aluminum al-

loy fuel plates clad with aluminum, the fuel and water were uniform-

ly premixed and finely divided in a cold condition prior to the ex-

.

cursion.

3. The reactor was essentially at atmospheric pressure and the water

was at room temperature. Hence, the pressure was much less than the

normal operating pressures for BWRs and net vaporization was not re-

quired in the fragmentation stage.

4. With the specific core design, the SL-1 reactor could be brought to

criticality by the withdrawal of one control rod. In the accident

this rod was rapidly. withdrawn which caused a nuclear excursion with

sufficient energy deposition to melt the high thermal response fuel-

clad plates while'in an extensively premixed state. This was also

true for the BORAX and SPERT test reactors.

5. Since the reactors were essentially at room temperature prior to the

excursion, the vessels were filled with water except for a small free-

board volume at the top, i.e. a coherent overlying liquid slug was

already in place.

6. The internal geometries of the vessels were very simple and open,

which provided little attenuation or dispersion of any slug movement.

With these pre-transient conditions, the configuration established

was essentially that assumed in the RSS. The essential feature of the

strong reactivity transient is that it brought the fuel and clad to melt-

ing before this configuration could substantially change. Given these

0- particular characteristics, a slug impact following a steam explosion

.
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within the core would indeed be the expected chain of events. Noteevet, g
titis is fundamentally dif fc<tesst titan an instattty separated system of Itigit

temperatute molten cote material and satatated tatter existing at an cle-

vated ptessure toitlt substantial infernal sttuc.twtc to ptevestt cittastto-

pitic cottapse, isttimate nixing, and stug formation.

C. BWR Structural Considerations

Boiling water reactors are substantially different in their designs

than pressurized water reactors. The obvious differences are that the

core inventory is larger for the same thermal power, the vessel is larger

and there are additional components within the vessel including the steam

separators and the steam dryers. Another major difference is the manner

in which the core is supported, i.e. for BWRs the foundation is made up

of many tubes (4 assembly per support tube (control rod guide tubes))
Gwhich extends upward from the bottom of the vessel with the control rod

spindles within the tubes.

Given this core support configuration, which is illustrated in Fig.

1-4, it is virtually impossible to conceive of a sequence whereby a de-

graded core would catastrophically collapse into water. In addition, it

is equally difficult to envision any process whereby rapid and intimate

mixing could occur. The specific details of this reasoning process are

given below.

'l . Under normal operating conditions, the structure is designed to sup-

port the entire core. The major change in the material properties

occurs when substantial overheating takes place, but this can only

occur in the absence of water. If water is absent then an in-vessel

steam explosion cannot occur.
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2. In addition, each assembly is, in effect, individually supported and

if a degraded core condition is assumed, the most likely way in which

molten core material would eventually travel to the lower plenum is

through the fuel assembly orifice located on the support tube. This

would undoubtedly be a very incoherent process and the molten core

material would freeze within the tube, thus thermal attack of the

tube itself would not begin until the water had been boiled away

outside of the tube. Consequently, not only would the melt progres-

sion be incoherent, but the core material could not participate in

a global interaction until the water was vaporized, i.e. the poten-

tial for a steam explosion becomes a moot point.

3. If all these substantial physical restraints are completely disre-

garded and one assumes that coherent core collapse occurs in any event,

then one must consider the forest of support tubes, control rod thim-

bles, and instrument tubes which exist below the core. This massive,

cold structure, which could freeze the core debris on contact, would

prevent any large scale, intimate mixing of the molten debris and

coolant.

These three points, all dealing with the below core structure, show that

catastrophic collapse in the presence of water cannot occur, the downward

| progression of any postulated scenario would be incoherent and occur with-

( in the support tubes (and only in the absence of water), and large scale,

intimate mixing could not be achieved. Therefore, large scale steam ex-

plosions involving substantial masses of core material can be ruled out

on geometric considerations alone. In addition, these can be considered

in light of the massive, coherent interaction required in WASH-1400 before

|

'

t
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I

vessel failure was calculated. These below core structures were ignored

for the WASH-1400 BWR analyses.

One can be equally critical of the slug formation, displacement, and

impact model from WASH-1400 as it r' elates to the actual design.

1. With the below core structure segmenting the water with the core

support tubes, the formation of a continuous, overlying liquid slug

can also be discarded.

2. If such a slug is postulated the core grid at the top of the fuel

assemblies would destroy the coherence as the material travels up-

ward through the vessel.

3. Steam separators, located above the core as shown in Fig. 1-4 are

large structural components which do not provide straight-through
~.

flow paths. Hence, this would also interfere with the upward trans-A

mission of a coherent liquid slug.

4. Steam dryers are postitioned above the steam separators. These com-

I ponents, like the steam separators, also have a tortuous flow path,

and thus, provide another barrier to the postulated coherent behavior.

These arguments have been formulated on de basis of specific compo-

nents available in the reactor vessel but Lanored in t.he Reactor Safety

Study. As discussed, these differences are indeed extensive and the dis-

cussion of cach shows that their neglect in u' ASH-1400 grossly overesti-

mated (1) the likelihood af an event, (2) the amounts of material involved,

and (3) the damage potential reptesented by an event. Considerations of

the st'tuetwtal components allows one to individually rule out (a) catas-

ttophic collapse, (b) rapid and intunate mixing, (c) coherent slug forma-
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. tion, (d) colicrent sing transmissicn and (e) coltcrent slug impact. As

summarized in Table 1-1, att of tiltse are requited in order footite h' ASH-

1400 anattjsis to be applicabic. Hohever, titcre is even a more fundamental

misrepresent 1 tion in the RSS and titat is tite eltaracterization of steam ex-

plosion tlicmselves. TI1Ls is addressed in t}te next section.

D. Steam Explosion Phenomens

The assessment of the relevant phenomenology for in-vessel steam ex-
'plosions must be considered in light of the s?ccific se pences of interest.

These generally can be divided into three different areas characteristic

of accident evaluations: (1) a large break LOCA, (2) a small break LOCA,
3

.

and (3) s transient condition in which the core degradation occurs at a

pressure close to the nominal operating pressure. More specifically the

sequences can be characterized in terms of the system pressure at poten-

tial core melting by: (a) a low system pressure such as 0.4 - 1.0 FTa,

(b) an intermediate pressure in the range of 1.0 to 5.0 MPa and (c) high

pressures ranging up to 7.0 MPa for BERs. In the evaluation of in-vessel

steam explosions, the phenomena was considered in terms of these sequences
t .

,

and their characteristic pressure regimes. j

1. High Pressure Systems

Two models have been published [5,6] which predict that explosive in-

teractions can be suppressed by elevated system pressures. Both of these
.

models predict essant.ially the same pressure level for termination of ex-

plosive events and the reason for this , behavior is the strong decrease ofi

" energetic boiling" with increasing pressure. Because this predicted char-

acteristic clearly sets these models apart from other models proposed in

the literature, such as the parametric approach ur.ilized in WASH-1400,

.
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(D specific experiments were performed to test this behavior. Table 1-IIu.)
summarizes the vapor explosion (vapor explosion is the general category

of which a steam explosion is one specific type) data where various pres-

, sure levels were tested [5,7-11]. As illustrated, this data includes both
i
' large and small scale systems, simulant and real reactor materials, and

both " free contacting" mode and " externally triggered" events. A compari-

son of these latter two methods for initiating an explosive event show a

slight sensitivity to the " trigger" magnitude, [7] i.e. the cutoff pres-

sure is slightly higher for a system with a strong external trigger. A

comparison between Figs. 1-5 and 1-6 illustrates such an effect for the

interaction between Freon-22 and mineral oil. For an ambient pressure of

0.1 MPa energetic explosions can be generated with either an external

trigger, Fig. 1-5 or in the free contacting mode, Fig. 1-6, and the shock

() waves generated by these events may be in excess of 2.0 MPa. When the am-

bient pressure is increased to 0.23 MPa, the free contacting mode experi-

ments demonstrate no explosive interactions while the externally triggered

i tests experience explosive interactions with peak shock wave pressures

I again approaching 2.0 MPa. With a small additional increase in the am-

bient pressure to 0.3 MPa, the externally triggered systems record only

very weak explosions and a further pressure increase to 0.5 MPa is suffi-

cient to suppress explosive interactions, even in the presence of a 25 J

r

exploding wire.

Both of these analytical models were used to provide pre-test predic-

t2 as for the large scale molten sodium chloride-water tests carried out

at :he Euratom Ispra Laboratory. These pre-test predictions are document-

ed in the test plan for these experiments [12], and the results are sum-

J''l marized in Table 1-III. As illustrated the Buchanan model has a predic-O
.
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Table 1-II

Experiments Demonstrating a liigh Pressure Cutoff

Explosive System Pressure
Pressures Required to

Materials Measured Eliminate Explosion Reduced
laboratory Used (MPa) (MPa) Pressure

Argonne [5] Freon-22 and 2.5 0.2 0.04
Mineral 011

*Argonne [7] Freon-22 and 2.0 0.5 0.10
Mineral Oil ,

5Argonne [8] Sodium and Water 2.0 1.0 0.05
i

Ispra [9] Sodium Chloride 6.0 1.0 0.05

and Water

*Sandia [10] Corium and Water 1.5 0.75 0.04

*Winfrith [11] Uranium Dioxide 3.0 0.9 0.05

and Water

*
Externally triggered systems.

# O e
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TABLE l-111

CUTOFF PRESSURE PREDICTIONS

BUCHANAN (6)

HOMOGENE0uS PREFERRED SITE

! HENRY-FAUSKE (5) NUCLEATION NUCLEATION

SYSTEM MPA MPA MPA

FREON-22 ~ 0.15 0.21 0.66

WATER 1.0 1.3 6.7

.

.

O
g

I
'
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tion for both homogeneous and preferred site nucleation characteristics,

whereas the Henry-Fauske model which is based upon spontaneous nucleation,

(homogeneous nucleation is assumed in this case) predicts a single value

for a given fluid. Pressure level predictions for the homogeneous nucle-

ation mechanism in the Buchanan model are in good agreement with those of

the Henry-Fauske model, although somewhat higher, and both are in agree-

ment with the experimental data. Thode predictions based upon preferred

site nu leation in Ref. [6] are considerably greater than the experimental

observations. It should also be noted that both of these models repre-

sent a "frc.c contacting" mode configuration, but since the sensitivity to

an external trigger has been experimentally demonstrated to be small, they

provide a good representation of these events as well.

Since there is some variation in the predicted cutoff levels and since

data is available for a large scale water system as well as small scale

experiments with reactor materials, a designation of the actual cutoff

level for water is best guided by the experimental results. The Ispra

tests [9] were free contacting mode experiments and these provided vig-

orous explosions at 1 atm. For a pressure of 0.5 MPa, the results could

perhaps contain some very weak explosive interactions, but at the pres-

sure level of 1.0 MPa all explosive activity was suppressed. These are

in agreement with the small scale, externally triggered tests carried out

at Sandia with reactor materials [10], in which explosive interactions

could be triggered for pressures as high as 0.5 MPa, but not at a level

of 0.75 MPa. In the Winfrith UO -water experiments [11}, which can be con-
2

sidered to be lightly triggered, the explosive interactions were suppres-

sed by a system cressure of 0.9 MPa. Therefore, a cutoff value of 1.0

MPa bounds the available experimental steam explosion results for water,
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and this is a valid basis upon which'to evaluate the potential for such
.

phenomena in LWR reactor systems, although as will be illustrated in the

discussions on mixing and formation of a continuous slug, the same con-

clusions would be reached even if the cutoff pressure were considerably

greater.

When the pressures predicted by both models and the experimental data

are compared to the conditions typical of _ the various accide.nt categories,
,

only the large break sequences result in such reduced pressure levels.

Consequentty, for these sequences in which the Lowest ptbnary system

ptessure is greater than this cutoff Level, the probability of a steam ex-

plosion itself is insignificant and it follows that the ptobability of

containment failure is also negligible.

2. Low System Pressures (Largc Break Sequence)

For low pressures within the reactor coolant system (less than 1.0

MPa) the potential of a steam explosion, given direct contact between mol-

ton core material and water, must be considered. This is based on the ex-

perimental evidence at these pressures as well as the numerous events which

have occurred in the foundary and paper industries. As discussed in WASH-

1400 steam explosions have done extensive damage to light industrial struc-

tures and are a hazard to operating personnel. However, the information

j compiled with regards to these foundary explosions shows that the injur-

{ ies to personnel resulted from hot molten metal dispersed by the explo-
4

sive event, as opposed to the shock waves generated by the explosion.

This suggests that steam explosions are a mild event compared to those
i

associated with chemical detonations, i.e. the concussion from a chemical

detonation shock wave can be lethal. This is in agreement with the mea-

sured wa*1e propagation velocities which can be several thousand meters
,

|
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per second for chemical detonations, but have been measured to be of the

order of 100 m/sec for steam explosions [13).

Since the central issue of this evaluation is the damage potential

represented by in-vessel steam explosions, one must evaluate the amounts

of material which can come into contact and mix on an intimate scale pri-

or to the onset of an explosive interaction. The calculations performed

in WASH-1400 assumed that all the material within the core was instantane-

ously and intimately mixed with all the water in the lower plenum. Ob-

viously this would not be the case, given such a hypothetical accident,

and as will be discussed below, only very small fractions of this mater-

ial can be mixed to provide an explosive interaction. Also the liquid-

liquid film boiling mixing process itself makes the formation of a coher-

ent overlying slug essentially impossible. These effects will be discus-

sed individually, beginning with the ability to trigger such an interac-
O

tion within a reactor pressure vessel.

Both large and small scale experiments with high temperature molten

metals and reactor materials have demonstrated that explosive interactions

with water require an external trigger. It should be noted that the re-

quirement for an external trigger with very high temperature materials

(specifically when the interface contact temperature exceeds the thermo-

dynamic critical point) was one conclusion of the nucleation formulation

for 'the Henry-Fauske model. This effect was also demonstrated experimen-

tally in Ref. [5). In many molten metal experiments, [14,15], this trig-

ger has been produced by the contact between the melt and the bottom of

the vessel. Such a " trigger" provides a mechanism whereby the amount of

material and the level of mixing can both be identified for a given

system.

O
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The mechanical energy available for mixing prior to the explosive

interaction is that energy available in the gravity drop, or pour, of the

material from the lower portion of the core to the bottom of the reactor

vessel. It should be noted that this energy is directed such that the
,

result is to continue and sustain the mixing process. However, as dis-

cussed earlier in this section, a BWR has a large number of support tubes

below the core region. Consequently, any attempt to accumulate molten
i

core material and have it pour into a water pool would only result in a

pour into a very confined configuration, i.e. the support tubes. For

these conditions, only a very limited amount of material could interpene-

trate the water pool before it would contect a solid wall, thus promoting

an interaction. Such behavior would be very incoherent and would be-of

negligible consequence to the reactor vessel or any of its internal

b]
e" structure.

Anticipated events for these low pressure conditions are discussed

with respect to (1) the trigger, (2) intimate mixing, (3) pool boilup

(slug formation, and (4) rapid liquid-liquid intimate mixing.

a. Trigger

The time for pouring the material into the core support structure

and the lower plenum becomes significant when considering how much mate-

rial can be available before the explosion is initiated. The large scale

aluminum-water experiments conducted by Long [14], and Hess and Brondyke

[15] have shown that large scale explosions are initiated when the melt

contsets the bottom of the vessel. As discussed above, for a gravity

pour, assuming all available flow area in the lower core support struc-

ture, this would correspond to a very short time interval between initi-

() ation of the pour and the onset of the explosion as initiated by trap-

:

_
- _ _. . .- . . _ _ . _ _ --_ - - - . _ _ . - -
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ping water against a solid wall. Consequently, the amount of material |
involved in the interaction would be a negligible fraction of the total

core.

b. Mixing

The next subject to be addressed is the rate at which material can

be intimately mixed before an explosioa is initiated. The core support

structure itself is a major barrier to any mixing between the core ma-

terial and water. In this subsection the immense energy requirements

necessary to mix these materials on a very short time scale as assumed

in WASH-1400 will be evaluated.

The mixing energy required for an intimate dispersion has been eval-

uated by Cho, Fauske and Grolmes [16), and the details of such an evalu-

ation are included here as Appendix A. These calculations reflect two

Odifferent types of mixing processes, one in which the intimate disper-

sion is accomplished in a one-step process, and another in which it is

postulated to occur with the minimum mixing energy, entitled progressive

mixing. If it is postulated for the sake of this argument, that the total

core (about 200,000 kg) is instantaneously dropped into a lower plenum,

filled with water, the mixing energy would be that available from a gravi-

ty drop, i.e. the change in potential energy, or about 6 MJ. If the end

state of the mixing process is assumed to be particle sizes of approxi-

mately 1 cm in diameter, as required for vessel failure in the WASH-1400

calculations, this mixing energy would require a time of 1.2 s for pro-

gressive mixing and 2.3 s for the one-step process for mixing the entire

These mixing intervals alone are long compared to the maximum melt-core.

drop times used in WASH-1400 for conditions in which the vessel was pre-
.

dicted to fail. In addition, one must add the time interval required for
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total time is longer than that associated with potential containment fail-

ure in the RSS even incorporating all the other conservative assumptions.

As will be seen, these times are also much longer than the characteristic

times for vapor generation due to film boiling alone and the resultant

"boilup" of any postulated overlying liquid pool. Therefore, there is

insufficient energy associated with an assumed gravity drop of the entire

core (in the absence of internal structures) to affect a rapid and inti-

mate mixing on the size scale modeled in the RSS, which ignored the neces-

sity of such requirements.

c. Pool Boilup (Slug Dispersal)

As postulated the mixing and inner dispersion progresses in the hy-

pothetical open configuration, the hot and cold liquids, are in liquid-

liquid film boiling. Since the hot liquid is at a temperature of approxi-
uO
V mately 2500 K, the principle mode of energy transfer would be via radia-

tion from the hot debris to the water. This energy transfer (q) can be

approximated as

q = 4xr a(T -T) (1-1)p

where r is the radius of the hot particles, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-

stant, T is the omperature of the degraded core debris, and T is the
F g

saturation temperature of the water. The resulting energy transfer is

calculated by the product of this radiation heat transfer and the number

of particles involved. The particle number (N) is determined by a con-

siderarion of the total mass involved (m ) in the interactionT

3N = m /(O 4/3u r ] (1-2)T F

where p is the density of the molten core debris. For these low pressurep

sequences, the thermal energy in the below core structure as well as the

.

_ _ _ _ - . - - - . -
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radiant energy from the degraded core will ensure that the water in the e
lower plenum is essentially saturated. Consequently, any boiling (or

vaporization) during the mixing phase will result in net vapor formation.

This vapor will either cause any overlying pool to "boilup" until the aver-

age void fraction is sufficiently large to allow the vapor to be trans-

mitted through the pool at a rate equal to its generation. The vapor pro-

duction rate (6 ). is given by
y

6 = Ng/h (1-3)
y fg

where h is the latent heat of vaporization for the water. Since the
fg

mass flow rate is a product of the vapor density (p ), the area of the

vessel (A ), and the superficial vapor velocity (U) (this reflects the
y

stability of the overlying pool), this latter term can then be evaluated

from the expression

- T'f) h4
3m o(T

T 7U= (1-4)
A0#gvF fg

If this superficial vapor velocity is tabulated for various particle sizes

and system pressures, the results are shown in Tables 1-IV and 1-V for

pressures of 0.1 and 1.0 MPa respectively. These tables show the particle

size, the number of particles, and superficial vapor velocity. In order

to prevent pressurization of the pool, this amount of vapor must " slip"

through any overlyir.g slug. In order to allow this " slippage", the over-

lying pool must "boilup" to a given void fraction. The relationship be-|

tween the superficial velocity and the void fraction has been represented

by Zuber [17] as

4

U = 1.53 E (1-5)
o 1-ag

is the density hIn this expression e is the liquid-vapor surface tension, of

L
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TABLE l-IY

?OOL 30IL UP (SLUG DISPERSAL)
5PRESSURE ~= 0.1 MPA, CORE DEBRIS - 10 gg

PRESSURE

PARTICLE SU?ERFICIAL IEMPERATURE RISE RATES

. UMBER OF VELOCITY Pool VoIn RIsa RATE .MPA/SECNRADIUS

(M) PARTICLES M/SEC FRACTION .0C/SEC MIN MAX

1 3.4 5'. 5 . O'.99 ' l. 6 0~|007 4,'. 4 ,'
- ~

l

0.1 3,400 55 0.99 16 0.07 44
,

'0.01 3'A00,00 550 0'|99 164 0.7 440
~

.

. O'.005 27,300,000. 1100 0.99 329 1.4 880



TABLE l-V

?OOL 30IL UP (SLUG OISPERSAL)

PRESSURE = 1.0 MPA, CORE 3EBRIS - 10 KG

PRESSURE

PARTICLE SUPERFICIAL IEMPERATURE RISE RATES

SADIUS . NUMBER OF VELOCITY POOL VOIa RISE RATE MPA/SEC

(M) ? ARTICLES M/SEC FRACTION O
C/SEC MIN MAX

1 3.4 0.71 0.75 1.6 0.04 5.2

0.1 3,400 7.1 0.97 16 0.4 62

1

0'.01 3,400,00 71 0'.' 99 164 4 .'O 620

.

0.005 27,300,000 710 0.99~ 329 8.0 1240

4 9 9
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(~') of saturated water, g is the acceleration of gravity, and a is the pool

V
average void fraction. The resultant pool void fractions are listed in

Tables 1-IV and 1-V and it is obvious that a continuous overlying liquid

slug could not exist in the presence of this vapor flow, as demonstrated

by the high void fractions required to transmit the imposed vapor flow.

In fact, for the superficial velocities characteristic of the amount of

material and particle sizes discussed in WASH-1400, the core debris it-

self would be levitated. This is in agreement with Long's [14] experi-

ments in which explosions were not observed for water temperatures exceed-

ing 60 C, i.e. the net vapor formation could have been sufficient to dis-

perse either the water or the aluminum or both. In addition, Long also

observed that breaking up the molten aluminum stream before it entered

the water prevented explosions; probably the result of a larger film boil-

r" ing heat transfer due to increased surface area.

(ss}'
If vapor " slippage" is assumed not to occur, then the pool must pres-

surize. A lower bound of the pressurization rate can be calculated by as-

suming all the energy transferred is uniformly mixed in the water and the

pressure is the saturation value corresponding to the average pool tempera-

ture. The temperature rise rate of the liquid resulting from the film

boiling energy transfer and the corresponding rise in the saturation pres-

sure of the water are also shown as a function of the particle size in

Tables 1-IV and 1-V. These calculations were carried out for an equal

volume mixture of core debris and water and the salient conclusion is that

fine particle sizes would rapidly generate sufficient pressure to quickly

separate.the high temperature degraded core material and the water if the

vapor is not allowed to escape. Thus, large quantities of high tempera-

ture core material cannot penetrate the water and intermix in a film boil-
O

- - ... -, . _ _ ._.
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ing mode. If the vapor is not dispersed, then the pool would begin to

pressurize from within which would disperse the pool, terminate the ener-

gy transfer, and destroy any coherent slug. As mentioned, a lower bound

on the pressurization rate (dP/dt) 's given by assuming all the energyi

transferred uniformly increases the sensible heat of the water. An upper

bound on such a rate can be calculated by assuming the energy transferred

equals the vaporization rate and the vapor volume remains constant, which

is a rate given by

dP YF - 44
f (1-6)-=

dt rp hFgf

These rates were calculated for a 10% void fraction and are also given in

Tables 1-IV and 1-V. The differences between the minimum and maximum pres-

surization rates are large and these are only meant as general bounds for

the assumed behavior. The conclusion from both rates is that pressuriza-

tion of the mixture due to film boiling alone would disperse the consti-

tuents and stop the mixing if the vapor were not allowed to " slip" through

the pool.

It should be noted in evaluating the minimum and maximum pressuriza-

tion rates that since water has a relatively low thermal conductivity, the

e.'c.gy cannot be readily distributed throughout the water. The amount

whict. can be conducted away from the available steam-water interfaces can

be estimated by the error function solution where the constant surface

temperature (T ) is assumed to be 300 C (saturation pressure of 8.6 MPa)
1

which overestimates the energy transfer into the water. The energy trans-

ferred into the water (Q) at any given time (0) is

Q = 2k A (T -T) (1-7)
f g

' e
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the water, a is the thermal dif-g f

fusivity of the water, T, is the initial water temperature, and the surface

area is given by

A = N(4nr ) (1-8)p

Using a 1 cm radius particle as a reference size the energy transferred

into the water in a time interval of one second is'about 1600 MJ as com-

pared to 8800 MJ transferred from the hot particles via thermal radiation.

Thus, the actual pressurization rate would be much closer to the maximum

pressure rise rate than the minimum value.

Therefore, in a slowly developing dispersion (time scale of 1 see or

longer) the vapor throughput would be substantial and preclude the forma-

tion of a continuous everlying liquid slug. If the vapor is assumed to be

retained in the pool, the pressurization would disperse the pool, hence

O' no slug formation would occur. Without the continuous slug formation, the

only pressure imposed on the vessel is that due to the explosion itself,

which experiments have shown to be a few MPa typically [18], and could

conceivably be as high as 10 MPa. However, such pressure levels do not

threaten the integrity of the vessel.

d. Rapid Liquid-Liquid Intimate Mixing

The only mechanism which could be postulated _ . .,sercoming these

large vapor fluxes is a very rapid intimate mixing of these materials un-

der very high sustained pressures. In this hypothetical configuration,

the mixing would be forced into a liquid-liquid configuration, which is

the specific configuration addressed by the authors in Ref. [16). To

achieve such mixing requires enormous amounts of energy and this is clearly

illustrated by the tabulated results in Table 1-VI. In this calculation,

_ _ _ .



Table 1-VI

Mixing Requirements

Mixing Energy Mixing Mechanical
Time Penetration Percent Particle Mechanical Energy Work

Scale Depth Energy Release Radius One-Step Progressive Work

(sec) (um) (%) (um) J J J One-Step Progressive

1 9
0.001 22 100 66 7.2 x 10 1.0 x 10 1.2 x 10 6 x 10 8 x 10

13 11 9 0
10 660 7.2 x 10 8.1 x 10 1.2 x 10 6 x 10 675

8

11 9
1 6600 7.2 x 10 5.8 x 10 1.2 x 10 6 x 10 483

12 9 9 3
0.010 69 100 210 2.3 x 10 9.2 x 10 1.2 x 10 2 x 10 7.67

9 9
10 2100 2.3 x 10 6.9 x 10 1.2 x 10 192 5.75

1 21000 2.3 x 10 4.6 x 10 1.2 x 10 19.2 3.83

0 9 e
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the core debris was assumed to mix on a very short time scale. These cal-

culations were carried uit for both the one-step process and progressive

mixing. 'The mechanical work was taken to be 1% of the thermal energy

within the melt, which is the upper' bound efficiency in the large scale

experiments reported in Ref. [18]. In this tabulation, the mixing energy

is compared to the mechanical work released in this postulated event, and

I as illustrated, the mechanical work is itself much less than the mixing

energy required to intimately disperse one material throughout the other,

i.e. the mixing necessary for the event would require a " trigger" larger

than the explosive interaction itself. (This calculation assumes that

such large systems could be intermixed and interacted which as illustrated

by the pool dispersal calculations is essentially impossible. Such a con-

servatism is used for illustration only and this must be continually kept

in mind when viewing the comparisons). This represents an unachieveable

state for a self-sustaining propagating interaction. However, even this

calculation overlooks one very essential physical feature of an intermix-

ing process in which materials at greatly different temperatures are as-

sumed to be rapidly interdispersed within each other; the heat transfer

is assumed to not impede the mixing process,

e. Impedance of Mixing by Energy Transfer

As a material at very high temperature is forced into water at high

speed (rapid intimate mixing), the energy transfer occurs first on that

face of the particle which initially contacts the water. This initial

energy transfer rate is extremely high, and in the normal case, promotes
,

the rapid formation of a stable vapor film. However, to achieve the sin-

gle-phase state discussed above, which is required to prevent the pool

from dispersing, this stable varor film must be suppressed. If this is;

.
_ _ -
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suppressed, then the surface will experience rapid, subcooled nucleate
Oboiling, and the heat flux resulting from such a state would be enormous.

The energy transferred to the coolant is stored in the liquid as an in-

crease in the sensible heat. However, the temperature rise at the inter-

face is also accompanied by a corresponding rise in the saturation pres-

sure, which is also the pressure acting on the surface of the particle as

it attempts to move through the water. This local pressurization is di-

rected to impede the mixing process by slowing down the hot fragments.

This type of transient behavior was observed by both Walford [19] and

Stevens and Witte [20] in their convective film boiling experiments in

which the sphere was rapidly driven through subcooled water. In these ex-

periments, explosive vaporization off the leading surface of the particle

was observed for specific conditions. This vaporization occurred as the

particle penetrated the vapor film ahead of the leading surface. In this

Oregime, Walford estimated that the local heat fluxes could achieve values

approaching 170 megawatts per square meter, and when the experiment was

conducted in a darkened room, the leading surface of the sphere was clear-

ly much cooler than the trailing surface. The local pressure generated

upon contact can be estimated by the saturation pressure corresponding to

the interface contact temperature (T ) given by
1

P#fff
TF+Tf kpc

ppF (1-9)T =

f

f f"fP

1+
F F"FP

Where T and T are the initial temperatures of the degraded core mater-
p f

and c are the thermal conductivities,f,c,k,pp pial and water and k , p
f gg

densities and specific heats of the water and core material respectively.

For the high temperature melts considered in these postulated events, the
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( resulting pressures would be supercritical. As a result of these experi-

ments and others relating to rapid nucleate boiling, it is evident that a

hot particle attempting to rapidly penetrate through a cold medium would

achieve a self-limiting condition, i.e. if rapid relative velocity is ini-

t1ated, the pressure at the interface upon contact acts to slow down the

particle and perhaps even reverse its movement. Therefore, rapid energy

exchange itself, which is vectored opposite to the intermixing, limits

the rate of penetration of the two media. This particular aspect of the

intermixing process has been neglected t.y the various models proposed in

the literature in which a fine interdispersion is assumed to pre-exist

and further fragmentation and intermixing is not opposed by any forces re-

sulting from energy transfer between the hot and cold liquids. This is a

major shortcoming of such models in their attempt to represent the phy-

sics of the explosion process itself. The criticism is particularly val-

id for the steam explosion formulation in WASH-1400, since both intimate

dispersion and fine scale fragmentation were assumed to exist, and were

achieveable instantaneously in the calculational model.

As a result of ble above discussions, a picture of an actual ptocess

for a steam explosion in a low ptessure system is one in witicit slow inter-

mixing, via liquid-liquid film boiling, is deveioped over an extended time

pe,tiod taitli limited quantities of materutts involved. Titerefore, witite an

explosive interaction could potentattty occur for such sequences, tite

amounts of materials involved are severely Lunited and the resulting ex-

plosive enstgy is far Less than that represented in WASH-1400. In addi-

tion, no continuous overlying slug could deuctop and tite ptessures ex-

perienced tolthin the reactor ptessure vesset would be tcss than tJte nomi-

nat apetating pressu,te.

- -
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E. Conclusions with Respect to In-Vessel Steam Explosions

Given the total evaluation of the steam explosion phenomenology as

applied to in-vessel events for boiling water reactors, the following

conclusions can be made.

1. The formulation provided in WASH-1400 is an overly simplistic and

highly conservative representation of the state-of-knowledge for

steam explosions.

2. Prior experiences in small test reactors have related solely to con-

figuration of a pre-existing intimate dispersion of fuel and water

in a cold condition, as well as a pre-existing continuous, overlying

liquid slug. These reactions were then initiated by a strong reac-

tivity ramp induced by the rapid withdrawal of a single control rod.

This is a fundamentally different condition thtm c totally separated

system at greatly different temperatures which is assumed to mix and

interact in this state. Consequently, th.se previous systems are

irrelevant for the particular conditions being addressed.

3. Previous analyses have ignored the above and below core structures

in their formulations. As discussed, these structures have a major

role in determining where, when, and how much material is distribut-

ed throughout the core region as well as the lower plenum. In ad-

dition, these structures would play a major role in the movement of

any assumed continuous, overlying liquid slug through the vessel it-

self. In essence, these structures would not allow catastrophic

collapse, intimate mixing, formation of a continuous overlying slug,

and the transmission of this slug upward through the vessel in a

piston-like fashion.
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4. An evaluation of the experimental data available for systems at ele-

vated pressures shows that explosive interactions can indeed be sup-

pressed by elevated system pressures in many of the accident sequences

of interest for BWR accident analyses. In these high pressure se-

quences, the potential for a steam explosion itself is insignificant,

thus there is no threat to the containment integrity.

5. Evaluations of the available trigger, mixing, and intimate disper-

sion, show that the available models which assume a pre-existing in-

timate dispersion and resulting fragmentation with mixing on a rapid

scale have either assumed away or grossly misrepresented the physical

processes involved in attempts to rapidly interdisperse one liquid

into another in the presence of strong temperature differences.

q 6. The failure mechanism in WASH-1400 was the formation and transmis-
(>

sion of a liquid-like slug, but an evaluation of the potential for

such a slug formation shows that it could not be formed because of

(1) the available structures in the lower plenum region and (2) the

necessary intimate dispersion for an explosive interaction would pre-

clude the formation of a continuous slug. Hence, even for low pres-

sure systems where steam explosions are possible, the slug impact

failure mechanism is incredible.

7. Steam explosions outside the reactor vessel are possible for the con-

ditions postulated, but they provide no threat to the containment in-

tegrity.

The above conclusions added together show that a steam explosion

within the vessel does not ptovide a threat to the integrity of the reac-
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tor vesset or any of its compone>tts. Table 1-VII comparcs tite sequence 9
of events envisioned in the WASK-1400 model and die actual conditions in

BWRs. This comparison shows that cach and every clement of Die model re-

ptc.sents a physically unachieveable' state. Cortsequesttty, such a mechan-

ism does not ptouhle a 61reat .to the integrity of B1e reactor vesset and

6tu.s no tJt1 cat to tJie primary containment building.

O

9
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Table 1-VII

Comparison of the WASH-1400 Model and Actual Conditions for BWRs

WASH-1400 BWRs, ,

,

1. All core melt sequences 1. High pressure sequences pro-
can produce steam ex- hibit steam explosions, only
plosions. low pressure sequences can

have steam explosions.
.

2. Coherent core melt in- 2. Axial and radial power profiles
volving all the core. dictate a three-dimensional

incoherent core melt taking
tens of minutes.

3. Hold up and catastroph- 3. Core supported from below -
ic collapse of core de- no catastrophic collapse.
bris into water.

; ,

4. Instantaneous and inti- 4. Support tubes preclude any
mate dispersal through- rapid and intimate mixing.

,
'

out the coolant.

5. Coherent interaction 5.1 Support tubes contain the;

() between core debris and fuel until the water is va-
water, porized, i.e. no coherent in-.

teraction.

5.2 Support tubes and control rod
spindles would prevent and co-
herent intermixing.

6. Slug formation and ac- 6.1 Slow intermixing in liquid-
celeration through the liquid film boiling would dis-

'

vessel in a piston-like perse the mixture before sub-
manner, stantial amounts are involved.

6.2 Support, tubes and control rod-
| spindles would prevent any slug
' formation.

| 7. Coherent slug impact on 7.1 Since only low pressure systems
the vessel head, can explode, calculations for

film boiling during intermix-
ing show any continuous overlying,

liquid layer would be broken
up, i.e. slug could not be formed.

| 7.2 Steam separators do not provide
a straight-through flow path'for

() any slug movement.
-

a

i
.. _ . ._ _ _ ._ _. ._. _ . _ _ _ - . _ . _ -_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _- -
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II. Additional Hydrogen Generation

In many of the LWR accident analyses performed to date, chemical re-

actions between the zircaloy cladding and steam has not only been assumed

to occur during the initial overheating process when the core geometry is

still intact, but also when the material has " slumped" to the lower plenum

of the reactor vessel. In many such calculations, this has been a major

fraction of the total hydrogen produced in the calculated degradation pro-

cess for the specified accident sequence. In modeling such behavior for

postulated accident sequences in the Limerick system, it is necessary to

adequately represent the effect that these specific configurations would

have on such processes. In particular, the extensive below core struc-

ture would have a major influence on the ability to continue the oxidation

process between unreacted zircaloy and steam.

Core degradation is calculated when an accident sequence is specified

which either eliminates or limits the amount of water supplied to the core.

In general, this involves a failure of the major safety injection systems

including the core spray. In such cases, the degradation process would
|

progress within the fuel assembly cans and the amount of oxidation would

|
be minimal since the only water supplied to the core is that from the con-

|

trol rod drive system and this flows between the fuel assembly cans, and

thus does not provide a continuing source of steam for the oxidation pro-

cess. As continued heating of tha core material occurs and the geometry

integrity is lost, the molten material would progress downward through the

fuel assembly cans, but further oxidation would only be minimal since the

available water supply is outside of the cans themselves. If sufficient

water is still denied by the specified accident scenario, the degraded

|
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4

core material would begin progressing downward through and outside of therw

control rod guide tubes which support the fuel can assemblies. Since the

CRD flow, if available, would be flowing upward through the guide tubes,

the preferential path for downward progression would be outside of the con-

trol rod guide tubes where water would be essentially unavailable. Conse-

quently, the downward progression would occur in the absence of a signifi-

cant water source for continued oxidation of the zircaloy material. In

addition, for those sequences where the CRD flow is available, the core

degradation may be slowed to the point where melting of the material would

not even occur. If melting were to occur, and severe distortion of the

core, that portion which progressed into the lower plenum region would be

the portion which received the greatest amount of cooling since that is

the injection point of the CRD flows.
,

In summary, the amount of continued hydrogen generation for speci-

fled accident sequences where the core degradation results in " slumping"

into the lower plenum region, the amount of continued zircaloy oxidation

would be a very limited, slow process, and considering the cold structural

members present as well as the water which could be available within the

control rod guide tubes, this process could be determined by oxygen dif-

fusion through a solid mixture of uranium-dioxide, zirconium-dioxide, and

the zircaloy metal until the water is completely boiled off. In this

case, the amount of hydrogen generated during the total core degradation

process until the reactor vessel failure is postulated, would be essen-

tially that formed while the core geometric configuration remained in-

tact. The assumption of rapid fragmentation and continued oxidation as

the core material progresses into the lower plenum region represents a

very conservative formulation of the actual physical processes.-s

V

. ._ _ .
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.

III. Vessel Failure Mechanism

,

i
If in a defined accident sequence water cannot be supplied to the re -

actor vessel to establish in-vessel. removal of the, decay power from the

damaged core, then eventually the core will velt'slong with the fuel as-

sembly cans, the core support plate, and the core support tubes. This

mass of molten material vill accumulate in the lower head of the vessel

and will thermally attack the vessel wal?. and vessel penetrations. Boil-
.

ing Water Reactors have a forest of penetrations in the lower head because

the control rods are driven from the bottom and the in-core instrumenta-

tion also enters the vessel from the bottom. For the Limerick reactors,

there are 175 control rods, each with its own penetration, several addi-

tional penetrations for in-core neutcon flux monitors, and a reactor ves-
i

sel drain. Figure 3-1 illustratas the general configurations utilized
Ofor both control rod penetrations aad in-core instrument tube penetrations.

.

In both cases the weld area would be subject to a three-dimensional ther-
/

malattackinthepresenceofan'[significantaccumulationofdegraded

core material. Because of the large number of penetrations and the chree-

dimensional type of melting attack that these would experience, as opposed

to the essentially one-dimensioncl melting at the vessel wall, these pene-

trations weald be the first element of tha primary 9ystem pressure bound-

ary to fail, particularly for meltdcwn scenarios in enich there is con-

siderable preseure within the reactor vessel. 1

In the event that a control' rod drive support is melteJ .arough and

th!c mechanism is ejected, the resulting vessel breach would be approxi-

mately 10 cm in diameter. Figure 3-2 schematically illustrates a con-

figuration in which the melten core material flows through the penetration
O.

.

(
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/] breach under the driving pressure of the overlying steam / gas mixture.
V

The velocity of this discharge (U) can be estimated by Lernoulli's equa-

tion where the core material is assumed to be all liquid.

2(P -P) -

"U= (3-1)
DF

The pressures P, and P, represent the vessel and primary containment con-

ditions respectively and p is the density of the molten core material.p

As the high temperature liquid flows through the breseh, it will con-
,

tact the comparatively cold steel of the reactor vessel wall in the pro-

cess. The interface temperatures developed upon contact are expressed

0 "s8 s
TF+T k D "Ps FF (3-2)T =

g

s s"s0

1+*kUFFF

O
and T, are the initial temperatures of the degraded core materialwhere Ty

and vessel steel and k , pp, c , h,, p, and c,are the thermal conducti-g p

vity, density and specific heat of the core material and steel respective-

ly. For the conditions of interest (T 4 2200 C and T, % 250 C) this in- 'p

terface temperature (N 650 C) is well below the melting points of both

the steel (S 1500 C) and the fuel-zirconium oxide mixture (s 2000 C for
i

the mixture). Consequently, the molten material would freeze upon con-

tact forming a thin crust of material as shown in Fig. 3-3 which tends

to insulate the steel from the molten stream. The solid crust receives

energy (q) from the convective stream at a rate given by the expression

- T,,p) (3-3)q = hA (Tp

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the surface

( area of the crust, and T is the melting point of the uranium dioxide-
F

.
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t zirconium dioxide mixture. Assuming that Reynold's analogy applies the

heat transfer coefficient can be related to the discharge velocity by

oCUpp
h=f (3-4)

2 .

where f is the dimensionless friction factor (f % 0.005). If the vessel

pressure is assumed to be 7.0 MPa and the drywell pressure is 0.3 MPa,

the discharge velocity would be about 43 m/sec, and the corresponding

heat transfer coefficient would be approximately 450 kw/m C. The imposed

heat flux must be transferred through the crust and into the steel. If

the crust is too thick to transmit the required energy, it will remelt

until it is sufficiently thin and if the steel cannot absorb the imposed

heat flux it will also melt. The time required for thermal boundary lay-

er development within the steel to the point where it can no longer re-

main solid can be estimated from the error function equation where the

interface temperature is assumed to be the steel melting point (T ).

p,,) = k,(T - T,)/ Y wa e (3-5)h(T -Ty g

The steel thermal diffusivity is designated by a,, T, is the initial steel
temperature, and the time interval by 6. Thus, the expression for the

time interval before steel melting begins is obtained by rearranging the

above equation to:

p,,)]2 (3-6)0 = [k,(T - T,)] /wa, [h(TF -T

For the conditions outlined above, this time for the onset of steel melt-

ing is 0.04 see which is very short compared to the discharge time for

the core debris. Consequently, even with the presence of an insulating

crust, the steel substrate would be quickly driven to nelting as a result

of the high heat flux imposed by the high temperature convective stream.

Melting of the steel substrate below the fuel crust would jeopardize the
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stability of this crust. This thickness of this solid layer (6) can be

estimated from:

6 = k (Tp , - T, )/h(T -T FA) (3-7)p p

For the temperatures and flow conditions listed above, the crust of core

debris would only be approximately 66 pm thick which would have negligible

strength, and this is in agreement with the stability arguments presented

by Epstein, et.al. [21). Therefore, once steel melting begins, the thin

crust of core material would be continually formed, destroyed, and re-

formed, with the only significant implication of the crust being the limi-

tation that it provides in the energy transfer process, i.e. it determines

the driving temperature difference for the convective heat transfer from

the molten str ea:r..

As a result of the behavior described above, the steel would be melt-

ed very shortly after the penetration fails and flow is established and

the high temperature convective stream would continually attack the ves-

sel steel wall. This ablation process will enlarge the original failure

size at a rate which can be obtained by equating the convective energy

transfer to the energy required to melt the steel.

F,m} " #s^s("s( s,m - s} + T "}hA (T -Ts p s

The derivative dr/dt is the growth rate of the breach radius, A is thes

exposed cylindrical surface area of the steel, and y, is the heat of fu-

sion of the steel. From this expression, in which the discharge velocity

remains constant, the growth rate of the breach is a constant and is given

by

dr F ~ F,m

de " ps(c (T -T)+y)"
s s,m s s e
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O)
which for the condition used in the above examples gives a value of ap-

\._
proximately 0.9 cm/sec. As a result, the available flow area through

which the molten material could be expelled from the vessel would increase

substantially during the core ejection stage.

With the configuration illustrated in Fig. 3-2, the incompressible

molten material would be forced out of the vessel by the high pressure,

compressibic gas / steam mixture above the core debris. Si 2e the volume

occupied by the molten core would be small compared to the initial volume

of the gas / steam mixture, the vessel pressure and, therefore, the discharge

velocity (U), would remain essentially constant during the expulsion pro-

cess. Thus the discharge flow (6) can be described by

6=pAU (3-10)
F

where

A = tr = n(r + Bt) (3-11)

The quantity r is the radius of the initial vessel failure, i.e. the ra-

dius of a control rod drive penetration. To express the total mass dis-

charged (Am) at any point in time (t), one only has to integrate Eq. (3-

10) with respect to time

A,= p Un (r, + Bt) dt = p Un r t + r,Bt + (3-12)p p 3

*b

and this mass discharged as a function of time is graphically illustrated

in Fig. 3-4. It is apparent from the function form that the flow rate

would continually increasing because of the linear growch of the radius

with time. But the breach diameter required to exhaust the mass of molten

material would be less than one-tenth of the vessel diameter. This, and

the comparatively short time scale for complete discharge, .tre the prin-
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ciple results illustrated by this analysis. Subsequent discharge of the
[

follow-on gas / steam mixture should be calculated based upon this available

vessel breach.

With the final radius of 0.2 m, the breach size ablated by the high
,

temperature material would essentially encompass nine control rod penetra-

tions. Since the accumulation of core debris would attack more than one

penetration, but generally in the same locale as the initial failure point,

the evaluation of a single penetration as the incipient failure is a good

approximation of the behavior for these conditions; particularly in light

of the time required for complete discharge of the material. However, the

sensitivity to multiple simultaneous and independent failures can be easi-

ly calculated since the available area for discharge is

c " ""' " ""(# + Bt) (3-13)A
o

() where n is the number of simultaneous failures. This sensitivity can be

obtained by comparing Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 which represent assumed failures

of one and five CRD penetrations respectively. While there is some re-

duction in the discharge interval, the difference is only a factor of two

for five times the number of assumed failure locations. The key point ob-

tained from these calculations is that the discharge would occur over a

time frame of at least 10 secs. and the resulting breach in the reactor

vessel wall for these hypothetical conditions would have a diameter of ap-

proximately 0.4 m. This calculated breach can then be used in subsequent

evaluations of the pressure response in the drywell as the follow-on steam /

hydrogen mixture is discharged through this breach in the reactor vessel

wall.

For sone hypothetical core melt sequences, large break LOCAs with

( postulated safety system failures where the primary system is essentially
!

__ _
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depressurized to the drywell pressure, the driving force for discharge of

degraded core material through the reactor vessel breach would be the

gravitational head of the degraded core material.

If the molten core material were to accumulate in the bottom of the

vessel and one or more control rod drive penetrations is assumed as the

failure location, the fuel would flow out of the reactor vessel by its own

gravity head. The height of the liquid level above the vessel breach would

determine the discharge rate of the degraded core material.

The total volume of the molten core material (V ) w uld generally be
F

less than that of the hemispherical reactor vessel bottom, the maximum lig-

uid level to the lowest point in the vessel, H, can be calculated as shown

in Fig. 3-7.

M
F '

nr'dh (3-14)V =-=

No

where M is the mass of accumulated degraded core material. The vessel
F

radius (r) at any height h is given by

r=YR - (R - h)2 (3-15)

and h is the instantaneous liquid level. Substitute Eq. (3-15) into Eq.

(3-14) and integrating yields and expression for the liquid height as a

function of the mass inventory,

b 2 2 H
-=n (2Rh - h )dh = w(RH -) (3-16)
p 3y

*o

The liquid velocity at the breach is determined by the static head:

V2gH (3-17)U =
F

As in the cases with an elevated pressure within the reactor vessel, the

ablation rate at the failure location is given by Eq. (3-9). However, B
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is a function of H, hence a function of time t. The discharge rate of the g
molten material is represented by

nr (3-18)6= pub"#UFFF

where A and r are the area and radius of the breach respectively. The
b b

breach radius can be calculated from

4
r ~# + B(t)dt (3-19)

b o
'o

The liquid level decreases when the inventory of degraded core material

decreases,

dV db7 y dH
" E ""( (-dt *i dt F

~ E
F

Combine Eqs. (3-18) and (3-20) yields

#
d_H , "Fb (3-21)
dt H(2R - H)

These equations can be solved by a simple forward marching numerical tech-

nique.

Figure 3-8 illustrates the discharge velocity and the breach radius

as a function of time for a gravity driven case. The amount of material

remaining in the vessel (M ) is shown in Fig. 3-9, and the calculationp

demonstrates that the discharge is essentially complete within a two min-

ute interval.

.

O

--
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IV. Disposition of Core Material

As the material is discharged from the reactor vessel, it would ac-

cumulate in the CRD room and would flow onto the diaphragm floor. A gen-*

eral description of this behavior is required to provide the specific con-

ditions necessary to evaluate the potential for, as well as the implica-

tions of, both ex-vessel steam explosions and thermal attack of the con-

crete. To make such assessments, it is necessary to evaluate the accumu-

lation of fuel in the control rod drive room, the dispersive capacity of

an ex-vessel steam explosion for those sequences where water is available

on the diaphragm floor, the flow of the material onto the diaphragm floor,

the dispersion of the molten core material and the melting attack of the

liner and downcomer pipes, by the follow-on gas / steam mixture. These pro-

cesses will be considered separately and will be quantified in terms of>

the calculational examples delineated above.

A. Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions

For some accident sequences such as a large break LOCA, the diaphragm

floor may be covered with up to 45 cm of water. (This depth represents
'

the height of the downcomer pfpes above the diaphragm floor.) In this

case, as the degraded material would be released from the reactor vessel

it would encounter water at a comparatively low pressure, and the poten-

tial would exist for a steam explosion. The experimental observations re-

ported in Refs. [14,15 and 18] showed that a steam explosion could be trig-

gered in water when the molten material c ontacts a vetted, solid wall. In

this hypothetical reactor condition, the contact with a solid wall would

first occur when the high temperature material penetrated through the 45

cm layer and contacted the upper surface of the diaphragm. The degraded-

.

- - - - - - _ . , _ -_ ~ _
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core material which could be involved in this explosive interaction would
Obe that material already submerged in the water. For an assumed failure

of one CRD penetration, this would essentially be the penetration cross-

sectional area times the water depth, i.e. about 0.0035 m (s 24.5 kg) of

material. If this is at a temperature of 2200 C and the water is at 100 C,

the thermal energy contained within this mass of melt would be approximate-

ly 31 MJ. Using the experimental data reported in Ref. [18}, the upper

bound on the efficiency of such interactions, which were conducted with an

iron-aluminum oxide thermite and melt quantities of this magnitude, was 1%

of the thermal energy of the melt. This would yield 310 kJ of mechanical

work which is negligible level compared to that required for failure of

the primary containment boundary and its major effect would be to displace

the water from the CKD room and cause portions thereof to flow into the

downcomer pipes.

The immediate reaction of an ex-vessel steam explosion would be to

Thisdisperse the water and degraded core material through the CRD room.

would enhance the contact betw en the two media and would result in an

augmented steam production. The remair. der of the material released from

the vessel at this point in time, while not participating in the explosion,

could be rapidly quenching as a result of this dispersion process. As a

result of this accelerated vaporization, the drywell pressure would in-

crease causing the level in the downcomer pipes to be decreased.

In summary, ex-vessel steam explosions could occur for those defined

sequences where water is available on the diaphragm floor, but the amount

of material involved would be very limited. In fact the major effect

would be a rapid quenching of that material which had been released from

the vessel at the time of the explosive event was initiated.
O
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['') B. Accumulation in the CRD Room
v

The control rod drive room is formed by the cylindrical concrete

walls of the reactor vessel pedestal and the diaphragm floor. There is

a 7' x 3.5' passageway through the pedestal wall for personnel access,

which would allow material discharged from the vessel to flow out onto

the diaphragm floor. Thus, the accumulation with the CRD room is deter-

mined by the competitive processes of discharge from the reactor vessel

and flow onto the diaphragm floor through the personnel passageway.

Molten material discharged from the vessel will first encounter ther-

~

mal insulation which will not provide any significant resistance to con-

tinued penetration of the high temperature jet. Below the insulation are

several steel beams, the remaining control rod drives, and a densely packed

array of hydraulic lines for the control rod drives. This structure would

(v~') temporarily break up and disperse the high velocity jet causing some ma-

terial to be discharged through the pedestal windows which contain the hy-

draulic lines, and in addition it would distribute the material in a fair-

ly uniform manner on the floor. It should be noted that this dispersal

by the available structures would cause any ex-vessel steam explosion to

be less coherent, but the rapid quenching process and the water displace-

ment would be approximately the same. After a few seconds, that struc-

ture directly below the initial failure location would be melted and the

jet would be essentially discharging directly onto the f3oor of the CRD

Toom.

It should be noted that the hydraulic lines below the reactor ves-

sel which would be melted during this postulated sequence of events are

the water lines supplying the CRD flow. These would provide a means where-

[)
by water could be directly discharged into the CRD room for post-accident

.
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cooling which will be discussed subsequently.

As material begins to accumulate in the CRD room, the flow through

the personnel passageway is driven by the .tatic head of the molten mate-

rial. The velocity at any depth (u) can be estimated with Bernoulli's

equation for frictionless flow,

u = Y2gy (4-1)

where y is the distance below the melt surface as shown in Fig. 4-1. Us-

ing this expression, the mass flow rate (6 ) through the passageway is7

given by

!6 =pN V2gy dy = 2/3 p N V2gy (4-2)
7 FP FP y

do

where y1 is the depth of molten core material at any instant and W is thep

width of the passageway. The rate of change of molten pool depth within

the room is determined by the difference between the vessel discharge and

the flow out of the room.

OY1* 2 3 /'*o Un [r2 + 2r Bt + B*t ] - 2/3 p w Y2gy = p ^c de ('~ }
p g g FP y F

where A is the cross-sectional area of the CRD room. This can be rear-

ranged as

[r + 2r Bt + B t ] - 2/3 Q yy (4-4)=
g

which can be solved numerically by a forward marching technique. Using

the calculational examples discussed above and the additional values of

229 m for the CRD room floor area, a 1 m wide passageway, and a total dis-

charge of 250,000 kg, the pool depth history is calculated to be as shown

in Fig. 4-2. At the time that the vessel discharge is completed, (about

17 secs), the depth in the CRD room would be approximately one meter.
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d

C. Flow of Material onto the Diaphragm Floor

O4

'

After discharge from the reactor vessel is complete, the molten de-
,

bris continues to flow out of the CRD room, and if no other phenomena in-
7

.

fluences the process, the rate of decrease in the pool level would be

given by
,

3/2= - 2/3 Q y (4-5)d y
c

which can be integrated to

Ac 1 1
I t=3 (4-6)-g

If the above calculational examples are again employed, the depth of the
'

pocl would decrease to a depth of 0.1 m in about 43 secs. Therefore, the

| total time to discharge and distribute the molten core material would be

approximately one minute. Figure 3-9 illustrates the accumulation of ma-

terial within the pedestal region and flow of material onto the rest of4

'
the diaphragm floor (drywell) as a function of time for the gravity driven

flow case. As illustrated, within two minutes the material is essential-
i

ly uniformly distributed on the drywell floor for the postulated accident

conditions.

D. Dispersion of the Molten Core
;

For the cases calculated above in which the pressure within the pri-
,

4

mary system is at an elevated level, the completion of the molten liquid

discharge will initiate the discharge of the high pressure steam / gas mix-

ture. Since this mixture is at an elevated pressure, the mass flow rate

from the vessel will be limited by crit,ical flow.

During the gas blowdown stage, the steam / gas mixture will cool as it

depressurizes, and this will establish a potential for conductive, con-

.. - . - . . . . .
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vective, and radiative heat transfer from the hot vessel and its remain-

ing internals to the expanding gases. Depending upon the specific con-

figurations and quantities involved, this could be a substantial amount

of energy during the blowdown. In order to approximate this energy trans-

fer, yet retain a simple formulation for the overall behavior, an isother-

mal expansion is assumed for the steam / gas mixture and the properties of

the mixture are assumed to be identical to saturated steam.

The reactor vessel and the steam lines up to the main steam isolation

valves can be considered as a fixed volume which is discharging high pres-

sure gas through the reactor vessel breach,

V =mv = Constant (4-7)
v gg

where V, is the vessel volume, o is the mass of gas in the vessel at anyg

instant, and v is the specific volume of the gas. Differentiating Eq.

(4-7) with respect to time gives W

dm dv dv
- E = -m - E = -m * S (4-8)v

g dt g dt g dP dt

and if the gas mixture is assumed to behave as a perfect gas so that

=E (4-9)v
g P

for an isothermal process the change in specific volume with respect to

pressure is

dv v
-.E - - E (4-10)

dP P

and Eq. (4-8) can be expressed as

dm m
_& = _A $ (4-11)
dt P dt e

The mass discharge rate from the vessel is the product of the critical

flow rate per unit area and the vessel breach area A3
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dm
= -CA (4-12)

b

where the critical flow rate is given by

G = nP,/ M (4-13)

(n is the isothermal critical pressure ratio of 0.6). With these expres-

sions, Eq. (4-11) can be rewritten as

AUb 1 dP ('" }'

V P dt 1
v

where the left hand side is a collection of constants. Integration of the

above equation results in

AUb
P=Pe- t (4-15)

o y
v

which describes the vessel pressure as a function of time, and this is

graphically represented for a specific set of conditions in Fig. 4-3.

As the gases exhaust from the vessel into the CRD room, the room will

pressurize to a icvel at which the flow into the room (from the vessel)

equals that discharged through the passageway and the ports through which

the control rod drive hydraulic lines pass. If the gas is again assumed

to behave in an isothermal manner and the outflow is approximated as in-

compressible, the mass discharge rate from the CRD roca can be represented

by

1)|
dm

-P) (4-16)=A Y2pg(Pg ddt P/CRD

where A is the available flow area in the pedestal, p is the density and
p

P the pressure of the gas in the CTO chamber, and Pd is the pressure in

the drywell. Using the ideal gas equation,

D - A)'
dm 2 P (P -P)

E E d
=A (4-17)

dt/CRD P RT
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From continuity

2 P (P' - P }
E d

A rip,/M = A ~ }
b p R

or

A #o 21 b =P -PP (4-19)-

2 A g gd
P

and this quadratic equation can be solved for P when specific accidentg

conditions are given. For example if the vessel pressure is 7.0 hPa, the

2breach diameter is 0.4 m, the vent area in the pedestal is 5.9 m , and the

drywell pressure is 0.3 MPa, then the pressure within the CRD room would

be 0.32 MPa which corresponds to an 0.3 m static head of core debris ma-

terial. Consequently, the pressure rise within this room would not be ex-

cessive, but the resultant velocity of the gases through the passageway,

about 150 m/sec, could have an effect on the ultimate distribution of the

molten core material accumulated on the CRD room floor. This entrain:wnt

and dispersion phenomenon will be considered next.

Pressurization in the CRD chamber has two effects which have to be

considered in describing the movement and relocation of the core material. .

First it increases the effective driving force for moving the material

onto the diaphragm floor, and secondly, the high velocity gas flow can en-'

train and disperse the material. With respect to initial point, the ad-

ditional overpressures typified by the above example are small compared
>

!
| to the static head of the accumulated molten material at the beginning of

J.
the gas discharge stage. This would be a minor effect which is not in-

cluded here, and in fact, that flow of material which is not entrained
t

should be adequately represented by the gravity driven calculation given ,|

'above.p
V

.. - _
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On the other hand, the entrainment behavior could potent!. ally have

a substantial influence on the ultimate distribution of,the degraded core

.,

material; principally on the timing and extent of material which is de-

posited within the wetwell. As the'ges discharge phase begins, both the*

impingement of the high velocity jet on the central region of the accumu-
'

lated pool and the high velocity flow of gases over the surface of the

pool and out of the passageway will cause waves on the surface of the mol-
i

ten material. These surface disturbances, which could be A zable, would
'/ i

increase in amplitude and concentrete the'lreal drag forces until they
\ <

would be torn away from the surface. If the resultant particles could be

broken down to sizes that would be levitated by the gas tream, then these

could be distributed through the primary containment. It should also be

noted that sizes larger than a levitation size could be generated and dis-

tributed without being levitated, but a levitation criterion defines that O
size and amount of material which c>uld be dispersed throughout the con-

tainment volume, including the wetwei.l.
6

A force balance on a droplet equates the particle weight and the drag

force.

2

g) wrg=CD"(p ~I
~

F

In this expression C is the drag coefficient and can be assumed to a val-
D

ue of 0.5 for this analysis, r is the particle radius, and U the gas velo-g

city. This can be rewritten as

(o - p )rg
2 , 8._ F g (4-21)v
g 3 C0Dg,

As a result of the dynamic forces, droplets could breakup in a flowing gas

stream, and this disintegration would continue! until a balance existed be-
e

r

4

i Ja

e
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),

tween the dynamic forces, tending to breakup the drops, and the stabiliz-,

ing surface tension forces. A dimensionless ratio of these forces is

called the Weber number,

pud
EE'

We = (4-22)
a

where d is the droplet diameter and o is the surface tension of the melt.

Experiments have shown that a critical value where' break will occur is

about 12, [22). Combining Eqs. (4-21) and (4-22) and using a Weber num-

ber of 12 yields
. .

8#(PF ~ #g4
U = 32 (4-23)

g 2

. 8 .

or

4 go(p -p)
U = 2.4 (4-24)

2

8

for the velocity required to initiate entrainment. As discussed in Ref.

[23), experiments addressing the onset of liquid film flooding and entrain-
)

i ment have found that the constant in Eq. (4-24) is between 3.0 and 3.7,

'' which is close to the approximate value from this simple formulation.

With the parameters used in the sample calculations outlined above,

the velocity required for entrainment (with a constant of 3.0) is about

36 m/sec, and this is much less than the velocity of the gas steam during

the blowdown. Under such conditions, one would expect extensive entrain-

ment. In fact, for a gas velocity of 200 m/sec, a Weber number of 12 re-

sults in a fuel particle of about 88 pm, and such fine particulate, should

it occur, would be thoroughly dispersed throughout the primary containment.

While such extensive particulation is cerrainly important, the most rele-
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vant question for the overall containment response is the extent of en-
O

trainment and the rate at which this would occur.

One means by which this entrainment could be effected is through the

impact of the gaseous jet on the upper pool surface. As the jet exhausts

from the vessel, it will expand to the asymptotic, one-dimensional velo-

city (u ) given by [24]y

P -P
E (4-25)+uu =y g t

t

where P is the static pressure in the vessel breach (throat), u is the

velocity in this locale, and G is the flow rate per unit area in the
t

throat. For the conditions given above, this velocity is about 760 m/sec

and the diameter of the gas jet would be approximately 1.1 m. Stagnating

this high velocity jet would result in stagnation pressures (P ) n the2

central region of the pool surface equal to:
O

h2 % 2
- v dP = (4-26)"

U,
g 2

P "a
g 1

If an isothermal process is again assumed, this expression can be inte-

grated to

2
0u

(4-27)in P /P =
2 g 2P

g

which gives a stagnation pressure of about 1.5 MPa. This pressure is fa:-

greater than the static head of the accumulated material and would distort

the surface in the form of a large wave and force more material through

the passageway as well as provide for substantial entrainment of molten

core material in the process.

Given this large impact pressure of the gas jet, the surface of the

pool will be depressed in the center; probably down to the floor of the
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Q diaphragm as illustrated in Fig. 4-4. The area of this central cavity

V
must be sufficient to stagnate the downward flow and allow it to reverse

and flow upward. This would require an area of about 1.9 m or a diameter

of approximately 1.5 m. A displacement of this magnitude would cause the

pool level to increase by 6 cm; a comparatively minor change for a quasi-

steady condition, but the dynamic processes, such as wave formation, re-

sulting from the impact forces could be considerably different. In gener-

al, the " swell" of the pool would not be sufficient to close off the door-

way, the steam / gas mixture would exhaust through the passage at a velocity

several times that required for entrainment.

The region where most of the liquid entrainment would occur is in the

passageway itself and the "line of sight" path between the doorway and the

outer wall of the primary containment. Since the gas flow issuing from

p the CRD room is essentially incompressible, it would spread by entraining
uJ

the surrounding ambient gases, principally nitrogen, which would cause the

jet to decelerate. Spreading of incompressible jets occurs with a 10 half

angle, and given the specific geometry of the containment (1 m wide doorway

and a primary containment diameter of about 23 m) the jet velocity would

be decreased by about a factor of 2.7 when it reached the primary contain-

ment wall. Thus, the one-dimensional velocity at all points along the path

would be sufficient for entrainment.

The pedestal configuration in the Limerick design allows the extent

of entrainment to be estimated in a very simple manner. This design has

four large ports available in the pedestal wall for the CRD hydraulic

lines, and these are located above the passageway. Each port has an area
2of about 0.92 m while the available gas flow area through the passageway

n
(assuming a pool depth of 1 m) would be about 1 m*; thus the four ports
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represent approximately three-fourths of the available area for gas dis-

charge. With this large "by-pass" flow, the pressure difference between

inside and outside'of the pedestal is not significantly affected by the

mass discharge through the doorway. Therefore, entrainment can only con-

tinue as long as the imposed pressure differential can maintain the gas

velocity above the entrainment level. In the calculation discussed above,

the entrained sizes would represent a very fine structure which would be

quickly accelerated by the gas phase at the expense of some kinetic energy

in the continuous gas stream. In the limit, this combination of a fine

particulate flow and a high vslocity gas stream would approach a homogene-

ous condition. However, the velocity of this flow would be greatly re-

duced because the kinetic of the gas would be expended in accelerating the

dense entrained material. The velocity of this two-phase stream must re-

main above the minimum entrainment level, so

pu
* (4-28)P -P =

g a 2

where p is the homogeneous density

p = aog + (1 - a)p (4-29)p

and u, is the entrainment velocity given by Eq. (4-24) with a constant of

3. If no entrainment occurs, the imposed pressure difference would result

in an incompressible acceleration given by

2
pu
88 (4-30)P -P =

g a 2

and this can be used to non-dimensionalize Eq. (4-28) to

2
u o

= (1 - a) +a (4-31)
u g

b
where a is the flow area occupied by the gas phase and can be approximated

I
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.

in magnitude by unity.

/u2 33-1.l, = (1 - a) (4-32)

N"e )
From continuity considerations for the dispersed phase,

(4-33)F " P A u, = pF(1 - a)Au,W Fp

a substitution of Eq. (4-31) into Eq. (4-32) yields

/u 3
2

(4-34)-1 Au,WF"P
g k"e /

Since it is the driving pressure which is known, this can be restructured

to

/2(P -P) )
W =| -pu IA (4-35)E *

F u ge
( e j

to obtain the mass flow rate of the entrained phase, and this can be in-

tegrated over the blowdown time to determine the total amount of entrained

material.

Whi_le this homogeneous analysis provides an overestimate of the en-

trainment fraction, the values used in the above calculational examples

would predict an entrainment fraction somewhat less than 15% over the en-

| tire gas blowdown stage. Thus, the entrainment is a necessary part of the

basic understanding and is important in evaluating the core cooling char-

acteristics of the core debris, but it only represents a small fraction

of the material released from the vessel. Also, the pressure drop limit-

f
ation would mean that some fuel material would precipitate out of suspen-

sion as the gas stream slows down in the primary containment. As a result
i

of this calculation, it appears that most of the molten core debris would1

distribute itself on the diaphragm floor and the principle mechanism for

the distribution would be spreading due to the gravitational head.

1
|
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/) E. Spreading on the Diaphragm Floor
V

At the elevated temperatures necessary for reactor vessel melt-

through, the molten degraded core material would wet the steel liner on

the diaphragm floor. As'a result of this wetting, material would spread

rapidly, but as the molten material contacts the diaphragm floor, the in-

terface temperature upon contact will be less than the freezing point of-

the molten debris as well as that of the steel liner. Therefore, a thin

crust of debris will form at the interface and temporarily insulate the

steel and the rest of the molten material. In addition, the growth of

this crust will be limited by the fuel thermal diffusivity, which is small,

and the resulting crust will be thin compared to the depth of material.

This last point ruggests v st the crust formation will not significantly

inhibit the ficw.

The mass flow rate of molten core material entering the drywell is

then:

pN 2g(h -h) (4-36)=
FP p d

where h is the pool height within the pedestal and h is the height in
p d

the drywell. The propagation velocity (U ) f the molten material on the
2

drywell diaphragm can be approximated as:

V2gh (4~37)U =
2 d

with the assumption that the molten material forms an uniform layer in-

stantly. Let M and M be fuel in the pedestal and the drywell at any
p d

time and A and A be the areas covered by these fuel masses respective-
p d

ly, then the thickness of fuel at each chamber is

M
P (4-38)h =

(} P A *rp

.

-
-- _ _ _ _- _ _ _ . . , _-
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N

A ;., (4-39)b ~
d

dr

Then by ass i.r.g that the molten fuel flows out of the pedestal in a semi-

circle pattern, A can be expressed as
d

t (4-40)A =
d

with

'e
t= U (T)dt (4-41)

2
%

Af ter the ridge of molten pool reaches the wall of the containment build-

ing, the fuel is then assumed to travel along the annulus between the pede-

stal and the building walls. This two-prong n.avement is simplified for

the calculation so that the fuel is moving in a straight path with a width

twice of R , the distance between the pedestal and building walls. The
d

area covered by the molten cool is then

d" d( d}
(A + ~

until A equals to the floor area of the drywell.
d

F. Pressure History in the Containment Building

To determine the pressure difference between pedestal and drywell,

one must evaluate the gas discharge rate from the reactor vessel. As

discussed above, hot gas in the vessel and the pedestal is treated as

expansion of the isothermal process.

To evaluate the transient pressure history in the drywell, it is

assumed that no steam condensation will occur in the drywell since the

components and building structure would have been heated by the thermal

radiation from the core material as it epread on the floor. Also we as-

.
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( ') sume for simplicity that gac only received sufficient energy from molten

fuel to maintain the isothe.rnal scate. Let M,and M be the nitrogen and

steam masses in the drywell, C and C their heat capacity, respective-
P,a p,v

ly, the gas temperature in the dryw' ell is

MC T +MC T
* P'8 ^ " P'" " (4-43)T =

a MC +MC
a p,a v p,v

The partial pressures of nitrogen, P and steam, P are expressed as

MRT^** (4-44)P =

V,aa

MRT""" (4-45)P =

V,va

with V, the drywell volume. The total drywell pressure is

P =P +P (4-46)
a aa va

,r~)

( The value of M is evaluated through the change of vessel pressure, AP ,'

as

AP V"" (4-47)M =
v RT

If the pressure difference between the drywell and the wetwell ex-

ceeds the static head of water column in the downcomer pipes, the drywell

gas will vent into the wetwell through these pipes. (The dynamic response

of the water within the downcomer pipes was found to be of negligible con-

cern for the calculated pressurization rates within the drywell). The

steam will condense as it passes through the suppression pool. This sta-

tic head of the displaced water column is

=p 8"AP, HO
2

where H is the length of the section that the downcomer pipes are sub-

merged in the water. The gas will redistribute itself in these two cham-

t
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bers so that a balance of pressure can be achieved, i.e.

P' = P',+ AP, (4-49)

Suppose AP is the excessive pressure in the drywell, i.e.,
s

AP = P, - P - AP,y (4-50)y

the partial pressure contributed by nitrogen in AP is

(P"")
AP,,= AP i | (4-51)

(pa/

The amount of nitrogen available for pressure balance is

AP V
*" " (4-52)AM =

R T,aa

If AP , is defined as the pressure increase caused by AM entering the

wetwell,

AM V" " (4-53)AP =
w RTww

Let A, be the portion of AM staying in the drywell, then the increase

of pressure in the wetwell is

AM V
"( ~ Aaw} w (~(1 - A, ) R

ww

The balance of pressure between the wetwell and the drywell results in

P, - (1 - A,)AP = P + AP + AP (1 - A,y)y

',

or

(AP + AP )(1 - A, ) (4-55)P -P - AP =

From Eq. (4-50) we have

-A
aw " AP AP

or

9
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.

O " -
A,, = 3p , g (4-56)

wW

The newly establishe' wetwell pressure, P', is |

P' = P,+ (1 - A )AP , (4-57)'

and drywell pressure, P', can be found by Eq. (4-49).

G. Integrated Calculational Model

Using the formulations discussed above for the individual phenomena

involved following a postulated failure of the reactor vessel, an inte-

grated calculational model was formulated to determine the detailed inter-

relationship of the various phenomena, with the particular goal of obtain-

ing the drywell pressure history as a function of time. This process be-

gins with discharge of the molten core debris from the reactor vessel and

continues the calculation until the pressure between the reactor vessel
(q) and the drywell have equilibrated.

Figure 4-5 illustrates the formulation used in the calculational

model, wherein the the discharge of fuel from the reactor vessel is de-

termined by the vessel pressure and this is used to calculate the fuel

distribution within the reactor vessel pedestal region and the drywell

itself. As the material is exhausted from the vessel, and the discharge
,

i of the high pressure steam / gas mixture ensues, the isothermal blowdown

from the reactor vessel is calculated in terms of the pressure response
|

!

witbi- the drywell and wetwell respectively. In addition, the fuel dis-
,

|

tribution affected by the high velocity gaseous discharge is also evalu-

ated, but as was d*.scussed above, this is an small quantity compared to

a total amount of mass release from the reactor vessel. Figure 4-6

then illustrates the method of solution for the various individual phe-
i O nomena and their interrelationship in the overall program. Calculational

L
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SLM1ARY OF FLOW CHART FOR LIMERICK STATION

9.

Discharge of molien fuel from
,

*
.

reactor vessel breach driven

by vessel pressure.
'

'

o

Pressure field calculation in

the containment building.

1

Fuel dispersion due to entrain-

ment in the jet.

o

Fuel distribution in the contain-
=

ment building due to gravity head.

I

I
Temperature profile in the concrete

wall and floor of

containment building.

Fig. 4-5
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PROGRAM FLOW CHART OF LIMERICK STATION
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PRESSURE FIELD CALCUIATION (Subroutine PRESSJ
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CALCULATION OF Ta, Pa, Ma, Pw, (Portion of Subroutine /RESS)
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results are illustrated in Fig. 4-3 for the combined relationship between ethe reactor vessel pressure, pedestal pressure, drywell pressure and wet-

well pressure as a function of time. These calculations were carried out

for a superheat in the melt (temperature above melting temperature) of'

100 C and a final vessel breach diameter of 0.3 meters, which resulted

from the ablation calculation for the flow of degraded core material

through the initial breach of a control rod drive penetration. As illus-

trated, the maximum pressure within the drywell at the time of equilibra-

tion between the reactor vessel and the drywell itself is approximately

0.36 MPa with the wetwell pressure being approximately 0.33 MPa. This

pressurization of the drywell occurs over a time frame of approximately

200 seconds which is longer than the time required for spreading of the

molten degraded core material on the diaphragm floor. Thus, while the

flow of the high pressure gas may act to accelerate the distribution of

the molten material within the drywell, the distribution of the material

would have occurred in essentially the same time frame, to approximately

the same locations, even in the absence of the high velocity gas.

Given this distribution of the material on the drywell floor, the

next features to be addressed are the time frame for developing a path

for material discharged from the drywell directly into the wetwell, and

the corresponding cooling behavior of the material retained on the dia-

phragm floor.

H. Summary

In considering the cequence of events following the postulated ves-

sel failure for these hypothetical accident conditions, the following con-

clusions can be made:

4
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1. While ex-vessel steam explosions could occur, the amount of material
)

involved would be quite limited and the major influence of such events

would be in the distribution of the material throughout the drywell
4

and wetwell regions.
-

2. The accumulation of material within the control rod drive room would

occur over a time interval of 20 to 30 seconds and could accumulate

to a depth of approximately 1 meter.

3. As the material accumulated within the control rod drive room, the

potential for flow onto the diaphragm floor would be determined by

the height of the accumulated pool and the calculations for the flow

of this material out of the CRD room and around the floor of the dia-

phragm show that this occurs in an interval of approximately 2 min-

utes.
{

4. Estimates of the amount of material which could be entrained by the

blowdown of a high pressure steam / hydrogen mixture show that an up-

per bound on this material would be approximately 15% of that accumu-

lated within the CRD room. This material would be dispersed through-

out the drywell and some of it.could potentially be deposited in the

wetwell.

.

5. Calculations of the integrated behavior show that the pressure with-
.

in the drywell immediately following the postulated vessel failure

reaches a maximum of approximately 0.36 MPa when the drywell and re-

actor vessel pressures have equilibrated. This is for a transient

in which the pressure at the postulated vessel failure was 7 MPa

q (nominal operating pressure of the boiling water reactor), which pro-
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vides an upper bound on this containment pressurization as a result

of the vessel failure.

6. The onset of vessel failure does not provide an overpressurization

of the primary containment and the time response for pressurization

of the wetwell is slow compared to the pressure rise rate within the

drywell.

O
/

O

|

I
1

|

|
_. . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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V. Long-Term Containment Interactions

Following the transient behavior imposed upon the primary contain-

ment following a postulated reactor vessel failure, the fuel material is

distributed on the diaphragm floor with some portions perhaps being trans-

mitted through the downcomer pipes into the wetwell. Such a material dis-

tribution would result in thermal attack of the diaphragm as a result of

energy conducted from the fuel into the metal liner and concrete slab, the

upper structures in the dryvell as a result of radiation from the distri-

buted core debris, and also attack of the steel downcomer pipes and the

steel covers for other penetrations through the diaphragm such as equip-

ment and floor drains. Time scale for these thermal attacks on the vari-

ous system features can be determined and compared to the time scales for

distribution of core material over the surface of the diaphragm.

A. Thermal Attack of the Diaphragm Covers *

Penetrations through the diaphragm, such as equipment and floor drains,

are designed as 4 in. pipes penetrating through a 1 ft, diameter hole in

the concrete diaphragm slab. The diaphragm integrity is then maintained

by a 1 in, annular steel ring which spans the gap between the concrete hole

and the floor drain as illustrated in Fig. 5-1. Figure 5-2 shows the simi-

lar configuration for the 4 in. equipment drains and the material couplingi

,

the concrete hole and the 4 in. drain pipe is equal to or thicker than

that used for the 4 in. floor drains.

Since there are two floor drains available at the outer regions of
I the control rod drive room and also along the innerradius of the drywell

floor, these will be thermally attacked by an accumulation of core debris
,

on the diaphragm floor. The time required for this attack to result in

i
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failure of the annular gap by melt-through can be estir.ted from the air

O
function solution as it describes the thermal conduction within the layer

of molten core debris. The energy transferred per unit area from the ac-

cumulated debris (Q/A) as a function of time (0) is expressed by

Q/A = 2k (T -T) (5-1)p p g
F

where the interface temperature (T ) is assumed to be that value deter-

mined upon contact between the molten debris and the cold steel, k and
F

are the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the core mate-op

rial respectively, and T is the initial temperature of the core debris.y

This will provide an overestimate of the energy transferred from the de-

graded core material as a function of time, but it will adequately char-

acterize the time available to melt through the annular plate. The ener-

gy transferred from the core material is then equated to that required to

increase the temperature in the steel plate from its initial value (T ),g

assumed to be 100 C, until its melting temperature (T, ) of 1500 C.

Q/A = p *"s(T -T) (5-2)
s sp g

In this expression p, is the steel density, z is the thickness of the

plate, and c is the specific heat of the steel. Equating these two ex-
s

pressions results in an expression for the time required to achieve this

melt-through. This is approximately 179 seconds (3 minutes) for the as-

sumed condition in which the interface temperature remains constant. In

actuality, as the steel increases in temperature, the temperature at the

interface also increases and reduces the heat flux from the degraded core
,

material. A more realistic assessment of the actual time required for

melt-through would be given by an expression in which the interface tem-

perature is assumed to be the average steel temperature over the transi-

ent (approximately 800 C), and if this value is used for the interface
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temperature, the resulting time required for melt-through is 340 seconds

(almost 6 minutes). These time intervals are meaningful in the respect

that they show that melt-through of the annular plate forming the diaphragm
t

seal is a time longer than that required for discharge of the core material

and distribution of this material around the drywell floor. Consequently,

since the material is distributed in this time frame, and has begun to

solidify as a result of conduction into the concrete and radiation to the

upper structure in the drywell, the amount of material available for flow-'

ing through these melt-through locations is quite limited and thus the

amount of material being transported into the wetwell region is itself

quite limited. In fact, the major effect of this melt-through is simply

to disrupt the diaphragm and establish pressure equilibration between the

drywell and wetwell gas volumes.

Another potential path for transmitting the degraded core material

into the wetwell is through the downcomer pipes, which are 24 in diameter

pipes with a 3/8 in, wall thickness. Carrying out the above calculations

for this thickness of pipe gives time intervals of 25 and 48 seconds for

the interface temperatures of 270 C and 800 C respectively. Since this

attack would not begin until the material began to spread on to the dia-

phragm floor, these time intervals are then compared to the time required

for the spreading itself. As discussed earlier, this is a time interval

of approximately 1 minute, which suggests that the failure of downcomer

pipes by melt-through would be on a comparable time scale with the spread-

ing of the material. Consequently, while the pipe walls would fail as a

result of this hypothetical accident sequence, the amount of material

available for transportation directly into the wetwell would again be

limited. In addition, for this specific case in which the downcomer pipe

- - _ _ .
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--m,f.
would be the transmission duct for the entry of, degraded core material in-

to the wetwell, the initial quenching which would occur as this material
ss

progressed down into the water contained within the pipe or the wetwell

itself, would produce a steaming rate which wou_1.d tend to impede the con-

tinued discharge of core material, under the gravity head of the local

thickness, into the downcomer pipe. In any case,'s it is dbrenstrated that
'

this melt-through before complete spreading of the' material occurs on the
- - 5 s

drywell floor would be a localized behavior attributable to those down-

comer pipes directly outside-of the pedestal passageway, sa opposed to an -

\ .

s
early effect in which\large quantities of the~ degraded core mate.rlal would -

.., N
s

be directly introduced into the wetwell. As a result, the que ching rate

c.nd the resulting steaming rate would not pose any direct threat to the ;

primary conte boundary.\
>\,

PerdanentCoolabiljt[. \B.
-

, .,; s

Given the distribution of the degraded core material'after it is re- 4s
' "

leased from the vessel, the principle location of which it on the diaphragm .
,

floor, the debris would transmit its stored energy into the concrete via

conduction and upward to the structural members in he drywell including \
g - ! - , \

the pipes, the concrete structural material, the sthel liner, etc. In the
'

'

g.

Limerick containment d'Siign, two sprays are provide'd'vithin the drywell

itself, as well as the core spray withia the reactor vessel and the hy-
( x

draulic' lines for the control rod drive. mechanisms. For those sequences

wherewatercanbeintroducedintothedrywellthrougha[yofthesesys- '

,

\,

tems, permanent cooling of the degraded core mato}-ial can be''affected by *

\

vaporization off of the material surface with subsQuent condensation in,
t,s

the wetwell and removal of this heat from the wetwell by the Reactor Heat'

Removal System. The establishment of this cooling cycle,Ould provide h
.

$, ,

% .4%

%

,
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'() for a permanently coolable configuration in the drywell-wetwell system

and the energy extraction frca the accumulated material on the diaphragm
'

floor could be accomplished via conduction alone. As has been illustrated

by many different experiments with uranium-dioxide fuel, it cracks rather

easily and would most likely be available in the form of large particles,

typically several centimeters in diameter. Given such a size, the cooling

of the core debris in the presence of water would be easily established.

Therefore, for those sequences in which water could be added to the

drywell, the integrity of the primary containment would not be challenged

and any fission products released into the drywell would remain there.

O-
.

~-

6

O

- . _ _ _ - - _ _
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.

VI. Summary of Relevant Phenomenology
,

In assessing tha phenomenological behavior associated with these po-

tentially severe accident sequences, several aspects of the BWR system

and the MARK-II containment have been specifically addressed. The evalua-
,

.

1tion of such features is a necessary part of any evaluation in which the

total risk involved with such specific systems is being evaluated and ccm-

pared to other societa risks. An evaluation of these specific features

and the generic aspects assoe'ated with all BWRs and in some cases all

LWRs, lead to the following conclusions.

1

A. In-Vessel Steam Explosions

The assessmer.t of in-vessel steam explosions as a potential contain-

ment f ailure mechanism was addressed for a variety of accident sequences

encompassing the anticipated reactor conditions for these postulated se-

vere accidents and the conclusion derived was that there is no potential

for containment failure as a result of an in-vessel steam explosion. This
I i

evaluation was based upon the available experimental and analytical litera-

ture on the subject of steam explosions as well as a detailed evaluation
i

of the structural components within a boiling water reactor and the influ-

ence that they would have upon the specific rate dependent processes in-

volved in such an explosive interaction.

B. Additional Hydrogen Generation

The relevant phenomenology associated with additional zircaloy oxi-

dation during the movement of material from the original core region in-

to the lower plenum illustrates the fact that, in the absence of water,

which is required for progression of the meltdown, additional oxidation
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'

is quite limited. As a result, the' metal-water reaction and the result-
r

ing hydrogen generation will essentially take place during the degradation

which occurs within the original core boundaries, i.e. before the core has ,

' *

lost its geometric integrity.

C. Vessel Failure Mechanism
!

Evaluation of the geometric configuration in the lower head of the
-| . f

{- boiling water reactor reveals that the likely spot for reactor vessel
.

failure in these postulated sequences would be around one or more of the
~

control rod drive penetrationa or the penetrations for the in-vessel flux

monitors. Given this initial failure, the transmission of degraded ma-

| terial through the reactor vessel branch would ablate a larger hole in
;

the vessel; the size of which could approach about 30 cm in diameter.2

:

1 The size of this breach effects the blowdown processes and. fuel disposi-
4

: OO tion within the drywell and wetwell, and such calculations should be
!

! based on a diameter evaluated from this analysis.
.

D. Disposition of Core Material

i Following reactor vessel failure, the events. determining the fuel re-
:

lease from the reactor _ vessel and the resulting disposition within the

primary containment occur in a time interval of 1 to 2 minutes. An evalua-

tion of the governing processes which determine this discharge and disposi- ;

tion of the material show that the fuel material would originally accumu-

! late within the control rod drive room, except for those sequences in
|

| which water is available on the diaphragm floor, such as a large break

LOCA, and the distribution throughout-the diaphragm would then be deter-

mined by the gravity driven flow of this accumulated pool. The flow onto

and around the diaphragm floor would be essentially complete at a time

frame of 2 minutes.

!

,
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E. Diaphragm Integrity

The evaluation of the means whereby diaphragm integrity could be

lost and material could be directly discharged from the drywell into the

wetwell shows that this requires tiine intervals between 30 seconds and 6

minutes depending upon the method of attack. The implication of this time

interval is that the distribution of core material would occur prior to

the loss of diaphragm integrity. Given this distributed configuration,

the amount of material which can be released directly into the wetwell is

severely limited.

F. Permanent Coolability

For those sequences in which water can be added directly to the dry-

well, the material can be cooled in place with the energy extraction being

through a vaporization-condensation heat transport cycle between the dry-

well-wetwell, even in the presence of a loss of diaphragm integrity, and

the ultimate heat sink being the reactor heat removal system which ex-

tracts the energy from the wetwell.

O
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t) Appendix
%

Mixing Considerations

When considering the intermixing of hot and cold materials which are

initially in a totally separate state, one must consider the energy re-

quirements for the fine scale intimate inixing of these two materials, par-

ticularly if this is assumed to occur on a rapid time scale. Such an

evaluation was presented by Cho, Fauske and Grolmes [16] at the 1976 In-

ternational Meeting on Fast Reactor Safety and Related Physics. In this

assessment, the energy requirements to overcome the frictional dissipa-

tion were found to be substantial for rapid intermixing.

The assessment of frictional dissipation was based upon two differ-

ent types of intermixing processes. The first of which assumed that the

total intermixing occurred in a "one-step" manner as illustrated in Fig.

A-1, and the other formulation assumed a progressive mixing pattern as

graphically illustrated in Fig. A-2. The frictional dissipation for both

mixing processes is expressed by

frictional dissipation = NC " E ^
D f m

where N equals the number of fuel particles, R is the radius of the fuel

particle being mixed, U , equals the mixing velocity, L , is the mixing dis-

tance, o equals the water density, and C s the drag coe H icient, W eh
g D

in these order of magnitude analyses is usually taken to be unity. The

mixing energy is generally dominated by the frictional dissipation term,

especially if rapid intermixing is postulated as was done in the WASH-1400

analyses. While this term is designated as frictional dissipation, it is ,

principally characterizing the form drag and is not representative of a

truly viscous characteristic. If the mixing velocity is assumed to be
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Fig. A-1 Illustration of One-Step Mixing.
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Fig. A-2 Illustration of Progressive Mixing.
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equal to the mixing length divided by the mixing time (t,) and the mixing

length is approximated by the cube root of the volume to be mixed. (L, =

1! ) the one-step mixing energy is then given byV

2
*

pV
g

(A-2)(E,) one-step = 3/8
t ,2R

As discussed by the above authors in their paper, the mixing energy

depends upon the mode of breakup in. intermixing of the hot and cold ma-

terials. The "one-step" mechanism requires the maximum energy and the ac-

tual energy requirements could be considerably less if the intermixing

process occurs in a progressive fashion involving a number of steps. If

this is assumed to occur in a finite number of steps, the expression for

the energy required in progressive mixing is given by-

E - V 3/8 c
~ " (^~ }

9 f

.i m

where n is the number of steps in the mixing process and y is the reduc-
,

I tion factor of fuel particle size in each step. This energy expression
1
4

exhibits a minimum energy level when
,

" " 1. 4 " (b /R) (A-4)' o

and if this minimum number of steps is considered, the progressive mixing

formulation is then expressed as

2 ) [/I y /3 (
2/3|1"kf3R' ~/

2

(E,),19 = 1.81 o V 'llR (A-5)1g 2
(t, )( /V

where the mixing length has again been assumed to be equal to the cube

root of the mixing volume.

O
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i

For analyses such as those conducted in WASH-1400, the rapid inter-

mixing of hot and cold materials results in thermal energy transferred

from the hot material and this is then realized as rapid vaporiration of

the water, which expands and performs mechanical work, The mechanical

work estimated from large scale steam explosion experiments is a small

fraction of the thermal energy in the melt, typically less than 1%, [18].

However, the amount of thermal energy extracted from the melt is a useful

reference to compare against the energy required simply for mixing these

materials on a very rapid time scale. This energy cannot be transferred

faster than the thermal energy can be conducted to the surface of the

core material and, the rate of thermal penetraticn into the core material

can be estimated by using linear approximation of the error function solu-

tion as given by

x = 2 Va t (A-6)p

where x is the thermal penetration distance, t is the mixing time, and

o is the thermal diffusivity of the molten core material. For a timep

scale of I millisecond, the thermal penetration given by this linear ap-

proximation is 22 microns. Consequently, if one assumes that all the

thermal energy is transferred in this time scale, a particle radius of

66 microns would be necessary since the equivalent thermal length for

spherical particle is approximately 1/3 of its radius. This is illustrat-
,

!

i ed in Table 1-VI for the cases of 100%, 10% and 1% thermal energy release.
1

A similar calculation is also provided for the mixing time of 10 milli-

secotds, and these two time scales bracket the mixing times of interest

for rapid intermixing. (In this context, rapid intermixing infers that

the mixing process takes place on the time scale of the explosive event).

4

t
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p Table 1-VI lists the mixing energies required for the various parti-

V cle sizes determined from the percent ecergy released. The salient fea-

ture depicted in the table is the immense amount of energy required to

rapidly mix such particle sizes; particularly when large volumes are con-

sidered. This energy is compared te a value of 1% of the thermal energy

contained in the melt, which represents the mechanical work done by the

explosion. (The volume considered in this analysis is approximately 14 m ,

which represents 100,000 kg of core material). The table also shows a

ratio of the mixing energy requirement to the mechanical work (1% of melt

thermal energy) and it is seen that this is always much greater than uni-

ty. Since a vapor explosion is a self-sustaining process the thermal en-

crgy transferred must be far greater than mechanical work delivered by

the explosion. Such a comparis'n shows that both the one-step and pro-

p gressive mixing processes require far more energy to mix the two materials

than is typical of the available large scale experimental results. These

simplistic energy considerations for the rapid intimate mixing of the core

materials and water from initially separated state show that the mechani-

cal energy requirements for mixing alone necessitates a trigger which is
.

far larger than the explosion itself.

As a result of the above considerations for mechanical energy re-

quircmento in rapid intermixing, one crrives at the substantial conclu-

aion that auch rapid interdiepersion of hot and cold materiate cannot be

achieved. Consequently, the only means of achieving auch a state is by

a stooty developing, progreceive mixing state.

OV
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APPENDIX I

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is a systematic methodology
applied in an attempt to develop a measure of safety, but like most measures,
it is not perfect. It provides a range of the average risk per power plant
when assuming a very large amount of reactor operating experience. It can-

not predict when a potentially serious problem may arise in a plant; con-
versely, a ser'ious problem at one plant does not disprove the analyses
because they are based on a large population of plants operating with a
large cumulative base of operating experience.

This appendix summarizes the reasons for utilizing a risk analysis
approach and identifies the uncertainties which can arise from this type of

Q analysis.

Included in this appendix'are discussions of the following items:

e Overview of Risk Analysis

e Completeness of Accident Sequences

e Other Accident Types

e Data Input

Failure Rates-

- Meterology

Population-

e Health Effects.
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hI.1 OVERVIEW: RISK ANALYSIS

Risk evaluation through system analysis efforts are applicable
in at least three principle areas:

e A measurement of societal risk

The setting of standards (occupational, public health, etc.)e

e The allocation of resources for safety expenditures.

While risk analysts cannot devise means to eliminate all risk, they can
advise on how to best allocate resources to minimize societal risk. People
must invariably assume or endure risks and hazards of some amount, and
thus it is important that information be made available so that intelligent
choices can be made on the risks we will tolerate.

Risk analysis generally involves several interwoven steps as
shown in the block diagram in Figure I.l. g
I.2 COMPLETENESS OF POSTULATED ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

Since risk analysis of a complex engineering system, such as
a nuclear power plant, involves the evaluation of many man-machine inter-
faces over a variety of plant conditions, it is not possible to include
all of the potential accident sequences. Rather, the number and types of
accident sequences are limited to c level which assures the incorporation
of the important sequences in the consequence analysis. Since this set of
sequences reoresents an approximation to the spectrum of conceivable acci-
dent sequences, sequences are chosen for analysis which conservatively
incorporate the events and consequences which may develop from the grouped

events. For example, all turbine trips are treated in a similar manner
regardless of the initial core power level. It is assessed that the course
of the accident is determined for sequences initiated from 100% core power.

I-2
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The ground rules of a risk-analysis are important since they
limit a problem's magnitude to a manageable level. The LGS analysis is
perfonned consistent with the ground rules identified in Section 1.5.
This limits the evaluation on a generic basis to a study similar to
WASH-1400.

The plant risk (R), under the provision of the ground rules, is

the summation of the risk (r$) of N accidents that have been identified:

Il N

R(plant) = Z r4= Z pCj4
i=1 i=1

where p4 is the accident probability and C is the accident consequence (s).$

Completeness could be achieved if there were no more than !! accidents that
could occur in the plant. It is not possible to prove rigorously that all

potential accidents have been considered, but as will be shown, techniques
exist which give assurance that the major contributors to risk have been
identified.

Suppose there are additional accidents, H+1 to N+R; the error
associated with not including these accidents is:

N+R

E
Error = I*N*I PCi4

N N+R

1 pC + E pCj4 j$
i=1 i=N+1

This error is small if

N+R N

.
PC Z Ci$ p4 $ ,

i=N+1 i=1

0
1-4
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v' This is not as difficult to achieve as it might seem. Certain
systematic procedures assist in identifying the major risk contributors,
such as tables in which plausible and implausible accidents are listed.
From these, major risk contributors are selected using approximate values
for p and C . Other approaches to assuring completeness are: expertg $

and peer review, review of previous related analyses, and analysis of
barrierpenetration(leakpathanalysis). While the preceding are effec-
tive procedures, the fact that the product of p and C must be about theg 4

same magnitude as those already identified facilitates the identification
of major risk contributors. The larger the value of p , the more readilyg

it is identifiable; thus, the likelihood of not detecting a riskcontributor

within the guidelines defined in Section 1.5 is small.

Events which might be postulated to have consequences even higher
than thus far envisioned may be possible. However, no mechanism for such
a release has yet been postulated. Currently included in the Limerick
analysis are events with very high consequences; however, these events are

f) found to have extremely nall probabilities of occurrence. Therefore, the
v

risk due to these event, is small. Since the consequences used for these
events involve a large fraction of the core inventory, the probability of
higher consequences occurring than those currently considered is felt to
be small.

I.3 OTHER ACCIDENT TYPES

Some of the probabilities which are calculated in this analysis
are extremely small. These low values indicate that the design of the

! system in question is such as to render the postulated accidents extremely
| improbable. However, these low probability accident scenarios may have

relatively large consequences and, therefore, it is prudent to consider
them in the analysii. In addition, as stated in the ground rules, the
following failure modes were not considered in the analysis:

O '

v,
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e As-built interactions, such as cable routing, pipe
routing, electrical supply reliability. (i.e., isolation
protection)

e System inadequately designed to perform required function

e Sabotage

e Fires or initinion of fire protection

e External effects: floods, hurricanes, tornadoes,
airplane crashes, seismic effects.

Each of the above items is treated as a separate design require-
ment in the layout and construction of the plant. Specifically, compliance
with the NRC Regulatory Guides outlined below provides a high degree of
assurance that these concerns do not present an undue risk.

Environmental Qualification (Regulatory Guide 1.89)

The requirements delineated include principles, procedures,
and methods of qualification which, when satisfied, will confirm the
adequacy of the equipment design for the performance of Class lE functions
under nonnal, abnormal, design-basis-event, post-design-basis-event,
and containment-test conditions.

Control Room Habitability (Regulatory Guide 1.78, 1.95)

Several hazardous chemicals are identified as possibly resulting
in control room uninhabitability if sufficient quantities are released

' accidentally. The general design considerations in assessing the habita-
bility of the control room during and after a postulated external release
of hazardous chemicals are presented. In particular, the detailed design
provisions to protect control room operators from an onsite chlorine
release are described.

O
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{) Security Requirements (Regul' tor Guide 1.17)a

It is important to protect nuclear power plants against sur-
reptitous acts of industrial sabotage, which could lead to a threat to
the health and safety of the public. Both procedural measures and physi-
cal security criteria for this purpose are described.

Fire protection (Regulatory Guide 1.120)

A fire protection program for safety-related systems and equip-
ment and for other plant areas containing fire hazards is developed to
implement the general design criteria for fire protection. This program
is to ensure the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in
a safe shutdown condition and to minimize radioactive releases to the
environment in the event of a fire.

External Effects (Regulatory Guides 1.12, 1.29, 1.48, 1.59,

O i.so. 1.61 i.78. i ioo. i.102. 1.117
~

1.122,1.132)

Several external effects, such as earthquate, flood, and tornado
are considered in relation to the safety of the nuclear power plant. Sub-
jects that are addressed include: instrumentation, design limits and
loading combinations, design response, qualification of electric equipment,
and site investigations. Compliance with these guides is taken to provide
adequate assurance that the reactor can be safely shut down in the event of
adverse external effects.

1.4 DATA INPUT

The quantification process necessarily requires input data of a
wide variety in order to characterize the probability and consequences of
postulated accident sequences. Despite extensive operating experience
with nuclear and fossil plants, the availability of accurate component or

O
. ~
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system failure rates is still lacking. In addition, meterological data
is characterized by general, recent weather patterns at the site and
information on weather 20 to 50 miles from the site is insufficient.
This section discusses the limitations' of the following:

o Component failure rates (I.4.1)
.

e Meterological data (I.4.2)

e Population data (I.4.3)

e Accident consequences (I.4.4).

1.4.1 Component Failure Rates

The potential problems associated with component failure rate
data arise from the fact that the specific plant being analyzed may have
little or no direct operating experience with components failing in service.
Even with plants of considerable experience, the number of failures of a
component of a specific type employed in a specific environment are few. h

Suppose there have been m failures in n components during T years
of plant experience. The point value failure probability can be approximated
as

m
f=-,

! nT

Of the numbers composing this ratio, n, the number at risk, may be known
by simply counting components; similarly, the operating experience, T,
may be known, but the accuracy associated with m is approximately 1/vf5.
This may be uncertain if m is a small number. To improve the statistical
accuracy, it is common practice to use data for similar components in
similar environme'nts. Obviously, this introduces a new error because
similar components may be only superficially similar, and manufacturing
processes, procedures, and tolerances may result in a considerably different

9'
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component reliability. Similarly, component reliability is very much
affected by the environment in which it operates. For example, valve

'

reliability is strongly affected by the moisture in the environment,
the operating temperature, and the fluid with which it operates.

The major limitations in the component failure rate characteri-
zation are:

,

e Assumption of similar environment for all components of
the same type

o No modeling of the age dependence of failure rates

e Treatment of all components of similar types as part
of the identically same population

e Only a portion of all failures have been reported,
processed, and finally appear in one of the available
data scurces, such as:

NRC LER file-

Od - WASH-1400

CE component information retrival (CIR) system-

- (NPRDS (nuclear plant reliability data system).

In addition to the above items, there is a potential concern arising
from the implementation of component failure rate data. The data re-
ported is generally taken and treated as random independent failures.
The inclusion of dependent failures, known as common-cause or common-
mode failures, plays a very important role in the evaluation of risk.

The term common-mode refers to two or more items failing as
a result of the same cause or failure mode. Concern for this type of
problem arises since there is a limit to the attainable reliability
with a sinle component or subsystem; but, if components fail independ-
ently of each other, it is possible to use several so that the failure
of one or more is circumvented by one or more operational units.

1-9
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It is apparent that common-mode failures are primarily sig-
nificant for redundant systems. For example, suppose a subsystem has'

two redundant components each with a probability of failure of 0.01;
the probability that both have failed is 0.01 x 0.01 = 0.0001. But if

the components fail at the same time due to a common cause, the proba-
bility of the redundant system failure is that of a single component:
0.01. The change between coupled and uncoupled failures is even larger
for more redundant systems. Common-mode or common-cause failures are

very important, but there are aspects that assist in their identifica-
tion and elimination. These are noted as follows:

1. Common-mode effects have safety significance only in
redundant systems, thus all systems need not be examined
for these effects. This selection must be done with care,
however, because some backup arrangements are not always
obvious.

2. Conrnon-mode effects are minimized by design, manufacture,
and procedural diversity.

3. Isolation barriers are used to minimize such common-mode g
effects as pipe whip, fire, and missiles.

WASH-1400 used a mathematical artifice when common-mode effects
could not be identified. This was severely criticized by the Lewis
Committee and has been mentioned previously. WASH-1400 employed the
rationale that the true failure rate of a redundant system is bounded
at the low end by assuming completely independent subsystems and at the
high end by assuming coEpletely dependent subsystems keyed to the failure
of the highest failure rate subsystem. Having established these bounds,
the RSS chose the expected value as being the geometric mean of these

extremes. It is obvious that there is no hardware basis for this selection
and it is avoided in the " realistic" analyses presented in the LGS risk
assessment.

There is another type of common-mode coupling that has received
less attention than the type discussed in Section 1.4.5. This is the fact

that the consequences from one type of failure can modify the operating

9
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(Dv environment of other components and result in both accelerated failure
as well as possibly immediate failure. This type of common-mode is pri-
marily addressed through the Code of Federal Regulations and through the
Regulatory Guides by requiring equipment certification as to operability
in a degraded environment. In the LGS analysis, the environmental
changes that result as an accident progresses through its sequences is
continually examined. When the environment exceeds operability require-
ments for a component, it is assumed to fail. This is a conservative
assumption, but more realistic treatment cannot be justified in the
absence of test data extending beyond design specifications (see also

Section I.3).

I.4.2 Meterological Data

The consequence analysis carried out using the CRAC computer
code makes use of several simplifying assumptions to model the transport
of fission products from the site and release to the environment. The

C principal components of the modeling are:

o Wind direction at various elevations

e Wind speed at various elevations

e Atmospheric / plume dispersion

e Rainfall.

The wind direction and speed could be modeled continuously at
all heights and distances from the site. However, the available data
limits the model. The site meterological data is collected from one
tower with some backup data available from satellite towers. However, the
existing meterological data does not provide a continuous plot of wind di-
rection and speed in all directions at all distances. The CRAC model used
in the consequence analysis employs wind direction and speed during the
course of the accident.

O
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The CRAC model also incorporates some dispersion of the plume

arising from the turbulence of the air and roughness of the terrain. The
plume dispersion can have an effect on the prediction of early
fatalities at large distances from the plant, since early fatalities are
a threshold effect.

In a review paper, van der Hoven (I-1) summarizes data on atmos-
_

pheric dispersion experiments performed on various terrains in Washington,
Idaho, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. The Washington experiment used an
85

Kr tracer and the other measurements were made with an SF6 (non-radio-
active) tracer. These measurements were perfomed for Pasquill stability
classes E, F, and G, in windspeeds less than 2 m/sec. The terrains were
classified into the following types :

Type I - Smooth desert-like (Washington and Idaho)

Type II - Wooded flat terrain (Louisiana and Pennsylvania)

OType III - Wooded hilly terrain (Tennessee).

The author concludes that for flat forested surfaces, the diffusion model
(CRAC code) will overpredict the peak concentration by 20 to 40, whereas
for hilly forested terrain, the overprediction is 50 to 500.

I.4.3 Population Data

The population at various distances and directions from the
plant can be determined with sufficient accuracy to characterize the

'

health effects resulting from the postulated accidents. Since popu-
lation is grouped by sector, small uncertainty is introduced into the
analysis. However, the modeling of the evacuation, sheltering, and
breathing rates of the population during an accident sequence plays more
important roles in determining consequences to the population in an
accident.

O
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o
e Rapid evacuation could result in very few or no

fatalities even under the most adverse accident
conditions.

e Adequate sheltering could minimize the population dose.

e Accurate modeling of the breathing rates can also
drastically change the early fatality estimate.

I.4.4 Accident Consequences

There are very few benchmarks which can be used to establish
the accuracy of the consequence models used in the nuclear power plant
analysis. Data on the behavior of reactor systems are being gathered
by many large-scale (e.g., LOFT and Semiscale) as well as laboratory-
scale controlled experiments on core release functions, plate-out
factors, and other factors that attenuate the release of radioactivity.
Since it is impractical to perfonn full scale replications of accident
sequences, the fragmentary data from accidents such as TMI-2, Windscale,

and SL-1 must be used in system models.

There are many barriers that are designed to confine or disperse
the radioactivity in the event of an accident. In general terms, these
barriers are: fuel matrix, coolant, reactor system cooling boundary, pri-
mary containment, secondary containment, and the atmospheric dispersion of
material before it reaches the public. Each barrier has varying abilities
to confine or dissipate the materials depending on the barrier structure,
geometry, and environmental chemistry and physics. The amount of material
retained by or on the various barriers may be calculated using simplifying
assumptions, but many inaccuracies are involved in using laboratory data
for modeling the amount of release in a damaged nuclear power plant. The
reason for these uncertainties are problems in applying small sampic labora-
tory data to a model of a complex power plant and extrapolating the data
to accident conditons. Because of the uncertainties, the WASH-1400 analysis
tended to be conservative, i.e., predict higher than expected releases so
that the consequences would not be underestimated.

O
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Comparisons can be made of these predictions and the amount of
material released in severe reactor accidents. Recently, there has been
an attempt (I-2) to calculate the SL-1 accident using updated versions of
the CORRAL and CRAC codes used in WASH-1400. Even though the models were

more detailed than those of WASH-1400, and the SL-1 geometry is simpler,
the results overestimated the release by four times the amount actually

observed.

The recent accident at TMI-2 provides useful data on actual
releases from damaged cores (I-3) as shown in Table I-1.

,

m

.

hTable I.1

CORE RELEASE FRACTIONS OF TOTAL INVENTORY FROM TMI-2

i
Material Release to

;

| RCS Reactor Building Auxiliary

| Gaseous Liquid Building Environment

| Noble Gas 0.6 0.6 0.05 0.05
Iodine 0.3 0.006 0.2 0.03 2 x 10~7
Ce 0.5 40.01 0.4 0.03

| Be, Sr 0.02 0.01

|

|

O
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For comparison, the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) BWR Category 4

release, which is the closest BWR release category to tne TMI-2 accident,
is presented in Table I.2. This shows a factor of 7,500 overprediction of
the iodine release (iodine is the isotope that provides the largest
contribution to the plant risk). This comparison is provided to illustrate
areas of , conservatism in the models used. These results were not used in
the Limerick Analysis.

Table I.2

.COMPARIS0N OF TMI-2 AND RSS BWR-4
(Release Fractions of Total Inventory) -

Material RSS BWR-4 TMI

Noble Gas 0.6 0.05
Iodine 1.5 x 10-3 2 x 10-7
Os - Rb 5.0 x 10-3 N.R.*
Te - Sb 4.0 x 10-3 N.R.

Ba - Sr 6.0 x 10-4 N.R.

Ru 6.0 x 10 N.R.

La 1.0 x 10-4 N.R.

*Not reported, presumably not detected

The last barrier is the atmospheric dispersion of the radioactive
material to the population. This is calculated with the CRAC code and
uses the generalized Gaussian plume diffusion model. It is also the model
recommended by Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 for the analysis of loss of
cooling accidents.

!

! 1.5 HEALTH EFFECTS

Radiation affects humans in three ways:

O
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o Early and continuing somatic effects
Ne' Late somatic effects (cancers) ,

e Genetic effects. s s

q s

'
Early and continuing somatic effects manifest themselves within a year

g
'of exposure. In contrast, latent cancers would be observed;two to ' \'

forty years after exposure and genetic effect's would be evident in. s

succeeding generations. Late somatic and genetic effects stemming
from a major release of radioactive material woulc manifest them- ['

*
selves as an increase in the spontaneous incidence of cancer or genetic

,

effects in the exposed population. Since early and continuing somatic
effects are usually observed after large, acute doses of radiation (e.g.,

, \
whole-body doses of 100 rads), they would be limited to persons within- i

'

approximatelyfiftymilesofthereactorevenforthelargestconce'ivaklc1 s
'

release. Conversely, late somatic and genetic effects may result from
very low doses albeit with low incidence. Consequently, t.? esc if'fects. ' ,

may occur at long distar.ces from the' reactor. ,Q'
,

Mortality c.riteria for early effncts are often stated in derms
of the dose that would be lethal to fif ty percent of the exposed popula- \sN'

'

| tion within sixty days (designated as LD50/60). This value varies from s

350 rads if there is little treatment, to 520 rads with supportive treat-

ment, and up to 1050 rads for heroic treatment. .

The starting point for the health effects model used by WASH-1400 3

and contained in CRAC is the report issued by the National Academy of Sciences
on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Raoiation (the BEIR report) (I-4).
The BEIR report estimates risks on both an absolute and relative basis by
using thirty-year and lifetime plateaus. For the reasons given in fppendix

VI of WASH-1400 (I-5), the LGS stuc,y used the absolgte basis and a thirty- -

\

year plateau for the evaluation of reactor risks. . ,,
,

The BEIR report relied heavily on the ongoing study of the 's
Japanese atomic bomb survivors, who received a very high dose rate exposure
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of gamma, beta and neutron (high linear energy transfer (LET)) radiation.
Furthennore, the dose magnitudes were estimated to range from 10 to over
300 rem. Those survivors receiving less than 10 rem were used as a con-
trol population group for the BEIR estimates. The doses from a reactor
accident would be almost exclusively due to low-LET radiation (i.e., no
neutrons and less than 1% due to alpha radiation). Except for a few
individuals who might be irradiated by the passing cloud very close toi s

the reactor, the dose _ rates to the whole body would be less than 1 rem'

per day which, with respect to latent cancer induction, is a low dose
rate. For the above reasons, the exposures resulting from a reactor acci-
dent would be different from the exposures on which the BEIR report based

,

its estimates with respect to quality of radiation, dose rate, and dose
magnitude. The risk estimates generated in the BEIR report are based on
a linear extrapolation from the aforementioned data to zero doses, without
any threshold dose (i.e., a dose magnitude below which there would be zero
induction of cancer). Both the BEIR and United Nations (I-6) reports caution
that this linear hypothesis is likely to overestimate the risks for low
doses and/or low dose rates of low-LET radiation and that, in cases of low
exposure, it cannot be ruled out that the risk may actually be zero.

Clearly, there are other problems with the linear hypothesis because
there is no limit on the affected population group. By simply extending the
calculations to larger distance, larger amounts of population can be in-

.

cluded as being affected by a theoretically very small but non-zero dose and
hence health effect. This practice can be made more realistic by calculating
the fractional dose to the affected population as compared with the dose and
health effects the same population group would receive. from natural background.

O. This has the advantage of cancelling out the model assumptions contained in
the linear hypothesis by treating the health effects of accident radiation the
same as natural radiation.

The RSS, in the final report, used a different approach by con-
sidering data that reflect non-diversities of the dose / health effects re-
lationship at low doses. Since the objective of the Reactor Safety Study

.
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was to make as realistic an assessment of risks as is possible and to place
bounds on the uncertainty, the study made three escimates of the number of
latent cancers from a reactor accident. The upper bound is based on the
BEIR estimates with some small changes reflectini; recent data. For the
central (most realistic) estimate, the upper bound is modified by dose-
effectiveness factors which are stated in Table I-3.

O,

Table I.3

DOSE-EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS *

Total Dose Dose Rate (rem per day)
(rem) <1 1 10 , 10

< 10 0.2 0.2 0.2
10 - 25 0.2 0.4 0.4
25 - 300 0.2 0.4 1.0 g
From WASH-1400

These factors, which are based on recent experimental data for animals,
reduce the expected incidence of latent cancers for small doses and/or
low dose rates. In the opinion of the study, these central estimates
would represent a more realistic assessment of latent cancer fatalities
arising from a reactor c.ccident; the study's medical advisors were of the
unanimous opinion that these dose effectiveness factors still probably
overestimate the true risk. The overall r,attern of data shows no observ-

,

able difference from an unirradiated control population for persons receiving
either an acute dose of less than 25 rem or a chronic dose of less than 1
rem per day to the whole body. As an approximate indication of the possible
nonzero lower bound, the study estimates the population dose received by
individuals in excess of a threshold and applies the incidence rate used
for the central estimate.

O
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O Finally, the accuracy of national and international radiation
standards have been challenged. One of the more recent is the so-called
" hot spot" theory (I-7) put forth by Tamplin and Cochran. The theory
assumes that the health effects of alpha emitters snould be based on the
ionization density rather than the total energy deposited. If this were
true, the 50 years of development that resulted in world standards for
radiation effects on man would be seriously in error by more than a factor

O of one thousand. This hypothesis, its refutation, and the supporting data
are well-documented in reference (I-7) which also reviews the foundations
on which the dose-health effect relationships rest. The basic explanation
of the error of the " hot spot" theory is that the effect has already been
included in the experimental method whereby the dose-health effect relation-
ship is measured.

O
I

.
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- ULTIMATE PRESSURE CAPACITY
v

OF

LIMERICK PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Introduction
,

Bechtel Power Corporation was requested by Phil-
adelphia Electric Company to assist General Electric /
Science Applications Inc. investigating the ultimate
pressure capacity of the containment in support of the
Limerick risk study. This report contains the
results of this investigation and presents the con-
clusions reached.

1.2 Conclusions

The conclusion of this investigation is that the
containment structural integrity will be mair.tained
up to an ultimate internal pressure capacity of 140 psig.

7- The pressure capacity criterion has been defined as

(_)3 that pressure at which a general yield state is reached
at critical structural sections. A lower bound of
120 psig was established on the basis of infinite
cylinder calculations using the geometry, reinforcement,
liner plate and material properties of the midheight
of the containment wetwell wall. An upper bound of
160 psig was established on the basic of a finite
element analysis of the containment as a whole including
concrete cracking and steel yielding. The ultimate
internal pressure capacity is 140 psig after consideration
of the assumptions and accuracies of the two analysis
techniques. Only a general failure mode can be defined
due to the limitations of the analysis techniques and
the schedule required to support this investigation.

The ultincte pressure capacity investigation of the
refueling head, equipment hatch, personnel airlocks,
and other pressure retaining components of the liner
system concluded that all calculated mer.brane stresses
were below yield at 120 psig. The investigation also
concluded that deformations at flanged faces exceeded
original criteria, but no quantitative leakage rates,

could be established.

i
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The investigation of primary boundary valves
concluded that no valves are expected to fail |||below 300 psig, and that the lowest pressure where
excessive leakage might occur is in the 150 to 200
psig range.

2.0 CONTAINMENT GENERAL

2.1 General Arrangement

A typical section through the containment structure
is shown in Figure 1. Relative size and location
of the primary load and pressure resisting structural
elements are shown here.

2.2 Criteria

The containment ultimate pressure is defined as
the internal pressure which causes a general
yield state of all steel components of a structural
section. In the case of the highly indeterminate
containment shell, a general yield state is reached
when the hoop and inclined reinforcement as
well as the liner plate has yielded. In the
case of the refueling head and hatches, a general
yield state is reached when the critical steel
section has yielded through the entire thickness. (gg

2.3 Material Properties

Some material properties used for the analyses done
in this investigation were taken from construction
test records. Table 1 gives a summary of the

,

properties used.
1

l 3.0 CONTAINMENT ULTIMATE PRESSURE CAPACITY

| 3.1 Idealized Infinite Cylinder

A study of the lower containment wall (wetwell wall)
was made idealizing it as an infinite cylinder.
This assumption neglects the restraint provided
by the base slab and diaphragm slab and stress
concentrations in the walls due to discontinui-
ties (hatches, penetrations, embeds, etc). This
study was also made due to the difficulties

i

| caused by the inclined reinforcement in an overall
analysis. The ultimate pressure value thus
obtained is a lower bound and an indication
of the structural strength in case of partial or

P-200/4 Rev. O
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_ complete failure of the support mechanism at the slabs,,,() specifically at the diaphragm slab.
_

|

The infinite cylinder model for this analysis consists
of meridional, hoop and inclined reinforcement, liner |

plate and the concrete as shown in Figure 2. The
meridional direction tension force is due to the in-
ternal pressure (pr/2) and is reduced by the dead
load, while the hoop tension force is due entirely to
the internal pressure (pr). The Bechtel inhouse
computer program CECAP was applied to establish force
equilibrium and strain compatibility for this model.

A general yield condition is reached at 120 psig in-
ternal pressure. The final steel component to approach
yield is the diagonally inclined reinforcement. At
this internal pressure, the hoop rebar strain is
178 percent, the meridional rebar strain is 17 percent,
and in the inclined rebar is 98 percent of the yield
strain. The corresponding radial displacement is 2.2
inches.

3.2 Finite Element Calculations
,

A study of the whole containment structure was made
by a finite element model. This analysis modeled the
overall response of the entire structure to the

7 ,) increasing internal pressure. The restraining effectt'~'
of the base slab and diaphragm slab on the typical
wetwall wall section can therefore be determined.
Stress concentration effects at local discontinuities
(hatches, penetrations, embeds, etc) were not investi-
gated by this analysis since local discontinuities
cannot be modeled with axisymmetric elements. The
typical wall to slab section stress concentration
effects were evaluated. The failure mode and loca-

| tion were determined from this analysis.
|

The finite element analysis was performed using the
model shown in Figure 4 for the FINEL computer pro-
gram. This program has the capability of modeling
concrete cracking in tension. The redistribution

| of forces and moments are calculated for the static-
| ally indeterminate structure. The model used has

the same elements as were used for the design of the
containment but the material properties were changed
to the values found by tests during construction.

The loads applied to the finite element model study
were dead load, live load and internal pressure
load. The effects of temperature on the containment

Gr-200/4 Rev. O
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were not considered in the investigation of the {||containment. Since 120 psig causes general yielding
of an infinite cylinder, this pressure was used as an
initial pressure for the finite element study. The
results of the analyses at 120 psig and 150 psig are
shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Table 2. Details
of critically stressed sections are shown in Figures
6 and 7.

When the applied pressure is 120 psig, the maximum
stress and strain in the hoop reinforcement is
70 percent of the yield, while in the shear reinforce-
ment at the base-slab-cylinder intersection the
stress and strain is 78 percent of the yield.
The largest radial displacement is 1.0 in. appro-
ximately in the middle of the cylindrical wall. The
average tensile stress across the liner plate at the
diaphragm slab is calculated to be 16 KSI which is
67 percent of the yield.

When the applied pressure is 150 psig, the maximum
reinforcement stress and strain in the hoop direction
is 99 percent of the yield, while locally at the joint
of the base slab and cylinder at the inside corner the
diagonal shear reinforcement just approaches the yield
point. The largest radial displacement of the cylin-
drical wall is 1.4 in. The average tensile stress
across the liner plate at the diaphragm slab is 21 KSI,
which is 88 percent of the yield.

3.3 Summary

An evaluation of the infinite cylinder analysis
concluded that 120 psig is a lower bound on the ulti-
mate strength capacity. A. evaluation of the finite
element analysis concludec that the ultimate strength
capacity can be increased due to the influence of the
base slab and diaphragm slab on the response of the
wetwell wall. However, at approximately 170 psig
internal pressure, the diaphragm slab containment
wall connection becomes overstressed and a general
yield state occurs in the midheight of the containment
wall. It was also found from a simple equilibrium
equation that the reinforcement anchoring the top head
of the structure starts yielding at an internal pressure
of approximately 170 psig.

P-200/4 -0
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The ultimate internal pressure capacity is therefore
determined to be 140 psig after consideration of the
assumptions and accuracios of the two analysis

(^} techniques used. An internal pressure of 140 psig is
N' the pressure up to which the structural integrity of

the containment is assured. The predicted failure above
140 psig is a split along a meridional (vertical) crack
at the wetwell wall midheight. The vertical crack failure
is contained to the midheight of the containment by the
restraint of the base slab and diaphragm slab. However,
at the failure of diaphragm slab connection (across
liner), the wall loses its restraint at the diaphragm
slab and the vertical crack will propagate very rapidly
towards the top of the wetwell wall.

4.0 REFUELING HEAD AND HATCH PRESSURE CAPACITY

This section summarizes the results of Chicago Bridge and
Iron's investigation. The complete investigation is given
in a final report prepared by CB&I.*

4.1 Refueling Head

No membrane stress intensities were calculated which
exceeded the yield strength at the pressures specified.
The location of critically stressed areas in the re-
feeling head is shown in Figure 9. The values of
these critical stresses are given in Table 3.
Deflections at the flange face exceeded CBI's original

("_}
criteria for a leaktight joint and the gaskat could be

s- subject to some damage. However, no quantitative
figure has been established for a possible leakage rate.

4.2 Hatches

No membrane stress intensities exceeding yield were
found in the analysis of the equipment and personnel
hatches. Deflections at the flanged face were not in
excess of the projection of the gasket. However,
possible leakage is dependent on the condition of the
elastomer and cannot be readily evaluated.

No membrane stresses exceeding yield at 120 psig were
found in evaluating all remaining small miscellaneous
pressure retaining components. The evaluation at 160
psi indicated that the Refueling Head Manway and
Suppression Chamber Access Hatch blind flanges
experience stresses in excess of yield.

Also, the Bulkhead stiffener attachment welds indicate
a throat stress in excess of the yield at 160 psi.
The Equipment Hatch and Equipment Hatch-Personnel
Airlock eyebolt support welds indicate stresses above

*" Risk Assessment Report." Chicago, Bridge and Iron -
August 25, 1980
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yield at 160 psi. No assessment of the actual
structural capacity of these members at these ||h
internal pressures has been attempted.

5.0 PENETRATIONS AND PRIMARY BOUNDARY VALVE PRESSURE CAPACITY

5.1 Primary Valves

The potential for primary containment isolation valves
to leak excessively or fail due to containment over-
pressurization was examined to determine if credit
can be taken for such leakage as a vent path.

5.1.1 Investigation

Valves investigated were those located in
potential vent paths, as shown in Figure 8,
which are defined as:

(1) Open to the containment atmosphere, and
(2) Open to the reactor enclosure atmosphere

(via ducting, relief valve, etc.)

,Tne potential vent paths were identified
and the types of valves in them were investigated
with respect to design / test pressures, tendency |||
to seat with pressure, and other considerations
as discussed below:

Butterfly Valves: The design pressure for
all these valves is 62 psig, and the valves
are tested for leak tightness at 75 psig at
the factory. The manufacturer advises that
their experience is that these valves may not
start to leak excessively until a pressure
range of 150-200 psig. The manufacturer also
states that these valves could begin to fail
(distortion of the disc) above 300 psi.

The butterfly valve design is such that it
would not be expected to seat with increased
pressure. However there may be unpredictable
effects on the seal, such as a flaw closing
up with higher piessure.

The Limerick butterfly valve design temperature
is 340*F, and the manufacturet estimates that
the Viton rubber seals would not be adversely
affected by temperature below 500*F.

Rev. OP-200/4
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Peach Bottom local leak rate testing (LLRT) data

(~}- was studied to see if the butterfly valves
\- typically exhibited leakage. (PBAPS valves are

from a different supplier than LGS). While some
butterfly valves did leak at 65-66 psig (typical i

rates of 60-100 cc/ min), others had zero leakage
at this pressure',

Gate, Globe and Check Valves

These types of valves are tested in accordance
with MSS-SP-61 for Limerick, except allowable
leakage limits are less (2cc/ min /in vs. 10cc/
min /in).

Containment isolation valves 2" and smaller
are 1500# rating on LGS. For these valves,
a seat leakage hydrotest of 3600 psi at no
more than 2 cc/ minute / inch nominal valve
diameter is specified.

Valves 2" and smaller that are not classified
as containment isolation valves greater than
2" are at least 150# rating valves, and a seat
leakage test at 300 psi at no more than 2 cc/
min / inch is specified.

{s~-}/
MSS-SP-61 also allows an air test in lieu of
a hydrotest, at 80 psi at no more than 0.1
SCFH/ inch nominal diameter for all valve
ratings. Limerick valves, however, are usually
hydrotested.

Tne gate and check valves tend to seat with
increased pressure. Globe valves will tend
to seat when pressure is above the disc.
Globe valves are typically oriented on Limerick
with the direction of normal flow under the
disc, and some of the identified vent paths
have normal flow from the containment. The
specified seat leakage tests are performed
for both sides of the valves, however, and
globe valves also have the feature of the stem /
operator resisting seat lifting.

These valves are designed for a maximum
temperature of 340*F.

,

other Considerations:

Although the valves are tested for leakage
across the disc, leakage can also occur through
the stem packing. However, experience indicates

(
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that leakage is less likely from the stem than
across the disc. Stem packing leakage is also
a function of periodic maintenance.

Periodic testing throughout the life of the
plant also tends to minimize leakage of certain
valves. Integrated leak rate testing (ILRT)
and LLRT serves to identify leakage of
containment isolation valves, with corrective
action being taken when limits are exceeded.
In addition, other valves in the identified
vent paths not encompassed by the ILRT or
LLRT programs may be periodically examined /
corrected for leakage to the reactor enclosure
in a new program, currently under development
for Limerick, that has been mandated by the
NRC as a result of TMI lessons learned.

Another consideration is the limiting size
and number of valves in the identified vent
paths, since all the valves in a given path
must leak, and leakage could be limited by
the smallest valve in the path. Of the 46
paths .'entified, only 4 are 18" or larger
and with only 2 valves in the path. Seventy- g
five percent of the paths are limited by valve W
sizes 3" and smaller, and 75% of the paths
have 3 or more (closed) valves in them.

5.2 SUMMARY

The investigation shows that no valves are expected to
fail below 300 psi, and that the lowest pressure where
excessive leakage might occur is in the 150-200 psi
range.

Most of the valves in question are subjected to periodic
testing and maintenance, and there are few " good" leakage
paths.

On this basis, and in view of the 140 psig internal pres-
sure capacity identified earlier in this report, it does
not appear that leakage or failure of any specific valve
could be credited as a reliable venting mechanism.
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TABLE l-

.

MATERI AL PROPERTIES ,

1
'

|

i

.

MATERIAL COMPRESSIVE YlELD ULTIMATE MODULUS OF Pols 50N REMARK
STRESS STRESS STRESS ELASTICITY RATIO

CONCRETE 4000.Opsi 3G054 KSI O.17

RENFORCE- 68000.0 psi 1000004 psi 290000 KSI O.30 ASTM AGIB,

MENT GRADE'

UNER PLATE f4000.O psi 290004Ksl o.30 ASTM A 285.

GRADE A
FIREBOX
GUALITY

i

d

,
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TABLE 2
0

@ RESULT- INFINITE CYLINDER AN ALY Sis

STRESS STRAIN _a
PRESSURE Ks! INCH / INCH ^ 'O

HOOP MER. DIAG. HOOP MER. DIA
.

120 psi 68.00 11. so es.s3 417 s 4 01 22s7

@ RESULT - FIN ITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

STRESS STR AIN
KS

PRESSURE LOCATION infinfg = GS Ks1 g=ER s to/ SHEARHOOP MER. DIAG /5 HEM HOOP DIAGM

[SdY8 24.5 3 6.67 53.13 B79 12G4 iB32

l 120 psi MID-HEEHT 45.G4 38.64 1574 1332 --

Dd%T 47.30 41.10 12.55 IG31 15 91 820

fMAB 3G.755 52.08 G4.55 1398 179G 222G'

150ps"1 MID+1EIGHT G7.24 58.33 1319 2011 --

[f,E 55.00 53.09 29.Gl 1902 18 31 1020

O
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APPENDIX K
.

A recognition of the usefulness of computational techniques in
estimating system availability (and unavailability) has encouraged Science,

Applications, Inc. (SAI) to examine existing codes and develop new codes
to automate the procedure for numerically evaluating logical, probabilistic
models of systems and event sequences. The following codes have been de-
veloped to handle thelarge number of calculations required in the complex
fault tree models necessary to accurately model nuclear power plant
safety systems:

.

1. WAMBAM: A code for the quantitative point-wise evaluation
of system failure probability using Boolean Algebra

2. WAMCUT: A code to determine qualitatively the cutsets
(failure sets) which lead to failure of the system or leadO to unacceptable consequences

3. SPASM: A code which utilizes Monte Carlo calculations to
determine the uncertainty of the top event based upon the
distributio.. of input failure probabilities.

Development of the first code was accomplished basically in two
steps: 1) evaluation of existing codes and the methodologies they employ,

: and 2) evolution of a new code which handles the type of problems encountered

j in WASH-1400 (K-1). The new code incorporates many features of existing
codes. The numerical evaluation program, called BAM*, utilizes basic Boolean
techniques, as in the' G0 computer code (K-2). The preprocessor, WAM**, is
designed to ease the amount of user effort required in modeling a system.
It is similar to the PREP portion of the PREP-KITT code (K-3).

* Boolean Arithmetic Model
**WAM is not an acronym

O:
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The work involved in evaluation of the existing codes and

development of BAM is documented in an Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) report entitled, " Generalized Fault Tree Analysis for Reactor
Safety" (K-4).

In an assessment of methods for accident sequence quantification,
limitations of the procedures should be considered. One of the central
difficulties involved in the description of system availability using fault
trees (or any other method) concerns the inability to ensure that all
possible faults are described. This includes such items as dependent and
common-mode faults which may impact system availabilities. Interactions
caused by all possible sources should be considered, since the process of
forming accident sequences from only the most critical system faults is a
focusing process. This process, of a redundant system and common fault
modes such as floods or earthquakes, can be specified diagrammatically and
analytically via these methods. Moreover, all failure modes are shown in
the fault trees in a natural way, at their point of interaction with the

system, rather than being appended to quantified equipment fault trees in
a noinwhat arbitrary manner.

Figure K.1 depicts the functional relationship between code
modules. The preprocessor named WAM allows the system analyst to easily
communicate with the BAM and CUT codes. WAM accepts the icgic tree in

which components and gates are input with alphanumeric names, and allows
up to eight inputs per AND* and OR* gate. A multitude of checks are per-
formed to advise the user of mistakes in his model. In addition, the input

to the desired evaluation module is optimized to reduce running time and
maximize accuracy.

*The AND, OR, NOT gates represent the intersection, union, and "not"
logical operations between sets. Also see reference (K-6).

O
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BAf1 = Boolean Arithmetic Model
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T AP. W AM, CUT. DRAW = hot acacronyms

O
V Figure K-1. Code Module Interrelationships

The inputs to WAM allow models which include all sixteen Doolean

operations between two variables. Basically, this extension is accomplished
by the incorporation of NOT* gates. This makes possible the explicit model-
ing of dependent events. WAM also allows the input of combinational failures,
i.e., when a system fails because at least N of M branches fail. The input
to WAM to describe the combinational failures is the name (M) of each branch
and how many (N) must fail to cause system failure. Up to eight branches'

are allowed as inputs to the " combination" gate.

*The AND, OR, NOT gates represent the intersection, union, and "not"
logical operations between sets. Also see reference (K-6).

O
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O
The WAMBAM (K-5) code uses Boolean algebra minimization techniques

to find the resultant logic expressions from an input tree and then calcu-
lates the associated point unavailability. WAMBAM first forms all possible
combinations of events and then form's a truth table that describes each
event and gate as a function of there combinations. This basic methodology
is computationally optimized, based on techniques used in the G0 computer

code (K-2).

Fault tree construction in WASH-1400 employed AND and OR logic

operations (or cates). In addition, the INHIBIT gate, which acts as a
switch to turn on specific logic when a conditional input is satisfied,
was also utilized. The basic events identified in these fault trees
correspond to independent events for the purpose of quantification. De- .f
pendent conditions are bounded and otherwise approximated by modification
of the assigned probability values.

WAMBAM allows for additional modeling capabilitics, sir.ce all
of the sixteen logical operations for two variables can be included. Basi-
cally, the extension to include any of these logical operations is accom-
plished by incorporation of the NOT operation capability with the use of
AND and OR gates. The inclusion of NOT gates makes possible the explicit
modeling of dependent events, including disjointed events and comon-mode
events.

Analysis of fault trees can proceed in either a quantitative or
qualitative fashion. If one wishes a single number for the mean value of
the top-of-the-tree, then the mean values for the individual event proba-
bilities can be inserted into the tree to produce it. If, however, infor-

mation on the most likely event paths or on the probability distribution
(not just the mean value) of the tree top is wanted, then it is most effi-
cient to proceed to a cutset analysis. This requires a , code, WAMCUT (K-6),
which can very efficiently determine the cutsets of a complex fault tree.

O
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o
Q A cutset of a gate is defined as the set of components which,

when simultaneously failed, cause the gate to fail. Hence, a cutset can
be interpreted as the interse'ction of the components in that gate. A gate
can have more than one cutset since it may be failed by more than one com-
bination of failing components. Hence, the Boolean expression for that
gate is the union of its cutsets.

The WAMCUT code is divided into two sections. The first, WAM, is

the same preprocessor used in the WAMBAM code which reads the fault tree
description and checks for logic and syntax errors. The second section,
CUT, is the cutset finder routine which takes the restructured input fault
tree from WAM and finds the cutsets of each gate, working from the bottom
to the top of the tree.

In order to fonn the cutsets of a gate from the cutsets of its
inputs, three operations need to be defined: the ANDing of the cutsets

of the two inputs, the 0 Ring of the cutsets and the Noting of cutsets.

A These operations are a functionally complete set of logic operations, i.e.,
any of the sixteen Boolean functions of two variables can be formed from
these three operations. WAMCUT can process large fault trees with up to
1500 gates and 1500 components (primary events) without large expenditures
of computer time. There is no limitation on the size of the cutsets al-
though the number of cutsets per gate is limited to 2000. The availability
of the NOT logic enables the user to model any complex system with WAMCUT

gate types. The significant cutsets are identified by using the first
moment component unavailabilities to estimate cutset significance in the
overall evaluation of the system being modeled.

.

All the WAM series codes have been developed, checked, and made

operational by SAI for EPRI, and they are currently available through the
EPRI code center.

The SPASM (System Probabilistic Analysis by Sampling Methods) is

a computer code designed to complement the WAM series of codes. It makes

use of Monte Carlo simulation to obtain information* about system performance
,

* Expressed as a distribution
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from input data of the components (events) of the system. Based on this
information, the system failure probability (unavailability) may be esti-
mated. The inputs required are the following: (1) an " equation"* describing
the system as a function of the components (events), and (2) a table de-
fining the parameters (if necessary) of t1e distributions of the random
variables representing the component states. In addition, the system
model may be created via an option in WAtlCUT.

9

9

*In a FORTRAN Function.
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